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A column labeled "Date Assigned" has been provided at the right-hand
side of each page eumbpr in the contents. Whenever your instructor
assigns a topic, he or she should write this,date in the appropriate blank.
When you havecompleted the topic satisfactorily, your- instructor
should place his or her initials next to the assignment date. If this
procedu(b'has been followed, and you should trarSfer from one school
to anbiber, you will have an accurate record of the work you have
completed, It should never be necessary for you to duplicate work on
topics already studied, or to skip topics not previously assigned.
To provide other school records needed, be ,sure to fill in below your
name, home address, 'and telephone number. Then askyour instructor
to fill in the official date'of your enrollment in his or her class and to sign
his or her name.
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For Thousands of years appienticeship has been the most effective and important method

of training skilled craftspersons. Today, as they have througlrthe ages, apprentices learn the
skills of their chosen trades through productive work and under the guidance of highly

,...,skilled, workers. .
,A system that can endure for so many years ob%iousty offs significant advantages and

/ rewards to those who participate in it.tTlie on' o'rtunity to#parn while learning, increased
opportunity I for adva,ncement in the trade, greater earning power, and job satisfaction are all
benefits derived by apprentices.

As a teaching and (earning system based on cooperation etween labor and management,'
.,/ apprenticeship must offer advantages for emPTO3ers ak w 1. Productive work and.mainte-

.

nance of a supply of highly skilled labor are strong incenb% for management's participation
_._ in apprenticeSbip. ,

..-. Finally, apprentiCeship benefits society in general. Quality goOds and products, an ongo-
ing suppiy of qualified workers, produ'ake citizens, and opportunities for ethnic minority

.groups and' women are among the ways in which.apprenticeship positi% ely affects local
communities, states, and the nation. 4...

, a
On-the-job training has always been the foundation of-apprenticeship, but modern

, apprenticeship- programs include another dirtiensioh classfoOm instruction designed to sup-
plement the apprentipe's jobsite learning. This classroom instruction is a vital part of the
training program-, because the abundance of information needed by today's skilled craftsper-
sons to make decisions and perform the work of their trades cannot be covered adequately at ,,

'the workplace alone.
.

The job - related. courses in all trades are highly speCialized, and adequate training materials
,are riot always available from commercial publishers. Irk such cases the Department of
/ Education, at the request of and in cooperation with labor and managemenCrepresentatives,

develops training materials`guch as this worcbook and makes them' vailable at cost. Every
effort is° lie to ensure.. that these materials Are clear and comprehensive and that they
provide ,a prentice's with the mist up-to-date inforrriation possible on their trade

Tilesetti is an old and hotTored profession. -Like all apprenticeship programs, the tileseta
.ting progra mands hard work,- both on the job and in the classroom The challoges that
you will face in, the next three years as a tileZc,tting Apprentice will be exacting ones. During

"' the difficult times, I encourage you to remember file advantages of apprenticeship cited
above. Keep .in mind that your wbrk and study have a purpose-4o help you become an
artisan in a highly respected trade and a productive citizen.

,

Superintendent a PubluNstru( rum

lit
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The California State Department of Education, through the Bure. u of Publications,
provides .for the development and production of instructional mate_ials for California
apprentices under provisions of the California Labor Standards Act. Funding for these
activities is provided through a self-perpetuating account established to help serve as many
zipprenaceable, trades as possible in the state. The materials, are sold at a price based on the.
costs to produce and distribute them, and the proceeds are returned to the special apprentice-
ship account for use in further development or revision of, materials.

Producing or updating materials involves a jOint effort, by the Department of Educpion
and employer employee gro-ups repregenting a,pprenticeable.trades. The process begins with
a request for services from recognized industry representatives,es, usually a state joint wren-
ticeship and training committee:Trade representatiN,es and Bureau of Publications personnel .
review the request to determine (I) the availability of adequate training materials from
cotnmercial publishers or from other states, and (2) the economic feasibility of thelproposlil.

Once the neerfot materials hag been determined, an ad hoc statewide educational advi-
sory committee for the industry is formed. This committee, composed of-equal numbers of
labor and management representatives, meet's with publications personQe1 to determine the
organization of the material, its technical content, and other details.

Generally, a journey-level person is selected to prepare a manuscript. This practice helps to
ensure that the content is as up to date and accurate as possible. The manuscript is prepared
in accordance with the requirements set Barth by the educational advisory committee and the
guidelines provided by the Bureau of Publications. Bureau personAl=also confer periodically
with the writer to proyide technical and other assistance in tlre.iwritin'g process.

'Manuscripts approved by both the educational advisory committee and the /Bureau' of
Publiwcations are then edited, typeset, illustrated, and prood by publications personnel. The
author and' the educational advisory committee review the cameroready copy for technical
accuracy before it is delivered to the Office of State ,Printing in Sacramento, for printing.

All apprenticeship work books,--testbooks (if tests are not ilcluded in the workbook), final
examinations, and answer keys are warehoused, sold, and Atributed at,cost,by the Bureau
of 'Publications.

This revised edition of Tilesoung was produced in' the manner described above. It was
planned and approved by the California State Educational Advisory Committee for the
Tilesetting Industry. The chairman of this committee was George Lavenberg of Lod Angeles.
The other members included James Feruzzi, L6s Angeles; Jack Howe, Sacramento; Erich
F'aarsch, Los Angeles; Spiro Papadakis, Pacifica; Edward Pitton, Sacrarriento; and Leivis
SwinneS', San Diego. Special thanks are expressed to these individuals fok their4nvaivable
contributions to the revision effort.

*. THEODORE R. SMITH
Editor m chid --
Bureau of Publhamm

4 s.
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After years of research and painstaking w,:irk; the massive restoration project to make
4 California's "old capitol," structurally safe for occupancy nearscompletion. Shdwn applying

quarry tile on the second-floor mezzanine of the rotunda are tilesetters from the Sacramento
area. The tile being laid vvas manufactured domestically and in Germany to duplicate the
English Minton tile that was in place in the rotunda at the turn of the century. Over 100,000
pieces were cut to size for this phase of the project. When the capitol is reopened for use, this
tile will be among the-most viewedand walked onin the state.
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TOPIC 1 HISTORY AND SCOPE OF THE TRADE

.,

This., topic is planned to pr.o\ ide answ ers to the following questions.

What is the 'history of the tilesetting trade?
Why is tilesetting considered to be a basic trade- in the construction industry?
What are the major proCesSes to be learned b% the apprentice tilesetter?

'Tile once was so precious that only kings could
afford its use Today, tile is economical, and tileset-
ting is recognised as one of the basic trades m the
construction industry The story of how it has reached
that position is an interesting one Knowing some-
thing of that history can give apprentice tilesetters a

pride in the trade they ha\ e selected and a Nall/anon
of the range of possibilities oven to them.

History of the Trade,
Through the study of tiles. we can trace the con-

quests of tlkc Moslems from- the Middle East. along
the Mediterranean shores of North 'Africa. and deep
into Spain We can decipher the history ,of ancient
Egypt and determine the-tastes of the Baby lonwns in
Old "(estament times The art of tilemaking is so 'old
that many historians belie\ e it originated in the \ alle
of the Tigris and Euphrates ri\ ers, ti region that today
is regarded -as the "cradle of ci\ ihration."

Who first had the idea of making household articles
of clay and so accidentally stumbled onto the secret of
tile? A prnitke person seated neiir a fire is belie\ ed
to have idle tossed a piece of \\ et clay into the flames
and disco\ ered the next morning that it had hardened
into a material imperious to water 1 hus. the first
clay sookmg utensil may ha\ e been mewed and the
process of tilefiring discos ered Thousands of /'ear
later, the Babylonians used ,tiles for keeping permal
nent records. 1 egend says that e eri Nebuchadnei-
/ars; father-in-law SS rvte the amount of his tax
collections on clay tiles

t

Probably the most fascinating stiiiy of tilcM
ancient times is that of the Step Pyramid,. whichthe
Pharaoh Zoser ordered built its his tomb in_approxi-,
mately 30,00 B C. Zoser chose tile because he,\vanted a
material in his- tomb that would last fore er Centu-
ries later, when the Step Pyramid was opened by
Modern archaeologists, the tiles were found. to he in
'perfect condition. Blue tiles decorated the walls of one
of the mummy chain hers, and three rows of tile
around the doorway recorded the deeds of and the
titles won by the Pharaoh. Thanks to these tiles, a

part of the glorious history of Egypt has been preserved.
The tiles used in the pyramids had'a unique anehorz

,

mg de\ ice. k tile was made with a lug on the back
and a hok,,hrough the lug. Reeds were plac:ed
through these holes and used to fasten the tiles to
walls and other surfaces ( hg.

Altlkough the' Egyptians continued to use tiles for
mans enturies..the Persians were the first to develop
tdemaking to an .art. Upoh, arnin,g, the secrets of
applying fine lusters to the tile urfaees. the Persians 4.

,

perfected glares for rich reds a Id yellows and used
copper end cobalt for their blues.

-he Arabs probably used 1:ersian artisans to manu-
facture e tiles for the construction of the tomb and
Mosque (house of worship)° of Mohammed. As th,e

,territories of the Arabs grew to include. Egypt, Tuni-
sia. Algeria. and Moloceo. more mosques were built,
with more domes and more walls overlaid with tile-

ork. Because the conquered pimple were-not skilled
in the art bf tdemaking. the triumphant- Arabs2,snt

4
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Fig..A-1. Tiles used in dEicorating Egyptian pyramids

back to the East for Pe-rsian tilemakers. Howe%er.
once the Moslems were firmly entrenched in power,
they began to establish file fattories throughout this
kingdom.

As the Moors (Arabians) penetrated nto Spain.
they brought with them the knowledge of tilernaking
and left behind them many ornate buildings with tile-

ork more elaborate than any of that seen in the'
United States. The Alhambra, the fortress palace of
Moorish kings_at Granada, is considered to be one of
the finest existing specimens of Moorish architecture.

Tile proved to he so popular in Spain that it was
soon used extensively in the homes of the \NCalt111
Floors paved with tile not.only proved pleasant to the
eye, but they also provided the occupants with a cool,
soothing feeling in the warm Spanish climate.

The manufacture of tile in Europe was as begun dur-
ing the twelfth century. Because it had tO be made by
hand, tile was expensive, and its use was 'confined
mostry..to the great cathedrals of the Old World.

Most earl) American tile had so he impvrted at
considerable cost. TheseAjles were used chiefly for the
construction' of mantels. ,

As tile manufacturers began to use modern, Ameri-
can industrial techniques., tile products came within
the means. of the average homeowner. The extensive
use of tile in honks, such as in bathrooms, kitchens,
and utility rooms, is a comparatively recent de%elop-
ment. . ,

Tilew ork is installed not only in homes, but also in
most public and commercial buildings. Tilework is
used in swimming pools, showers, hospital surgety
rooms, chemical laboratories, dairies, and meat pro-
cessing plants..

Surprisingly enough, tile has. been successfully
imanufactured in this country only since 1876, Ithen

Samuel Keys, an English immigrant, had the foresight
to see tilemaking as a productiN industry. He set up
Am'erica's first large -scale tilemaking plant. He had

2

"begun experimenting w th ti4e. while operating a brick
kiln in Pittsburgh, Pent sylAnia. Within a few years,
Other plants sprang up in Ohio, New Jersey, New
York, and Pennsylvania.

The,growth of the Ames lean tile industry was accel-
erz in the 1920s. The g eat building boom of those
years w ccompamedb revolution in the living
habits of the a A leric:an Throughout the
nation, builder after build to -4-o-the_use of tile as
a sanitary, waterproof mat riaLwhich made the per-
fect finish for such thing. as,Imodern bathroom,,
drainboards. and mantels.

Scope of the T tide

Throughout the four- r pprenticeship, the.ap-
prentice tilesettef be rec.iving such instruction
and exper' e in all branch s 9f the trade as are
ne ry to de clop a practical° and skilled tilesetter.

articular .emphasis will bt5 placd on the stud) of
blueprints. The apprentice will itlso perform other
duties that are commonly related to _this apprentice-
ship. 'I he trained craftsperson today must know how
to lay out work. of p11 kinds and rerair (patch) all
installations. The journey -le el tilcsetter niay he required
to work on circular columns, arches, and domes, as
well as fountains and stairs. Malerials used ire the
trade are nut aiNNas.glaYed wall tiles or ceramic mosa-.
res, they may be cement tiles, glass mosaics, smalti-
type glass mosaics, or ceramic veneers.

Th6 new apprentice, may be expected to mix mortar
and soak tiles: to rough-in jobs with metal lath and

star paper, and to dampen and peel the paper from
ceramic mosaic tiles. Some of these jobs may seem
simple, but they are a necessary adjunct to the train-
ing, of apprentices.

For the apprentice's related training instruction,
some schools are able to provide special mock- -ups of
ptillmans, drainboards..stairs. and columns to work
on. The first year as an apprentice is usually spent on
work requiring little layout and easy execution. As
the apprentice progresses, the- work becomes more
difficult. During the final year; the apprentice should
be able to complete a specific number of projects on
mock-ups in class. Throughout the course, compe-
tent instructors with years of experience working in
the trade will give practical demonstrations and
answer questions that the apprentice may encounter
on -the job.

When the appre-ntice Int, completed the training, he
or she will be acceptedAs ajoUrney-level worker with
the wage scale of a trained mechanic and the responsi-
bility of a skilled craftsperson. The joiirney-leel tile-
setter i I I be recognized by employers in the industry
as a skilled NN or ken and will be able to instruct other
apprentices.

13



Recommended standards for the tilesetting trade
list the following major processes to be included in the
apprenticeship 'agreement:

Preparing surfaces to be tiled
Floating, screeding, and scratching surfaces
Performing layout work of all kinds
Setting all types of tile

4 Doing thip-set ilyst.allations of all kinds

e

Er

Reading blueprints, from simple shop drawings
to the commercial type required for schools and

. industrial buildings
Setting tile on walls, floors, ceilings, drainboards,
showers, mantels, swimming pools, domes, and
arches
Repairing existing installations
Removing existing work and replacing with nev,

4
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,
UNIT A 'NTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

TOP -. HISTORY AND _SCOPE OF THE TRADE
.- - ---;----ap,_,... .

. .
.., ., Study Guide

etetmine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
nk at the right.

(
The I were the first to de'velop tilemaking.to. an art.

2. The 2 used tiles for keeping permanent ,records.' , -

3. The apprentice will'be expected to mix mortar and ough-in jobs with metal
and tar paper. A

3^

2..

3,

4

4. Preparation of surfaces is tntntionedin the list of major prdcesges,to be included in 4. ,

apprenticeship i4 .
.,,, 4111.

5. Tee, fjrst large -scale iilemaking plant in 'America was in 5 .4 - 5

6. The. growth of the American tile industry Was accelerated ln the. 6 . i ' .6.,.., 1. ' '

7.: Learning how tql read 7, is a important part,Vr.the apprerffice tilesetter's 7
training. e 1 , o ' ^- r . - 7:.k .d

t &"i4 pV

8. In the,third,year of training, the apprentic"hould complete a s ecitjc number of 8
projects on the ciao. -8 . -' 7tf, )

,- .. .. ) . N
n. ...- ,- ...

. I . - z 7 . ei t .-

9. The -manufacture of tile ,iii. E rope,was begun :during the. 9' "'century. 9.
.s. ' .,.i

/ ' 10

r

10. Colorful glazes were perfecte'd by ,the 10 .

O

\

nT

a

,t
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UNIT A INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

/OPIC 2 --,SAFE WORKING PRACTICES, t
c .

This topic is p4anned to provide 'a'nswers to the followiiii questions:
.

1/4

How important is on- the -job safety? ,
.

- Wha't ageniy ha§ the responsibility for enforcing California's industrial safety regulations?
What special safety precautions most be observed in tilesetting.work?

Tilesetting may not appear to be a particularly
hazardous trade; however, one should consider some
of the 'equipment the tilesetter usesthe electric saws
and drills, the flammable and toxic Mastics and epox,,,
i'es, and ,,the scaffolds required for many jobs. Any or
all of these present a variety of hazards. In addition,
at every, construction site hazards exist that can cause
injuries to workers.

,, NQ one -can point out all the Possible sources of
troulile on a construction job.. Each 'worker must
deyelop 'safety .awareness.

y-
Enforcement of Safety Regulations'

An iniportant safety principle is that accidents can
be prevented. Safety, regulations .are written and
al(opted as a means of making acCident control ,more
effective:An California, the Division of 0cupational
Safety arid Health in the State Department of Indus-,

trial Relations' has the respOnsibilitj, for administra-
_ Lion and enforcement of state laws relating to-safety in

emploxment: It surveys places of employment, inves-
tigates disablingor fatal industrial injuries, ,pr,e ares
safety standards, and,/estatolishes,and enfqces, ety
regulations. / 6 .

--:.,', California's OCcupational Safety Ordirs
The Division of Occupational Safety. and Health

establishes minimum standards of Safety, or safety
ceders,ers, for alt:Phases of industrial-activity. The Gen-
eral In stry Safety Ordeis amgeneyal in application.
Other; ategctries- oflafety orders; khel."Constme-
don fetp Miters, apt*: to,specific industries or
phases ofAttiustrY? PAstsed 'safety ordersioelevi-
sions to-OcistingsAfetj*ders, are adopted only after'
they.havi ISedif fully studiql'by saTety engin'perS; labor
leaders; employers, workers and other interested per;
sons, and .3ia,,y,e been approved by-;the Oecupational
Safety ancitHealth :Stand trds' Board. -.- ..

.

. The construction Safe
lished in convenient. handboo
innim.safety standards' for VOA ,c

, construction, alteration, painting, repair,
renovation, removal, or wrecking.aany i
tura' or its parts. The,handbook includes safety r
tiohsand4pecifications affeeting workers and employe
and a Copy, shouktaidefore be available on the job at

'e,all,tirries.' .
., " ..

,
Orders, ,which .are pub-

orin, establish min-
neCted with-the

aintenance,
d struc-

la-

Occupational Safety and Health Act
A-new federal act governing on-the-job safetythe

William's-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health
. Act, bettet,' known as OSHAbecame effective in.

1971. The purpose of (:,1-1A is to ensure so far as ,
possible that every worker in the nation will have safe
and healthful working conditions and to preserve°'
human resources. Ts law,applies to all the states and
U.S. territories, NI it ,provideS' that the states may
develop their own plans Tor meeting the requirements r
of the law.

Immediately after OSHA became effective, Califor-
niwentered into an interim agreement with the /federal
goyernmenf by which, California could continue to
enforce its own safety program until it could come up
with a plan 'that was at least as effective as the federal
plan. With a federal planning griant, California began
a line-by-line comparison of the federal OSHA pro-:
gram and the state,safety program inan effort. to align
state safety standards with the federal standards. 1p
September, 1972, California submitted its 4occupa-
,tional safety, and health plan to the U.S. Department
of Labor: The, plan 'was approved in May, 1973.

California.Occupationil Safety
'and Health Act of 1973

The material in this 'section is a summary of the
provisions of the.California 'Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1973, which beeaine fully operational in
1976:

Purpose

The California Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1973 (CAL/OSHA) was enacted (1) to ensure
safe and healthffil working conditions' for all Califor-
nia working en arid women through enfOrcement of
effective -st ndarifs; .and (2) to help employers to
maintain safe .'and healthfiil working conditions in
their places of employmefit.

, Administratio,pi

The administration of the CAL /OSHA plan,is
!the

responsibility of the California Agriculture and Ser-
vices Agency. All authority to make and enforceforce rules

t of Indus-
ccupational

is Vested in the California State Departme
trial Relations, through its Division of
Safety,and Hqalth.
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In enforcing all.staridards and the Construction
Safety Orders:The Ilivisibn of Occupational Safety
and Health may do 'my' of the following:

;;,;fr
1. Declare and presc ribe ,what safety device's are

well adapted to ensursafety and safe places of
employment for emptoyees.

2. Enfoirce standards, and orders adopted by the
Occupational Safety). an Health Standards Board
for the installation, maintenance, and operation

/of safeguards.
Require the performance of any act reasonably
required for the protection and safety of employ-
ees.

4

Inspections

When the Division of Occupational Safety and
Health learns,orhas reason to believe that-any ace
of employment is unsafe, t may, on its ()awn motion or
upon receiving a complaint, conCfuct an inspectiog.
with .or without a notice or hearing. Only the
chiekan authorized represtntative has the author-__ .
ity to permit advance notice of an inspection. When
an inspection is to bematle as a result of an employee
complaint, advance-notice will be given only in those
cases involving imminent danger to an employee.

After presenting appropriate credential,to he
employer, division representatives must have fr
access/to any place of employment for the purpose of
mak'ng an inspection or investigation; any person
wt obstructs or hampers such action is guilty of a
misdemeanor. Q

Representatkes of..both the employer. and the
employm have the right, t1;) accompany any division
represeniativ,e during aiickspecticn. Safety violations
()IL:problems can be discussed at that time. If .an
employee representative is not designated, the inspec-
tor may cpnsulywith a reasonable number of employees
during the inspection.

' Citations
t

4 When the Division of Occupational Safety and
Health determines NrOugh its inspectijon that an
employer has iolated any standard, rule, order, or
regulation, the division should issue a v. ritten citation
as soon as possible after the violation; hOweer, the
citation must be issued within six months of the
occurrence of the violation, and a copy of each ci-
tation issued must be posted for three days or until
the unsafe condition is abated, v. hiche% er is longer. In
the case of citations issued for serious violations, the
division must reinspect atillhe end of the period of
abatement.

r _

Investigations
.

The Division of OccuP"ational
will investigate the causes of any

6

Safety andHealth
fatal accident or of

.
any accident that results in a serious injury to e or
more employees. (The term .seriou will be
defined in a later section.) The division also may
investigate the causes of any other employment-
related accident or illness that has ca 'ted or could
cause a serious injury.

The Bureau of InVestigations vithin the Division of
Occupational Safety and Health is responsible for
directing investigations .of accidents that involve vio-
lations of standards or orders, serious injury, death,
or a request for prosecution by a division representa-
tive. The preparation of cases for prosecution will be
handled by the, Bureau of Investigations.

The authorized representatives of the bureau have
the right to enter all placeS of employment to conduct'
their investigations, and they may collect any evi-
dence they deem necessary. The results of an investi-
gation will be referred for appropriate action to the
city attorney or district attorney having jurisdiction
over the case.

/ Complaints

When An employee files a complaint, w ith the Di-
isidn Of Occupational Safety and Health that a place,

of employment is unsafe, the division must investigate
the coMplaint within three Working days, with or
without notice or hearing. If several complaints are to
toe investigated, those involving serious hazards will
be giveia priority. Action against employees subse-
quent to their complaining of unsafe conditions is
forbidden under CAL / OSHA, and the name of any
person filing a complaint must be kept confidential
upon the request of the complainant.

No employee can be laid off or discharged for re-
fusing to work where any safety or health standardis
iolated and where such %iolation creates a hazard to

the employee or a fellow worker. An employee who
believes that he or she has been discharged unfairly or
otherwise discrimibated against may file a complaint
with the Labor Commissioner.

Restrictions for Hazardous Conditions ,
.

If the conditionrof anyplace of employment or the
operation of any piece of equipment constitutes a
serious hazard to employees, the Division of Occupa-.
tional Safety and Health may ask the co,urts to issue
an, injunction that would restrain operations until the
hazardous condition is corrected. The division may
also prohibit entry info the place of employment, or it
can forbid the use of the equipment. Notice of such
'action by thC division must be posted in a conspicu-
ous place in or at the place of employment. An autho-

o rind representative of the Division of Occupational
Safety and Health may remove,the notice at such time
as the place of employ ment oryiece of equipment has
been rendered safe.
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Safety Notices

A responsibility of the staff of the Division of
Occupational Safety and Health is to prepare safety
notices for employers to post in their places of busi-
ness. The safety 'notices should contain pertinent
infor ation about safety rules, and regulations, the
locati of the nearest division office, the employees'
rights, an any other information the division deems
necessary/ The division must ensure that these notices
are printed in both 'English and Spanish. Regulations.
on the content of safety notices, their location, and
the number to be posted by employers are made at the
discretion of the diyision. ,.

information, advice; and recommendations for main-
tainingIsafe and healthful work practices.

4

Employer.ohnd Employee Responsibilities ,

Every employer must furnish employment and a
place of employment that are saked healthful for
the employees. The employer must furnish and require
the use of necessary, safety devices and safeguards and
must adopt and use work Practices and piocesses that
are Adequate for the safety and health of the employees.
Under no circumstances can an employer require or
permit arremployee-to,work where safety and health
standards are not pet,. -

Each employee, as we'll as every employer, must
Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board comply with safety and health 'standards and with all

The agenc responsible for occupational safety and rules, regulations, and, orderi that are -applicable toy
-his or her own actions and conduct2No per>on mayhealth stand rds and orders in California is the Occu-

pational S.
the Depart
consists of seen members appointed, by the Gover-
nor. All meetings held by the board are open to the
public, and notice of the meetings must be published
in major newspapers throughout the state;
fin helping fo enforee, occupational safety and
health standards, the State Department of Health
Services will d'o the following:

fety and Health Standards Board within do any of-the following:
ent of Industrial Relations. The board 1. Remove, displace, or. destroy any safety device, ,-

notice, or wariing.
2. Interfere in Thy way with the use Of any safety

device by another, person.
3. Interfere with the use of any method or process

adopted for the protection of any employee.
4. Fail or neglect to do everything reasonable to

protect employees.
I. Help inspect specific places of work to evaluate

occupational health programs- or environmental
condition's that may be, harmful to the health of
employees.

2:, Upon request and under certain circ stances,
conduct special investigations of oc iipational
health probfems that arc unrelated, to any spe-
cific enforcement action.

3. Provide for safetyengineers of the Division of
Occupatiohal Safety and Health a continuing
pYogram of training in the zecognttion and han-
dling of hplth.6azards.

Safety Educatimi t.

The Division of Occupational Safety and Hea lt
directed CZ- maintain a program O.f education a3
research to provide the following:

1. In-service training for division personnel.
2. Safety education for employers and employees
3. Research and consulting services to any employer

or employee group requesthig such services

The division is responsible for preparing and distrib-
uting. information concerning occupational safety
and health programs and 4methods. Safety training Sekous injury or illness is-defined is any employment-
programs will be' providecrupon request, but priority related injury or illness that (1) requires inpatient hos-t,for the' development of training programs will, be pitalization for a period in excels of 24 hours forwithin those occupational areas where the greatest other than medical observation; or (2) causes an
hazards exist.,tonsulting services include furnishing employee to suffer the loss of any member of the body

Inforttiation Proqtled by Employers

Under prescribed conditions each employer must
proVide the employees with specific information per-
taining to their safety on the job. To comply with this
requirement, employers must do the following: '

1. Post information regarding protection and obli-
ations of employees under occupational safety
and health Paws.

2. Past prominently each citation issued.
3: Provide the opportunity for emtiloyem or their

represpitatives. to observe monitoring or MO-
.

suring of employee exposUre,to
4. Allow employees or their representatives access

to accurate records of employee exposures to
potentially toxic materials.

5. Provide notification to any employee who has
begn or is being exposed 5p ,toxic materials in
levels exceeding those prescribed by an applica-
ble 'standard, order, or special order; an inform
any employee so exposed of the corrective
action being taken.

,Serious Injury or Illness



or any serious degree of permanent disfigurethent.
Injuries resulting from a/violation of the California
State Penal Code (except Section 385) or from, an
accident on a public street of highway are not within
the jurisdiction of the Division ;of- Occupational
Safety and Health.

Variations from Standards

With approval from the Occupational Safety and
Health Standards Board, an employer may be granted
a variance from a prescribed regulation.

Permanent variance. To receive a permanent vari-
ance, an employe triust satisfy the board that an alter-
native program o - method of.eqhaLor su erior safety
will be provided. or the employees.

Temporary variance. temporar variance can be
granted by the Stands ds Board if n employer estab-
lishes that:

1. The/ prescribed standar cannot be complied
with by the effective d. e because resources can-

1 ndt be located. -

Z1 Everything yossibl is being done to safeguard
the employees mains( hazards covered by the

.,_

regulation in estion.
3'. An acceptabl' program for complying with the

, regulation ill- be established as quickly as
possible.

'Project Per its

Some ,types of work involve a substantial risk, to
employees. In these special cases an employer must be
issued/a permit by the Division of Occupational
Safety and Health prior to the beginning of ihe work.
Some examples of work for which the division must
issue project permits are: (I) construction of trenches
or excavations that are 5 feet (1.5 metres) deep or
more_and into which a person is required to descend;
(2) construction of any building, structure, falsework,

-',or scaffolding work more than three stories high; and
(3) demolition of any building, structure, falsework,
or scaffolding more than three stories high.

Appeals

.Any employer who is served with a citation has the
4 sight to file an appeal with the Occupational Safety

and Health Appeals Board, which consists of three
members -appointed by the Governor to reprekent
management, labor, and _th' general patiic. Each
member is appointed to serve a term of four years.

An employer who receives a citation gra notice of a
civil' penalty may, submit an appeal to the Appeals
Board within 15 working clays of the date on which
the citation Or notice was received. The appeal may be
made. with respect to.alleged violations, abgtement
periodsk,or to amount of proposed penalties.

Within 30 days after a case is submitted, the
Appeals Board or a hearing officer will make a deci-
sion on the appeal and will file an order or decision.
Persons affected by this order or decision may, within
the time limit specified, apply.to the superipreourt for
a writ of mandate for the purpose of determining the
lawfulness of the original order or decision or the
lawfulness of the order or decision following reconsid-
eration.

Keeping Informed

A complete text of the California Occupational
Safety and Health Act is available from the Division
of Occupational Safety and Health, 445 Golden Gate
Ave., San Francisco, CA 94102.

Safe Working Practices
The foundation of good' safety practices is built

upon a knowledge of basic safety principles and rules,
but these general rules must be made specific if they
are to be of practical value; in other words, they must
be related to actual conditions on the job. The specific
safety rules that are presented in the following para-
graphs are important. Violations of such rules figure
in mvy industrial accidents.

Practicing Good Housekeeping

Good housekeeping, is essential for safety on the
job. Floors, aisles, stairways, and ramps must be kept
clear of materials, tools, ropes, electricticordg, and
trash. Work areas must be kept clean and clear of
unneeded materials and equipment. Oil, grease, mud,
or other substances that could cause falls `must be
cleaned up immediately. Any material or object that
could be stumbled over should be removed from the
work area or guarded if it cannot be removed. Form
and scrap lumber with protruding nails should 10e
kept away from work areas and passageways. Pro-
truding nails should be pulled out or bent flat. The
ground within 6 feet (1.8 metres) of a building or
work area must be leveled, and depressions must be
filled in or guarded..Opep ditches must be bridged.
Adequate illumination must be available for work
areas and passageways, and enclosed Spaces must
have adequate ventilation; illumination and ventila-
tion devices therefore must not obstructed.

Wearing Appropriate Clothing

The 'worker should wear clothing that is appro-
, priate for the work. Pants legs withLtorn, bulky_or

turned-up cuffs may catch on a projection and cause a
fall. Shoes that have thick soles and good heals reduce
the possibility of injury from stumbling or slipping or
from'slfarp objects that might puncture the foot.

Clothing that offers real protection is particularly
important when the new, epoxies and mastics are
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being used. These materials can be irritating to the
skin. 0.

-Using Protective Equipment.

rt he worker must use the safety equipment that is
;provided. The Construction Safety Orders require
that eye protection be provided to workers who are
chipping and repairing old work or setting fasteners
in concrete. The worker's eyes should be protected
not only.f,roin flying pieces but also from the fine dust
that accompanies such work. In addition, respiratory
or dust- filtering _equipment is recommended for use
when needed. Lanolin, or other protective ointments%
can Ae.used on the skin to prent cement dermatitis
or altergic reactions to epoxies. Gloves may be worn,
but they must be replaced if they become contaminated
on the inside. A hard hat sliduld be worn when con-
struction is going on overhead. Goggles should always
be worn when tile isbeingCut with a power saw. Long
hair should be tied back and/or protected.

Handling and Piling Mateiials

Lifting Materials

Unsafe methods of lifting. lowering, and carrying
materials can cause strains, sprains, and hei-nia. Ifthe
strain is exceptionally severe, dislocations and even
'fractures ca'n result. When coupled with unsafe work-
ing conditions, such as wet and cluttered floors or
dark and narrow passageways, lifting and carryitig
can result in bad Nils or smashed fingers or t.w.

The worker should not try to lift or carry heavy
loads without help. Simple equipment that can be
used for lifting or carrying such loads includes rope-
andvulley glioists, rollers, counterweights, dollies,
trucks, and tote boxes.:

Coordinated teamwork is necessary when two or
more petsonS are to work together in lifting or carry-
ing. Work partners should be of similar build if possi-
ble. The direction pey are to move', the timing ofsthe
lift,eand the timing of placing and releasing the load
must be agreed upon, but oply-one member of the
team should give directions.' Work partners should
keep in step -when carrying a load.

4
Incorrect, handling and piling of materials may Using Hand Tools

result in a serious accident. Pites of lumber-, structural Incorrectly used or potrly maintained hand tools
steel, and the like should be made stableiv wth-headers are dangerouss The chief hazards associated with
or crosspieces in the pile to prevent slipping or tip- hand tools are the following: being struck by the tool
ping. Piles of brick, tile, building blocks, and the like being used or by a tool used by another worker; being
should have headers at least every sixth course; and 6 struck by chips from a tool or fronithe material it is
wheif sucli a pile is aver 41/2 feet (1.4 metres) high, it used upon; being struck by a tool that has come,off its
should tapir back I inch (2.5 centimetres) to each foot handle; and stumbling over or being cut or hit by a
(30 centimetres) unless other effeCtive means are , tool carelesslj, left on the floor, on a workbench, or on

a scaffold. ,A worker is danger of being infurd by a tool if it
is the wrong onelor the job, if it is the right tool used
in the, wrong way, or if it is defective. A file will
almost' certainly break if it is used as,a prying tooj,
and it can inflict a severe puncture wound if it.ks used
without a handle. A dull'- chisel or other cutting tool is
more likely to slip than to cut.

Befdre swinging a hatchet, sledges, or similar tool,
the workei-2should ensure that no other, person is close
nough to be struck. The heads of harmers and simf

rnplayed to stabilize it. When cement or other sacked
materials are to be piled' more than 5 feet (1.5 netres)
high; any unsupported face of the pile must be
tapered back (pile faces may be supported by walls or
other effective means). Materials must never- be piled
where they will interfere with or P:revent the use of fire
extinguishers, hoses, lights, or exits.

When handling materials, workers should, protect
their hands with leather gloves or hand leathers.
Whenever the gloves become contaminated on the
inside, they should be replaced. " .

The handling of dangerous materials,.stich as explo-
sives, radioactive_ materials, cheMicals, and flamma-
ble materials, is strictly regulated.

These materials should be moved only by persons
w o have been instructed in the safe handling of such

aterials.
Mixing of materials should l done in a well-

ventilated area. A well-ventilated area can reduce the
breathing in of silic,a dust during the mixitg opera-
tion. The mixing of some products must be done in
the proper sequence, Theinanufacturer's instructions
should be followed. Ignoring the instructions could
result in dangerous and/or explosive mixtures. When
Aid is being used 144 should be poured into the water.

liar tools must be kept tight on their handles.
If the hea' of a tool becomes mushroomed, it ma"ir

chip during use, and the flying chip may Renetrate an
eye or cause other serious injury. Mushroomed tool
heads shouldrbe reground. Overhardened toolf.pre- ,g
sent the same hazardthey are brittle_and tend to
chip or break in use. .

Any tool not irr use should be returned to the tool-
box or stored in a safe place.Tools fhara'e carelessly'
left lying about in work areas are common causes of
industrial accidents.

Almost all injuries that occur while using hand
tools would be avoided if a few basic rules were fol4.
lowed. These are the' following:

it
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I. Use the.,tighi tool' for the job.
q! Learn how to use the tool correctly:-
3. -Keep tools in theil- best condition.
4. Keep each tool in its place.
The proper tbols should be used for mixing or ap-

plying materials. The hands should not be used for
,such operatiod, Dirty tools should-not be allowed to
contaminate_ clothing with wet cement, epoxy, or
mastics that may cause a skin reaction.

_

Working with Electrical Equipment

,The tileseyer may nerequ'ired to operate tile saws
or grinders that are powdled by electricity. Electric
shock is always dangerous. The;shock alone could be
serious and, under certain conditions, may even be

Electric shock results when all or part of the body
becomes part of a live electric circuit. A shock can
occur only if the electric current finds a path through
the body, entering at .one .point and leaving at
another. The intensity of the shock depends upon
how much current passts through the body, which in
turn depends upon two factors: the voltage (electrical
pressure) impressed acrd-ss the bodrand,the electrical
resistance of the body at the momentOf the shock.

All electrical service wiring incorporates one or
more live or "hot" conductors and a neutral or .
"return" .conductor. The neutral conductor is con-,.
nected to earth ground. Shock will result if the worker
does any-of these things: (I) simultaneously comes in
contact with a live conductor and a grounded object
or surface, such as a utility pipe, a tlamp floor, or the
earth itself; (2) simultaneously touches ,a live and a,
neutral condvior, for instance, by grasping both
exposedcondKtors of a badly frayed power cord; or'
(3) while in contact with the ground or a grounded
object, touches a metallic object that has itself beCome

"hot"thr ugh contact with a live conductor.
Most ectric shocks result when a person touches a

live co duetor while touching -or standing on a
ground d object of surface. The severity of an electric:
shoeilci s 'muchincreased if the worker's hands or feet
are wet. Water or perspiration reduces the electrical

0.. resistance.-of the body and- allows more current to
flow through it. Conversely, andry insulating mate-
rial that is placed between the body and ground or
'between the body and the liveconduttor will prevent
or reduce the severity of the shock. Rubber, wood,
cloth, and other nonmetallic materials are good elec-
trical insulators if they are dry; wet 'insulating mate
rials are ineffective.' -

The 'severity and extent of the injury resulting from
electric shock are determined in part by the path the
turrept takes through the bony, If thesurrentraffects
the vial organs,' particularly the heart or lungs, the

probability of severe' injury is much greater than if it is
confined to a finger or a hand.,The duration of the
shock and the physical condition of the victim also
affect the degree' of injury. 4-

The first duty of a person reaching a victim of elec-
tric shock is to remove him or het' from contact with
the energlied wire or equipment, being careful not to
contact either,,tlf victim or the energized object. The
power must quickly be turned off if the switch is
nearby, but no time should be lost in lo,oking for the'
switch. A stickboard, rope, article of Clothing, or
other nonconducting object can be used tthfree the
victim from the wire, but the thing used must be dry
and the rescuer must be standing on q dry, noncon-
ducting surface. A standard. resuscitation procedure
should be started immediately after an unconscious
victim of electrical shock has been separated from the
energized, object, and a doctor should be called as
soon as possible. Resuscitation should be continued
until the victim is breathing normally or until a com-
petent 'medical authority gives the rescue worker
other frig ructipns.

,

The insulation cinconductors must be in good con-
ditiOn, and all rigncurrent-carrying.al parts of
electric tools and power machines
The danger of electric shock can

us be grounded.
e held teo a min-

' imum .if the folloWing rules are observed:

I. Consider all electric wires live unless they are
known to be otherwise.

2. Do not work with electrical circuits unless you
are qualified andsauthoraed to do so.

3. Do iof make repairs to electrical equipment
unless you are qualifie4 and authorized to do so.

4. Double-cheek to ensure that main switches are
off before working near electrical conductors or
other potentially "hot" electrical \components.
(Only qualified and 'authorized peksons should ,

tot eh electrical components.) Lock, the switch
box, and. place 'a warning sign on ik to ensure
that .the main switches will not be turned on Uy
another person:

5. Be ire your hands are dry. Ilyou must work on
a wet, surface, wear rubber -soled shoes and
rubber .gloves. .

6. Use only heavy-duty extension cords, and inspect
then! each time for -damaged insulation and
fittings.

7. Do not hang or bendan extension cord across
nails or sharp surfkes. Qo not leave a cord
where it can touch wet cement or a truck can run
over, it.

8. 'Make sure Jiat all portable electrical tools, such
as the tile saw' and drill, ate grounded.- If a
ground has not been built in, use an extra wi
to `round- the tool casing to a wateroipe.

=
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,)Vorking on Scaffolds

Tilespfting genera ly 's considered a light trade: The
, apprentice tilesettei should be, thoroughly familiar-

with the minimum state requirements for light.trades
scaffolds; howei;er, some: of the tilesetter's -work
approarilre-rthit-of the heavy tradfssuch as install-
ing marble.tile on exterior facades. When doing that
work, the tilesetter should *6e aware of the' safety
requiremeilts for scaffolds used in the heavy tradeg,

Anyone who is subject to dizziness or fear of falling
should not try to work at elevations. Those perions
who know they cannot work at a height should notify
their supervisor.

Scaffolds must be provided for allIvork drat cannot-
be done safely by workers vamding on pefinanent of
solid construction. Elevated'platforms, scaffolds, and
stairwells must have railings. a t

Specifications for safe scaffolds are given in Cali-e.
fornia's Construction Safety Orders, and these must
be followed exactly. The general requirements are
that scaffolds must provide adequate strength, rigid-
ity, and safety and that they must be anchdred and
braced to prevent swaying, tipping, or collapsing.
Scaffolds that are 71/2 feet (13 metres) Or more above
the ground, floor, or-level undetneath must have rail-

.ings on the open sides and ends. The number of per-
sons that can safely occupy a given scaffold must be
made known to the workers on the job.. They should
strictly observe the stated load limitation. The amount
of material that can be supported safely_by the scaf-,.
fold must also-be stipulated, and this limitatio too

, niust be fully respected. Suitable protection must be
given to those working immediately below scaffolds.
Like all 'other scaffolds, horse sCaffOldstplatfornis or
boards laid across wooden horses) are subject to regu-
lations requiring their 5ubstantial construction and
bracing.

Irsing4levators and Hoists

, Construction material elevators and hoists are use d
Only for carrying material, not for carrying passenggrs.
No one should be permitted to ride in them ptcept.to
oil or repair guides.

Observing Special Precautions

arly in the training period, t e tilesetter should be
ma, e aware Of the special safety hazards of the trade. '

9 6 tilesetter often must wor on damp surfaces'tht ay cause a bad fall. The wet ortar, which may
contain,active lime, can injure th eyts or. skin.

The epoxies and mastics used '13 y, the tilesetter are
partietilarly hazardous. Most of them are flammable,
toxicra'nd heiqtating to the skin. When these material',
are being used, the Construction Safety Orders reqttie
that the ?ollowing precautions be taken:

.

I. Ensure, that epoxies and
At

mastics are ,properly

= 2. Read the labels
3. Use epokies or mastics itt,areas where the ventila-

tion is'adequate, and avoid prolonged breathing of .
fumes, If electric fans' are used, they should be
the nonsparking type-- . ;,

4. Avoid prolonged,ceintact with the skin; if any of
the. material dOes.ciontact skin, wash iMmediately
with plenty of Water. .

5. Do not use or mastics in 'a'room that con -
tains, an open'fiame.

6., Wash hands thoroughly after using these mate-
rials, particularly before eating.

Whenever clqhineineomes saturated or impreg-
nated with flammable, liquids, corrosive substances,
irritants, or oxidizing agents, the, worker should

1i-en-love the affected articles prOrnptly and ensure that
they arecleaned properly (ConstructioieSufety Orders.
Section I522c)? - -

Whereothe occupatibnal duties of employees expose-.
them to certain irritants, trqaterials for tk,e proper

sicleanng of the skin may be required for the preven-
tion of skin disordeis.'DepenAng.iSpon the problem,
these mater arg may be. in'the 'farm of ordinary soap
and water or special Cori'fpounds,that are designed
specificay.fir.otheretnowal of irritants from the
fd ce,finie1184,-(C.bnstruclio.ir Safety Orders, S ion

. 15224):1.'' I.
As a:fin'alremilider, the tilesetter should be on the

alert at all times for heaVy trucks backing into the
work area. Although the driver ion' the truck is

.required to sound aavarning deice, nearbycongtruc-
tion noise may prevent. other workers/from hearing.
the device.e =

-.1 t
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-M a i n t a !Ai ng, Personal Hygiene v

. ,
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Health hazard4 n the ceramic tile industry area
primarily those'that .affect the skin, lungs, and ,ey'es:,
Each indiyiehtal should use the common sense approach

' 'to personal hygiene. Wearing clean clothing every . .
day, properly maintaining the 'protectiye devices used,-

' and keeping skin- and clothing free of potential irri-
tants-are;Versonal responsibilities of the worker.
Some materials in the wet or uncured stage may act as

i
. .

skin rritants. Inhalation of softie powdered ingfe-
dients may;cause lung problems. The eyes also may be
affected by irritants.-Cleaners should be used that are
not of'themsetves harmful. Soaps or cleaners that are,-
made especially for the removal of cement or resinous
material should be used. Such solvents as acetone or
gasoline should never be used to clean bands. °

_ .....-- ,..
. -. ftReporting an ACcident .

Whep an accident occurs, a repOr't must be made of..
any injury thht is sustained, no matter how slight.

2



A first-ail kit should be available, at the jobsite.
Small cuts or abrasions may seem of little conse-
wience: buV if they &come infected, they can be as
serious as a major injury. A-cut, shouW be disinfected
as soon as it occurs. if a worker is injurein an acci-
dent, first aid should be' administered, and a doctor,
should be called. When ytt accident results from Ai
hazardous. condition That is correctable, the condition
should be brought to the attention of the supervisor
Ad be cotreeted.

study Assigninent

Consirutnon Safety Orders (Latest edition). Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Industrial

ti

r 4

-4-40er.

r-

Relations. Division of Occupatiohal Safety and Health.
Read!aticles I through 4, 14 through 30,sand,33 and
34.

American National Standard ANSI e110-20-1977 (Latest
edition), "Safety Reqiiirements for Ceramic Tile:1'er-
raiz°. and Marble Work." Read portion o-n ceramic
tile.

-.Note to Instructor
Arrange ents may be made-with a local Red Cross

chapter to ha e an instructor in first aid visit the class
to demonstrate the treatment of injuries.

23
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UNIT A INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

TOPIC 2 SAfE WORKING PRACTICES

Study Guide
Determine the correct v. i of ach numbered blank in the s tence,'und write it in the coesponding

blank at the right.

I. When lifting ....vy objects, a person should use the strong muscles' in the 1 and 1

2 . 2

should be washed off the skin immediately with 3 . -3

3. Epoxies and mastics are safety hazards becaiise many of them are toxic, 4 , and
irritating' to the skin.

4. In cOnnection'with the scaffolding to be used, tilesetting generally is.considered a
5 trade. t

5. To pull arperson free from contact with a live power line, a(n) 6 7 should. be 6
used.

7.

4

.
6. When they are chipping tile, tilesettersshouldOrotect their eyes from flying pieces 8

and from 8 9 . 9

1. Wet cement is injurious if it contains active 100. .
10

k
lir ° ,

nia c pational Safety and Health,ACt (CAL/OSHA) encourages8. The Califoi O
employers to intain-, 11 and 12 Working conditions

II.
12

13 ('

.
9. Period' nspections at the j'ob site are made by trained 13 14 from the Division

z. 14-of upational_ Safety and Health.
- _

10. k worker should 15 ,t6 perform work that wou i6 safety orders. ° '15
16

11. Where working partners are carrying a load, they should keep in 17 , and only 17 ._
one should give '18 . ,n . 18te

12. Elevated platforms, scaffolds.,,and stairwells must have 19 i 11.
-.., ...

13.-Simultaneous contact with 20 electric wire and any 21 N`;411 result in a shock. 20
21

14. iPa worker's hands or feet are 22 , the severity of an ele,ctric shock will be 23 22

.....
\. . .

23

15.-Epoxies or mastics should not be used ,in room that contains a(n) 24 25 . 24 7,

4 ..
\ ..d 25.

a

4

13
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UNIT A INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

TOPIC 3 TRADE ORGANIZATIONS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the tollotvin.g questions:
What organizations have' begn formed to serge the tilesetting trade?
What are the objectives of the Caul:tile Tile Institute of America?

. Who writes installation and material specifications for the 'tile industry?

The members of the tilesetting trade are served by
numerous Organizations. This topic presents informa-
tion on the international union to which the employees
belting, associations of which their' employers are mem-
bers, and other organ&tions that do research and'
promotional work for the tile industry.-

Employee Organizations
Tilesetters belong to 4he International Union of

Bricklayers .and Allied Craftsmen ( IUBAC). This
name was recently changed from the Bricklayers,
Masons and Plasterers International Union of Amer-
ica (BM PIUA), which* was first organized in 1888.
Then it was knOwn as the Mosaic and Encaustic Tile
Layers and Helpers International Union. It became
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor (AF
of L) in 1890 but was disbanded three years later. In
1896 the San Francisco Building Trades Cciuneil
issued a charter to the Mantel, Grate and Tile Setters
Union; however, this union was recognized in theSan
Franciico area only. ,

The Mosaic and Encaustic Tile LAyers.and Helpers
International Union was reorganized at Nashville,
Tenn., in 1897. At its. biennial.convention in.1901, the
nave Ceramic, Mosaic and, Encaustic TilelLayers and
Helpers International Union was adopted.

In October, 1916, he Bricklayers, Masons and:
Plasterers International'Union of America joined the
AF of L, and in February, 1917, the Building Trades
Department of the AF of Lrecommendedithat it take
over the tile layers union. This recommendation was
upheld at the AF ofL convention in Philadelphia in
1918, and the tile liyers' charterstyas revoked.

The IUBAC meets in, general convention bien-
nially. The unroll also sends delegates to AFL -G40
conventions. The delegates participate in the program
and have a voice in determining the general policies.

Business of general importance to the Stibordinate
.unions appears monthly -in the IUBAC` Journal,
which is edited by the executive board of the interna-
tional union. This journal is authorized by the union
constitution to publish are account` of all reported
accidents incurred through' faulty or insecure scaffolds.

Subordinate .unions of the IUBAC have tgepOwer
to govern their own apprentice programs subject to
restrictions reserved to the international union. They
,keep a roll of all apprentices during the period of

0

.14

apprenticeship. The international union registers each
apprentice at the time of indentur4the apprentice is
assigned a registration number,.w hich is in effect until
the day he or she is initiated. The international union
also issues to all subordinate unions a dues record for
each apprentice.

Besides negotiating workagreements for the employees,
local unions have the responsibilities of enforcing
apprenticeship agreemehts, establishing minimum wage
scales for each period of the apprenticeship, and
adjusting the term of the apprentice training to a
longer. period- if thc. apprentice has failed to progress
sufficiently to deserve the wage granted journey-leNel
tilCsetters by employers.

Tilesetters unions belong to the local,. building'
trades councils:hese councils are designed to coordi-
,nate the interests of the various building trades

;: =unions. In the larger centers the tilesetters send-dele-
gates to citywide policy, organizations called \central
labor Councils.

EmployefhAssiations
The tile contractors have their own associations.

The two largest sitah groups in CalifOrnikare the Tile
Contractors Association of Northern. California, and
the Associated Tile Contractors of Southern Califor-
nia. Sacramento, Fresno, San Diego, and San Bernar-
dino alio hpve associations. In addition, tile contractors
can join, larger groups that work on a statewide or
areawide basis. The Western States Ceramic Tile Con-
tractors Association serves tile contractors in the 13
western states.

These employer associations are formed to estab-
lish a code of ethics for the members and to bargain
with the unions in their areas. Their constitution and
bylaws make it mandatory that those who belong con-,
forvage levels and conditions agreed upon and
written into an agreement.

The associations hold nretings to discuss mutual
problems, exchange' ideas, examine new materials,:
review promotional material, and conduct routine
business.

Joint Employtts-Employee Organizations
Each apprentice tilesetter should know about the

joint employee-employer organizations that work for
the benefit of the trade. These grotipsiare compara-
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tivejy new. They are being organized in a number of
areas for the purpose of -promoting quality tile
installations.

The first such group to he successful in the industry
started in Los Angeles in June,1954, wit Tile Layers'
Local 18 and the Associated Tile Con ractors
Southern California, under the name of th Ceramic
Tile Institute (CTI). Institutes are now established in
San Francisco, San Diego, and Sacramento; Phoenix,
Ariz.;.. Portland, Ore.; and Seattle, Wash.

In 1962 the San Diego, Phoenix, and Los Angeles
groups established the Ceramic Tile Institute of
America. This organization serves all members of the
ceramic tile industry. The organization's objectives
are the following:-

1. Advertise by direct mail or through trade publi-
cations,, newspapers, radio, and other means to
promote quality tile, installations.

\.2, Distribute publicity on activities of the tile
industry.

3. Promote education, using various means, such
'as newspapers, seminars, and visual aids.

4. Work ivith and serve on committees that are
writing codes: such as the Uniform Building'''.
Code and Uniform PlumbinVebok.

5. Conduct research to be certain that morinials
and methods used will_be,satisfaciory.

6'2 Work with the construction and building depart-
ments of all governmental agencies on specifica-
tions'and details for the installations.

7. Disseminate technical information on job instal-
- lation problems to members of the Ceramic Tile

Institute and the construction industry.
a 8. Work with building and:plumbing code authori-

ties on matters pertaining to the best practices of
installing tile. ,

26

9. Work with suppliers of tile, ins\allOon mate-
rials, and tile accessories to develop\ products"
thi,t will ensure satisfactory installations.

10. Support CTI representation on all American-
Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) or Amer-
ican -National- Standards!Institute (ANSI) corn--,
mittees that 'are concerned with ceramic tile, '
installation materials, and specifications.,

11. Develop installation specifications where such
are not already available.

12: Encourage union tile contractors and tilesetters'
unions to accept installation and material stan-
dards.

13. Hel ? overcome jobsite installation problems by
'providing a counseling service for a project prior
to, during, and afster the installation of tile:

14. Investigate job protilems_ancidistribute findings
to, the CTI members concerned in accordance

:with the Rules .of Arocedtire.
21-1'-; . .

Manufacturers' Associations
Manufacturers of tile and tileinstallation products

ha% elormed groups to promote their indiv idual prod_
Acts. These associations also support research and
development programs for new methods and tah-
niques 16 promote the use of tile and relatecmaterial.
They also participate in writing specifications and
standards for:tile on a Local and national level.;

One such association is the Tile Council of Amer-
ica. The members of this group are 20 to 25 .QU11-e
largest tile manufacturers in the United States. TD.ey
publish technical tips on installing tile, write specifica'
tions, and promote the use of ceramic tile..They also'
support a research center ,at Princeton, NJ:, to
develop qualify materiaks. and improve installation,.
methods.



UNIT AI --'INT ODUCTION-TO THE TRADE:-----
;.
..-70PIC 3 T ADE ORGANIZATIONSI

Study Guide
Determine th correct word for each numbered blank inlhe sentence, and write it in the corresponding

:' at the ri t.
.

7/.

?.,k," 1. Tilesetter nions belong to the local 1' 2 councils.
f.. ,it

1

.Nt ?
.. 2

:-i

2' The international.union holds a convention every
., .

'.3 years. , 3

. ,
3. The tilesetters Union

,

is a part of the 4 5 of 6 and Allied Craftsmen, 4
5

- 4. The Ceiamic Tile In4itute eriaurages contractors
8 9

5. The first sutces%ful tilesetter.cuni6h.in California

. f

I

6

and unions to accept 7 and 7
8

9

was formed in the year JO .

\Th



TOPIC 1 MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC TILE

hhis topic is planned to prolide answers to the following questions:
How are tiles manufactured?
What s1kcifications are used in the tile industry?
HoH is moisture remmed from tile?

1 he tilesetter must have a thorough background in
the time-tested materials and methods used in the tile-
setting trade to be able to adapt them to the con-
stantly changing 4mands of the building industr.

1 his unit includes information on tiles and the base
materials, backings, and grouts that are needed for
setting tiles It, also includes details on the tools used
by the tilesetter and the inserts and accessories that
often form a necessary part of the tile installation.

The apprentice should riniew the material on basic
.mathematics and basic tools in the Introthtt lion to
Appt enti«'Alup. Each apprentice will hike to know
simple mathematics, such as addition, subiraction,
multiplication, disision, and fractions, before he or
she can prepare the backings or mi \ the base mate-
rials and grouts in,the correct proportions.

she information on>pecific took required by the
trade as gly en in tuts workbook is planned to supple-
ment the discussion on tools giN en in the Introdm brill
to Ap eship.

Tile Specifications

Before study ing the topics in this unit, the appren-
tice must ha% e an upderstanding of specifications,
%. hich are essential to the construction industry. Spec-
ifications form a legal document that must he fol-
lowed in doing tilesork and all other work on a''
project. A tilesetter can safely des late from the speci-
fications only if a w ritten change order has been made
by a responsible party, who is usually the architect,
owner-4 or general contractor for the 'project.

Specification writing recently has become a sepa-
rate' profession. Specification w titers has e a nation-
wide professional organwation known as the Construction
Specification It

IndRidual project specifications and standard spec-
ifications are written by trade groups. FileseAre so
important to tilesetters that they arc used as reference
material in this and succeeding units. file following
explanation is giy en .to help the apprentice under-
stand the purpose of each.

American National Standard Specifications

American National Standard specifications has e
been prepared to serse as a guide for specification
w titers and to furnish them with all the information
they need to write a tile specification for an intik idual
job. A reference may be put into a particular job
specification, such as the following. "MI tile on this
job shall hae workmanship and application con-
forming to the American National Standard Specifi-
cation A108.1 -1976." The tilesetter must be thoroughly,
familiar with such specifications. He or she shOuld
know, for example, that Specification A108.1-1976
pertains to the cony entional method of setting tile and
that Specification A 108.5 pertains to the thin-bed
Portland cement mortal method of setting tile. Ameri-
can National Standard specifications are des eloped
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
This aiency formerly M, aS known as the American
Standards Association (ASA) and the United States
of America Standards Institute (USASI),
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Standard "Specification erl-R3-101-62

The Standard, Speciji cations for InAtallation of
Ciramic Tile with Water- Resistant Organic dhe-

"lives (CTI-R3-101-62) were developed by the Techni-
cal 'Committee of the Ceramic Tile Institute to
provide standards that ate compatible withCatifornta
building codes.'

'Standard §pecification CTI-R7-103-62

Ceramic tile floors are the most successful shewer
floors available, but they must beinstalled correctly.
The Standard Specifications jr O the Installation v/
Tile-Lined Shower Receptors'" (CTI- R7- f03-62,).,Wemv
developed in cooperation, with the International Asso-
ciation of Plumbing.-and Mechanical Officials as a

-standard for the. Uniform Plumbing Code.

Recommended Standard Siecifications
- for Ceramic Tile ..

The nationally recogni/ed standard for the manu-
facture and quality controlOf ceramic tile is Re«nn-
mended Standard Spec citrons for Cjranut Tile
(TCA- 137.1-1976), which was published by the Tile
Council of America. An impijl,ed and updated ver-
sion of this standard w as Written by an industry com-

'ynittee and adopted 41_1979 by the American National
. Standards Institut ith a designation of ANSI 137 :1 -

f978.
During- e past 50 years, the ceramic tile in dustry

tried to provide specifier;, architects, and con-
stnefs with the best mailable' information on the
products of the industry.

;

Anierkan Society for Testing Materials Standards

In Many places fl?ropghout this workbook, refer-
ence is made to the American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM). The volumes of books required to
record all flit+ items tested' would fill many shelves,
and they are stocked only by libraries, testing labora-
tories, and construction industry organizations.

The ASTM was formed because the construction
industry needed a standardization of specifications
and m4ods of testing: The organhrational meeting
was hear .nEurope in 1882, but the members from the
United States soon decided they needed a separate
organization and in 1902 incorporated the present
society. It is so widely known'that testing laboratories
and all parts of the construction industry use the

,ASTM standards and testing procedures.

Tile-Forming Processes

App entice tilesetters will not fleeted to manu-
factur tiled, bin they sho have 'a broad under-
standing of the materials and processes used in the
trade.

. 4

Altho gh.tilesetters work with tiles made'oCa va-
riety of materials glass, marble, and cement, as well
as those of ceramic origin -most of the work involves
ceramic tiles. The manufacturing processes described
in this topic are used in the production of ceramic
tiles. '

The principal methods of' forming ceramic tiles are
the dust-press process, in which the tile body is'dried
to almost a dust consistency before it is pressed into
shape; the extrusion. process, in which a slightly wet
ter tile body is, forced. through °a specially shaped
opening: the slush-mold process, in which a much
.wetter mixture is poured into molds: and the ram-
press process, which is similar to the dustpress pro-
cess but is for larger pieces.

Most well tiles Ad trim shapes are dustpressed.
The tile body is a mixture of finely, ground talc and
natural clays', with different mixes used for different
types of tile, The correct proportions of clays tire
mixed with water and passed into filter presses where
excessixe water is pressed out. This mixture is paver-
lied, dried, and then pressed intd different tile shapes.
by steel 'dies mounted on hydraulic presses.

After it has been pressed, each tile is inspected for
smoothness, size, and general imperfections. At this
point it is called "green" tile. Some manufacturers use
a process that requires two firings of the green tiles to
attain the desired hardness and glaze. A patented pro-
9ess, that requires only one firing for hardness and
glaze application is used by other manufacturers.
Both methods are desiril5ed later in this topic.
Regaidless of the procesused, the dust-press method
places a limitation on 'the' size and thickness of the
tiles formed (Fig. B-1).:

For the extrusion prOcess, a mixture of clays, and
sometimes shale, is proportioned with water to form a
stiff mud. The, mixtuit is put into a machine that
extrudes and cuts it to the correct- size. The pieces
then are inspected for size and smoothness. N'early.all
quarry tiles and some ceramic mosaic tiles are pro-
duced ,..by this method.

In the slush-mold process, a wet mixture of clay is
poured into molds. After a period oT drying, the
molds are removed, and the tiles are placed in a kiln°
and_ fired at the desired temperature. The glaze usu-
ally is applied before firing.

In the ram-press process, two metal dies are used to
form tj.ie green tile. The purpose is twofold: first, to
get any desired shape, and second, to control the
thickness. Two firings are required as in the dpst-
press process._The tolerances are the same as those,for
the dusi-press method. The ram -press process is used
mostly to make Inge pieces, such as ceramic veneers
and some of the decorative tiles (Fig. -El-2).

Other processes are used also, but those described
above. are the most widely, employed. Generally
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BATCHING TILE BODY

.=la

ASSEMBLING DUST-PRESSED TILE

SPRAYING BISQUE WITH GLAZE

.4)

A

.401

DRY PRESSING TILE

REMOVING FEATHEREDGES FROM TILE

REFIRING INTWIN-TUNNEL KILNS

fig. .8-1. Producing tiles by thedust-press process

1.
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speaking. the dust -pies a Ird,1 anl-preSs processes are
used where close tolerances of are desned. Neat
in accurack of manufaetule is the c\nusion method.

he tolerances lot it are close. but not ati line as those
lot the other two methods. In the slush-mold process.,
an tine\ en tile of one that has the appemanue of being
handmade is produced

Fig. B-2. Ram pressing 6 by 12 inch (15.2'by 30.5 cen-
timetre) tile

Firing Process

The degree of e Alressed collect lung a
tile indicate; t he percentage of moisture' it ill a- 11sor
An impemous tilt is one ith an absorption loci of
less than 0.5 percent. Vitreous tile ill absorb as much
as 3 percent moisture; semivitreous tile will absorb
more than 3 percent but less than 7 percent mois-
lure; and nonvitreous tile will absorb more than 7
percent moisture.

Generally speaking, citreous and semi\ it reous tiles
are go, en a single firing. I he colors are usually con-

, lamed in the mixttirc of the tile body.
Glazes and colors usually arc patented b indi id-

ual isle manulactuFers. Green tiles (which arc flesh
dust-pressed and ram - pressed tiles) are fired at a high
initial temperature to Iona a "bisque" (any the shape
that is ready to he gla/ed). Follow mg t his, the glace
sprayed onto, the bisque, and a second lirm-g at a
lower temperature (glost firing) fuses the glaze with
the bisque. The glazed finish and color are thus conl
Ailed at this glost firing. Tiles that are not gland
require only a single firing.

Tiles are given special decoration by the silk- screen
process or by hand painting. Glares are used to pro-
duce the color.

20

Grading Process

I he grading of tile is based on surface blemishes.
al page. sue. and general appeal a nee I he grades al c

-standards" and "seconds." I hose tiles that ate not
good enough to pass as standards ut seconds are
it:felled to as culls and noi malls are not used in the
installations. Culls ale often crushed roofing
chips

Tile Shapes

Wall tiles ate made in squares. rectangles. triangles,
hoagons. atagotilt, and curies I he shapes slum n in
1-ig. 13-3'ale those most commonly used in the tiade as
determined 1-m standard ming wpm/anon, and
adopted by the standing committee on cerail2ic
IndiV`idual manufacturers ako produce ma n\ ot het
shapes. Apprentice' tilesetteis ',1,1ould stud\ manufac-
turers' catalogs to familial iie themsek es with w hat is
mailable.

,A comparatiei tie process eliminates a second
filing for glared all tiles and nun shapes Alm the
green tile has been inspected and cut ed (dim is, all
moisture has been !emu\ ed), the glace is added to the
lace. and the tile is hied in the' kiln. thus eliminating
the bisque firing. I he size at finish of the tiles are
cont oiled 1-m the amount of heat and the time spent
in the kiln.

Study Assignment

((Twill(
Tile (ANSI A137.1-1980). Read entire specifications.

o

6 by 6 in
1152 by 152 cm)

Fig. B-3. Modular breakdown of a 6 by 6 inch (15.2 by
15.2 centimetre) tile
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AtITS"TOOLS

TOPIC 1 MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC TILE

Study Guide
Detertyme the correct ord lot- each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blankat the right.

I. A bisque is a tile that has been fired I .

2 'After a tile has been pressed out, it is called a 2 tile.

I.

3. Most of the tiles set b a tilesetsei are of 3 origin:

4. Most wall tiles are made b the 4 -press process. 4

5. For tiles that require more than one tiring. the glue is usuall applied at the 5 5
firing.

6. Tile with water absorption of less than 0 5 percent is called 6

7. Semivitreous tike has a degree of densit that v ill absorb less hall 7 pet cent of 7 7.

8. Most qumr tiles are produged- b the 8. process 8

0.11. A vitreous tile generally is green 9 firing(s). 9

10. The two grades of tiles sold commercial}) are standards a nd 10 . 10

32
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS: AND TOOLS

TOPIC 2 .TYPES OFf TILE

.110s topic k planned iopi6\ide ans%els tr the 101lomng qu'estions:

N hat is noarr tile?
H01$ is- faitatee 'tile used?
NN hat is pal er tile?

I he origin ()I the %%old (//e; is in the ,1nglo-S t \on
%%old //:;(1.%%10.1) is a .,demata\e'ot the atm ieewia
It om ici..?ere, meaning I (2(9A,. tiles dr e used
as ut%eting ut. sot laeing lot 11)0ts, %%ails. and ceilings.
and to' deeoratie and slinitar put poses on the inte-
rim and e \tem)! ()I Nodding,

I o he a true pwlessional. t91c tilestitter needs to
undeistand the manolactuie ()I tile and to ha\ c
thotough kn(mledge ot the t}pes and sues ()I tiles,
\ Um) shapes. colors. and designs sue heing pt o-
duk.cd Lolistantl} Model!) Toms gRe the home-0
(0N net. hoildel. and architect eleaA meant: ()I, the
t}.pes ()I ttic aailable and the aiipealank.e ()I the c.)..)m-'
'demi tile%%ork I he tiksettet must keep up %%nil the
latt:st inateuals and tinethods of installation,

I he dilletent sues of tile usil toda} ,11} Iu the
h;} I. Ind) (I 0 h} I 0 eentimetie).papei-mounted ,

mosak tiles to the.I6 b% Ih inch (40 6 h} 45 7 Lentime-
tie) glared %%all tile, I he L'omhinations 01,shaspe. si/e.
and color of tiles used ale limited old% h% the imatu-
nation 01 the destgnel

Oh
Nlajor. Tpes of Tile

!he maim t} pes of tile die gla-red %Nall tile. quair}
tile. eelanue mosaic and pa% el tile

Claied N%all l ile

tik (nlso called glared interior tile) has
a glass-like sit lace, usuaily etassified as bright glace: a
matte finish. or a scratch -ploof Iinnh kn(mn as crys-
tallow glate (I ig. 13-4) 110s, tile is made h} the dust

pI metho4

Quarr Tile
.

QUatI1 tile is ustrall pngla/ed tile made of natural
Lla} of shale. It itieous. and it %arics in site !Lulu 3
b} 3 int.hes (7.6 hs 7.6 Lentrrnettes) to 9 h} 9 inches
(22.9 1.)}. 22.9 Lentimctres) and in thickness from to
11/4 inclie (1.3 to 3 2 centimetres). Ifie most.' com-
monly used sire's are 6 1.)} 6 inches (15.2 by 15.2 et:it;
timetres) and 4 by.8 inches (10.2 hy'20.3,centimetro).
,fhe color is tontained in the .cla} and ycale used in
the hod}, of the tile. It is manufactured b}, the exalt-
ion method.

Quarry the is er} durable and is used %%here long
sets ee "is desired (I ig B-5). Different finisl)es are

22
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See colqr reproduction on page 119

,Fig. B-4. Glazed tile ,installed on floor
and fireplace hearth

.1N adahle to meet the different conditions encoun-
tered. quarry tile is commonly used on the floors of
Isitchens and large fgod-processing plants and on
patio and roof decks.

Special nut pose qLi am', tiles ate the ship and galle}
rile hild packinghouse tile. The ship and g,alle} tile is
made \%ith an indentation,on t fie face to pre} ent slip-
ping. racking,house tile usuall} is a little thicker than
regular quarry tile.

eeirtimic Mosaic Tile

Ceramic mosaic is a term generally used for
untgla/id dust-pressed tiles that arc less than 2',4' b}
21/4 inches (5.7 by 3.7 centimetres) (Fig. B-6). How-
ever. the} arc sometimes manufaetured 1-)} the extra-
sivn process; and they are also a.1ilable ith a glared

.* I
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See color reproduction on page. 120(

Fig. B-5. Quarry tile installed on floor that will
withstand heavy pedestrian traffic

I wish, Much can he cithet a cleat 01 coloted glaic
fsu,tllc. the' are cItteous ut semi% 'mous

1 he most %%tdel% used of these tiles ate the poKe-
lams. \\ hi( h ha% e a smooth. hat d frosts.,un1 the uat
al; Cla% 11101 11,1\C a finish that is Icss smooth and
baud than that on the poi (elains Roth of the tiles
arc %

Pat er file

t'a\er tiles usuall% ale made h the dust-piess
method I,hc% 11,1%c a facial aJ ca of 6 h% 6 Inches ( 15.2
h) 15 2 eentimeties) 0( more and ,t thickness of to

inch ( f to 16 centimetres) °Chet \\ isc. a% cr tiles
t csemhle LCJantiL 1110s,1 IC tiles in appcatatiLL. l'a%
tiles ate c cr% (linable and tune used %% het c 1(iAg ser% ec
is (testi cd I Ile% _also e %1 nonskid
surfaces.

Minor F) pes of Tile
Man ()the! types of 'tile can he used to pi °duce-

special Effects.

Glass Mosaic file

G Liss 1110Na IC tiles. %% II It. II al a% ailahle in a com-
plete ',Inge of colors, ale used lot a % 'met% of put-
poses. ranging It om building \ tei tors ig. I3-7) to
ha r and In epla \ e facings n (1 11 tSITFCattillITY S'ILANcTo
table tops 1()%t ()I thu gl,fss mosaic tiles used toda%
arc imported host 1 tal%, but sonic are shipped tom
Spam.. ico. and Japan Ailass mosaic t cs are
made h% a process in \1h1d1 the Illoltelf glass s pou'ed
into Waffle-1\11C till Ids f.1(')111 \\ I1 IC Ii the cooied glass is
broken into M(11\1(111,11 tiles ayd mosaics 1 hese prod-
ucts generall% are mounted fl1n paper similat To that
used lot ceiamic nitosaic tiles. I he sheet size; usuall\
are 12 h\ 12 inches (30.5 h% 30.5 centimetres), and the

paper is on the face side of the tit . 1 he tileZ ate
about 346 inch (0.5 centimetre) thick.

An Older 11 pc of glass mosaic tile IS a% adahle
\ at mus sties. It looks hke'plate glad \\ ith a gold lea(
sand \\wiled hem een the' tAko.fused sheets of glass.
fills tile is called gold \ enctian glass tile. Its thickness

is about 14 inch (0.6 centimetre).
Miss mosaic tiles usual!) are mounted On palm tn. '

the facto' \ to conlorfl to t he needs of the the 'oh. For
I C \alllple , sums' sheets, C cut along pt eserthed .

accoi ding to thqdeslgn. I he sheets ate numbered on'
the hack of papier side \kith large numbers and on the
front side \\all smaller numbers. the numbers on the
front arc on paper tabs that at c,made of masking tape
and extend from the top, bottom, oi center. A bold
red lme on the back and on the tab ddignates a center-
line, parallel line, or spring,line on the sheet where the
tesserae change directions or \\heir the tiles are cut
smaller to turn a cornet kith a small 'Ants. I he'
match stalks are penciled on 't he hack. I hese cut
sheets usuall conk)t m to d mastet lac out plan pre-
pared in mullet tc,tl order h\ mosanast, and the\
L'dI \ the notation that the mastei plan is slum n in'
te\ else.

r
Although toreign manufacturers of, glass mosaic

tiles indicate dimensions in centimetres' and millime
tres. in this country thesyhtfil4s tonally are specified iti
inches. For example, the 2. by centimetre size is
approximatdly by is inch; the 2f.-by 2.5 centimetre
size is 1 by 1 inch; and the 3.0 by 3.0 centimetre size is
1,310 b, 1146 inches. The popul r rectangular glass
mosaic tile is 1.5 by 3.0 cenum-tres or 5/8 by 13/16
inches, and the 1.5 h) 1.5 centi tre size is acceptable
as 5/8 by 5/8 inch.

F

See cola reproduction on page 121

ig. B-6. An example of ceramic mosaic installation
at Racquetba) World, Fountain Valley, Calif.
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See color reprOduction on page 122

11.7 Venetian glass mosaics on the exterior'
of a building in Los Angeles

!Glass mosaic tiles UN11,111 ale cast w ith..an undercut
on the hack edge to 'Meditate N.etting them around
columns and rounded e \ ternal cornets and to make a
better ke in mortar beds, pure coats. and grout
lochs. Some 'tie heeled on lour sit , of the tessera.
and these are easier 'to cut \ e acid ft to a column with
a small radius of to set as sell edging on outside-
cot nets. I he setting practices at I the t pe of mortar
and glom mixes kir these Oa, mosaic tiles are the
same as those lor iiitit)t.tallr/ton of ceramic mosaic ,',

tiles / .

, /
.' Cement Bud) life / ; . //

Cc molt hods tiles are Made from a mix of portlatid
cement and sand or 4 ,gt egate, with- an inorganic
coloi mg material added (F-ig. 13-8). The\ are torMed
h\ .a.diy-piess or slush-mold process Because xl, fed-
etal on industrial specifications regulate these tip' , the
tilesettet must tel on the reputation of the tilepan L-
LICIl ter to ensure high-quidit prodcts. Cemi,/Mt tiles
come in plain colors. patterns. and te,rraHoidesigns,
him in en. these colors and designs lade Ill der sun-
fieht Pebble aggregate tiles w ith ground fa surfaces-

..; and ex posed.aggregate or e \ poscd pebble s it faces are
a\tula hie.. l'hese tiles ate 19rmed h\ the iddmon of
organic materials to the' face of the prodt t, a process
that kills the set of the cement, ut that at e. and permits
the it:rim\ al of the Lenient and fines fri the surface.
(0 expose the clean aggregate or pebi lc.

raience 'l ife
).

Faience tiles ,usually ha\ e a glai d surface with a
handmade appearance Soduced a'special treat-
ment of the slam and the bisque r The are used for

special. decor atke effects (Fig.,..B-.8): The name of the
tile comes lrymt he Italniin tow IT of FaC11/a, \\ !lel e a
tile resembling line Pen sian tile as as made In medical
times. hence. (tiii. I reach called this t pe of tit
"ttnence." I he c' tiles range in \tie:from 6 b 6 inch
( l,.2 Er 15.2

a
nti,mette)) to 1'_ he 12 niches (30

30.5 centimetres), and the ustiall\ are thicker than
glared wall tiles Ungla/ed faience' tiles also are
ti\ tillable'.

timaiti-1)pe Class Nlosaic Fur
Smaltt-t pe glass mosaic tiles. tilso 13 /ant ino

-

mosaics; hae a niugh, irregular s.tirface and \
from ' s-t inch (0.3 to F.0 centimetre) in thickness.
1 he astir tge sire of this t pe of tile is 1, he `, inch (1.0
he 1.6 e, impieties). SMalti-t pe tiles are pi oduced iii
ma n colors and are used -for murals. geome.tric
designs. letters, and \ ariegated backgrqunds (Fig.
9). l'he hike beim tt\sed by Einopean tyurftlists for .

centuries to c\ ecute into alS such 1101et'found In So
Mark's Cathedral in Venice'.

Hand -C ut Marble slosaic file

;'1iir type of mosaic the RI-Cut mat
iii sat* tile that vanes in thikn . ranging in depth.
Irimf 1, to 1,inch (0.3 to 1.3 e tiifiettes). It comes in
maxi\ sues and used for ha' grounds. designs. and,
floors.

'Study Assig !Bent
Rewmmended StandartY .S7n Arinons or Cerginic

le,( ICA '137.1-1976). Read at irV specificat ions,
1. Examine tile drsplays from manuticturerS.
3. Examine tile catalogs.

3'

A

a

See color, reprodyction on page 123

Pig. B-8. Ceme,kt body tile on the floor
and fai4nce tile around the pillars
(Union Train Station in Los Angeles)
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See color reproduction on page 123
°

Fig. Smalti-type mosaic on St. Mary Magdalen Catkilic
Church, Los Angeles'

0
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 2 TYPES OF TILE
-

study Guide
DetermiK the correct 1.1, ord for each numbered blank in a sent ce, and write it in the

blank at the right:

I. Th smallest tileyvith which the tilesetter works,are the o)inted 1 which

corresponding

,

be as tiny as 2 by 3 inch. 2

3.

St,e 2. For ease in curving them to fit a column of small radius, 4 -' tiles arc beveled 4
on four sides of th'e tessera. 5

The American equivalent of a foreign-made tile listed as 2 by 2 centimetres is 6 6
by 7 inch. . °

..
7

4. The minimum facial area of pave; tile is 8 squiire inches. 8

5. Glass mosaics generally are mounted on paper sheets, with the paper or. the 9 9
' side of the tile*.

6. A(n) 10 coloring material is added to cement tile. 10.

7. Smalti-type glass mosaic tiles are also called' I 1 mosaics. II

al The setting practices for glass mosaic tiles are the same as those for 12 13 tiles. 12

13.
C

9. The colors in 14 tile wiK fade when the tile is exposed to extreme sunlight. '14
6

JO. Faience tile has a 15 appearance. -15
41144.4,

4

a.

37. ,,
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UNIT:13 TILE, MATERIALS: AND TOOLS

TOPIC 3 BASE MATERIALS

This topic is,planned to provide answers to the following questions:/
What be materials are used in tilesetting?
How are mortar mixes prepared?
Which type of pprtland cement is used in setting ceramkjile?

In this topic the base materials that make up the
settitg bed are discussed. Tilesetters must use these

- materialS whether, they work from the studs or from a
more finished backing. Apprentice titters must be
familiar with the base materials used inthe trade if
they are to be able to prepare and set tiles on horizon-
tal and vertical surfaces in an efficient manner. By
learning the properties of each material, they will be
better able 'to foresee some of the results of using
different-types of ingredients in the mix.

Mortar mixes generally serve as the principal base,/
materials for tile installations: howAer, tfilet-set port-
land cement mortars itnd special adhesives have come
into popular usage for particular installatjons. All
types of base materials and caulking compounds arq'
discussed in this topic: Regardless of the kind of base
material used, however, til firs should always fol-
low the mantilfctur specif cations carefully.

Mortar Mi es
A,.,

Specially processed cemen and additives have.
beendeveloped to meet-the par cular requirements of
a job.

Portland Cement ./ .Tht basic ingredient in mos morn r mixes is port-
land cement, which is the game material used in

,concrete. r

The name pooland is not brand name and is not
derived from the name of a ty. It was given to the
produCt in 1824 by Joseph As .'lin, an English stone-
mason, because he thought the Concrete made with it
resembled the stone quarried Isle of Port-
land in England.

Portland cement is mixed with other ingredients.
When water is added to the mixture, a paste is created
that will bind the mixture together, thus forming con-
crete. The paste hardens as it ages,'and in time it be-

.. comes stronger than the rocks, aggregates, or other
materials that have been mixed it. The portland
cement mortar used in setting .beds by tilesetters is
of the same origin as. this concrete, but it doeS' not
contain the rocks and other large-sized aggregates
found in concrete.

Mortar is mixed in the amounts required fora par-_

_ticular job. Theproportiotis of the 'ingredients in the,.
, .

.

different mixes ma2, vary, but the mixing procedures
remain the same. Additives may be used to enrich
mortar when tilework is installed under conditions
that require' maximum mortar strength, extreme
water resistance, acid or 4tIkali. resistance, resiliency
or 'special adhesive qualities. Hydrated lime maY be
added if it is needed.

Regular portland cement is normally gray or gray-
brown in color. White portland cement is available, at
a higher price, if needed for a specific job. It is made
by processes that introduce no color into the cement.

Unless the architect specifies otherwise, ceramic tile
/ should be setwith Type t (normal) portland cement.

High-early-strength portland cement (Type III) is
used occasionally.,

Manrturers of portland cement use trade or
brand ames under which their products are sold.
Iortland cements, are made to meet certain standard
specifications.

Fil-e types of portland cement have been described
in Amqican Society for Testing Materials (ASTM)
Specification C -150. They are the following:

7)pt5 I. Type I portland cement is used where'high
early strength is not required and where the concrete
Will not be subjected to water with a high sulfas on-
tent. It is used for tilesetting and plastering .antl for
structures such as sidewalks, pavements, buildings,
bridges, sewers, and culverts.

Type II. Type II portland cement is 6sed in large
structures because it generates heat at a lower rate
than does normal cement and bec-auseit offers greater
resistance to sulfate water.

Type III. Type III portland cement is a high-early-
strength cemont that is ground more finely than nor -,
mal cement. It i used during periods of cold weather
when forms must be removed as soon, as possible.

Type IV. Type IV poi -eland cement is a low-heat
c wrist that is used when large volumes of concrete
are needed for such structures as big dams.

Type V. Type V portland cement is a sulfate-
resistant cement that is used, only in structures.that
will be e poled to severe sulfate action or water with
a high kali content. -e.

38 27 'A



All five types pf portland cement are not always
available. Unless otherwise specified, Type I cement is
furnished.

Plastic Cement

Plastic cement is a special mix of Type I portland
cement to which resin; rosin, or stearate has been
added to make it water resistant. It is widely used in
the plaster scratch coat because of this property. Less
water'Nfabsorbed from the wall mortar, and the water
is absorbed ore slowly. This results in a better bond
betweetitre scratch coat and float coats and a harder,
denser mortar. Plastic cement also is used for wall
mortar because of its greater plasticity. Less lime is
required in the mix, and a better control of the setting
time Is achieved; however, plastic cement never
should be, used for pure coat.

Ltimnite Cement

Although lumnite is a structural cement, it is not a
portland cement. It is made of different raw materials
and by a different process. Because of its unique
chemical and physical properties, lumnite makes a
concrete mortar that can be used for many special
purposes and under conditions where ordinaly con-
crete and mortar'cannot be used. kumnite is a quick
hardening cement. Mortar and concrete made with it
acquire curing strength within 24 hours of mixing.

Aggregates

To prevent the shrinkage O f mortar during the dry-
ing proCess, and to make .mortar more economical
,use, materials known as aggregates are added to the
this. oSand is the aggregate most generally added,
although other materials_ may be used.

Sand, which is graded from fine to coarse, can be
obtained by washing and screening sand deposits. It
also is collected by grinding rocks or loosely consoli-
dated sandstones. Sand should be kept free of organic
or deleterious matter that may produce stains in the
joints or affect the setting time of the cement. (See
American National Standard Specification A108.)

When it is delivered, nNrtar sand should be clean
and well graded. Care should be takento keep it that
*way and not to allow dirt and other'contaminants to
get into it. River-bed, ocean, or beach sand should
never be used, because it is not properly graded, and it
contains animal and vegetable matter, salt, and some-
times soap-like elements, These contaminants will
cause the mortar to disintegrate. An unwashed sand
should never be used for tilework. Thetkrid used
should meet the 'standards of ASTM 'Specification

Vermiculite is a lightweight mineral aggregate that
is formed when the mineral vermiculite; which is a
type of mica, is subjected to high temperatures. The

oaf , . *

,,17:1.15,

0

...
furnace heat expands the plate-like particles in much
the same way as an accordion is expanded by drawing
apart the leaVes of the bellOws,.,,,The final product
weighs only 8 pounds per cubic foot (3.6 kilogramslkgrams
per 0.03 cubic pipe). .

Some cQutractors have used %ermiculite as a substi-
tute for sand in wall niciOti`s. Its porous and highly
absorptive qualities preent tile premature drying out
of the mortar bed, thus ensuring that the mortar
strength..wiy be adequate.

Perlite is another lightweight cellular aggregate. It
is formed from volcanic glass that has been ground to
a find sand and then subjected to high temperatures.
This tends to expand the particles` by softening them
sufficiently to permit the entrapped gases to swell the
perlite .several times its natuit size. This lightweight
aggregate has been used successfully by tilesetters in
mortar mixes to partially or wholly repl4cehe sand.
A low-alkali portland cement should be used with
perlite,

Additives

Several ty pes, of morta r and grout additives are
available 'for tilev.ork, These should be used only' if
specified and then only in the amounts specified.

The calcium chloride base additives produce a
denser, more water - resistant mortar and also hasten
the development of maximum mortar strength. They
have a tendency to accelerate the setting of portland
cement. When additives are mixed with grout, a much
harder grout is produced. .

,

Many polyvinyl acetate additives can be used with
portland cement. Each one has a different chemical
structure. These additives increase the resiliency of
the cement and give a greater bond to the mortar
base. When polyvinyl acetate addjqs.are used in the
grout, they produce abetter bond to the tile and give
some..flexibility. -

The butadiene latex mixes are specially pr.:pared
to make them compatible with portland. cement.
These -additives give greater flexure to the ortar, a
better bond to the backing, and more plasti y to the
mortar. In addition, when combined with t e proper
mixture of graded sand and portland cement, they
produce a very good thin-set mortar. Added to grout
in the proper proportions, these materials' produce a

,-.-
much more flexible grout that has greater adhesive-
ness to the tile.

;

Lime

Lime is a cementing agent that provides a hip
water retention and plasticityin mortar. The effedt pf
lime crystallization is-irt: increase in the bond strength.
It also gives greater flexure and shear to the mdrtar.

Lime is obtained Principally from the burning of
limestone. The litnestone may be calcium carbonate



or magnesium carbonate. Magnesium lime us ly
has the greater water`rctention (plasticity).

411n previous years most lime used in construction
work was in the form of lime putty, but now it is dried
and bagged. This hydrated lime is chemically the
same as lime putty. Only enough water is added to
quicklime during the manufacturing process to satisfy'
its chemical _demand. Subsequently, when water is
added,,,tne putty forms. Hydrated lime should con--
form to ASTM Specification C-206 or C-207, Type S,

-which means the lime is hydrated for masonry.
Dry Mortar thatcontains lime has conSidet4ble suc-

tion when itis brought into contact with wet mortar;
therefore, lime usually is not included in scratch
coats.

The mortar mix should consist of one part portland
cement, one part lime, and five to seven parts sand.
Because of the plastic properties of various limes and
the different grades of sand, the formula'may have to
be varied to obtain a working plasticity. The amount
of lime should be increased or decreased, but the
amount of cement should remain the same. ,

Water

Water that is suitable for drinking is not necessarily
the best for mixing mortar.. if it contains sugar or
citratesthe yater is unsuitable for mixing mortar but
could be 'suitable for drinking. If the water used to
mix the mortar is taken directly from a supply that is
intended' ter domestic use, the' tilesetter may be rea-
sonably sure that it is satisfactory. However, because
Water that has been standing in a barrel or other con-

e tainer on the job may have been'used to wash equip-
ment,--it-"Should nbt be used for inixinknjortar.

Thin-Setting Materials
Many new products are being introduced into the

tile industry,. Each one is designed to'meet a.specific
need and will dr) a good job if it is used in the right
place and in the right way. Among these new products
are the Dry-Set (thin-set) portland cement mortars,
organic adhesives, latex -based adhesives, and epoxies.

To avoid costly failures, the tilesetter or contractor
should obtain and study all available information
about any material before it is used. Particularly
important for the succissful use of thin-setting mate-
rials is their application over sound backing. Care
'Would be taken in the use of the. materials for inte-
'rior installations in wet areas. Furthermore, many of
these materials should not be used for exterior instal-
lations or for interior location.that might experience

>_a_yeat buildup, such as around ovens..
Dry-Set (Thin-Set) Portland Cement Mortar

Thin-set portland cement mortar is a mixture of
'cement, sand, and additives to impart water retentivity.

ito

..

This mortar is suitable for use over a variety of
surfaces. It is used in Ine layer as thin as %42 inch (0.2
centimetre), after tiles are beaten in. It has excellent
water and .impact resistance; and it is water cleanable,
nonflammable, and good for exter4pr work. Thin-set
mortar requires no presoaking of the tile. a

, Thin-set portland cement mortar isavaiiable ds.an
unsanded ,rnorte.and as a factory-sanded mortar.
Presanded mortars, to which only water need be added,
are strongly recommended. Thin-set portland cement
mortar is not affected by-prolonged contact with
water, but it does not form a water barrier. It is
limited in truing or leveling the work of others to.a
thickness of about 1/4 inch (0 6 centimetre).

Complete installation and material smifications'
are contained in ANSI A108.5-1976 and ANSI A 118.1-
1976. Specifications for conductive thin-set mortar
are contained in ANSI A108.7-1976 and ANSI A118.2-
1976.

Latex-Portland Cement Mortar

Latex-portland cement mortaris a mixture of port-
land cement, sand, and a special latex additive that is
used as a bond coat for setting.tile.

The uses of latex-portland cement mortar are sim-
ilar to those of thin-set portland cement mortar. It is
less rigid than. portland cement mortar. Since latices
vary, however, the manufacturer's directions should
be followed carefully.

When latex-portland cement .mortar is used to
install ceramic tile in an area that may not horoughly
dry out in use (e.g., swimming pools and gang show-
ers), the completed installation should be cured for a
minimum of 14 days and be allowed to thoroughly
dry out before being exposed to water. Early_expo-
sure inhibits full development of the strength of the
latex-mortar and increases water sensitivity.

Complete installation and material specifications
are contained in ANSI A108.5-1976 and ANSI A118.4-
1976. ,

Organic Adhesive

Organic adhesive is ready to.use with no further
addition of liquid or powder. This adhesive cures or
sets by evaporation.

Adhesives obviate the soaking of tile. They are not
generally stlitaple for swimming pools or exteriors.
They supply sameflexibility to the tile faping. Bond
strength v, greatly among_the numerous brands
available.

Study Assignment
American Naliondl Slumlord Speeficalion A108.1.
New York: Tile Council of America, Inc., 1976. Read
entire specification. -
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. UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 3 BABE MATERIALS

1.

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, anclyrite it in the correspnnding
blank at the right: .

.
.f

\
..

I

, .
1. The type of cement generally used for setting ceramictile is Type 1 2 cement. 1

Study Guidn

2. The basic ingredient 'in most mortar mixes is 3 4 .

2

4.

3. Plastic cement often is used in scratch coats because of its 5 6 . 5

. 6

4., Lumnite, 'cements harden in °I time than do the portland cements.

5. The aggregate most generally used in mortar mixes is- 8 .

6. The mortar-46x additives that tend t6 accelerate the setting of portland cement are
those, with a base- of 9 10 .,.

7. Lime Putty is formed from hydrated lime by adding -11 .

8. X(n) 12 portlaria ::emept should be used with perlite.

7

0

7

8

9
10

11

12
13

9. High-early-itrepgrh portland cement is used especially in 14 weather. 14
.o;;;;

10. Regular portland cement is 15 in color.
; 5.

J%,

.

)
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UNIT B .TILE4 MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

T OPIC 4 BACKINGS
4,A

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What types of backings are used in the tilesetting trade?
How is metal lath installed?
What types of wire mesh are used by the tilesetter?

A tile installation is only as strong as the base ,o,r
foundation on which it is set. The cause of most tile
failures is the incorrect use of backing materials;
therefore, apprentice tilesetters must know the var-
ious types of building materials that;are acceptable as
backing for mortar or thin-set materials. Each type of
material has certain limitations. When tilesetters
understand these limitations; they will-know why a
particular horizontal or vertical surface should be
prepared in a certain way to receive tile; and, as a
result, they will d6 a better job of tilesetting.

Backing Materials
Many of the materials used in the tilesetting trade

also are used in the plastering trade, but they are used
differently. For example, the plastering trade recom-
mends the use of a "breather-type asphalt-saturated
paper behind portland cement. The tilesetting trade
recommends the use of 'a vapor barrier or water-
repellent paper. Tilesetters have found that if the
moisture is held in the cement mortar as Idng as possi-
ble, the mortar bed has a better chance to cure cor-
reetly;-and.less shrinkage, which could cause hairline
cracks in the tilework; will occur. 4,

Wire fabric, metal lath, and reinforcing wire should
conform to the specifications:of th;Anterican Society
for Testing Materials (ASTM). When such materials
meet ASTM standards, they are given' the ASTM

Tie Wire

Tie wire should be used on vertical surfaces where
wood ,isAised or where studs are more than 8 inches
(20.3Centirnetres) on center. Tie wire is 18-gauge gal-
vanized steel wire woven 6 to 8 inches {15.2 to 20.3 cen-
timetres) apart, in a parallel pattern. The lacing of the
tie ,Wire between studs ensures a uniform thickness in
the scratch coat and gives a support to the water-

---:proOfing'papeeihat Avill.,be applied under the metal
lath;

aiterproof -Cleayage-Membrane

ASphair building paper or plastic sheeting shoufd,be-,
`uSed'direetIy over studding (after tie wire is applied)*
oKe any ;solid ing at rgtinires waterproofing.
Such 'material prevents the mortar bed from drying

idcif44,:th* allowing it to cure and to form a

strong bond with the tile. The membrane isolates the
tile installation from any movement of the structure.
The scratch coat and setting bed can be applied more
uniformly when building paPei is used.

Several types- of waterproof material have been
accepted in the trade. These include I 5-pound (7-
kilogram) asphalt-saturated waterproof building felt,
13-pound (6-kilogram) coal-tar-saturated waterproof
building felt, duplex reinforced asphalt paper, and
polythylene sheeting of at least 0.004 finch (0.01 cen-
timetre) nominal thickness. The 15-pound (7- kilogram)`
,felt paper is the most widely used. A roll of felt paper
contains 324 square-.feet (30.1 square metres), of which
24 square feet (2.2 square metres) is taken up in the
overlap.

In accordance with ANSI Specification A108.1, all
tilework must be backed with waterproof building
paper or felt that meets the standards of Federal Spec-
ification UU-P536. Each sheet of material should be
free from holes or breaks and should overlap the next
sheet a minimum of 2 inches (5.1 centimetres).

1:
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Paper-Backed Wire .
..p4-04*k...4.,rxf- ,A,

Paper-backed wire is not recominended as arback7
ing for.ceramic tile. This type of wire hasthe followf.,-
ing disadvantages: ..,

I. The exposed edges of.wire are not wide.enongh
to allow for a Tull niesh wife-to-wire lap. This
lap is required by Cerainic Tile Institute stan-
dards, tile. industry standatds, and
codes. The Iap,is necessary to prevent cracks in
tile' walls.

2. When the paper-backed wire must be cut to fit
the wall, the paper and wire both terminate at
the same line. When the cut pieces are lapped,
the paper completely separates the two thick-
nesses of wire, and the necessary wire-to-wire
reinforcing is lacking. .

Metal Lath

Metal-lath is arreinforcing material that provides a
grip for mortar when tiles, are to be set on wood sur-
faces. It usually is not required when tiles ale set on

'concrete or brick surfaces.
To prevent rust from forming and rust stains from

bleeding to the surface of the tilework, the lath should
..
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be rust inhibiting (coated with rust- inhibiting paint),
copper bearing (containing a small amount of copper),
or galvanized (made from galvanized sheets).

In accordance with ANSI Standard Specification
A108-1, metal lath must conform to SPR R3-57'and
Federal Specification QQ-B-101c. The lath should be
the flat expanded type either painted or galvanized,
and it should weigh not less than 2.5 pounds per
square yard (1.1 kilograms per 0.8 square metre).
Another type of lath that can be, used is a welded wire
self-furring type consisting of tile-reinforcing mesh
that is 2 by 2.inches (5.1 by 5.1 centimetres) and 14/ 14
galvanized. The following types of expanded metal
lath are available:

Weight per square yard
(0.8 square metre).

Type 'lb. (kg)
Diamond mesh 2.5 (1.1)
Diamond mesh 3.4 (1.5)
Flat rib 2.8 (1.3)
Flat rib 3.4 (1.5)
Y8 in. (1 cm) rib 3.4 (1.5)
3/8 in. (1 cm) rib 4.0 (1.8)
Sheet lath 4.5 (2)

The Ceramic Tile Institute Technical and Job
Problem Committee has inspected a number of jobs
where the walls have cracked. Many of these installa-
tions were backed with the paper-backed wire. When
the tile and mortar were removed, the crack was
determined to be over the unreinforced joints in the
paper - backed. wire. -

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
tile standards for waterproof paper and wire rein-
forcement for the backing,* ceramic tile walls should
be followed. Materials that"should.npt be used for tile
baging are flat. rib "Metal lath and 34-inch (1-
centimetre) rib lath. When tile and mortar-were
removed from cracked tile- walls, it was determined
that the crack followed the indentation made in the
Mortar by the rib.

Fasteners

Nails are file most generally' used fasteners'for at-
taching metal lath, wire fabric, and wire to wood sur-.
faces. (See the Introduction to Apprenticeship for a
detailed description of the types of nails 'arid other
fasteners.) The common 4d or 6d box nails usually are
driven three-quarters of their length into the studs.
Once they are driven in at an angle, the nails can be
bent to secure, the metal lath. Blueheads ordathing

4nails also are used as fasteners fOr.inetal lath.
The lath- should not be fastened too securely to

wood studding. The tilesetter should allow for expan-
sion or contraction of the building materials.

Staples can be used to fasten self-furring lath to a
wood surface. Either a staple gun or staple hammer
may be used. The staple should be of a large enough
size' to penetrate the wood studs adequately and to
hold the wire- securely.

Patented fasteners are used to attach metal lath to
steel. They are'driien into prepared holes in the steel
and then expanded to fasten the lath to the steel. Tie
wire can be looped around the metal lath and through
the holes in the steel. The, ends of the tie wire then can
be secured by twisting..

Self-drilling or self-tapping "Bugle Head" or "Pan
Head" screws are used to attach metal or wire lath to
steel studs. Wire ties or metal clips also can be used to
make attachments. Screw attachment of the collateral
materials results in construction 'without holes or per-
forations in the weatherproof protective membrane.
This is desirable where waterproofing is essential.
Because of.the rising cost and' diminishing quality of
construction grade wood framing, steel studs are
being used more frequently in all kinds of walls and
partitions. Steel stud framing is stable and never
changes its size, shape, or dimension after installation.

Shrinkage Mesh

Shrinkage mesh is a reinforcing tfataterial that is
suitable for use in mortar beds Tor the installation of
tile on floors,' drainboard deck's, counter tops, and
shower receptors. The f011owing types of mesh are
available:

1. The 2 by 2 inch (5.1 by 5.1 centimetre) welded
wire fabric of 16/16 gauge (weighing 13 pounds
per WO square feet) (or 6 kilograms per 9 square
metres).

2. The 3 by 3,in- ch (7.6 by 7.6 centimetre) welded
wire fabric of 13/13 gauge (weighing 19 pounds
per 100 square feet) (or.9 kilograms per 9 square
metres)

3. The 11/2 by 2 inch (3.8 by 5.1 centimetre) welded
'wire fabric of 16/13 gauge (weighing 171/2 potinds
per 100 square feet) (or 8 kilograms per 9 square
metres)

4. Either the first or the third of the above, in the
self-furring type

All of these wire fabric meshes are usable for drain-
board work. They are manufacture in a number of
different-widths to fit standard or wide drainboards.
Only a minimum of material has to be trimmed off.

The reinforcing metal must be applied, with a lap of
one full mesh to ensure wire -to -wire contact. The
reinforcing wire should ,bepositioned in the approKi-
-mate center of the mortar bed by the use of spots of
mortar, these spots of mortar are positioned before
the .reinforcing wire laid out. Foreign objects should
not be used to hol t! the wire in the center of the
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mortar - setting bed. The reinforcing Wire,.,shoulebe
kept, 1 to 2,,inehes (2.5 to 5.1 centimetres) from any
vertical surface.

Both' the 2 by 2 inch (5.1 by 5.1 centimetre) and the
1 by 2 inch (3.8 by.5.1 centimetre) wire meshes have
been used successfully for wall work in place of metal
lath. Furring nails ought to be used over both wood

1

A

e

studs and solid backing.; otherwise, the self-fu rring
type mesh should be used.

Study Assignment

American National Standard Specification A-I08.
Read specifications for metal lath, waterproof cleav-
age membrane, and building paper.
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UNIT B TILE. MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

-TOPIC 4 BACRINGB
.3%

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

1. The 1 -pound asphalt-saturated waterproof building felt is a suitable vapor' 1

barrier.

2. When waterproofing is required; 2 building paper or plastic sheeting should be 2

used,

3. The, shrinkage of mortar may cause 3 cracks in the tileWork. 3

4. If water is held in the mortar as long as possible, the mortar bed has a better chance 4.
to 4 properly.

"5. The-- tilesetttr should use 5 -repellent paper as a backing for tilework. 5

6. The reinforcing wire should be placed in the approximate 6 of the mortar,bed. .4 6

° 7. Reinforcing Wire floors must be 7 one full ?flesh.

8. Welded wire 'fabric measuring 8 inches in a 16/16 gauge may be used as a 8

reinforcing material for counter tops.

9.' A staple gift' can be used, to fasten- lath to' 9) surfaces. 9

10. Sheets of waterproof building paper-should overlap at least 10 inches.

,45
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- (TILE,. MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

-TOPIC 5- -LAYOUT AND LEVELING TOOLS

T topic is planned to provide answers td the following questions:
What tools are used to lay out tilework?
How is the steel square used?
How sire leveling tools used?

Although a number of tools required by the tileset,
ter already have been discussed in the finrochiction
Apprenticeship, their uses in setting tile often are spe-
cialized. In This topiethe diSeussiOn is limited to the
tools used_by tilesetters in layingout their work and in
ensuring that it is Level.

" Layout Tools

The most frequently used layout tools are the chalk
line, measuring tape, story pole, and framing square.

Lines

The chalk line, such as the one discussed' in the
httrodution to Apprenticeship, has'a variety of uses.
The tilesetter uses it for laying down working lines,
finish lines, plumb lines, and level lines. .The metal
case for enclosing the line will gold an ample supply
a chalk and will keep the line clean.

:the mason's -line or plain line is useful in lining up
the laces of the floating rods on long walls or floors, It
also is used in setting lines in the layout of design and
quarry tile. The preferred cord for a mason's line-is
made of nylon.

Measuring Tape -

The tilesetter will find that the measuring tape is
also an invaluable help in squaring and paralleling
(Fig. B-10). The steel 'tape is-referred.

o.

Steel Square

The, steel square is one of the most important tile-
setting tools (Fig. B-I I). The large arm of the square
is 2 inches (5.1 centimetres) wide and 24 inches (61
centimetres) long and is called the body or blade. The

\
.S'#

'z1

Fig. B-11. Steel square

smaller arm is at a 90-degree angle to the blade and is
I ir2'Inches (3.8 centimetres) wide and 16 inches (40.6
centimetres) long; it is called the tongue. The point
where the outside edges of the blade and tongue join
is cal1R1 the heel. The surface.with the manufacturer's
name is called the face; the opposite surface is called
the back

The tilesetter can use a steel square to lay out any .

_angle shown in the following, table:

O. Measuring, tape

o
°

degrees
Distance,

inches (centimetres)
5 11 /16 (2.7)

10 .23/32 (53)
. 15 37/32 (8.2)
20 43/8 (11.1)
221/2 I, 431/32 (12.7)
25t 519/ (14.2)
30 _ 6%6. (17.6).
35 81%2 (21.4)
40 . 101/16 (25.6)
45 12 , (30.5)
50 ,145/16 . (36.3)
55 17% !@3.5)

-60 202%2. (52.8)

35
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To draw any angle, the tilesetter should place a
Point at the '12-4rick (30.5-centimetre) mark on the

Tongue and another point at the distance in inchesork
;the '-blade as shown in the table for the desired angle.

In the following illustration, point A is marked at
2 inches 130.5 Centimetres) on the tongue, and point

Bis' marked at 431/32 inches (12.7,centjinetres) on the
blade. Angle BAC is 221/2 degrees.

A
12 m. (30Z cm)

221/20

Dividing a space between two lines. To divide a
'space between two parallel lines with measurement in
inches and fractions of an inch into the required equal

. spaces, lay the blade of the square diagonally across
the space to an easily divisible'number, so that the
distance will divide evenly on the inch marks into the
desired number of .spaces; then, shift. the square to

.second position, and connect the lines. (See following
illustration.)

UM VA0j11 /11

'3 in. (TS cm) 3 in (7.6 cm)

lriakV 12 in
(S0 cm)12 in (305 cm) ,5

I I 111! E KM I
18 i"48.7.

N
C

k

Fihding thexenter of a circle. The steel square and
''straightedge can be; used to find the center of a circle.
'(SeetheacCoinpanying illustration.) The procedure is
as follows: R >.

1 Place- the-heel, of the 'square on the exact center
of the straightedge. ,

tiraiv-a Sharp.Aitie alo9g the blade.
'Shift the straightedge to another position as
'.Shown drawing.,

4. Repeat steps I and 2. The center of the circle will
be where the two lines intersect.

1

Drawing a jwntagon. A pentagOn can be con-
structed as folfows (see followirw,illustratiod):

I-. Draw line YY as shown in The illustratio.n.
2. Apply the square with the 8-inch (20..3-centimetre)

mark on the tongue and thee) I -inch (27.9-
centimetre) mark on the blade in alignment with

.04.
YY. .

3. DrawfAB and AC each as..lionraS- one sidei the
proposed perttagon.

4. Find the centers of AB, and AC,,aiid 'apply the
square, bringing .the heel to the center points as
shown by squares 3 and 4. these squares inter-
sect at 0,* which is the center.sf the circle within
which the laying' out of,,the pentagon can be
comp100-. Where this circlerOsses the outside
edgesTo4the blades of squares"3 and 4 are the
two remaining. points of the pentagon.

5. Draw lines BD, DE, and EC to complete the
pentagon.

e.

in, (20.3 cm) 8 in'. (20 3 cm)

2

y T:

p

'0 $

V.

.W 4
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Bisecting an angle. A steel' square can be used to
bisect an angle as shown in-the accompanying illustra=
tion. The procedure is as follows:

I. Lay sq0?re so that the same number is on the
tongue and-blade at the points where they, cross
OA and 'OB.

2i Draw line OC through the heel of the square.
Line OC bisects angle' AOB.

12 in (30 5 cml

12 in (30 5 cm)

A

a

-Angle Divider

The angle divider is used by the tilesetter to deter-
mine the degree of an angle to cut (Fig. B -12). It is
used for fitting trim, moldings, and floors into
corners. A corner angle is measured by adjusting the
divider to ,fit the corner.

T-Bevel

The sT-bevel is used to lay out angles up to 180
-degrees (Fig. B413). When the blade has been set to
the desired angle, it is secured with a Locking flevice
on the 'handle. The blade does not have graduations
indicated, and a protractor is needed for setting the
blade unless the 1--bevel is being used merely to
tranVer an angle from one piece, ofis,,,ork to another.

' -1" o

Compass Scribe t ,

The compass scribe, winch. is also called a wing
dividett, can be used for fitting to an irregular surface,
such as a brick wall, stone wall, or wood molding.
The tilesetter can use this tool to transfer the irregular
shape of the surface to the tile that is to fit against it.

Dividers

When dividers are
iset

to a given dimension, a given
number of spaces can be stepped off without laying
'out the tile. In other words, by setting the dividers to
the width of the individual tiles, the tilesetter can step
off the space to be occupied by each tile.

Combination Square

The combination square is a small square with an
adjustable head and a blade that is usually I by 12
inches (2.5 by 30.5 centimetres). It is used on jobs
where, a large square is not suitable (Fig. B-I4).

Trammel Bar

-A trammel bar, which is easy to construct, is more,
accurate than many other layout tools (Fig. B -15). It
is used to erect perpendicular lines and to bisect
angles. The tilesetter can make a trammel bar froin a
stick of a size that is suitable for the:particular job. -

&notch is cut at one end, and a line is drawn down the
penter of the bar. From the point of the notch, a mea-
surement should be made along the centerline- the
distance *2 the desired radius. At this poini, which is
used as thelcenter, a nail should be driven. -A pencil is
secured in the notch.

Fig, B-13. T-bevel fig. B-14. Combinatio'n,aquarel,

'

Fig. B-12; Angie divider
Fig. B-15. Trams et bar

37
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The story pole used to measure an area in tile unit
sizes to determi the size of cuts so as to install tile to
givy the most pl asing appearance. It is also an impor-
tant help in st irWay construction. More information
on the story ole is-presented in Unit E, Topic 15. The
use of a st9 y pole is demonstrated in, Fig. B-I6.

Fig. B-16. Tilesetter using a story pole

Leveling Tools
The tilesetter must, learn how to use leveling tools

accurately. ./
SiAt Level

The spirit level is used-by the tilesetter for small or
close work and wall and flOor work (Fig. B=.17). When
it is.used with the straightedge, it can serve to level or
plumb certain surfaces 'or work, such as the floating
strips on walls and floors and the screed strips on
,horizontal surfaces. The 12, 24, and 48 inch (30, 60,
and f20 centimetre) spirit levels are generally the most
useful for the tilesetter.

Caution `sh,ould be exercised in purchasing a spirit
level, because not all levels are accurate. When a level
is being ,tested for accuracy, it should be placed
against a surface that is known to be plumb or level:
Each bubble.should be checked, and the level should
be reversed'to see if the bubbles are centered. Because
aluminum occasionally warps in manufacture, the
sides of the level should be checked to ensure that
they are trtle.

Fig. B-17 Spirit level

Water Level ,

The water level is apiece of clear plastic hose to
1,12 inch (I to 1.3 centimetres) in diameter and usually'
about 50 fat (15 metres) in ten-gth (Fig. B-I8). It is
filled with water, from which all air must be removed.
Air bubbles in the hose compress when-he level is

,,used. This may cause a false reading. The best way to-
remove the air is to siphon the Water into the hose,
letting it run until no more bubbles are seen at the
lower end of theesiphon. Foreign particles also should'
be removed.

The water level may be checke to see if it is true by.
placing the two ends together. if he level is true, the
topof the water will be at the sam el on both ends.
If the level is not the same, an at bubble is in the',
hose. The bubble can be remo ed by siphoning
through again.

As the water level is moved from ark to mark, the
ends of the hose should be plugged ith the fingers to,
ensure that no loss of water occurs. When marks are
being established, hen and only then are the ends of
the hose left open.

The top of the waterin he hose ha a slightly con-
cave share. The reading may be taken either from the-
high point_or from the low point, alt ough the read-.
in from the high point is fa'r more sily. seen. When,
two tilesetters are using the water level and moving,
from mark to mark, they should be sure t.hey are bdth
taking thereading from either the high point or the
low point. Because a diffefence of about '/8 inch (0.3:
centimetre) exists between the two points, the reading

Fig. 8-18. Water level

would be inaccurate if the high point were used...4
one tilesetter and the low point by the other: ".

Varticular_ caution should be used in handii,tig;th'e,
water level outdoors. If o'ne end of the water level is
under The hot sun' and the other is in the shade, the
water in the hot end will expand.and rise to cause an
error in reading of 'up to 1/2 centimetres). To
avoids this the hose should not be left partly in the sun'
and 'partly in the shade for any length of time. If
points must be marked, they should be marked
quickly; before the water has a chance tb heat'uneven-
ly.' If any doubt exists-,. the water level should be
checked both during and aftet use. .

4.9



As a rule; the general contractor uses, tIte builder's
transit to furnish grade marks-throughout the job for
the various crafts. Tile Setters should establish their
firstleater 'level mark fi-om the grade mark.

;4-i/
One:Teison Water Level

The-one-person water level is accurate if it is oper-
ated correctly' It consists of a container (preferably
clear) to act as a ,reservoir for the water and clear
plastic tubing or a watef hose With a 6-inch (15-
centimette),glass tube inserted in one end.

2 Manufactured water levels that can be operated by
N one person, are available, but one can be madeinex-

pensively and with little effort (Fig. B -19). The proce-
dure for filling and using the one-person water level is
as folloWs:

Secure one end of the hose near the bottom of
the container so that it will not move while you
are working with the-level around the walls.

2. Fill the container with water.
3. Syphon water out the other end of the hose,

which must be lower than the reservoir. When
all air bubbles are gone, plug the hose or 'glass
tube, and raise it to the level of the reservoir.
The level is now ready to use.

4. Establish bench mark A on the wall. This mark
is level with water at B in the container. Make
mark On plastic hose or tube with masking tape.

5. Bench! 'mark A can be tfansterreeiround the-
, room.. Be sure a finger is held- Ner th uopereend,

° 'of the hose Whe'n you are 4ikixing it from one
mark to:another. If water .is18-st fr'om the hose, °
.the-procekkttt will have -;i9, be repeat.c,d, And'a
1w level markmiliehavep gstOlisited at the 7.
reservoir. A previo40, est'a'blislie'dkade mark

metercan .be used if otheter in° tht centaiper 1,52:
adjusted to that mark.

1.

Straightedge

The straightedge is made of lightweight wood, usu-
ally 7/8 by 4 inches (2 by 10 centimetres) (Fig. B-20). Its
length varies from 2 toy I*0 feet (0.6 to 3 metres). It is
used with the spirit 'level to Plumb and level float
strips and also to float and straighten mortar beds. It
'may be used as'a story pole, in which case the tile sizes
and their spacings are marked on the straightedge.

Featheredge

The featheredge "is made ofwood, aluminum, or
magnesium (Fig. B-21). It is used to:straighten mortar
beds. This lightweight straightedge as 'manufacture'd in
a variety of lengths and shapes.

Plumb Bob .

The plumb bob is an accurate tool for indicating a
vertical direction (Fig. B-22). A chalk line is tied to
the hole in the center of the cap on the bob and ,then
fastened at the ceiling height so that the plumb bob
extends to the floor level bu oes not touch it. A
'reading is then made with'a ru rallel to the string.

-BENCH MARK CONTAINER

0

Cs
fi4j B-20. Leveling with a straightedge.

CLEAR
PLASTIC HOSEA

.

Fig. p719. Adapted one-person water level

sib

'Fig. 13-21. Magnesium
. alloy featheredge . Fig. B-22. Plumb bob
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS-AND TOOLS

TOPIC 5 LAYOUT AND LEVELING TOOLS,

A
Study Guide 4

Determine the correctword for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank. at the right.

1. The -\1 2 is used in place of the framing square for small jobs.

2. To determine the degree of angle-to cut tile trim that is to be fitted into a corner,
a(n) 3 .4 is used.

1. The preferred cord for a mason's line is- made of 5 .

4. The plutnb bob is an accurate tool for indicating a(n) 6 direction.

5. If air bubbles are left in a water level hose, they may give a(n) 7 'reading.

6. Water level readings may be taken from either the high point or low point, but
' 'generally the most satisfactory are those that 4re. taken from the 8 point.

\7. The tilesetter establishes the first water level mark froth the 9 marks furnished bys- ,

the -general contractor. ... (.> ., ...\
. .

, ;-e--°

8. The 10 11 can be used for, fitting to 'an irregular surface.. . _
10,,,

19. A straightedge may be :used as a : 12 pole.

40. Two parts of a steel square are the 13 ..and 14 .
A

U. Th'p 15 'IS4e smaller armof the steel square. A

12. The length oct,he blade Of a steel square is 16

'11.- The 11;4f the ,steel square has the manufacturer's name inscribed.

'14. The oPen.ent4 of the, water level must-be 18 while the level is'bei g moved froth
one level Mark totanOther.,

\.

15. A new 19 20 must beestablished at the reservoir if water is lost from the hose
of a one-person water level.

.

1.

2

3

4.

5

6

T 7-

8
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10

11

12

13

14.

15

16

17

18

19

20
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UNIT 'El IVIATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 6 = CUTTING AND DRILLING TOOLS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following-quotions:
What cutting tools are used in setting tiles?
What drilling.tools are used by ti10etters?

Good tileseTrers are recognized not only by their
uality work but also by the good condition in
hey keep their tools. To perform the bat qual-

it wor , tilesetters should exercise good judgment in
purchasing tools. They should accep only toots of the
highest quality, and they shoul^ave a sufficient
number of then.' to do the tilework at hand.

. Cutting ToOls

Various kinds of cutting fools( e used in the trade.

Tile Cutter

The tile cutter is one of the most efficient and eco-
nautical tools in the tilesetting trade (Fig. B-23). A
popular model is the hand-drawn tile cutting board
that is adjustable. it has a hardened steel scoring
wheel (similar to that used to score glass) or a
tungsten - .Carbide- tipped scoring wheel. The wheel
moves back and forth as the cut is made on the tile.
The breaking bar, which is fitted above a rib in the

t.

Fig: B-23. Tile cutting board

ce er of the cutter, Is used to exert pressure over the
rib to break the scored tile. Different sizes are avail-
able for cutting sheets of, ceramic mosaic or ceramic
,veneer tiles (Figs. B-24" through B-26).

Chipping Hammer

The chipping hammer is a lightweight hammer that
comes in a variety of sizes (Fig. B-27). The head and
back can be capped with tungsten carbide for durabil-
ity. It-is used by the tilesetter to chip excess material
from the baCks and ed ,ges of wall and quarry tiles, thus
redueing the amount of grinding work necessary to

-smooth a cut.

Handsaw

The handsaw is used to cut,float strips and straight-
edges to desired lengths (Fig. B-28). It alsn is used)to
c'ut gauges for floating mortar. A crosscut saw with
eight teeth to the inch will prove,to be the handiest for
the tilesetter. A piece of slottedwood placid, over the

Fig.41-25.iAll-angle tile cutter
.

or ceramic: mosaic arge thin

'III\
1pxiliisi di

tJ

-

Fig. 0-26. Tile Cutter for tiles up to 16 inchesi(40.6 cap-
timetres) width



teeth, protects the cutting edge from damage when it is
carried in the toolbox. Occasional application of a
light oil Nor paraffin protects the blade from rust.

- When the blade is Abricated, the saw is easier to use,
and it- wilt be more accurate. .

,
,

0 1

Fig. 8-27. Chippi6g hammer
)

.

Grout Saw

Fig. B-28. Hirndsaw

The giout saw is a, saw-toothed carbide steel blade
mounted on a wooden handle (Fig. B-29). It is used to
remove old grout. It also is usecrin patching work.
Care should be used as it can easily damage adjacent
tiles. The carbide steel blade is brittle, and it will shat-
ter if it is droPpedo'rbused. Op the froitt of the saw
blade,. is a spring steel tip. This is used for scraping
grouts out of corners -where the saw blade cannot
reach.

*EP

Hatksaw-
, -

The hacksaw is used toutcut metal towel bars to the
desired lengths and to remove any metal that .inter-
feres with the correct installation of tile. The handle

s.

should be so 'constructed that it protects the user's
hand from possible shattering of the blade.

Rod Saw t

The rod saw is one of tlaknewest tools used in the
cutting of tile (Fig. B-30). it is a -steel rod approxi-
mately I/8 inch (0.3 centimetre) in diameter. The rod
has tungsten .carbide particles embedded in the sur-
face: Any, regular -hacksaw frame can be used to-hold
the rod. The rod saw is used to cut circles or irregular
curves in -tile.

Chisel

The chisel commonly used by tilesetters lea patch-
ing chisel:that is: 1/4 to 1/2 inch (0.6 to 1.3 centimetres) in
diameter and 6 inches (15.2 centimetres) in length

. (f ig 13-31): It is Used to chip driedmofiar, cut cfuarry
tile, cut certain vitreous caps, and break scored tile.
The tivis made of tungsten carbide for durability.
Chisels should alWays be kept sharp, and the end that
is hammered on should be kept free of burrs. When a

.. chisel has burrs, chips of steel can break off and injure
someone.

21
NipperS

TWo sizes of nippers or biters are preferred by the
Mese:ter (Fig. B-32). The 8-inch .(20.3-centimetre)
nippers are used for inside curves; and the 'IA -inch
(21.4-centimetre) nippers_ are used for straight cuts
that cannot be, made with theytile _cutter. These fools
usua ly are 'tipped with tungsten carbide.

eramic mosaic cutters are a specialized form of
nippers with a smaller bite and greater leverage. They
are effective- when used on hard tile.

Tin., Snips
.

. A good
A

of tin snips is needed to cut metal lathi
and reinforcing wire (Fig. B-33): Investing in quality
tools.is particularly important with tin snips. Cheap
snips will warp, bend, and chip. In addition, snips
should not be used to ciat.nails or other items that they
are not designed to cut, because doing so will damage
even thoseof the highest quality.

Fig, B-30. Rod saw
\. ,

."



Rubbing Stone

C,arborundum rubbing stones are'used to smooth
the rough edges of cut tile (Fig. ii-34). They range in
size from 60-grit for coarse grinding to 80-grit for fine
rubbing. When they are not being used, the stones

'should 'be placed in a pail of water rather than left
where they might be knocked off and broken.

Fig. B-31. Patching chisel

Fig. B-32. Tile nippers or biters
=

N
Fig. B-33. Tin snips .

Fig, B-34; Ceiborundum,rubbing stone...

f;

Portable Electric Saw

Power tools generally are furnished by the contrac-
tor, so the tilesetter does not have to purchase them.
However, these tools areexpensive and their incorrect,
use may result in costly repair or replacement. Because
they are used so often, the hazards associated-with
handling them are often overlooked. Every apprentice
should seriously study and follow all sarety regulations.

The portable electric saw is an important tilesetting
tool in repair and remodeling work (Fig. B-65). On
quarry floors where joints are to be regrouted, the
tilesetter can use the sawequipped with a nylon bladev'
that is impregnated with Carhorundum. This saw can
be used to remove old grout or sections of cracked
tile. A rake line on 'stairs can be cut with tills tool by

°fastening a straightedge to the wall and moving the
nylon blade against this guide to cut a straight

Fig. B -35. Portable electric aim

Electric Table Saw

One of the most useful power'tools in the tilesetting
trade the electric table saw (Fi B-36). Its use
ensures accurapy on miters, small finer -type cuts, and
vitreous trimmers.
, The types of blades tha t are a liable include the

diamond-banded steel rim for w cutting and the
Carborundum-impregnated Fabric heel for dry cut-

. 'tine. Diamond blades are Made of steel, with the outer.,
'Km impregnated with chip's of commercial diamond.
Coolant water flowi-UpOn the wheel as it turns-at
about 3,000 -rpm. This type of cutting wheel is not
particularly dangerous, because it has a smooth cut-
ting edge; however, Caution should be observed when
any power tool is being used.

Blades ,made of .Carborundum break easily and are
regarded as .unsatisfactory for general use inothe tile
industry. They are used mosklY folAutting.tricks and
soft patio tile. Goggles and:resopjrators should-be worn
when dry Carborundtidi ivrgAls are used. ,.

Care should be taikemnot tth jam tile into the blade.
This abuse could cause the, wheel to -twist or warp,
thereby rendering it useless.s

54 .
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Fig. B-36. Electric table saw

Drilling Tools
the tdesetter will hale to learn to use both hand

drills artd portable electric drills.

Hand Drill

lje hand drill is used to drill holes in tile and mor-
Nr kir installing certain fixtures that are fastened with
screws or bolts (Fig. B-37) The drill hits usuallY are
tipped with turcten carbide to make them more
durable.

Portable Electric-Drill

The portable electric drill is needed by the tilesetter
to bang fixtures and accessories (Fig. 13-38) Bits with
carbide tips are besot for drilling. If they are not avail-
able, high-speed bits may be used. The bit is sharp-

.

ened to the same cutting edge ,as that of the cold
chisel and then ground CO a V on two sides, with one
point a little longer than the other; A bit sharpened
this way can he use on any masonry work.

Drill Bit

When holes ar.e fo he drilled through masonry, con-
crete, tile, or marble, a tungsteli carbide masonry drill
bit should he lisdrr (Fig, B-39). It is used only with
electric drills and only at low speeds.

44 55

Fig. B-37. Hand drill

Fig. B-38. Portable electric drill

4,A0100'
Fig. B-39; Masonry drill bit
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UNIT 'B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 6 CUTTING AND DRILLING TOOLS
.

Study, Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

I. The most useful. handsaw for tilesetters is the 1 with 2 teeth to the inch. 1

2

2. The tilesetter uses the 3 to cut metal towel bars.

3. To chip excess material from the back of wall and quarry tile, the tileetteruses a(n) 4
4 5 . 5

4. 'The most popular wheels for the tile cutter are firdened steel or tungsten- 6
tipped wheels. ,

5. A 7 8 masonry drat should be used to-itrill through marble.

6.

7

8

.

6. Bits with 9 tips are best for drilling.

7. The portable electric saw is often used in 10 and 11 work. 10
t

11.

S. Carborundum blades are used mostly for putting 12' and soft 13 tile. i , 14.
13.

9. The preferred size for nippers that are to be used for inside curves is the 14 inch 14
size. (

,10. The coolant used with the diamond blad; on an electric table saw is 15 15.

56
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS.
TOPIC 7 MORTAR TOOLS AND OTHER SPECIAL TOOLS

.

This topic is planned. to provide answers to the following questions:
.What mortar tools are used by the tilesetter?.

What special tools are 'needed in tilesetting?
whaf care do the Iilesetter's tools* require?,- ,

4;171.,6,

the tilesettep. most. important tools. are the ones
used for mixing, handling, and applying mortar,
which is the base material used for making tile instal-
lations. This topic deals with this group, of tools and
also-,with those fools that have a specialized use in the
trade (Fig. B140).

.; -.Mortar -Tools

Each loot that the tjlesetter uses will be discusse,d
individually:

VI>a
Pointing Trowel "_

trowel or pointer is probablithe most
eSsential tool in the trade (Fig..B:41). It conies in sizes
ranging from 4 to 7 inches (1f7.2 to 17.8 centimetres) in
length, but the 6-ineh (15.2-:centimetre) trowel is the
most popular. The tilesetter uses this trowel in eVer,
phase of the work, especially far staighteningtilts on
walls and floors,-imarking floated surfaces, filling
small depressions on float coats, buttering tiles and

_trim work4anil placing Mortar in areas that are too
smalrfo the flat trowel.,, .

The .butt of the ,handle is used for tapping in tiles
that are not on a.' true plane' with .the,.rest of the
tilework, _

lithe trowel's fiat Working surface must be protected.
-Tfietilesetfer "shoulCI.not use it to pryor chop hard-
tinedened materials, such as! concrete or plaster.

B-40. ,Mortar tools and',OtherspeCial
Xi

Flat Trowel .
The flat trowel is used in conjunction with the hawk

for the transferring of mortar from the mortarboard
to the wall or to other vertical surfaces (Fig. B -41). It
is frequently used for spreading pure cement on the .

, finished float coat._ The 'flat trowel also is used for ,
spreading mortar on Boor surfaces before tiles are set:

Butteripg,Trowel

.The blade of the buttering troWel.is inches (11.4" '

centimetres)vide and 7 inches (17.8 centimetres) long
(Fig. B-4I). It is used'in buttering pure cement to tile,
a' method cothmonly used in the eastern states. This
trowel is more efficient than the pointer for working
on the' larger and heavier tiles because more weight.
can be place(d on it.

O

Brick Trowel

' The brick trowel is larger than the buttering trowel
(Fig. B-41). The most popular size used by tilesetters
is 5 inchesp2.7 centimetres) wide and 11 inches (27.9
centimetres) long. It is used when any preparatOry
brick Work has to be done. Soctle tilesetters use it for
quarry and terra cotta tilework,,,,Its greater surface
and weight are advantageousin.the buttering and tap-
ping in of the larger tiles.

Gauging Trowel

The gauging* trowel is 'larger than the pointing
trowel but smaller than the buttering trowel (Fig. B-
4)). Tilesetteri-,prefer the 3"1/4 by 7 inch (8.3 by 17.8,
ceAt imelw)

Rubber Trowel

" . Th,e, rubber trowel used for grOutingis'a nonporous
; s'ynthetic,rubber-faced float that 'is mounted on' an
aluminum back with a wood handle (Fig. B-42). This
trowel is used to force, material deep into tile 'dints
and to fejnove_excess material, fora perfect finish.

Hawk

Hawksiange in size from 10 to 14 inches-:(25.4 to
.35.6 centimetres) squal-e, but tilesetters generally
prefer the 11-inch (27.9-centimetre) square (Fig. B-
43)t. Most hawks are made of aluminum, with a
wooden handle at the Center. A rubber pad fits over
the 11 ndle and covers that portion of the metal hawk
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that - would: me in contact With the hand. The haw
should,tiot be held with a hand that is: wet or cover

"
Wifh Time or mortar..

.Wood :Float'

The wood float is sometimes used in place of the
'114' trowel Or, floating mortar (Fig, B -44), It is good
/for snitiOihingiSmall irregularities left.on, the-ortar
ited,',w,4kings00 surfaCe.c9he mortar beforetrowel-

4it Oti'the' pure coat, or compacting floor and deck

OttitAot
The' MOriar floe Used for hand-mixing mortar

best type hatkperforated blade and
.

a

I Fig. B-44. Woods float

tar

Fig. 8-45. Mortar hoe

handle about, 51/2 feet (1.7 metres) in length. The hoe
should be kept clean and,lree of all mortar so it can be

"pushed.and pulled easily throUgh a box of mortar.

Mortarboard

The mortarboard)is used as a table to hbld mortar
(Fig. B-46). jt,is usually 30 inches (76.2 centimetres)
square.--

.Bucket ,
4 4,00E4.,

°The bucket used by the tilesetter is generally made.
of galvanized nieta4 but it is' also available in wood
and plastic. The 1.2-quart (11.4-litre) size is the most
practical and is the- e referred to in mosfspedifications.

Mortar Mixer

Most mortar mixers arc driven lzy gasolinercoft%us-
tion engines of 11/2 horsepower or greater, depending
on the type of sack mix (Fig. B-47); ElectrialSYdriven
mixers_. are used when small batches, of mortar are
needed. The quality of machine -.mixed mortar fat
exceed's that of handrnixed mortar,

Mortar Pumping Machine

The mortar puttying machine is used With the mor-
tar mixer (Fig. 13.748). Mixed ugia,,ris poured into the

-hopperrnd a pneumatic; gun force's the mortar
through a.hOse. The mortkcan be delivered through

- the hose to tilesetters working as high as 13 stories
above the street. Asbestos,fines are added to the mor-
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tar as a bonder so that the mortar in the hose will not
separate. The plagteeing gun can be used on the hose,
and the hose can be used as a hoist.

4, -4

ru
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Fig. B-46. Mortarboard with stand in use

Fig. B-47:Mortar mixer

Special Tools
Specialized hand tools enable the..tilestter to per-

form a particular job more efficiently.

Metal Quarry Tile Rack

Metal quarry tile racks are available=in many pat-
terns, and they can, be made to order for special pat-
terns (Fig. B-49). They are' used to maintain the same
width be-tween the quarry tiles.

"Aluminum Makker

The aluminuit marker is used for marking tiles for
irregular cuts. It must be made from soft a(uminum.

Scribe .

Anothey tool used for marking tiles for irregblar
= cuts is th'e tile scribe (Fig. B-50)., rt is made of steel and

weighs approximately I ounce (28 grams).

Floating Strip ' 1

The floating strip is a wood strip approximately
by 11/2 inches (0.6 by 3.8 centimetres), cut t'o any
desired length (Fig. B-51). It is a useful tool for the
tilesetter when the plane ol the setting bed is being-
established.

Fig. B-48. Mortar pumping machine

Beating Block (-

The beating or smoothing block is approximately 4
by 14 inches (10.2 by 35.6 centimetres). in 'size (Fig.
B-52). It should be made of hardwood, such as maple,
which does pi, warp readily. The...block is used by the
tilesetter to beat in the tiles\so that they will be set
permanently and will be flush with each other.

Scratcher

The tile scratcher or scarifier is used to roughen the
scratch coat so that a satisfactory key will be Provided

Ar the float coat (Fig. B-53). It is usually a 4 by 5 inch
'(t,Q.2 by 12.7 centimetre) piece of metal with notches
on_iaacedge,--Sprne--tileseters-make'their dwn from 2
metal lath or by driving nails through wood so that
they protrude enough to give a series of sharp points.

Rubber Mallet '"

The tubber mallet is usefUl in setting large tiles that
require considerable weight exerted on them (Fig. B-
54), It does not splinter or wear out the straightedges
or beating blocks when used on them.

Kneeling Board .

Kneeling boards usually are made of 3/ -inch (1.9-
centimetre) plywood and are 30 to 36 inches (76.2 05
91.4 centimetres) long and 12 to 15 inches (30.5 to 38.J
centimetres) wide (Fig. B-55). Only boards that are

aped, straight, and clean should be used. The
tileselfer walks and kneels on them while installing
floor tile.
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Fig. B-50. Tile scribe in use
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Fig. B-52. Beating block in use
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Fig. B-51. Floating strip in use

6

Fig. B-53. Tile scratcher in use
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Fig. B-54. Rubber mallet

Fig. B-55. Kneeling boards

Scrub Brush

.A scrub brush is used tiremoveixcess mortar from
the joints and the face gif the tile (Fig. B-56). Th'e
preferred siie is approximately 2Y.i by 8, inches (7 by
20 centimeires).

Water Brush

The water brush. which isAusually of the Dutch
brush type, is used to wet mortar and to dampen walls
and floors (Fig. B-57)

Notched Trowel

Notched trowels are available in the serrated and
square-tooth design (Figs. B-58 and B-59), The teeth
are made in various sizes. The correct tooth size and
depth must be used to apply the thickness of bonding

50

Fig. B-56. Scrub brush.

Fig. B-57. Water brush

& eat
+as e" 1

mortar specified, These trowels are -used to apply all
of the various kinds of bonding materials for ceramic
tile. When the teeth become worn, the trowel has to be
resharPened or 'replaced (Figs. B-60 and B-61)..

Caulking Gun

The caulking gun is used by tilesetters to fill corners -re
As'

and edges (Fig. B-62).

Power Grouter

Electric- or gasoline-powered machines are avail-
able for grouting ceramic tile floors (Fig. B-63). Three
14 -inch (3'5.6 - centimetre) tubber-faced blades cover
an area of approximately, 6 square feet (0.54 square
metre). The blade angle may -be changed to accommo-
date a ,variety of grout consistencies, including sAC1-
cement and epoxy. The trowel speed ranges from- 50(
to 110 rpm. The operator controls the difectIon,
speed, and angle of the blades from a ,standing
position.

)

Fig. B-58. Serrated trowel
. .,4

Fig. B -59. Square-tooth notched trowel

Fig. B-60. Notched trowel sharpener in use

t
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M ,vtat
Fig. B-61. NotChet trowel after resharpining

F

Basic Equipmenti,

The tilesetter provides 'most of the small toipls that
are needed on the job. They are small enough to be
carried easily in a toolbox.

,Toolbox

One of the most important pieces of equipment
used 1by the tilesetter is a toolbOx (Fig. B-64). The
style of the box is a matter 'of individual,preference.
The box should be light enough to be carried to differ-
ent job locations and strong enough to tale hard .

. year'

Claw Hammer

The tilesetter can find many u-ses for the claw
hammer (Fig. B-65). The straight-claw hammer i not
as satisfactOry for pulling nails ..as the curved-claw
hamme-r, but it is better for fastening tar paper and
expanded 'metal lath. It can also be used for,nailing
screeds in place, chipping or scraping semidry mor-
tar, and removing plaster.

Care should be exercised in the use of tids tool.
Burrs on the'head or claws should be ground off as
they occur to eliminate the danger of chips of steel
flaking off in use. Striking one head against another is
also dangerous because it can cause chips to penetrate
an eye.

4

Fig. B-62. Electriccaulking gun..in use (manual gun in
11.

.inset)

Fig. B-64. Toolbox

'2$ .z

Fig. B-63. Power-grouter

4.

62,.

MI

Fig. B-65. Claw hammer
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UNIT S TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 7 .7-- MORTAR TOOL'S AND OTHEIV:S4;ECIAL TOOLS't
Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write ii in the corresponding
blank at the

-
right. _ -

o. I ccrmpaiative size the bfittering trowel is I than the brick trowel.

2. Hawks usually acne made of 2 .

3. The hawk generally used by, tilesetters is 3. inches .square.

4.-The trowel used 'With the hawk for transferring mortar from-the mortarboard to the
Wall is the 4 trowel.

I.

2

4.

5. The most necessary trowel for the, tilesetter is the 5 trowel.

6. Notched trowels le used to apply 6 materials for ceramic tile.

5

6.

.7. The water brush used by the tilesetter usually'wis a(n) 7 type.

8. Large mixers are powered by 8 . 8,mortar

9. When a mortar machine is used, mortar ca4a be forced through hose 9 stories 9
high.

I0. The capacity of the bucket usually referred to in specifications is 10 quarts. 10

6

b
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOQLS
.

TOPIC 8 GROUTS

n,,,This topic is plannecrto, provide as w_e t§

What grouting materials are used in tileset-
How are grduts, prepared? '''''.,.,,, '-
Where, are special grouts needi

to the following questions:
ting?' k

Grouting of filling of the tile joints is too important
an operation to be left in the hands-of an unskilled or
unsupervised worker. A poor grouting job can Min
the appearanceof any*tilewor,k. The, goO4 journey-

level tilesetter does the work or supervises the' helper
-who is doing this portion of the work. In addition, the
competent tile*etter learns the properties 'of the differ.
ent types of groiits in order to.determine. the- most
satisfactory ,one for eget

Mixing grout is,a veiyekacting4Ration2 Most of
the objectionable' foreign matter:in finlithedigrouijobs
comes from the containers and' tools,that have been
Used to prepare' and 'work, the gout-. Experience. has
taught .the tilesetter to keepa set of tools.,-ju for
mixing, a bucket for the:grant mixture, ancra

. for the clean-up water. Mirtar buckets and tos
should never 'be used for mixinland applying grott.
The $and and cement from the mortar willcome off in
the grout mixture and will then shoW up as unwanted
flaws in the finished- job. °.

The water used in mixing gropt should never be hot
or warm. Onljfclean buckets and containers should`be
used for carrying the water, holding the, clean-up
water; and mixing the 'grout. No foreign Matter
should be allowed in the mixture. The grouts ould be
mixed thoroughly to give a uniform tency. It
should be allowed to slake or gel as recommended by
.t ufact u rer. .

A grout mixturCthat has been in an opencontainer
too long 'should not be used. Neither should it be
remixed with water.; because it will be crumbly. The
use of,,such ,a grout would only detract froth the
-beauty of a tile'job.

Soft, chalky grouting usually is an indication of
-inferior workThe grouting should be hard, white,
and. smooth.
Jhe tilesetter should closely follow the mdriuractur-

ere's specifications when mixing and using grouts, par-
ticularly 1.he special grouts.

' To meet normal wear conditions, a grout must be
strong and dense. In the regular maintenance of
floors, some building superintendents will select strong
crystallizing cleansers, such as soda ash, and certain
phosphas and sulphates or combinations of theself
the grout is absorptive and paous, these cleansers will
penetrate the grout and, on drying, will crystallize
Within the pores of the grout. In time, the crystals can

4)A

I

develop to such size and strength that they gradually`
will disintegrate the grout. Tcrprevent this, the tilesetz-
ter shoUld use a good dense mix and compact it well
into the joint.

:Portlqnd Cement Grout
Portland cement grouts are used where floors and

walls TiettO be "subjectetl, to normal service.

Grout for Ceramid Tiles

In formertyeafs the grout used in ,the installation of
tile was, a nt graxtor white portland cement mixed
with, water to a creamy consistency. The gray portland
cement is still being used for ceramic mosaic floor
tiles; h wever, a number of changes have been made
in tll , hite portland cement grouts. °Manufacturers
have' ed ingredients to make them smoother, whit-
er, and more uniform in color; to make them,water-
proof; and to rt duce shrinkage. T e are referred to
as 'proprietary" grouts; and if e manufacturer for-
mulates them correctly, they e suitable for use with .
glazed ceramic wall tile a ceramic mosaic tile. -

. A grout joint should ha e the following characteris-
tics: ,
.

I. Uniform color 4..

2. Absence, of purecoat or setting -material
3. -Density and cure to the maximum hardness
4. Smoothness without voids,' pinholes, or low

spots .
.

5. Finish flush to the top of square-edgedtile.(Fig.
.... Br66) .

.

6. Finish tooled or struck to ttle depth of the, `
cushion on cushion -edged tile '(Fig. B-66)

7. Absence of all grout from the face of the tile.
when the job is. finished I

Care should be taken to achieve,all of these charac- .

teristics, but perhaps the ,most important is item 3. To
cure portland cement grout corr,ectly, water must be
present. The tiles should be moistened before the
grout is applied, and the finished tilework should be
covere 1 for at least three days to retain moisture.

. .. -
Proprietary Grouts ,

. . .
, ,_

Many specially compounded white or colored water-
proof grouts are available for use with glazed ceramic
wall tiles. Some of these grouts are used with dry or

,OP



r TILE

CUSHION-EDGED TICE

PURE COAT
:- GROUT MORTAR BED

SQUARE-EDGED TILE

Fig. B-66. Correct way to-finish grout'

unsoaked tilesitliat have been installed with adhesives.
or special thin-Set portland cement mortar. These
grouts are sold under various proprietary trade` names
and are also ,known as commercial grouts. Basically
.they are compounded' from white portland cement
and opaque whitening materials (such as titanium
oxide) plus waterproofing additives (such as zinc
stearate or aluminum stearate). The addition of the
waterproofing materials makes the grout more diffi-
cult to mix in water, but the finished supfate will be
water repellent and easier to clean.

In aillition too the whitening and waterproofing
agents, proprietary grouts" also contain certain_ water-
retentive additiVes to hold the-miXing water within the
grout mix until the 'grout is cured and Set. 'Small
amounts 'of accelerators, such as calciuin chloride,
also are used to ensure an early set of the cement. The
grouts carry tade names that usually indicate their
intended use.

Care should be taken to use a minimum dwater in
mixing-, jhese -proprietary grouts because the'll grout
paste shoUld be kept stiff. Excessive water makes a

,-sloppy mix or slurry, resulting in a more porous and
absorptive &Out that quickly becomes soiled in Service.

Coloring Pigments

TileSefters often; are called upon-to produce special
grout, colors; however, they should be,careful in an--
Ong this type of 'request because many y colorling pig-
ments change once they are in contact with the
strongly alkaline mix, of portland cement and lime,
Soine pigments react slOwly, and the color will change
over =extended period of time. The colored grouts
that appear to be successfUlly mixed! initially may

.require replacement later on.
The job of coloring groutg ,should be placed in the

hands of reputable manufacturers of groutibr special-
ists in .colored stucco. Even the use orbigh-quality
colored grouts does not guarantee a uniform surface
color.

O

o

A satisfactoryapplicatiorribf colored grout requires
a uniform smoothness and textite over' e4ch joint
area. To obtain this effect, the tilesetter shoilld rub
and trowel the area.Qtherwise, the. color in the joints'
'will appear splotchy ;nd uneven.

Grout for Quarry Tile
A recommended grout formuja for a quarry tile

floolt is watrproof plastic portland cement br corn.:
mon portland cement mixed witil one to two arts of
sand.

To make regular portland cement pater repellent,
the tilesetter can use a mix containing ammonium
stearate paste 41 an atnounrof one quart (Q.9 litre) to
one sack of cement. Some tilesetters use aluniinum,
stearate pal/der a proportion of 2 to 3 percentto
the portland cement content.

Silicone and Polyurethane Grouts

9

Some tile manufacturers of both ceramic mosaic
tiles and glazed wall tiles are prodpcing sheets of tiles
and pregrouti them ail the manufacturing plant.

Polyurethane rout has been used to pregrout
ceramic mosaic tile. Some touch -up work usually is

. needed after the premounted and pregrouted sheets
are installed: A -compatiblec-polyurethane bonding
adhesive is used to install the ceramic mosaic' tile.

Sili4one grouts are used to premoun d pregrout
glazed wall tile. A caulking.tim`ls then use rout
the joints between.the sheets of tile and at the corne

-'technique also has been developed to install tiles
one by one, in the usual manner, but to grout the
entire installation with silicone grout using a caulking
gun.

w Silicone grout is not to be_used_ on_kitchen_co.unter
tops or other surfaces used for food preparation. This
is because the safety of the use of silicone for food
preparation surfaces has not been determined-by the
state or federal food and agricultural agencies.

Acid- or Alkali-Resistant erouts
Quavni tile, paver tile, and other heravy:duty ceramic

flopr tiles are subjected to, different types of chemical
action. Grouting material for these tiles should 13e
selected carefully to ensure that the grout will meet the
service rgqu)rements of the tile' installation: The grout
should be resistant to acids or alkalies. -

The-tilesetter should know whether the tilework is
to be exposed to, normal service conditions or to spe-
cial service conditions. For example, office building.,
floors are subjected to normal 'wear and tear; exterior
roof decks are subjected to all kinds of %heather,
including freezing temperatures; and tile floors in
metal-cleaning plants, breweries,- dairies, bakeries,
and kitchens are exposed to special service conditions.

1
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Tile linings of chemical tanks_ in storage bins are
examples of special tile installations that 'require extra
Attention from the tilesetter. Grouts that are suitable
for such special service conditions would be suggested'
by the tile contractor or the tile Manufacturer.

tResin-Based Cement Grouts

Ceme t grouts with a resin base are excellent as a
bond coat of/as a grout to meet the service conditions
that'exist in dairies., chemical plants, breweries, distit-_,
leries, food and beverage plantisa-rdkitchens. Resins
based grouts contain a liquid and a powder and a
limited pot life or working tithe. These s may he
used as the bond coat und e tileWorleand A the
filler for the vont joints:

When theresin=based cement,groui is used only as'a
. grout, certain precautions must be taken,to neutralize

the portland cement surface that would come into
contact with the resin of the grout. First, the setling
material made of portland cement must he removed
because it may have penetrated into tliejoint. Then,
the joint should be flushed with a solution of muriatic
acid, liefore the grout is applied. An acid solution

...?..,---.eecorrimended by the grout manufacturer should be
used because a strong solution can ruin the installation.

Epoxy Grouts .

Epoxy grouts also come in two par Ø, both of which
are heavy,,liquids.

These materials can be used b h for bonding the
tile and for grouting. When mixed together, their pot
life is short, and the tilesetter who uses them must be
skillful. Tests have shown that .these materials suffer
no effects of any consequence from hydrochloric and
sulfuric acids-or from alkaline materials such as waSh-

:

ing
are

sodi,' caustics, soapsfMand detergents. They al
highly resistant to greases, oils, and alcohol/

Silic

of sodium
c

A of sodium silicate and cement has,4 satis-
factory service life under continuous acid co ditions;
hO-wever, it is. not intended for use in area in which.
Alkalies or caustics are present or where these chemi-

. Cals are used for cleaning.
Sodium silicate grout is a two-compo ent mix con-

taining an alkaline silicate liquid and, a dry powder
mixed With a 'fine silicate fast-settj'ng additive. It

. sholid not be used over a portland e ment basounless
an insulating and impervious asph At membrane or a
hot-mopped tA'r membrane'ls a Plied between the
grout and the base.

Lumnite Cement Grouts

A special grout that is based on lumnite cement
with additiVes has demonstrated a satisfactory service
life when used in areas in which moderate acid condr-
tious exist, such as in dairies and kitchens, and is as
easy to apply A portland cement grout.

Although lumnite cement grout is more expensive
than portland, cement grout, it is considerably less
costly than some of the resin-type cement grouts.
Many tilesetters feel that lumnite cement grout is a
good investment in tilework, eVen though it will
require more maintenance Ilan some of the more
costly and more difficult-to-install materials.

Study Assignment
`American National Standard Specification A108.1.
Read sections on grouting.
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TOPIC 8 GROUTS a .

iStudy Guide
- ,

-Determine-the correct word for each numbered-blank in the sentence, and write it ih he corresponding.
.blank at the right. a

. r"

1. A small amount of calcium chloride in the mix will ensure a(n) 1 2 of the cement
2

\ 2. The tilesetter should 3 the grout well-into the joint. 3

3. Grout left in an open cont finer too !Olt becomes 4 .

it .

4.. To meet normal weAconditions, a grout must- be strong and 5'.. t

\-q,1
F. :, :IP .

5. Lumnite cernent grout§ may be used in areas exposed to 6 7 con tidns.-; 6.

fe 74
. .. ,?$-

-t- 6. The 8 - 9 'cements are useful as botlLgrout and -bond coat when the t lework is
located in food or beyerage plants.

. . .
. " - .

7. The specially compounded proprietary, grouts are intended priniarily. for use with .r 10:

10 -11 wall tile. . .... .
k; I I

) it,

8. Proprietary grout should be Mixed so that the paste is 12 . / . - 12
.

..,

9. To cure p-ort14nd cement grout correctly,- 13._ must be. present. 13

: ,4 ),. . . -. ..

10. For quarry tile floors subjected to normal service conditions, a grout mixture of , 14

... portland cement and 14. to 15 parts of sand is satisfactory. 6 . 15 ., .. . . 4 ,,,

4

5

0

(

t

0
a

,

n_

ti
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UNIT

TOPIC 9--

TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

INSERTS AND ACCESSORIES

It

This topic is planned to provide answersi to. the following questions:
.

What accessories will,the olesetter install? .
How' are inserts and accessories installed?

Cortectly installed and balanced inserts and acces-
sories in tilework will beaulify and enliven the appear-
ance, of any tile installatiOn. Batbroom4ixtures made
of vitreous china or plated with chromium are styled
by different manufacturers to blend with any decor;
these accessories ;a e designed to be attractive asmell
as useful (Fig. 7).

Tilesett s uld know of the different bathroom
acce sories that are a,ailable, _because if they are
installed iri Iilework they come Within the province of.

7

the tilesetting trade. Members-of another trade install -.. .
any fixtures or a&,,,essories that are,tobe mounted on

0 plaster walls. Regardless of which trade has jurisdic-
tion over any partibular job, the apprentic,e tilesetter
should learn how to balance and center these accesso-

. ries, how to build the 'Proper cradles to receive them,
-and how 'to use the correct techniques for installing
them clear.of pipes and studding. Manufa$turers are
constantly addingne,w designs and varying old ones,

.

7. iuthrbam tile installation showing.aCcessories

C.

The skilled tilesetter should be prepared to handle any
type of installation. MP exceptional installation is
shown i-n Fig. B-68.

;
Towel Bars '\

'Towel bars are made of both china and metal.
Whenlugs are set for the posts of bars, care must be ;
taken to measure from center to enter of the lug
holes. Towel bars are manuf) tired i the following ,

lengths: .

Inches (centinze res)

18 -(45.7)
24 (61)
30 (7p.2)
36 (91.4)

--Soap Dishes .

Various types of soap dishes are available in both
chrome and china. Those made of china are some-
times colored to match the tile or plumbing fixtures.
Soap dishes come. in flush, projecting, and semire-
cessed types are sized,to fit into a particul nit
of tilewqrk. Some of the morc common sizes. atirthe
following:

Inches (centimetres)
°

'6 by 3,(15.2 by, 7.6)
6 by 6 (15.2 by 15.2)

41/4 'by 41/ (10.8 by 10.8)
41/4 by 6 .8 by 15.2y-

Soap Holders with' ab Bars
Soap holders with grab bars are -made of -eithei

chrome cfr china.' They are no iongerNbeg.recom-
mended.iby most authorities in the tile industry. A q`
dangeeXists to persons using the grab baerif th ars
Should become dislodged 'while being used. Grab bat.
'are still on fhe market, and the apprentice should-
install what is specified for the job or .what the
employer tells him or her :to, install. The apprentice
should know the-best recommendations frstn
trade. For maximum safety the the industrfrecom-

. 4.mends the Ise of a nonceramic grab bar that is
anchored mechanically to,l.the structural wall.

Paper Holders
Paper holders are available in both china and-

chrome and in surface and recessed types,. The rollers
4



See color reproduction on page 124.

Fig. B-68. Tiled pullman .

are either chrome or wood. Surface-type holders usu-
ally measure 6 inches (15.2 centimetres) from center to
center of the posts. Both china and chrome accessories
can be set with screws or keyed in with cement.
Recessed-type, holders generally require one of the fol-
lowing wall openings,"

Inches (centimetres)
41/4 J3iy 41/4 by I% ('10.8 by 10:8 by 4.1)

6 by 6 by 2 (15.2 by 15.2 by 5.1)
51/4 by 51/4 by 2 (13.3 by by 5.1)

Another type4,of recessed holder is availablethe
.concealed type, Which consists of a recessed shell that
is so.metimes fitted with an inner reoking hood. This
type generally takes wall openings of 5'/8 by 55/8 by, 3
inches (14.3 by 14.3 by 7.6 centimetres) and has.w.cer-
all dimensions of 61/2 by 61/2 inches (16.5 by 16.5 cen-
timetres). Another type is the paper holder for folded
paper (sheet type), which takes wall openings of 41/4 by
51/2 by 2 inches10.8 by IT'by 5.1 centimetres) or 3%
by 5 by 1% inches (9.5 by 1.2.7, by 4.1 ecntimetres),
depending on w hether it is recessed or on the surface.

Concealed Lavatory Units
The concealed lavatory unit is a chrome-piloted

accessory designed for, several. uses, with a: flush

- a.
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revoking door to which is attached a soap dish,
tumbler holder, and toothbrush holder. Wall open-
ings are usually 61/2 by 81/8 by 31/2 inches (16.5 by 20.6

-by 8.9 centimetres), and the overall site of the flange is
73/8 by..85/8 inches (18.7 by 21.9 centimetres). The con-
cealed laNiatory unit is designed either to be set into
the wall with screws or to be keyed into the all with
cement.

Medicine Cabinets
P

The medicine cabinet usually is the focal point in
most baihr racrns7therefore, particular care should. be
taken to center the openings in the tilework. The spec-
ifications may indicate that the tilesetter should set the
medicine cabinet.

Metal-Plate-Type Accessories

Metal plates for bathroom ,accessories are some-
times furnished. They are fastened to the walls with
screws. Lag screws or toggle bolts should be used, but
wood plugs should near be used. (For more informa-
tion on these fasteners, see the Introduction to
Apprenticeship.) The moisture in the mortar will
cause the wood plugs to swell and, upon drying, the
wood will shrink, leaving a Itos6, insert or accessory/
on-the tilewdrk:--

Plates with concealed screws or brass anchors are
mailable. Manufacturers specify-which recessed types
are designed to be mounted permanently with cement
or mortar and which types are to ,be attached to
recessed cuts in walls with screws or toggle bolts.

`Care should be taken jo placing accessories in the
bathroom. The tilesetter should consult with the
homeowner or resident as to the location of important
fixtures, such as towel bars or hooks.

Miscellaneoui. Items

Chrome towel rings, robe-hooks, ashtrays, soap
holders, toothbrush holderszand stainlelsisteel shelves
are other fixtureslthat may be ibstalledWa tile instal-
lation. The tilesetter should check the specifications to
see .v,hether all the accessories included are balanced
and centered in n tile job.
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TOOLSUNIT B TILE, MATERIALS, AND TOOLS

TOPIC 9 INSERTS AND ACCESSORIES

Study Guide
Determine the Correct word for each nuntbered.blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right. .

t
1. The three important things to be learned by anyone who maybe called on to install

bathroom accessories are how to balance and 1 them, how to build the proper
2 to receive them, and how to install them to be clear of 3 and studding!

/ Bathroom accessories come within the jurisdiction of the tilesetter when they are

1

2

3

4.,
installed in 4 . .

3. To fasten the metal plates used with some bathroom accessories, lag screws or 5 5.
6 should be used.

\
6.

4. The tilesetter should never use 7 8 to fasten the metal plates. 7

8.

5. The 9 may indicate that the tilesetter should install,a medicine cabinet. ,9

6. Mostthrocirn accessories are fastened with screws or keyed to the wall with 10 -10.
or mortar.

1

7. Most bathroom accessories are made of vitreous china or plated with 11 . . 1 t
---7-

8. Ceramic 12 13 are no longer being recommendedbecause they can be unsafe. 12

13 42.

9. Surface-type paper holders usually measure 14 inches from Center to center of the 14
posts.

10. Grab..bars should be 15 to the structural wall.

(

7o

15

.,
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS; AND TOOLS

TOPIC 10 EXPANSION JOINTS AND ELASTOMERIC SEALANTS

iThis topic is planned to provide answers' to the, following questions:
What are the basic componeats of an expansion joint?
How are elastomeric sealants'ujed?
How can.sealant failures be aVbided?.

Designs and uses of ceramic tile in modern struc-
tures have established heretofore unrealized degrees
of creativity for the architect and contractor. How-
evq, with the expanded uses of tile for the finish of all
typ4s of interior and exterior surfaces, certain specific
problems arise and continue to increase. .

One of the most,prominent problem areas is the use
and design of expansion joints and the related appli-.
cation of a correct caulking sealant.

Any structure, new or old, is constantly being sub=
jected to thermal shock, A, ibration, settling, and load-_
ing stresses. Needless to say, it can be disastrous to
disregard, the fact, that temperature changes alone
create ,sufficient contraction and expansion in all
types of building materials (including tile) to cause
problems. -

Past and present failures in tile installations in th e
form of buckling surfaces, ruptures, fractures, and
cracks can be traced to the fact that expansion joints
were not incorporated or even considered. It must be
remembered that a completed tile'surface is a dynamic

'structure that cannot be contained within the statics
confines of a fixed perimeter without space in which
to move. The thermal expansion of building materials
is a small indication of the total number of factors
that must be taken into consideration when planning
the installation of a large tile surface (Table B-I).

As alrFady noted: the,entire installation is not only
subjected-to therinal shock but also to many mechan-
ical movements, all of which further emphasize the
need for expansion joints.

Basic Joint Design
Certain basic guidelines should be 'remembered

'when allowing for "space" in which the tile surface
may movg. As indicated in Table B-I, a rise in the -
surface temperature of masonry to 150° F. (66° .C)
creates an average movement of 0.056 to 0.063 -inch
(0.14 to 0.16 centimetre) for every 10 linear. feet (3
linear metres) of tile expanse.

Surface temperatures Vary over a much wider range
than the corresponding air temperatures; they may be
as much as 50° or 60° F. (10° or' 15° c) warmer than
the air during the heat of the day, and perhaps 10,
degrees colder on a cold night.

When thermal variations alone are used as the basis
of calculating joint size, the recommended dimensions
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shown in Figs. B-69 and B-7Q can be established as the
minimum points of consideration when allowing for
expansion joints. This is based on the fundamental
requirement that joints will be provided for every 16
to 20 feet (5 to 6 metres) of tile expanse for exterior
surfaces and for every 30 to 400feet (9 to 12 metres) of
tile expanse for interior surfaces.

To select the best joint design,the tilesetter should
consider carefully the size of the joint, the frequency
of joints, the backup filler, and the caulking sealant.
The tilesetter who considers each of these factors will
be able to produce good expansion joints and avoid
many of the most frequently encountered problems.

Size of Joint

The size of a Working butt joint can range from a
minimum of IA by IA inch (0.6 by 0.6 centimetre) to a
maximuk of I by IA inch (2.5 by I.3-centimetres). A
working lap joint can be from Y8 to. 1/2 inch031M'
centimetre) in width. The depth of all jpints should
extend to the substrate.

Frequency of Joints

The Oints in exterior tile should be placed 16 to 20
feet (5 to 6 metre) on center. Interior tile joints
should be placed 3q to 413. fees (9 to 12 metres) on
center. JoiliK shout be placed I points on the
horizontal periphery.

Backup Fillers

A backup filler is used to support the caulkiniseal-
ant when the depth of. the joint exceeds 1/2' inch r1.3.
centifrietres). Only polyethylene or polyurethane flexi-
ble:loam should be' used as backup filler.

aulkinySealant Type)

Caulking sealants mad of silicone rubber are
recommended for all interior and exterior applications.

Polysulfide sealants are used primarily for exterior
installations. They should not be used for exposed
interior applications or where discoloring or fading
will produce undesirable effects.

Polyurethane sealants are used primarily for hori-
zontal expansion joints.

Joint Caulking with Elastomeric Sealants
The importance of expansion joints cannot be over-

emphasized; however, their use on any surface will



prove to be unsatisfactory if the correct sealant is not
used to complete the installation.

Basically, the sealant must be able to absorb all
movements in the joint without rupturing nd without
loss of adhe'sion to the joining surfaces. This means
that it must have good adhesion, -good extensibility,
and sufficient tensile strength ,to prevent its failure
.under extension; it must be able to recover almost
completely frbm forces without damage. The sealant
must not only have these Characteristics when installed,
but it must, also fully retain them aver a period of
many "years.

These requirements -generally are applicable to all
forms of construction-type joint sealants; however,
ceramic tile installations often create requirements
beyond those outlined here. Many jobs require a seal-
ant that will not fade, yellow, or stain, and that has a
nonporous surface that will not absorb fungi or algae.
Generally, such sealants must be used around sinks,
bathtubs, food treatment areas, swimming pools,
drainboards, and pullman bowl.

The silicone sealants lime proved to be superior for
these applications. Silicones have been found to
exceed the performance capabilities of all other types

TABLE B:1
THERMAL EXPANSION OF BUILDLNG MATERIALS

Material

Coeffi6Ierit
f of thermal

e.panslon,
,in im° F

(X 10 ")

Inches..(cm) in 10 ft. 3'm) for temperattfre
change of

1500 F (66°S) 180° F (82° C)
ti perpendicular w grain

Wood parallel to grain

19 to r2

2.1 to 36

if 034 to 0.039
(0 08 to 0 09)
0 036 to-0.065
(009 to 4".0 16)

Brick masonry 3I 0 056 40'14)
Limestone masonry 35 0 063 (0.16)
Plate glass 51 0 092 (0.21)
Stainless steel, type 430 58 0.126 (0 32)
Concrete 65 0 117 10.29)
Structural steel 67 .9.144 (0.36).
Copper, 110 9.4 0.203 (0 51)
StainlOss steel, Type 302 0` 9.6 0.207 (0 52)
Red brass, 230 . 100 0.216 (0.54)
Architectural bron/e. 385 11.0 0.238 (0.60)
Aluminum 129 0.279 (0.70)
'Lead 159 0.342 (0 86)

1'
Zinc. tolled 17.3 0.374 (0 94)
Plastics: Phenolics 8.5 to 25 0.153 to 0.450

(0.38 to 1.14)
Glass-reinforced polyesters*/ 10 to 14 0.180 to 0.252

(0.45 to 0.64)
Acrylics 40 to 50 0 720 to 0.900

(1.82 to 2 28)
Vinyl 24 to 40 0.432 to 0.720

(1.09 to'1.82)

1/2 in (0 6 cm) mm
1 in (2 5 cm) max

1-4
44 FINISHED SURFACE

1/2 in (0 6 cm) min
1/2 in (1 3 cm) max

SEALANT

COLUMN

0

00.9,..
"0 - c) 0 0 "

o a.
.°a a.' 0.o0o'..**0,02

SUBSTRATE

BACKUP FILLER

Fig. B-69. Working butt joint

.
TILE

MORTAR BED

SEALANT
Va in (0 3 cm) min
'/2 in (1 3 cm) max

72

BACKUP FILLER

1

TILE

MORTAR BED

Fig. 8-70. Working lap joint
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of sealants and caulking compounds. Because the sil-
icone sealants are easy to apply, labor costs should be
reduced considerably when they are used.

The polysulfide rubber compounds also prep ide a
dynamic joint sealant. Poly sulfides hae been in use
throughout the construction industry for many years
and have prOed to be an acceptable caulking material
for most exterior expansion joints. Howe%er, expe-
rience has shown that polysulfides tend to be porous
and thus absorb foreign matter. They also .becom
discolored over a period of time.

Polyethylene backup filler, when used in a working
lap joint, as shown_ in Fig. B-70, creates a flexible
shock mount. It absorbs all lateral movement caused
by excessive thermal or mechanical stress.. ,

Polyurethanes normally are used for horizontal
expansion joints, rather than for ..3,:xaia.....11-caulking
applications. This is due primarily td the fact that
flexible krNhane elastomers are easily poured, cure to
4 Shore A hardness of 30 or more, and retain excellent
abrasion-resistant characteristics. Occasionally, the
polyurethanes encounter application problems because
of the presence of moisture at the point of installation.
Thiscan create toss of bonding qualities*, if not actual
foaming of the material. Also, as'stated previously,
polyurethaenes usually are compounded as a pourable
sealant, and another type of material must be used fo*
vertical joints, s

When one standard material is to-be used for both
.vertical and 'horizontal expansion joints, the material
must meet the following requirements:

I. Solics content of 100 percent (no solvents)
2. 'Cured Shore A hardness of 30 to 40
3. Lap shear strength of 180 pounds per square

inch (8 545 kilopascals) .
4. Extensibility in 1/2 by 1/2 inch (1.3 by 1.3 eentime-

tre) jointsection of 100 percent at -40° F. (-40°
C)

5. Maximum elongation of 400 percent
6. CompresSion recovery of 90 percent (40 percent

compression for 22 hoirs at 160° F. or 71° C)
7. No change in color over 25 years (in an acceler-

ated laboratory test)
8. No staining
9.'Service temperature of 65° to +250° F. ( -54° to

+121° C)
10. Application temperature of 35° to +165°

(-37° to +74°C)
LI. One-part compound, not requiring Axing or

special storage
12. Material stability, both in storage and at the

point of application

A backup material can be used with th ints in
deeper joints (greater than I/2 inch or 1.3 centim tres).
The choice of this material is of prime a nce. I t
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Aid be cdmpressible so that when the joint is com-
pressed in width, it will not tend,to force the sealant
out., Further, it niust be nonoily, nonstaining. and
compatible with the sealant so as not to discolor or
deteriorate it,. Most importantly, this material must be
one to which the sealant does not adhere. Materials
that meet the requirements of a preformed backup
filler include flexible polyethylene and polyurethane
strip stock.

Formation of Expansion Joints
Expansion joints can be formed on vertical and

horizontal surfaces (Fig. B-71).`A suggested method
of forming the expansion joint during thetfloating
o45errion is as follows;

I. Set tile to predetermined point.
2. Cut mortar back to surface even with the tile.
3. .131400d stripping, which is cut to the speci-

, fied width of the expansion .joint. The strip
should fit tight to the, tile and back to the struc-
tural surface.

4. Float iiext section of mortar bed. and continue
next section of install-ation.

5. In the case of a horizontal joint on a vertical
surface, use tapered strnA held in place by wedge
inserts. Withdrawal of the'inserts provides easy
removal of the tapered strips.

o. Remove wood strips when the tile.installation is
completed'

Exterior Joints

Whenever the tile surface terminates at concrete
curbs or, retaining walls, expansioif joints are to be
provided. They also are needed directly over joints in
structural floors (Fig. B-72).

Joints in the exterior fields of tile should be located
every 16 feet (5 metres). They should not exceed 20
feet (6 metres) on center. (Fig. B-73).

The size of the sealant (cross section) should not be
less than Vs by 1/.4 inch (0.6 by 0.6 centimetre) or larger
that I by 1/4 inch (2.5 by 1.3 centimetres).

Backup fillet' should be used whenever possible as.a
means of economy and to prevent sealant from bond
in the substrate.

Interior Joints

Interi rs, although they normally retain sufficient
temperat e control to avoid high thermal shock,
require peripheral joints to absorb normal building
movement caused by vibration and settling (Fig. B-
74).

This also applies to the joints in the field of tile;
however, because thermal variation is less than in an
exterior installation, excpansion joints can be placed
eery 30 to 40.feet (9 to 12 metres) on center (Fig.
B-75).
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The size of the sealant (cross section) should be not
less than 1/4 by, 1/4 inch (0.6 by 0,6 centimetre) nor
larger' than I by 1/2 inch (2.5 by 1.3 centimetres).

411 Backup filler should be used whenever possible as a
means of economy and to prevent the sealant from
bonding to the substrate.

Butt Joints

.AA.t expansion joint should be provided wherever a
tile7surface meets a metal structure, such as a door
iamb. This butt joint-wilrtillow for the differences in
.coefficients of expansion and contraction.

HORliONTAL JOINT
COMPLETED JOINT, ON VERTICAL §URFACE

WOOD STRIP CUT ON TAPER

TILE

MORTAR BED

CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

o

,e
of, 0.
0,0
.0 4f0,0

a "o, o;
". 0 D ;

o
°-

TILE

Peripheral butt joints within rigid structures, such as
concrete column, must have provisions for expansion
and contraction (Fig. B-76).

Joints in the field of tile on vertical surfaces must
extend in depth to the last substrate, through the
metal lath and scratch coat (Fig. B-77).

The size of the sealant (cross section) should not be
less than 'A by V. inch (0.6 by 0.6 centimetre) or larger
than 1 by IA inch (2.5 by 1.3 centimetres).

Backup filler should be used whenever possible as a
means of economy and to prevent the sealant from
bonding to the substrate.

MORTAR BED

VERTICAL JOINT ON VERTICAL SURFACE

WEDGE INSERTS AT APPROXIMATELY 12-IN (30-CM)
GENTERS OR AS NEEDED ,

r.

Fig. B-71. Forming expansion joints during the floating
operation
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Residential and Commercial Installations
The joints in the areas illustrated in Fig. B-78 are

subjected to .thermal shock, settling, loading stress,
and vibration. Normal grout will crack and fall away
at these joints. This problem can be eliminated by
replacing thee grout with a silicone elastomefic sealant.
A silicone sealant is especially recommended here
because of its nonporous surface and its color reten-
tion stability. Algae or fungi will not penetrate the
surface. The grout line or sealed joint is easily cleaned
during normal .use.

The joint size in this tip of installation depends
upon the structure to be sealed (Fig. B-78). Where
possible, a 1/4-inch (0.3- centimetre) bead (usually of the
glazing type) is recommended. Backup filler normally
is not required, because the area to ,be sealed is usually
small.

Whenever old grout is replaced, surfaces should be
cleaned and prepared in accordance with the sealant
manufacturec's instructions.
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Industrial Installations
The use of quarry tile for floor and wall surfacing in

industrial applications has long been an accepted
practice. The growing use of.quarry tile in such instal-
lations as breweries, bakeries, bottling plants, com-
mercial kitchens, dairies, chemical processing plants,
and laboratOries involves the same problems as were
described in the preceding discussions of standard tile
installations; howeverthese same problems are greatly
increased.

The Use of alternating cold and hot liquids in and
on these surfaces creates thermal shock problems that
are often twice as difficult as those of normal installi-
tions. These surfaces must withstand the corrosive
effects of acids and alkalies, constant moisture attack,
excessive loading, and heavy traffic. The basic tile is
capable: of withstanding all of these elements; how-
ever, normal tile grout cannot endure such stresses
unless expansion joints are provided. These problems
can be solved by the use of an elastomeric sealant that
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Fig. B-73. Exterior field joint (vertical and horizontal)
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Fig. B-75. Interior field joint (horizontal)
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Fig. B-78. Points of application for expansion joints and elastomeric sealants
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can absorb all of the physical stresses and can resist
chemical attack. The silicones provide the necessary
properties to meet the many requirements of such an
installation, including a hardness capable of support-
ing surface traffic. .

Failures in Caulking Sealants
Regardless of hew well designed the expansion

joint may be, its success depends upon the quality of
the sealant used. The true function of a caulking com-
pound is to seal out moisture. To maintair this func-
tion, the sealant must be an elastomeric type; properly
selected and ins ailed to meet the requirements of each
installation. Th basic problem areas and the recom-
mended soluti ns are presented in the following
paragraphs.

Drying Problem

Oil-based mastics, rubber butyls, and low-grade

2. The sealant hardens because of aging and the use
of excessive fillers in the compound. Accelerated
aging tests have proved that silicones (whichdo
not have fillers) will not harden over a 25-year
period.

3. The depth of the joint is not sufficient. In the
larger joints (1/2 by 4 inch [1.3 by 1.3 centime-
tres] or larger) the sealant is less than 1/4 inch (0.6
centimetre) thick. This puts excessive stress on a
thin membrane.

4. The sealant bonds to the bottom of large joints.
When backup, fillers are not used, the sealant
might bond to the base of the.joint. This would
defeat the extension capabilities of a good
searant.

Separation
4

The separation of sealant from the side of a joint is
considered to be an adhesive failure. This failure usu-polysulfides have a tendency to dry out. These types
ally is caused by the following:of compounds should never beused if the drying

problem is to be avoided. In addition, these materials, 1.

offer no adhesive qualities. A high-grade elastomeric
sealant, such as silicone, is always recommended.

of Sealant from Side of Joint

Traffic Damage

Soft'calilking witiosquickly fracture and tear under
The abuy of high heels, general foot traffic, and equip-
ment transit. The elastomeric sealant will provide the
necessary seal; however, it must have a Shore A hard-
ness of 30 or better. Polyurethanes and silicones pro-
vide the necessary properties to meet this requirement
for horizontal joints.

Breakage in Center of Sealant Joint

Often referred to as cohesive failure, splitting of the
bured sealant through the middle of the joint (parallel
to he joint line) is normally the result of the
following:

1. The compression set is excessive, The sealant
fails to recover during excessive expansion/con-
traction movement. This problem is elimpated
by the use of a sealant that has 90 percent;or
more compression recovery.

The surface has not been prepared adequately.
All surfaces to be sealed must be thoroughly
cleaned and free from oils, dust, dirt, curing
compound, and the like. The sealant manufac-
turer's surface preparation requiremjnts must be
met.

2. The depth-of the joint is too great. Sealant has
been forced to the bottom of the joint. The size
of the 'sealant bead should be\half the width of
the joint in depth but never greater than 1/2 inch
(1.3/centimetres) nor- less than '/8 inch (0.3 cen-
timetre) in depth.

Extrusion of Sealant from 'the Joint

Whet; The joint is under compresSlon, the sealant
may extrude. This normally is caused "by excessive
sealant in the joint. Also, the use of incorrect backup
filler can cause this problem. Unless the filler can
teadily compress without affecting the sealant, the
filler will negate its usefulness. As stated previously,
polyethylene or polyurethane flexible foams are the
only acceptable backup fillers that will meet all
requirements of such expansion joint installations.
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UNIT B TILE, MATERIALS; AND TOOLS

TOPI6 10 EXPANSION JOINTS AND ELASTOMERIC SEALANTS

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the senteXe, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

I. Expansion joints should be placed to 2 feet on center in exterior tile I

2installations.

2. Working butt*joints should be 3 inch minimum and 4 inch maximum. 3

4

3. Expansion joints should be placed 5 to 6 feet on center in interior tile 5

6installations. ,-.

4. When fn expansion joint exceeds 1/2 inch (1.3 centimetres) in depth, a(n) 7 8 is 7

8used, to support the caulking sealant. ,,,-,t

t
5. Expansion joint sealants for ceramic tilework should not fade, 9 , or .t10 9

10

6. Expansion joints in tilework should extend in depth to the last 1.1 . 11

7. Expansion joints iirtilework should not extend through the 12 but they 12,paper,
should extend through and separate the metal lath and scratch coat.

8. The sealant bead should he 13 the width of the joint in depth. 13

9. Alyurethanes normally are used for 14 expansion joints. 14.

10. Silicon'e sealants have 15 surfaces. 15
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TONCI . BLUEPRINTS

J his topic is planned roNide answers to I:he followihg question's:

What informayefi does the tilelytter obtain from the
How are_blii.;prints
What is the -language of blueprints"?

I
Many indn iduals and groups of Indi ideials cooper-

ate to bring anew building to completion. I he large
amount of information needed by the builder must he
put into compact, readable form The architect, in
performing this service, uses what might he called the
"language of draftihg" to make working drawings,
Nails. or blueprints The written specifications tell
more about some items than can he told conveniently
on the drawings.

From a studs of the unit on blueprint reading in the
htrre)rlue non to ipprenti«.slup, t he' apprentice tileset-
ter should hae a general know le( 'e of the language
of drafting

The apprentice will need the information in this
unit to he able to progress to the remving two units
in this workbook "lob Processes aiid "Speciahred
Jobs " In addition, the apprentice will also need to
know and understand how to construct simple geo-
metric designs, such as rectangles, circles, arches, and
domes sJ hcreforc, this unit also contains, irdorma.tion

construction.On geometri

Tilesetters gust know how to compute areas, deter-
s mine perimeters, and measure distances. The appren-

tice is referred to the basic mathematics unit that
appears in the hittodik lion to /1 pp, ent eslup and to
the topic on squares and square roots irr this unit.

Language of Blueprints

131tePrints and specific bons must eons e' all the
information pecessiiry for the Lonstru.tion of the.
budding, and for the cost estimates to he made In

blueprints?

, ,....

athanee. Whether the plans are for a large office
building;for a factory, or for a medium-priced resi-
dence; the same "language" is used; therefore, the
apprentice tiresetter must begin as soon as possible to
gain a thorough mastery of that language.

The apprentice tilesetter must use the blueprints to
.isuahre haw the building will look'whe-n completed,
to determik the sire, shape, and location of all,parts
to he tiled; and to decide the amount of staging neces-
sary to complete the job. Specifications are written
statements outlining the kinds, grades; and sires of tile
arid other materials to he used, the standards of work
quality to he followed; and the time limit for comple-
tion of the contracts.

Describing any proposed building by words alone
would he impossible. t,. more efficient method of
transmitting ideas has"regulted from the de.elopment
of the art Z1'f drafting Thus, the blueprint draftsperson
COG\ eys to the' tdesetter how the tile floor should Join
the corridor floor, how the door Jambs should he fin-
ished, how the wainscot should be terminated at the
claster line, how the incorners and outcorners are to
be treated, and how the window sills and jambs are to
he fimished.'Fartiiliariration with brueprints helps the
tdesetter to .1Sliall/e e cry bit of information shown
on' the drawings.

cOn an architectural drawing sonic lines are thCcker
than others; some are solid; and others arc' broken.
Each type of line has a definite meaning. Fhe more
Lommon types of lines are shown in Fig. C-1. Other
,items in the' blueprint language, called symbols and
conventions, will he studied in subsequent assigni ems
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Preparation of Blueprints
Formerly, all dowings' had to be inked, but today

satisfactory, blueprints are made by drawing with a
comparatively soft pencil directly on .tracing paper.
Copies, of the drawinss are prepared by means of a
blueprinting machine.

Many copies of each drawing are needed becaus,p
many different persons use them. As soon as the archi-
tect has completed the plans and specifications, they
must be made available to contractors and subcon-

I tractors for preparation of their bids fora job or their
estimates of total cost. One can readily appreciate the,
complications that would result if the blueprints were
not complete or if all sets were not identical.

Building designs must. s be approved by the city
building inspection department and checked for cam.-

70

pliance with t buildihg code and zoning ordinances
before building rmits may be obtained. Forthis pur-
pose, a set of pl s rust be filed with the building
inspector. This Ng irement. protects the general pub-
lic and the property owners in the area.

When a loan is necessary, the plans must also be.
approved by the lending agency. Finally, of course, a
complete set of plans and specifications is needed
the job to serve as a guide for the builders.

Study Assignment
Elmer W. Sundberg, Building Trades Blueprint Read-
ingPart 1, Fundanzentals (Fifth edition, revised).
Chicago. American ;Technical Society, 1972. Read pp.

7 FT 6 IN
(2 3 M)

4 FT 9 IN
(1 4 M)

9 FT 3 IN
(2 8 M)

As.

2 FT 6 IN 2 FT 6 IN
10 8 M1t-10 8

KITCHEN

7 FT IN 3 FT ,1,. 2 FT.,1
(2 3 M) 10 9 MI (0 6 INA/

5 FT 31N
(16 MI

LIVING ROOM

6 IN
(15 2 CM)-

BORDER LINE

VISIBLE-OBJECT LINE

INVISIBLE (HIDDEN) OBJECT LINE

SECTION LINE

kCENTERtINE (g)

....de:LONG BREAK LINE

EXTENSION LINE

DIMENSION LINE

Fig. C-1. Conventional blueprint lines
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UNIT C* RINTS' AND SPECIFICATI

TOP 1 BLUEP INTS

Study uide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blan in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right..
. ..
.1, The "blueprNts" on which lines 'are a brownish c lor are called 4ii. prints. I

, ,,,.

2. Most blueprints are iiiadelby the 2 process. 2

Spetial features of a tiled4ireplace mantel would e shown on a(n) .3 drawing. .43
' \

4. A blUeprini.with blue lines on a white backgroun requires a(n, 4 5.,. 4
5

5. Conventio blueprints '.are made on paper 6. with iron s's 6

.6\ 'Complete diresi&tits for the construction of a building are obta d from the 7
a,hd 8 . 112,

8.t,
`7. A(n) 9 draws the b\11..tig 'plans, and ;IV) 10

a.

submits bids for the job. 9
10"

8: The heaviest pencil line lo the sheet is the I I line, and next to'it in thickness is the . I I

0 -9,
visible 12 line. . '' 12

,,

9. Objects that,,are invisible to .tk eye are shown by means f, a(n) 13 line. 13
% .

Id. Specifications contain information concerning kinds of .,14 , 15 of work quality, 14
, -.-----and mpletion clan. . ..4. 15, -

4
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS. AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 2 PLAN VIEWS

This topic, s Planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What is a plan view?
How -does-the tilesetter use floor plans?
How ,are different mateials .represented on-tfilteprints?

The ability to know in which direction to look or to
aiscovel- in which direction the di-aftsperson was. ltiok-
ing vhen he or. she drew the buitdihg plans is the key'
to all blueprint,' reading. A blueprint in which the
reader. is "maritally" looking down on a building is

-:known as a plan view Plot plans,foundation plans
.. roof plans; and floor plans are all plan views. In this
assignment the main ccMsideration is given to floor
plans, which are extremely ,important becatfse of the
large amount of information, that must be obtained
from them.

72
t
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Study Assignment.
.$und berg, Budding Trades Blueprint ReadingPart

Fundamentals (Fifth editionfrieyised), 1972.
1. 'Read pp. 31-39, "Reading Floor Plans."
2. Answer Self-Check Quiz No. 4, p. 39. ,

3. Read pp. 43-58, "Symbols and Notations." Answer
Self-Check Quiz No. 5-B, p. 53; Quiz, N9. 5-C, p.
55; Quiz No. 5-D, p. 57; and Quiz No. 5-E, p. 59.
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 2 PLAN VIEWS

Study -Guide
Answer the questions in Trade. Competency test No. 3, pp. 41 and 42; and Test No. 4, pp. 60-62 in the

assigned reference.
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

'TOPIC 3 ELEVATION VIEWS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What, are elevation views?
What are the elevation symbols?
How does the tilesetter use elevation drawings?

. ,

The elevations are plans that are drawn as if the
draftsperson were on the same level as the building
and were drawing it from in front, in back, or one
side. Elevation views show the size and shape of the
exter* of the building and the details of exterior
finish. Although much of this information can also be
found in the specifications, the tilesetter will find it
difficult to visualize the completed tilework without
elevation drawings. A study of this assignmeould
help the tilesetter to understand how elevations are
draivn and what they represent.

Although the symbols and.c6nventions used on ele-
vation drawings are not completely standardized,

O

f

good designers always remove au% chance of misun-
derstanding by carefully noting- and following the
explanatory notes on the plans.

Study Assignment
Sundberg, Building Trades Blueprint Reathtzg

Pari I, Fundamentals (Fifth edition, revised), 1972.
I..Read pp.! 17 28, "Reading Elevation Drawings."

2. Answer Self-Check Quiz No. 3-A, p. 20; Quiz No.
3-B, p. 24; and Quiz No. 3-C, p. 26.

3. Study the elevation symbols on p. 45.
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SP4ECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 3 ELEVATION MIEWS

Study Guide
Answer the ques in Trade Competency Test No. 2, pp. 28-30, in the assigned reference.
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 4 STRUCTURAL DETAILS

e

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:

What infOrmation does the tilesetter obtain from the 'structural details?
Where does the tilesetter find the tilework details?

The structural details provide the specific informa-
tion the tilesetter. will need for estimating costs, order-
ing materials, and setting the t"Ne. Plan and elevation
views do not provide sufficient details. A set of blUes:-
prints usually includes large-scale drawing& of those
parts thit are not shown clearly ill the small-scale
elevation .and floor

Mirrors, tile caps, tile shelves, tile bases, and ()ether
special construction fCatures require details. For instance,
details of a tile and finish floor in a commercial build-
ing would show a finish floor on 'concrete and a tile
floor on 2 inches (5.1 centimetres) of mortar. Gutter
details of a swimming pool would show the layout- of
the nonslip ceramic mosaic ancj the ceramic bead, if
they are-the materials used, on the surface of the mor-

r setting bed and the metal lath and reinfoiting bars
next to the rough concrete.

7.6

,

Details usually are printed on the same sheet with
the elevation or floor plan. Otherwise, the note "ee
Detail" is shown on the drawing, and thq detail's are
shown on another sheet. These details a usually inte-
rior elevation views or cutaway drawings. For exam-
ple, the floor plan of a bathroom that has tile walls
and tile floors would not show tile .details because the

'tiling of the walls would be. very difficult_todescribe-in
the notes on the plan. Details of the four tile walls
would be described in four elevation drawings of the
walk.

Study Assignment

Sundberg, Building Trades Blueprint Reading Part
Fundamentals (Fifth edition, revised), 1972. Read

pp. 77- 84, "Reading Blueprints for Structural Infor-
mation"; and pp. 89-99, "Reading Retail Drawings.",

.
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-, BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC STRUCTURAL -DETAILS

.

, Study Guide
Answer he questfons in Trade Comp'eteilcy Test No. 6, pp. 86-88; and Test No. 7, pp. 100-102, in. the

assigne eference,-
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 5 -- GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Why is geometry important to the tilesetter?
How are the different tile configurations laid out?
How are polygons constructed?

In making layouts and designs, the tilesetter some-
times needs to be more accurate than freehand sketch-
ittg will allow. For this more accurate geometrical
constriction, the followidg tools are needed: a good
straightedge,.a compass, and a protractor. The tileset-
ter can,use these tools to construct parallel, perpendic-
ular, and tangent lines; divide straight and curved
lines; bisect angles; and construct triangles, circles,
and polygo,n§ of almo'st any description.

The construction of several geometrical forms is
illustrated below and on the follciwing pages.

,Drawing Parallfl Lin-es
Parallel lines.are lines extending in the same direc-

tion, and they are the same distance apart throughout
their length." Parallel lines can be constructed as
follows:

I. Draw a line (AB).
2. Set the vmpasw at the distance the lines will be

apart. 11

( 3. Place the point of the compss on the line near one
of its ends, and swing an arc.

4. Repeat' step 3 near thgrbther end of the line.
5. Dqiw a line touching kite top of -both arcs.CD);

this line is parallel to the first line.

C

A B

O

It

- . , Drawing Perpendicular Lines 4
Two lines are perpendicular to each Other when

their intersection forms a right angle, Perpendicular
lines can be drawn astfollows:
I. Swing equal arcs fr m point C to the- line AB.
2. Increase the radips, and swing equal arcs from

each of the points of in rsection of the first arcs.
3. From the point of intersection of the list two arcs

(point X), draw a line that intersects AB at C; this
.1.,, ,line is perpendicular to A'13. / ..,.

78
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B

A,%ertical line is a plumb line and is the same as a
line perpendicular to a true horizontal line. It is
formed- in the-slime way as a perpendicular line.

Bisecting Lines

A line can be bisected as follows:
.1. To bisect line AB, use a radius greeter than one -

half AB and strike arcs from A and B intersecting
at C and D.

A .
2Connect C and D with a line. Point 0 will be the

center'of AB.

t
O

. .... \*

Bisecting Angles .,

An angle can be bisected as follows:
-.6

l Using 0 as center, strike equal arcs on AO and OB
at C and D.

2. Strike equal arcs frola C and D 4itcseCting at E.
3. Connect ,E -0-.-fhis line will bisect angle O. This

pro- e ure may be used to bisect any size angle, as
XYZ.

.89
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.Dividing a Line into Equal Parts
A 'line can be divided into equal parts as follows:

I. From point A, draw line AC- at an angle to AB.
2. Mark off -On AC lhe desired number of 'spaces,

trsirt'g the same arc f421. striking each.
3. CoRnect points F and B.
4. Construct lines DG'and EH parallel to FB. Thus,

AG4GH, and HB will be equal parts of AB.

e

,1.

d

Finding the Radius of an Are
The 'radius of an arc can be established as follows:

I. On the are- AB establisrpoints C, D, and E at
equal distances from each other.

2. Draw lines CD and DE.
-3Find the exact centers of lines CD and DE:

C.,

4. Extend these center lines to 1Vhere,they intersect at
F: FA, FC, FD, FE, and rB will all be the same.
distance and will be the radius of arc AB.

Finding an Arc
An arc can he formed around three points A,

follows:

I. Draw lines AB-and BC
id16

2. Find the centers of AB and BC, and extend these
center lines to intersect at F.

3. Using FA as the radius and F as center, draw the
arc ABC.

Centering a Circfe,
A circle can be centered as follows:

1. I) aw a straight line through tw.p parts of a circle,
as AB,

2.. Locate center.of this line, as C.
3. Draw line perpendicular to AB through point C so

as to intersect
of

sides of,,circleat Dand E.
4. Find center of DE. Center of line DE (point F) is

center of 'the circle.

90
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. Laying Out a Hexagon
A hexagorr-can be drawn as follows:
Draw AB to rcpresentdiameter of hexagon.

2. Locate C as center of AB, and draw circle using C
as center and as radius.

'3. Using AC as radius and A and B as centers,
inscribe arcs DE and FG.

4. Connect points A, D, F, B, G, and E.

A

Laying Out an Octagon
An octagon can be drawn aAs follows:

I. ,Draw square ABCD to required dimensions.
2. Connect opposite points with diagonal lines.
3. Using AE as radius and A, B, C, and D as centers,

inscribe arcs FG, HI;JK, and LM.
4. Connect points f H, Fandi, I and M, and G

and K.

SO

.

Laying Out a-Polygon
The progressive steps to lay out a polygon with

seven sides, (heptagon)_ are shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. A polygon Iscith any number of sides
can be drawn as follows:
I. Draw circle to required diameter.
2. Using the diameter as a radius and A and X as

centers, draw intersecting arcs at
3. Divide the diameter into the same umber of parts

as the number 'of sides in the polygon. (The
number seven is used in The illustration.)

4. Connect the intersecting arcs at Y with position 2;,
on the diameter, and extend the line to intersect
the circumference. Always use position 2 irrespec-,
tive of the number of sides.

5. Set dividers to AB, and step off circumference into
seven parts,' as at C, D, E, F, and G.

6. Connect all -points on the circumference.
o

11
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UNIT C --BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 5 ---GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION

Complete the following exercises:
I. Draw a line parallel to XY.

2. Bisec MNO.

ti

3. ,Find the rsdius of arc AB:

44
a

R

.4r

s

Study Guide

4.

x

44

est

0

.1zs,

4
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOP C 6 SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Why does the tilesetter have to learn to square numbers and find square roots?
What Materials are available to help the apprentice learn squares and square roots?'

Most of the mathematics needed by the tilesetter nical Society, 1973. Readpp. 249-66 and 379-41S;
has been covered in the Introduction to Apprentice- or Pamphlet No. 8, "Powers and Roots," and Pam-
ship. In addition, the tilesetter/must understand hOw phlet NO. 12, "Lengths and Areas," pp. 124-16.
to square numbers and how to find square roofs.

These things are particularly important in deter=
Mining the hypotenuse of a right triangle for 'tile
lay.su.ts (Fig. C -2). The tilesetter who understands
squares4ncl square roots will be able to use the for-
mula C = A to arrive at the correct answer, in.
whiCh in the example is 10 '(C = V7-7-4"-f-82 = 17+61 . 9 A=6 in.
= `CIF) = 10). (15.2 pm),

TIT assigned references will give information. both
on squaring numbers and on finding square roots.

Study Assignment
Glen M. Hobbs and James McKinney. Practical
Mathematics (Third edition). Chicago; AinC.ricun.

S

41. a

n°

oa

(25.4 cm)

E8 in. (20.3 cm)

Fig. C- 2-- Right- triangle
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UNIT C - BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

.TOPIC 6 SQUARES AND-SQUARE ROOTS

` Study Guide
Solve the following problems in squares and square roots:

. ITT =

2. N68,644

3. N/.97409 =
4

4. V7,521 =

6. 472 =

7. (3/16)2=

_8_ (551/3)2 =-

9. (15. ft. 3 in.)''- =

(10. :(4 in.)2 =

84
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UNIT IC 111118LUEPRkITS AND PECIFICAT4ONS

-TAPIC7 SPECIFICATION AND CO RACTS

This topic is planned to provide_ answers to the following questions:
Mx are the specifications used. the tilesetter?
Who `is responsible for writing the s ecifications?
What conditions are coveied in the contract?

Building plans and specificatidns ,provide an equal
basis on which all contractors can bid on the sartle

job. Specifications supplement the plans, because
details such as serial numbers, model numbers, tex-
tures, finishes. and'qualities are too, numerou's to be
included on the plans. Requiremenk in greater detail
can be set forth for the entire job in the specifications.

Specifications

specifications usually are needed. Additional copies
__are needed_ for the -bidding process Wand -for other

purposes.

, 0 .
Contracts .

Certain conditions that govern contracts are cus-
tomarily accepted and observed on all building proj-
acts. The contract covers such particulars as insurance:,

The plans and specifications provide a 'neutpl responsibilit), for provision of facilities on thejob: and
ground for settling disputes between the contractor relationships of the owner, architect, contractor, -and
and client. They establish a legal basis for supplemen- subcontractors. .
tal authorizations, for division of responsibility,and A basic understanding of the contractorts responsi--

, for other relationships.,The specifications indicate r Hines is important if the journey level tilesetter into
responsibilities in regard to performance and comple- cogiplete the tilework effectively-On,Many lmilding
tion, dates for all subcontractors. Specificatibps must ii--6jects, the tifesetting contract is awarded-to2aiileset--
be prepared-Tor any job where loan commitments 'are ting company by the general contactor as a subcb
anticipated. -, . tract. Howeve,1-, whether this is true or/whether the

On major building projtcts, specifications are stud- ''t-ileseiting contract is awarded .irectly by the 'archi- -, 'ied and contracts negotiated by attorney The con- tect, the form and content of-thr specifications 4441 be
tracts frequently involve complicated legal operations., the same. Because the quality-of the materials and ,the
Thousands, of dollars may i-ie expended efore a con- extent of the work required are fairly ,imilar from one

,tra 'finally can be signed. In residential construction, contract to another, the journey-level tilesetter becomes -
speci ati-ons are-still legal and binding, but' they are familiar with the usual req'uii-ements. To understand
not as complex, Every house 'should have specifica- the exceptions or to recognize when a nmerial or a
tions, which usually are required by city or county procedure is not normal and therefore maybe incor-
building departments. The plans and specifications rdct, the apprentice must 'gain a hi:vie knowle ge of
should be available at the construction site. When a the standard specifications upon which individual

,,loan commitment is,desired, seven sets of plans and plans are based.e

Av.o.:,
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UNIT C BLUEPRIN\S ANI? SPECIFICATIONS.
TOPIC 7 SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACTS

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write itin the corresponding

blank at'the right:

I. Specifications usually are required by city or county

4

I departments.

2. Specifications indicate responsibilities in regard `to performance and 2 dates for 2
all subcontractors.

.3. The plans and specifications should' always be 3 on the job..

4. "Specific ions are rscibired for any job where,- _4 commitments are anticipated.. 4
. ./

5. The tilesettingNrract often is awarded by the gateral contractor as a(n) 5 .

. .

5
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 8 MATERIAL ESTIMATING

This topi'c is planned iti provide answers to the following questions:

Who is responsible for's,etimating material for a job?
What are the methods of estimating material?

How are blueprints scaled by the tilesetter? '

Befor,e the tilesetter can "begin 'a job, the correct
quantity of material must be avail!ablctiO-the working
area' To avoid put-Chasing too much or too little tile,
the till contractor must make an estimate of the.
quantity needed. To have too much material on' hand
is expensive, because storage space must be found or
unnecessary'drayage paid. To have too little material
on hand causes delays and often requires a layoff by
the contractor.

An employer chooses the supervisor from among
those journey-level workers who have a thorough
knoWledge of blueprint reading and material.estimat-
ing. This does not mean the tilesetter should have the
ability to estimate all the material needed, for exam-
ple, for a three-story building. But the employer does
expect the super\ isor to estimate the amount of mate-
rial needed to complete a specific tile job' before the
original supply of material is exhausted. Theb)ilesetter

ho'can do these things will 'gain a reputation for
being efficient and will hake a better, chance of
advancing to a supervisory position,,,

Bases for Material Estimating

Jo estimate the 'Material needed on a tilesetting job,
the tilesetter generally checks the specifications, the
room schedule on the blueprints, and the details on
the blueprints. The tilesetter then scales the prints.

Specifications

The tilesetter checks the specifications for the
following:

I. Type of fkor
2. Type of base
3. Size of tile
4. Strips for inserts. if any
5. Type of cap
6. tAccessories
7. Type of installation: mortar (set with scratch

coat and float coat); thin-set mortar; or organic
ad hesives

S. Special materials

Room Schedule

The room schedble on the blueprint is checked by
the tilesetter for the :following:

I. Rooms that have tile
2. Height of the wainscot

3. Trims in
any)

4. Type of threshold

the rooms (trims around openings, if

e-
Details

The tilesetter checks the details on the blueprint for
the following:

.I. Reinforcing mesh
2. Waterproofing membrane
A. Thickness of mortar setting bed

Print Scaling

Prints are scaled by the tilesetter for the quantity of
tile and other materials needed for the job. The tileset-
ter also establishes a procedure to be followed soot's to
eliminate possible errors. For example, the tilesetter
always starts at one point and follows through untiliie
or she has returned to the original point. By knowing
the total length of the walls of a room, He or she can
determine the quantity of caps, bases, strips, and wall
tile needed. The tilesetter also,can dptermine the quan-
tity of tile needed for the floor, area.

Methods of Material Estimating
The tilesetter should hake at least a basic under-

standing of how the material estimate for tilesetting is
made. Several easy methods of estimating have been
developed to help the tilesetter determine the amount
of material needed for a given job.

Floors

The surface area of a Voor is det mined by multi-
plying the length by the width. For exa e:

. Floor length = 15 ft. (4.5 m)
0 Floor Width = 16 ft. (4.8 m)

Floor area = 15 ft. X 16 ft. = 24(1 ft.' (4.5 m.X 4.8'm =
21 6 m2) Ott this publication ft.,,i;,=,sq. ft , in.` = cu.
in., and yo forth.)

Walls

*fhe surface area ofia wall is dete mined by multi-
plying the length by the height. h area of any Open-
ings is subtracted from the tc al wall area. For
example:

Wall length =. 56 ft. (16.8 M
Wall height = 81/2 ft. (2.6
Door =, 7 ft. X 3 ft. (2.1 0.9 m)

98
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Wall area = 56 ft. X 81/2 ft. = 476 W.: (16.8 m 2.6 m =
43.7 m=)

Door = 21 ft.= (1.9 m2)
Total area = 476 ft.= 21 ft 2,= 455 ft.2 (43.7 m2 1.9 m2

= 41,8 m2)

Ceilings

The surface area of a ceiling is determined by multi-
plying .the length by the width. For example:

Ceiling length = 15 ft. (4.5 m)
Ceiling width = 20 ft. (6 m)
Ceiling area 15 k. X 20 ft = 300 ft.= (4.5 m X 6 m = 27

m2)

t
Trims

The quantity of trims (cap-and base) in linear feet is
determined by subtracting the length of the openings
from the perimeter of the wall or walls. For example:

Room length = 15 ft. (4 5 m)
Room wtdth = 141/2 ft. (4.4 m)
Trim length = 15 ft. + 15 ft + 141/2 ft + 141/2 ft =59 ft

(4.5 m' +,4.5 m + 4.4 m + 44 m = 178 m)
Opening le gth = 4 ft. (1.2 m)
Trim need d = 59 ft 4 ft. = 55 ft.( 17.8 m I.2.m =

16.6 m

Base Material

The quantity' of sand. needed for the base material
to be sed in a rooms is determined by dividing the
total rea of the wall, floor, and ceiling by 12. This
will lye the amount of sand needed for a mortar bed
that is inch' (2.5 cm) thick. For example:

ength of room = 15 ft. (4.5 m)
Width of room = 15 ft. (4.5 m)
Walk ieight = 8 ft. (2.4 m)
WaIhrea = 8 ft. X 15 ft. X 4= 480 ft.= (2 4 m X 4.5 m X 4

= 43.21m=) ,

Door area = 4 ft. 6 ft. 24 ft.= (1,fm X I =2.2m2)

' 88

Wall area to be tiled = 480 ft.= 24 ft= = 456.ft.2 (43.2 rri=
2t2 m2 = 41 m2)

Ceiling area = 15 ft. X 15 ft. = 225 ft.2 (4.5 m X 4.5 m =
20.3 m2)

Floor area = 15 ft. X 15 ft = 225 ft.2 (4.5 m X 4.5 m =
20.3 m2)

Sand needed =

456 ft.= + 225 ft) + 225 ft.2
= 751/2 ft) (2.1 m3)

a 12

Because sand comes in cubic yards, the volume in
cubic feet of sand should be divided by 27 to deter-
mine the number of cubic yards.

751/2 ft.'
2 8' yd.3 (2.1 m3)

27

The quantity -of cement needed on this job when
cement is [nixed at a ratio of one part cement to 41/2
parts sand is feiund. by dividing the volume of sand, in
cubic feet, by 41/2. (One sack of cement = I ft.' or 0.03
m')

751/2 ft.'
16.8 ft.' (0.5 m3)

41/2

The quantity of lime needed for the ik ails. and ceil-
gs when lime is mixed at a ratio of one part lime to

s parts sand is found'by dividing the volume of sand
(in cubic feet) by 6. (One sack of lirhe = I ft.' or 0.03
013)

56 ft.'
6

= 9.3 ft.' (0.3 m')
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UNIT C 'BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

'TOPIC 8 MATERIAL ESTIMATING

Study Guide
Determine the corrett word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in tho corresponding

blank at the right. y

1. One sack of cement is equal to 1 cu. ft. ,
1

2. To determipe the quatity of trims, in linear feet, subtract the openings, if any, 2
%from the 2 of .the 3 .

,

3. To determine the sur ace area of a floor, in sqtare feet, 4 the length by the 5 . 4
. I, 5

3

4. The tilesetter checks t e 6 on the blueprint for the thickness of the mortar setting 6
bed:

. .
5., To determine the number of cubic yards of sand needed on .a tile job, divide the 7

number of 7 8 of sand by 9 .
( 8

9

6: T he tilesetter checksi the 10 to determine who is rivonsible for setting the 10
accessories.

' . 7. Prints are 11 by t

8. The tilesetter should

e tilesetter for the quantity of tile needed for job...

check the 12 13 for the height of tho wainscot.
,

r ..
9. To determine the typ of carz_and the size of tile, the tilesetter chects the 14 14

11

.12
13

10. One sack of lime is equal to 15 'cu. Oft.r

414

4 100 .1
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 9 LARGEs COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the follow,ing
How does the tilesetter locate details on large blueprints?
What is a room finish schedule?
What doe.s the tilesetter learn from elevation drawings?

questions:

In the topics studied thus far, the apprentice tileset- ule is most important because it describes the finish of
ter has worked only with blueprints for an average- the floors, walls, and ceilings of every room in the
size house. being able to work with blueprints of this building. It is particularly important to the tilesetter
size is by ho meag sufficient today, as the new high- because from it he or she learns where the the is to be
rise construction in- progress all over the country installed. The floor, trim, and wainscot should be
clearly shows. Thejob of designing and drawing blue- checked for tilework requirements: The room finish
prints fog these buildings is sometimes so gigantic it schedule may also F the sheet numbers of the plans
must be handled by several architectural firms combined. for each room.

The apprentice mighf be asked by a superyisor to
find a window or wainscot delair of a rest room Step Three

located in the`southwest corner of the tenth floor of The third step'is to sting the sheet that gives the
such a building. Without idea of how to look for -* floor plan of the roOni in question. The floor plans,
the correct sheet 'that contains this inforMation, an which were described in Topic 2 of this unit, give
individual would have to make a time-consuming information on the size, shape, wall construction, and
search. floor construction. A section is used to illustrate the

A competent supe isor, estimator, or tilesetter w,a11 construction and Type of tile. A detail notation,
should be able to find tl e information needed to corn-- such as that in Fig. C-3(a), may be given. In such a
plete the job efficiently. A small oversight could mean
the difference between a profit and a loss. tThe job
layout and material estimates are figured from the
blueprints. A bid for the job usually is submitted
before-the site is cleared for construction.

General Procedure
NO set rules or methods' have been established for

working with large blueprints. The syMbols, lettering,
Thvensioning, and arrangement 'of sheets vary With
each architect Or architectural firm. Therefore, the fol-
lowing information is given-toierve as a guide' to the
apprentice tilesetter who mii'st, for the first time, work
with a stack of blueprints for a large commercial
biiilding.

Step One ,

The tilesetter first studies the title page or, as it is,
sometitnes called, the sheet index or- schedule of draw- '

-1-ings. Ili major divisions into which the blueprints are (d)

d'vided,such as ;plumbing, architectural, structural, - \..,
nd architectural plot plans, are shown in, the lower Fig. C-3. Symbols used o_ n t e blueprints for a large Project

ri t-hand corner near the title. bloCk. Generally, tile-
work is found in the .architectural division. The sheet Step Four'

symbol the top number indicates the appropriate
4 detail, and the lower. number gives the sheet on which

it may be found:.

106

F -2
(b)

index also may contaitIlie.schedule of abbreviations The tilesetter needs to study the interior elevations.
and symbols used in that particular.set 'of blueprints. These drawings show the vertical and hoiizontal

i dimensions and illustrate how,44e finished installation
Step Two will look. Ifere again, a detail may be used. The

Thetroom finish schedule must be located. It usu.. details and sections of a large building might re,quire .
allyiis located .on the title page. The room finish sched- several sheets.

.90
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Finding One betail
No general rules can be given that will apply to

every set of blueprints. Each set should, be given
careful and ethodica'l study. The following example
illustrates the kid of searching a tilesetter may have
to do to answer a question on a jab. It is presented
through the cooperation of the Los Angeles architec-
tural firm of Balch-Hutctiasyn-Perkins., The plans
involved were for the Center Intermediate School in
Azusaa

Vie question posed toThe tile supervisor on this job
,wasl, "What is to be'thetotal height of the tile wainscot
in the girls and boys' showers?"

To answer this questioh, the.supervisor, needed to
read the height shown .iri the architectural -details.
.L..a.t-ef, he would also need to Check the measurements
of the actual pieces of tile specified for this job. But
before he was able to locate the architectural details;
he had to go through the fojlowingprocedure.

it e supervisor first located the name or num.bir of
the building housing the showers. Tb do this, he
looked at the index of drawings on sheet AP-P-us
led him to the site plan, also on sheet AP-1. Here he
found the: legend of the buildings and learned that the
bbilding he wanted was "1" .

. The supervisor then needed the Floor plan for build-
,

ing . .1-It., again referred to the in8'ex of drawings,
which revealed that sheets A IDLand -A201contakued
the floor. plans. (He also discovered that these same
'sheets showed the exterior elevations and room finish
schedules.) 4

4

,
When he turned,to the floor plan; the tile supervisor

saw the layout of the'roorns, the room numbers, the
slope of thfloor, and the.location of theflocir'drains

From the room finish schedule, the supervisor saw
that .two 'types of finishes *ere' to be used in the
sho.wer rooms. Finish F-I was to be colored nonslip
cement ind portlarid cement plaster with no ceramic
tile. FiVish F-2, W as to be ceramic tile. Under this
finish was the symbol slioVn in Fig. C-3(a), which..
meant that more dforination on the, finish in this

and in &hail 18 on sheet A 102.room was to be ,f
Further inspect' of the floor plardisclo4ed that

both rooms 106 and n page A 101 the,girls'and

)

0 ,

boys' showers were to have tile. This was indicated
by the symbol reproduced in Fig-. C-3(b). In this sym-
bol the top number is the room number, and the lower
number is the room finish schedule number.

The supervisor also noted the symbol shown in Fig.
C-3(c). The symbol was pointing to the south wall.
The "G" at the top indicated what detail to look for on .

the interim' elevation, and the number repreented the
skeet on which it would be found.

The next sheet to he studied was A 102, which con-
tained the interior elevations. When the tile supervisor
studied detail "G", on the interior elevirtions: he found
the symbol illustrSted in Fig. C-3(d)..The top nuniber
was' that-of the detail needed, and the lower number
was that of the"sheet on which it would be found._

Finally, the supervisor had to locate the details. lb
detail

fr
18 he found that the tile wainscot was to be 6

feet 6 inches (2 metres) high. The detail showed that a
b.ullnose was to go *the top of the wainscot and that

a shoe base Was ro go at the bottom. The detail also ,

,gave the overall thickness of the mortar bed and tile
for both the walls and floor.

By checking further on the sheet of details, the
supervisor ound instructions on how ()the' l'fle instal-

Tationswe e to be made. One detail showed how the
showerNp rtitions were tObe constructed. Another
detail indicated that the bullnok on the top was to Eve
lain flat. Another showed how the shower curb was to
be built. This detail also showed that the curt !. top was
to be trimmed with a 6 by 6 inch (1512 by 15etcen-
timerre) double`bullnose.

I

Summaiy
The procedures for finding a detail in a set of plans

.. cap. be sgmmarized as ollows
I. Lola tse the floor on which is to he installed.
2. Find the floor plan for that particular floor and

room layout.
.3. Locate the interior elevations for that portion of

the construction.

N

4. Obtain the correct detail from the interioreleva-
tions.

I-

V.

s

I NI
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UNIT C BLUEPRINTS ,AND SPECIFICATIONS

TOPIC 9 LARGE COMMERCIAL PR,OJEtTS
1. ..

Study Guide 1

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

. .

1. Tilework is usually included on a set of, {Mans under 1 division., ,. . .

2. A(n) 2 for a construction job is usuallyisubmitted before the construction site has 2
been cleared. .

-...

3. The room finish schedule describes. the finish of the walls, floors, and 3 of every 3
room in the building. ,

4. The symbol generally used for a detail notation indicates both the 4 of the_detail 4
itself and the sheet of blueprints on which it is to be found...,

5. Information op the slope of the floor for a shower room would be found on the 5

,
. . ' if'

6. While studying the room finish schedule, the tilesetter should check in particular . 7.
8

'6

the information on floors, 7 ; and 8 . ,
. ,

7. After locating on the axchitecturadetails the information needed for tile installa-
, tion, the tilesetter should also 9 the tile itself. ,-

. , ,

8. The schedule of abbreviations and lei used on a set of blueprints is often included
on the title page.

: 4 ,

9. The title page of a set of plans is also sometimes called a.schedule of drawings of . 11

1I 12. 12

10. The tilesetter should study the 13 14 t5 to deterfnine whether,a wall is to 13 -
have a plaster or tile finish.

. , -... -175

14

*

9

10

l 5

I
- . .

4 ,

i 1 ,'

A

92
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TOPIC 1 TILE LAYOUT

This topic, is planned to .provide allsV.els to the following questions.
How important is a' good tile lay out?
liow are tile layout> planned?
floliare Showers, squared?
W. hat is, ti diagonal layout?

More than any othes jobprocess, the layout of the
,tile can enhake the beauty of a building, Any terrors
in layout are ,so readily eapparent that apprentice

master
tile-

setters mast astg the technique if, they are to suc-
ceed in the trade A good outs ill make the actual
application of tiles easier, whereas a poor or indiffer-
ent layout slows the work rocess

Gebtering Tile on Walls
To center tile in a course on a %ertical surface (Fig

D-1), the tilesetter must first-de,te'rmine the number of

tiles required to fill the course The pattern must b,c
centered exactly on the area to be covered. If this
layout results in an esen number of full-sue tiles and
cuts, the ce rline\of the course is on a joint, and the .
course come out with less, than half a tile at each
end Shifts one of the middle tiles from the joint to
the center of the tile course will result in end cutsof
half a tile plus the cut. For example: if 41/4'-inch 00.8-
centimetre) tiles are used and the pattern results in
l',2-inch (3.8-centimetre) cutson each end of the \Nall;
shifting the cotter tile by half a tile voll gig e cuts at

IJDS.OF WALL

INCORRECT METHOD

CORRECT-0METHOD /

,

CENTULINE OF WALL

Fig D1. Tiles centered on Wall

1434
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each end of the wall of 21/2 inches (5.4.centimetres)
plus 11/2 inches (3.8 centimetres) or 3% inches (9.2
centimetres).

When tilesetters are working with decorative tile
that has a continuous pattern, they should continue to
set tile on the adjoining wall with the piece cut off
from the previous wall; other,wise, the pattern will not
match. Also, when working on two walls that run
from an outcorner, the tilesetters should begin at the
outcorner with full-size tiles and proceed to the ends
of the walls 'unless the tile at the opposite end of the
course proves to'be less than half a tile. In that case
the situation should be handled like any other center-
ing problem, as outlined in the preceding paragraph.

Squaring a Shower
The tile shower is one of the bread-and-butter items

of tIte tilesetter's trade. A steady demand exists'for the
tilesetter who tan install a tile shower successfully

of the shape or size.
The procedures for squaring a sJqower are the

following (see illustration below):

D

STEP 1

A

1. Check for pima) of wall A at the shOwer
entrance. Determine points (if any) where the
wall is out of plumb..o(See illustrations below.)

2. Hold straightedge 1 across the shower opening,
and secure straightedges 2 and 3 on the face of
the jambs. These are set equidistant from straight-
edge 1,

3. Set float strips on wall D equidistant from
straightedges 2 and 3.

4. Usc framing square and straightedges 4 and 5 to
set float strips on wall E square to wall D. Use
straightedges and square to find, if jamb edges
are square' with wall E also.

5. Use framil square apd straightedges 4 and 5 to
set float *trips on wall C. Use tape rule to set
strips parallel to float strips on wall E.

6. Make adjustments.: If the spirit level and framing
square have been used correctly, very few adjust-
ments will be necessary.

Setting Diagonal FlOors
All horizontal areas that are laid in a diagonal pat-

tern should be centered in the same way that vertical

I STRAIGHTEDGE 1

ti
-4
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surfaces are centered. Where the floor has aeorder
-- and the wall also is tiled, the border should be set so

that its joints fall at the same places as tM. joints of the
wall tile. Then,'the diagonal half cuts shoitld butt
against this -border. Some tilesetters slip the full diago,
nal cuts out of line and insert a straight fc'ut; this
sh uld not be done, because the joint would' be
broken. The correct method of installing 4-1?4' by 41/4
inch (10.8 by 10.8 centimetre) tile is illustrated in Fig.
D-2. The diagonal pieces are cut to fit the border. If a
diagonal of less than yi inch (1.9 centimetres) remains,

rhen: the layout must be changed so that the small
diagonal will measure 11/2 inches (3.8 centimetres)-to
fit with the cut from which it has been taken, Thus,
the large piece will be 41/2 inches °(1'1.4 centimetres).
The tiresetter should experiment with the cuts sowthat
they will fit the particular requirements of the tile-
work. This same principle applies regardless of the
size of the tile usgd. .

A beautiful example of a diagonal pattern for a
kitchen counter is shown in Fig. D-3.

a
Closing Decorative Tile -

When tile with a continuous pattern overlaps to
such an extent that the discrepancy cannot be cor-
rected by spreading the joints, the tilesetter should cut
an'equdl amount off the last two tiles that finish the
complete border around the pattern. This procedure
will close the pattern. Tiles should always be cut in
pairs. Fo.r example, when a swirl pattern is being sel in
place, the last two tiles should be cut; this will create a
lesser swirl, but the remaining tiles will match (Fig.

9-

,

(

.
%

D-4).
.
Some tilesetlers,will form a closure by cutting

only one tile; this should be avoided. If the cut tile is
running parallel with the other courses of tile, the
other courses should be cut at the same place so that
the joints will be uniform.

An example of a layout of a -decorative pattein is
shown in Fig. D-5.

Setting Hexagonal. Tile Floors
In setting hexagonal tile floors, the tilesetter should

use: the amp procedure as that given for diagonal
layouts. Every effort should be made to maintaih the
full size of the border tile and to maintifin the border
pattern. WhAre the cuts on the tile edges result in tiles ,

that are smalle'r.than full halves or five-point cuts, the4
next course can be converted into elongated hexagons
that are cut to4liwaiive-point cuts or full llalves then
can be used along the edges (Fig. D-6). i

v . .

Laying Out a Closure
.A closure is used. when tile is to be set around a

series of do6rs or windows (Fig. D-7). The tilesetter
canuse a full 'tile or a large tile cut around- the open-
ings. To lay out a closure, the tilesetter centers the
opening and inserts the curs at the center or at either
side of the door or window. If the ceiling is to be tiled,
a closure cannot be used:

. , Setting Trim
Tifim should always be backed up with setting mor-

tar and a thin even coat of pure cement but never with
tile grout or pure cement exclusively. If the tilesetter

INCORRECT METHOD

Fig. D-2. Diagonally laid tile floor

A

,

4
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desires to leave a fulbacking for thetrim, at the time
of floating he or she should 'applv mortar beyond the

`finished dimensions of the area to he tiled and renrove
the excess mortar buvl.v to the -14nished dimensions
The pure coat of dement that is then troweled over the
setting bed or applied ito the trim unit should not be
more than 1/16.inch (0.'2 centimetre) thick

Fitting Sculptured Tile at Corners

To set sculptured or contoured 'tiles, the tiles.etter
must solve the problem of 'continuity of design at the

Fi
a

See color reproduction on page 125
Fig. P-3. Example of a diagonal pattern for

a kitchen counter

pAg

Fig. D-4. Closure in decorative tile with continuous pattern

See color reproduction on page 126
Fig D-5. Example of a decorative pattern for a bathroom

Lorners. When these tiles arc cult at the unvture of mu
intmal walls, the tiles tor m unsightl.v. Joint if thcs
are Lilt squarAnd butted the tdesettcr can eliminatri'
this condition hy using one of the follovv mg alternatives.

I. Use plain tile for the cuts at the corners (Fig.
1)-8).

2 Miter the sculptured tiles (Fig. 1)-9)
3. Cope the tiles tc fit ( flus is the least desirable

met-hod )

FULL HALVES

INCORRECT METHOD

ELONGATED HEXAGON MADE
BY CUTTINO TWO SIDES

CORRECT II4ETHOD

Fig: D -6 Layout of hexagonal tiles

4 IN
(102 CM)

FULL TILE
6 BY 6 IN

115 2 BY 152 CM)
4 IN

1102 CM )

FULL TRIM AT DOOR
NO CUT(

Fig. D-7 Layout of a closure around an opening
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Fig. D-8 Layout with plain tile cuts at corners

fi

11

\
(

Fig. D-9. Mitered corner with sculptured tiles

3

A
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UNIT D 7 JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 1 , TILE LAYOUT

Study Guide
6etermine the correct word for each numbe?ed blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

L The centerline of a course of tile is on a joint when the course contains a(n) 1 1

. number of tiles.

2. Decorative tiles should always be cut in 2 . 2

3. The minimum size cut with which a course should end is '3 . 3

4. In laying hexagonal tile floors, Ole tilesetter should maintain the full site of the 4 4
tile:

3. Trim should be backi:d upCiith .5 mortar and a thin even coat of pure cement.' 5

6. The first operation ill minoring a shower is to check- the 6 of the (*ranee wall. 6

7. The float strips on the 'side walls should he 7 from each other. 7

8. All float strips must he 8 8

4. To set sculptured tile, the tilesetter must solve the problem of 9 of design.
.

10. In the process of laying out a(n) 10-, the tilesetter an use a full tile or a large cut 10
around a door or window.

4

!
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UNi\l; D JOB PROCESSES

TOPI 2 PREPARATION OF VERTICAL SURFACES

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
111 How are vertical surfaces prepared for tilework?

When is sandblasting required?
, How is dead cement removed?

At letst alf the failures in tile installations-can be
traced lo p tor preparation of the surface before the
tile is laid. he tiles'etter should be able to prepare

_vertical seurfa es for the installation of tile. Because
local 'practice vary from place to place, familiarity
with different echniques will help the tilesetter handle
work in vario s locations.

Wood (Interior and Exterior)
All wood including studs, plywood, particle board,

and sheathingshould be adequately nailed if it is
going to be used as a backing for tile. The wood
should be fastened securely before the surface is pre-
pared. All. wood "s to be covered with waterproof
paper, 'wire, and ortar. Tile should not be bonded
directly to wood urfaces.

Mortar

When mortar i to be applied over studs, thedileset-
ter should prepare the backing as follows:

1. Install tie wire if the studs are more than 8 inches
(20.3 centimetres) on center.

2. Use approved vapor barrier with an overlap of at
least 2 inches (5.1 Centimetres).

3. Apply metal lath with an overlap of at least 2
inches (5.1 centimetres).

When the base consists of sheathing or plywbod, tie
wire can be eliminated, but the vapor barrier and
metal lath are required.

Shower walls, installed in mortar, require special
attention. This is because of the need for leakproof
showers. The combined thickness of the waterproof-
ing paper, reinforcing wire, scratch coat, mortar bed,
and tile is not to exceed 11/2 .inches (3.8 centimetres).
The thickness must be uniform from-h.ottom to top.

Thin-Set Portland Cement Mortar 7;
- Thin-set portland cement4 mortars should not be
used to adheie tile directly to painted or unpainted
plywood, particle board, marine plywood, or sheath-
ing:The flexibility andmovement of wow!, make it a
poor base for tile* Any movement will cause the tile to
shear off.

Where thin-set cement is to be used, the mortar
method should be followed. The wood should be
covered with waterproof paper and metal lath. This is

0

recommended .over,wood backing because the water-,
proof paper acts as a cleavage planc-Favveen the wood
surface and the tile installation.

Organic Adhe/ve

Organic adhesives should not.be used toadhere tile
directly to plywood, particle board, marine plywood,
or sheathing. The flexibility of the wood creates, a

"hazard. The solvws .the adhesives cause the wood
grain to move, aheany, movement may cause the
grout to loosen and fall out. This is especially true
when large sections of plywood are used. ,

Gypsum Plaster
The tilesetter should know the different methods of r-i

preparing gypsum plaster surfaces for the installation .

of tile.

Mortar
On a job where mortar-is to be applied over gypsum' -

plaster, a waterproof membrane and metal lath should
be used. A scratch coat also may be needed.

110

Thin-Set Portland Cement Mortar

Where tile is to be installed with thin-set.portland
cement mortar, the tilesetter should use waterprof
paper, metal lath, and portland cement mortar. Bond-
ing directly to gypsum plaster with modified portland
cement is not recommended for either wet or dry
areas.

Organic Adhesiye

In dry areas tile may be adhered directly to plastet
With organic adhesives but care must be taken to
ensure that all moisture has left the plaster. Also, all
dust and dirt must be removed from the surface of the
Master.

Gypsum Board (Wallboard).
The tilesetter often installs tile over gypsum board

surfaces.

Mortar

The wallboard should be prepared with a water-
proof membrane and metal lath before mortar-is ap-
plied. A scratch coat may be required.

99
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A one-coat method of installing cer am. tile ot er
Nallb od rd is 'shot. n in Figs "D-10 through 1) -15,

Thin-Set Portland Cement Mortar

Before tile h installed 1 It kl. et areas kl.-1t h thin-set
mortar, the surface must he-Prepared tt ith kl. atet prool
paper, metal lath, and portland cement mortar. In dr\

r

L
..,

Si

i

Fig D-10' Gypsum wallboard 'ready for tile installation
_using the one-coat method

/

/

Fig. D-11 Mortared screed ready for floating the setting
bed

Fig. D-12. Setting bed floated to a true and (p vel plane

100

.k

areas tile ma) he adhered direct!) to,g)psum hoard.
but the surface must he tree of dust and dirt. '
Organic Adhesive

,

In dr). areas organic adhesites ma) he used to
adhere tile direct!) to gypsum hoard All dust anil,d it t
must first he remotal !font the sill lace

,

J I

r

Fig. D-13. Applying bond coat and cer is tile
.,

.

,..

Fig. D-14, Tile walls (befo e grouting)

,, .

.71.- .

s

Fig. D-15. Completed tilt walls after grouting ,
/'
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Glass Fiber' Mesh Reinforced Board
The failure of ceramic tile' instalied over wood, over

gypsum wallboard, or over gypsum plaster in wet
areas is a problem that faLes the building mdustr)
toga) Glass fiber mush reinforce i hoard was de\ el-
oeed to help sole this problem. Unlike wood and
gypsum products, this material is unaffected by mois-
ture, water, or steam Because It is made of expanded
shale and is reinforced with glass fiber and high-
density portland cement, this hoard has one of the
lowest coefficients of expansion or contraction in a
1. et en% ironment of an) building panel used in

today.- BeLause of this excellent duinensional
stability, the material will not delaminate, decay or
disintegrate easily.

Glass fiber board weighs .ipproximatel) 31/2 pounds
:per square foot (1 6 kilograms per 0.09 square metre)
It is a \,ailable in one thickness (7 /Minch or I I centime-
tres) Each hoard measures about 3 b) 5 feet (0 9 b)
I 5 metres) The hoards can he scoped, snapped, and
secured to studs with nails or screws in minutes for the
immed;ate installation of tile

Wlicre glass fiber hoard is installed,oer solid back-
ings, such as plaster, gypsum hoard, or plywood, the
fasteners must he long enough to penetrate the solid

0 backings and anchor firmly to the w ood tir ,.teel studs
I his board is ideal for remodeling on surfaces that
present bonding problems and where spa ::c Imita-
tions exist.

Glass fiber hoard is cut with a special v<iring tool
(Fig 1)-16) he glass fiber reinforcement)a)erhould
he scored through on one side Al4er the hoard is

Fig. D-16. Scoring of glass fiber board with scoring tool
and straightedge

11

t

snapped; the reinforcement is cut through on the
re% erse side with the same scoring tool

The joints'and corners are cmercd with a 2 -inch-
wide (5. I -centimetre-vide) coated glass fiber tape em-
bedded in a skim coat of presanded thin-set or late
portland cement mortar (Figs. D-17 and D-I8).

'Openings for",tpipcs or fixtures can be punched out
with the edge of the head of a conventional haindier
(Fig. 1),19).

Ceramic tile must he bonded to the hoard with a.

presanded thin-set or latex portland cement mortar'
applied in one layer not less than 33, inch (0.2 centime-
tre) thick after the tiles arc beaten in. The mortar must
he applied first as a skiin coat with the trowel's flat
edge and then troweled with the opposite notched
edge

Poured d-Iiiid Tilt-Up Concrete

Interior and exterior walls of smooth concrete must
he prepared before the can be installed

Mortar

IThe saface of smooth monolithic walls 'Must
always. be sandblasted After concrete surfaces are
sandblasted, they should receive a dash coat mixed in
proportions of one part portland cement to one and
one-half parts graded sharp fine' sand. A mix of one
part antihydro to fire parts water should be'added to
dry-mixed sant!' and cement as a wetting agent.

- Control joints must he prodded when ceramic the
is installed oel- concrete. Metal extrusions in the
structure can often sefe as control Joints. Exterior

112

Fig. D-17. Applying coated glass fiber tape to joint

101
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Fig. D-18. Applying coated glass fiber tape to corner

installations should has,: control joints 16 to 20 feet (5
to 6 metres) apart 'in both directions `lhe joints
between the tiles should' not he \Nide and/unsightly.
Thes must. how eser, he continued through the tile and
mortar setting bed and 'kept free of mortar and grout.

Thin-Set Portland ( ement Tartar

Vs hen rile is to she installed With thin-set pottland
cement, sdndblasting, esscntial'on a smooth mono-
lithic wall Because a dash coat will not he applied,
c\tremesaiition must he obspt Jki orrspestlisatrotis

' m he followed slosel Surf [slew s ont ol joints
mutt he proiided

OrganiZ, dhesi es

he use of orgams adhesit es or ma.stiss to set
ceramic tile pit glass mosaiss on c \tenor sonsicte
walls is riot recommended

Remmal of Dead Cement
7 Dead cement Is a 1,1\Cr of powdered Lenient on the
surface of cone! etc A good bond is difficult to
ashiese because the surface is powdOred and the poles
are closed Dead cement is present on most large son-
erg,: surfaces. -General contractors usualls, "kill- a
laser of cement in order to...be able to mum, e the
Lormboards more easily When the cement laser is not
killed, the hoards beconic adhered to the soncte,,te
I he contractors then hase to break up the hoards

Other hortiontal and settisal surfaces also mas
lase a layer of dead Lenient Sonic tilt-up sonsrete

102

Fig D-19. Knocking out hole with head
of conventional hammer

.panels that are 111LOIleol prepared do,,iot mos ide a
pood bond.

Ille trade e standards requit that sonstete surfaces
he sandblasted Basisall Ale requitements for sand-
blasting are intended fkit vet tiol sin lases, but hotLion-
tal surfaces often need to he sandblasted 01 scarified

10 obtain a., good bond
I he sandblasting should i(".,mos.c all of the dead

senroit It should leasj a toughened Surface and open
up small pot es.

Before the requirement for sandblasting ssas estab-
lished in the the tradc. other methods Qf treating the
concrete were considered. These base not been adopted.
Sonic of these other methods II1N,oh,e the use of acid
etching, washing solutions' and so-called bonder,'
Sex eral manufacturers of bond breakers claim that
th,co products lease a bondable surface free of powdei
attet the for m boards has e been remosell. When these
bond bieaker these been used in the field, a powders
surface does remain, and it has to he remised

In some situations sandNasting Is not, practical. lbe
surface ma hase to he scat died with tt grinding tool
m a bushhammei.

I de contractors summit,: to treat sonciete surfaces
with adds and ho riders. I lies Lan use these materials
if the \At men spesdisation does riot prohibit their use,
hoseser, if these contractors hase a fililure, then
ieseise no backing from the the trade because thes
has e not followed the recommendations of the the
trade" Ness methods will he adopted bs the Job Prob-
lem and lechmeal Committee of the Certaic I de
Institute only when the rite [mused successful.

1,
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Successful bonding of tile has been achieved when
the' concrete surface has been brooni-finished or
wood-float-finished. If either of these methods is Used,
scarifying of the surface is not necessary.

When tilt-up stabs of concrete are poured and
stacked one over the other, they must he sandblasted
to achieve a good bond. If suffiCient space is available,
the sla1:4 can be poured separately. The surfaces then
can be giyen a broomed finish.

Bond Testing
The actual tile and bonding material that will be

used on the failed installation can be given a _plied-
cal test. Pieces of tile 6 to 12 inches (15.2 -fo 30.S

'' centimetres) square can be set in three separate areas'
on 'the surface to be tiled. These should be allowed to
cure three ro seven days and then removed with a
hanimer a d chisel. If the pieces shear off clean, a

correct bo d has not been obtained. If they are diffi-
cult to rem e. and the,bonding material breaks into
the concrete,,then a correct bond has been achieved.

Concrete Block and Brick
When the base material is concrete block or brick,

the fdllowing materials and techniques are recom-
mended:

Mortar

The tilesetter should be concerned with the possibil-
ity of cracking or movement of masonry. If the
masonry wall moves or cracks, this wilt be reflected
through the layer of tile because it is fastened directly
to the masonry.

Such cracking of the tile can minimized or pre-
vented by covering the area with a good waterproof
paper and reinforcing wire secured to the masonry or
concrOe block. When the' paper and wire are-placed
over the masonry, he scratch coat is not used. The tile
is set in one coat of mortar V2 inch (1.3 centimetres),
thick.

j

When it is desirable to bond directly to a concrete
blockr-surface, no preparation is needed. Concrete
blocks 'with the joints between them provide a good
rough surface for a tile installation. The tile may be set
in one coat of mortar 1/2 inch (1.3 centimetres) thick,

Brick masonry has an absorption. rate that makes
tiling difficult. This does not mean that it is impossible
to work with or That tilesetters need to worry about
not achieving good results. The use'of various types of
sealers to eliminate the. absorption, problem is not
necessary and often will cause trouble.

Where the bei masonry is to retain its factoryi
finish and not be ldstered abov'e a Wainscot, the tile
installation should be kept as thin as possible to
achieve a,neat appearing termination point at the bull-
nose trim. '
Thin-Set Portland Cement

Thin-set portland cement can be used if the surface
is smooth enough ,,to, receive tile and no movement is,
likely to occur.'

Organic Adhesive

Organicadhesik es are not recommended over con-
crete block or brick, because surfaces cannot be
leveled correctly with these materials. Organic adh
sives are not recommended for exterior installation

4'
Steel Studs

When the base i steel stu s,d the tilesetter
hylene sheeting, metal lath, and ashould use polyet

scratch coat.

Study Assignment
Standard Spedlliation fur the Installation Tile-
Lined Shower Receptors (and Replacements), Ceramic
Tile Institute, CT1-R8-103-62. Read portion pertain-
ing to walls.
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UNIT D JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 2 PREPARATION"OF VERTICAL SURFACES

Study Guide

Detel.mine the correct word for each numbered blank istr the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

% .

I. Tie wire is used on wood studs that are more than 1 an centers. 1

2. Before the_Tortar setting bed is applied to a masonry or concrete block wall,
waterprooniaper and 2 3 should be applied. .

2

3 '
3. The 4 aC;c1 5' in wood make it a poor base for bonding tagidirectly to it. 4

.

. 5

4. Smooth concrete walls should be 6 before tile is applied. 6

5. Bonding directly to gypsum plaster with 7 portland cement is not recommended 7

for either wet or dry areas.

dry areas tile may be adhered directly to gypsum bOard with 8 9 . 8

9

7. Dead cement is a layer of cement on the 10 of concrete. 10

4
8. Glass fiber board has one of ithe I I coefficients of expansion or contraction in a I I

wet environment of any budding panel.

4. Mastics should not be used to set ceramic tile on 12 13 walls. 12

13

10. Smooth concrete can 'be scarified with a(n) 14 tool or a(n) 15 . 14

15

. 104
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UNIT D JOB PROCESSES
I

TOPIC 3 SETTING TILE ON VERTICALSURFACES

This topic is planned to prOvide answers
How are tiles applied on vertical surfaces?
What are the recommended bond coats?
What is meant by open time?

After-the vertical surfaces have been prepared cor-
rectly, the tilesetter should be ready to mix mortar
and apply the.tiles. An example of a tiled vertical
surface ,is shown in Fig. D-20.

. Application of Mortar
The entire area to be tiled should be covered with a

thin coat of setting mortar. The tilesetter should apply
this coat with long even strokes of the trowel, using-as
feiV strokes as possible. When 'the. moisture in the
mortar is not disturbed, the mortar will attain nat-
ural set. The strength of the cement can be destroyed

Fig. D-20. Example

,

to the following questions:

by adding excessive amounts of water and stirring too
long; however, when the mixture is agitated, the set of
the cerne0 can be accelerated.

Where temporary screeds are to be used, sufficient!
mortar should be applied in a 'ridge so that float strips
can be plumbed.. Float strips should be applied as near
to the end of the wall ag possible so that the task of
maintdiu'ast plu,mbness will be facilitated.

The float coat or mortar setting bed should be ap-
pried' in the same manner as the first coat. After the
float coat has been completed, the temporary screeds
can be removed by cutting each °side of each screed
strip to its depth with a pointing trowel. The strips can
be removed by twisting and pulling upward at the
same time. The tilesetter should then fill the voids left
by the remo\al of the temporary strips.and strike off
the excess mortar with a straightedge not less than,12
inches (30.5, centimetres long. Extra care should be
taken not, to leave a ridge or bulge on the mortar.

Before the tile is applied -to a float coat that has
hardened, the tilesetter should dash the float coat
lightly with water (using a water brush) and, with
circular motions, rub the float coat with a wood or
rubber float or beating block to soften the surface.',

Application of Tile
Tiles must be soaked for at least 30 minutes. Any

excessive water should be cl.raiiied off before the tiles
are applied to the setting bed. Excessive water is water
that is visible. Tiles that'have been ant of the water kir
more than 10 minutes should not be applied,.espe-
cially in h,ot weather. .
Bond Coat

The tile4tter should apply a pure cement andwater
mix that has been allowed to slack for about 20 min;
utes and has been remixed to a creamy consistency.
This miskture should be applied '13i-to& inch (0.1 to
0.2 centimetre) thick over the setting bed while it is
still plastic; however, thearea covered should be small
enough-so that tho pure coat can be covered before'it

/ becomes glazed. A straightedge should' he used to
strike tkeyat of pure 'cement so that all the bulges
caused by tipping the flat triowel are removed. The use

See color reproduction 'On 6E16017. of a scratcher on this coat of p e cement will help
of a tiled vertical surface ensure a pos,itive bond between t 'le and mortar.

r .
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, .
,The-first-eourse Of tile or base should be set on a

screed that is absolutely...level. The tilesetter should
straighten this row and continue; however, no more
than four rows should be set at one time. The tiles

' should. be beaten in witfk a block that is free.of sand or
other abrasive matefial. The files should then be
adjusted with a Idvel straightedge, and the operation
should be continued until the correckheight is attained.

.

If the mortar at thedop,of the wall has Hardened. the
tilesetter shoUld apply pure cement to the trim before
beatiOg it in., . . .

. Every foktrth courseof tile. both vertical and hori- Tests-were made to Show how the bondin strength
zontal. should have the float'cdat or setting bed cut to of

time
mortar .was affected by open lime. Open

the scratch coat with a pointing trowel. This helps time is the interval between the combing of the mortar
eliminate cracking of the walls. , . and the application of the tile.

At the request of the Cer\amic Tile Institute. con-..
Other Types of Bond Coat

, . trolled tests were conducted at,. the Smith-Emery
If the specifications permit its use,-gray or white Compatly in Los Angeles. The test results are shown

thin-set portland cement mortar or latex-type port- in Table D-1.
land cement mortar can be used with dry: tile. This is In Phase I of the tests, tiles were placed on the
to be done in sfrict compliance with the mortar rnanu- mortar CO minutes after the mortar. had been combed.
facturer's directions. Thin-set or latex portland cement Tiles were placed on the same mortar at other inter;
mortar is to be, mixed slowly so that It. does not %ills. Final plawtrent of tile was ,made 45 minutes
become w.hipped up and filled with air, bubbles. It aftei- combing.
should be given a 15-minute slack time before use, and In Phase II of the tests, the o iginal mortar was
-it should be le% tiled to a thickness of 3/32 inch (0.3, recombed, and additional tiles wer set 5 minutes after
ceritimet?e) after beating in the tiles This is in addi- recombing and at various intervals over a 25-minute
tion to The mbrair that fills in the of ribbed tile. % period. - ' ' -,

The tile should be cured 48 hours prior to grouting Results of the bond tests indicated OW immediate Ank
and be moist -cover -cured for at least 72 hours after.. placement of the tiles on freshly combed mortar pi-o- Alp
grouting. vided the best bond. Results also 'showed that 3'f the

'1>

Prefloated Surfaces

ethe specifications call for the tile to be set in
accordance with American National Standard Speci-
fication A108.3; the requirements to that standard
should be followed. The mortar setting bed should be
prefloated in ,accordance with Specification A108.5
and allowed to harden prior to bonding the tile with
thiii-set or latex-type portland cement bonding mortar.

Open Time and Cbmbing

L.

a

.

4,17

SY*

. TABLE D-1
RESULTS .OF BOND TESTING

Condition
of tile

Open time
of thin-set

mortar. ruin
Number ' Blinded area., taf taps ° ' in.= (cm=) I oad. lb. (kg)

- , Bonding
strength. lb /in.'

(kgicm:)

D
D
Dry
Dry
Dry
Wet

. Dry
Wet
Wet

Dr),
Dry.
Wet
Dry

Wet
. Dry

.1.,, 104,..4,,-1
5yo

30

\,35..
. 35

40
40
45

50
60
70

N 70
75
75

8 18 (1,17)"
8 18 (117)
8 18 (117)
8' 18 (117)
8 18 (1171
8 18 (117)

10 18 (117) ,

10 18 (I17)"
10 18 (117)

. .(Mortar recombed)
' 8 18 (117)

8 181117)
8 18 (117)
8

0

).

l0
11

18 (I
18 (111;)

10 18 (117)

600 (270)
.545-' (245)
'195 (88)

90 (41)
Failed ..
80 (36}
75 (34)4
70. (32) -

Failed -.

400 (L8O)
315 (142)
i15(142)
260 (117)
200 (90)
45 (20).

'33.t(14.9)
30.2 (13.6)

10.8 (4.9)
5.0 (2.3)

4.t(2.0).
4.21(1.9)
3.9(1.8)

'

22.2 (10.0)
, 17.4 (7.8)

_, 17.4 (7,.8)
14,4 (6.5) -
11.1 (5:0).
2.5,(1..1)%.

.-,..

a

:?,
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mortar has been in place for 15 minutes, it should be
recombed,, OtheLtestc results were the following:,

I, Additional-beating or wetting of the tiles will not
help, provide a bond,on mortar-that has set too
long after combing.

2. Where tile is placed on recombed mortar, the
bond will be satisfactc y but not aisgood as the,
bond'that is achieved on freshly combed morcar.

0

to-

3. A better bond can bp 4ttained Ahen ific mortar is
spread in thick gobs :a d i combined imme-
diately before'placing t e. ,

!, s... .
Study:Assignment

4nierican Naliondl Slapslard ;Specifica4ioto 1108.1
and 4168.5. Read the forewd and general sections
of the booklet.

4. 4.
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UNIT D JOB PROLES )`S
.-

TOPIC '3 . SETTING TILE ON VERTICAL SURFACES 4- .

, .. . .
. Study Guide ,

,

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the co'rre;ponding

%

r

blank at the right'. ...
. ,

ati''

1.--Ad-clins w;Ler 'and remixing mortar will tend to 1 tlie,mortar.

1

1

2

3

4\

5

6,

7

8

9 '
10

1.

2. Tile shOuld be soaka for at least 2 minutes.
- ,

3. The best bond is obtained with thin-set portland cement tilortar when the tile is
applied within the first 3 minutes after the mortar ha been combed.

4. Before tile is applied to a float coat that has hardened, the iilesetter should 4 the
float coat with 'water.

5. The coat of pure cement should be 5 to ensure a positive 6 .

6. Every 7 course of tile- should have the setting bed cut to the 8. coat with a
reiriting trowel.

7. Open time is the interval between the 9 of the mortar and the 10 . of the tile.

/

r
- -......

8.. Immediate placement of the tiles on freshly 1.1 mortar provides the best bond. '41

9. Additional 12 or 13 of the tiles will not help provide 'a bond on mortar that has 12/

/,
,

set too- long atter combing: ... 13/
10.. Nyhere temporary screeds are to be used, sufficiot mortar should be applied n a 14

ridge so that 14 15 can be plumbed. . ...-. / ° IS

'108 119
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UNIT D JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 4 -7. PREPARATION OF HORIZONTAL SURFACES

This 'topic is plannl to provide answers to the followi4 questions:
Flow are wood surfaces prepared for tilework
How are concrete surfaces prepared for tilework?
Flow are steel surfaces prepared for tilework?

Tilesetters may not always have to prepare surfaces
for'tile; however, they Olould become familiar with
the job proces

Tiling Over Wood Surfaces
Before installing tile in the mortar method, thetile-

setter should inspect the wood surface to= determine
whether or -not it is suitable for tilework. Building
paper should be applied so that it is lapped 3 inches
(7.6 centimetres) at the sides and ends. The paper should
be fastened se..9.itely to the wood. Shrinkage mesh
should be installed, without nailing and in such a way
that it does not butt tightly against the walls or against
other vertical surfaces. The edges should not be
turned up. The mesh should-be in the approximate
center of the setting bed mortar.

Ding GlaAs Fiber Melh Reinforced Board
When ,glass fiber mesh, reinforced board is installed

over a wood subfloor; the subfloor must be siructur-
_ally sound arakwell supported. The glass fiber panels,
as well:as the subflooring, should be clean and dry. A

`bead of high strength, waterproof construction adhe-
sive is applied to the -reverse side 'of the panel, around
the, entire perimeter about 1/4 to 1/2 inch (0.6 to 1.3
centimetres) in'from the edge and also in an "X" from
the corners through the center. In addition, spots of
the adhesive should be added in other areas of the
panel to achieve extra bonding. -

The panel is then Laid in place and nailed every 8 to
10 inches (20 to 25 centimetres) around the perimeter
and at several_points in---the center area to hold it in
place while the adhesive sets and to further adhere the
panel to the'woodAn keeping witk good construction
practice, the joints between panels should not be

.directly over the joints between the sheets of plyw,00d.
Another common method of installing glass fiber is

to trowel a ,coat of latex portland cement mortar
_(instead orivaterproof construction adhesive) opto
the wood subfroor, The board is then set in the mortar
and.nailed to the wood subfloor. This method enables
leveling when necessary to ens re a good installatiOn.

As with the installation of ,,Mass fiber board on ver-
tical surfaces, all joints should be taped with 2-inch-
wide'(5.1-centimetre-wide) coated glass fiber tape em-
bedded in ayskim coat of presanded thin-set or latex
portland cemelit mortar. .

Bonding to Concrete Surfaces
Before the 'mortar se 'Lting bed is placed, concrete

surfaces must be inspected by the tilework contractor.
The surfaces must be'clein, free from oil or -grease,
and without projections, depressions, holes, joints, or
loose particles.

Immediately before the mortar setting bed is to be
placed, the surface should be thoroughly saturated;
however, water hould not be allowed to stand free.
Neat portland ment and sand should be brushed on
with a"hroom or brush: This will ensure a goOd bond.

Sometimes a fill is required to bring the floor level
to the correct grade for receiving the mortar setting
bed. The fill must consist of a durable aggregate that
is free from large amounts of deleteriods substances.
Aggregate must be graded from "fine to coarse within

a the limits of 1/4 inch (0.6 centimetre) to a size one-half
the thickness of the concrete fill. The fill should coil-
sist of one.part portland cement, time parts sand, and
fOitr phets coars!aggregate. Care shNild be taken to
limit the use of water.

The concrete fill is poured over the structural sub-
floor ought to the correct level. The shrinkage
mes is placed over the fill.

Cracked Sr uneven floors should- not be covered.
Contractors who are ordered to lay tile over cracked
concrete should protect themselves by describing the
condition of the floor in a written statement.

Using an Isolation Sheer
Tile should not be bonded to a nonreihfoiCed con-

crete slab on grade. An isolation sheet should be used
over the slab, which has beenfinished smooth and
even. The tile should be installed over the sheet, using
the mortar method, with reinforcing wire in the
approximate center of the mortar settng bed.

Qn an above-grade. concrete slab, tile should be
installed over an isolation sheet, using the Wire-
reinforced-setting bed method. Some concrete slabs
are designed'so that the deflection is kept within the
tolerances established,by good engineering practices.

.Experience has proved, however, that almost all rein-
forced concrete slabs above grade do move over a
period of time and are subject to Sending and deflec-
tion. Nonreinforced concrete slabs can be poured over
metal decking or metal pans. The isolation sheet

, 120 .
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method should be used on these floors. This method
also should be used over precist concrete floors and
over prreGast concrete. plank floors.

Modern methods of construction make it difficult
to depress the concrete the 11/2 to 2 inches (3.8 to 5.1
centimetres) necessary for the tile i.nstallation.'The
marble threshold, which was forgotten for many
Years, is being revived. It provides the space needed
for the installation of tile.

Bonding to Steel Surfaces '.
Steel must be clean and frye -from loose rust or

scale. When thrplates are not preformed to provide a
key, then a shrinkage mesh must be.bolted or spot-

4

s

110

0

49-

welded over the entiro-surface_to formli bond with the
mortar setting bed.

Installing Shower Receptors
Tile-lined- Shower floors need special preparation,

because they must conform to the Uniform Plumbing
'Code and they nucst be free of any leaks.

Study Assignment
Standard Specification for 111el.stallation Ti
Lined Sliliter Reteptors (and Replatement.O. Ceramic
Tile Institute, CTI-R8-103-62. Read portion pertain-
ing to tho receptor, floor, base, and curb.

121
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UNIT D JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 4 PREPARATION OF ,HORIZONTAL SURFACES

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, und mite it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

I. Concrete surfaces must be tree of projections, depresions, and loose particles and I. \must have no 1 or 2 on them. , . . 2.

2. On wood construction, after the building paper has been applied, the 3 -4 3
should be placed so that it is free from the walls.

3. In the preparation of horizontal vood surfaces for tile, the building paper isla.ped .
5 at sides ant* ends.

5. _____.

.
_

.

4

4. Before the mortar 'setting bed is placed, the concrete surface s Id tie thorough.ty
.5%suturatekl with 6 ,. ,..-- \ ..\ ;,

5. The coneirael-fill is mixe /i.:d in the proportions of 7 part(s) p ?rtland cement. 8 7 . ,.
,... part(s) sand, and four parts_ coarse aggregate.

. " 0 .

6 .
6. Steel plates that are not preformed to pro\ ide a key must hay e.

7
a(n) _..9 1,10...bolted 9 a

or spot-wetded, over the' entire strface..
1

--f
(0

..-
4

7. Tile should not be bond0.46-a(n) II concrete slab.
: z,,,

8. Tile should be laid over a(10742. sheet by the mortar method. 12.

9. The 13 14 , which was forgotten for many years. is being revived.

8

1 1

13

_14 ,
,

10. AlmoSt 411 reinforced concrete slabs that are 157 grade move m er a period of time, 15
ti

T
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UNIT D -:; JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 5 SETTING TILE ON HORIZONTAL SURFACES

This topic is planned to provide answers to the followiny.questions:
How are tiles set on horizontal surfaces?
What methods aii.used to apply the pure coat?
How is the grout cured?

0

Setting tile on horizontal surfaces consists primarily
of settingileonmbfloors and concrete floors. This is,
of course, a- phase of the work, that the apprentice
tilesetterearn. Varying local practices require

t/that the apprentice learn different procedures for set-
, ting tile.

-----._
The tilesetter should know why a certain method of

installing tile has been selected by the-architect. The
architect or engineer usually selects the method to be
used after the concrete slab has been oinspected and
evaluated. ''N

.Positioning the Reinforcing Wire
When concrete slabs are poured, a technique must

be devised to position the reinforcing bars in the
appi?itimate center of the slab. Concrete should never
6e poured over reinforcing bars that have been laid
flat on the bottbm of the forms. The reinforcing wire
must be placed in the approximate center of the bed.

The reinforcing wire can be positioned by one of the
following methods: ,

1. .Crimped wire can be -4ised to position the rein-
Y- forcing wire in the cater of themortar bed.
2.4pot, of mortar can be placed to support the

wire
,

the center of the mortar-
3. Lar pieces of foreign material, such as tile, can

bed.

be used, but they are difficult to remove. They
should not left in the ted tile installation.

Rolled be taken off the roll so that the
e e of the wire faces the floor. The ends of the wire

should bend down toward the floor. The wire should
not be kinked or bent. The pieces of wire should be
lapped at least one full mesh.
. .

PlUnning for thi Areas of Stress'
Expansion joints need to be planned and prepared

, for, well in advance of setting the tile. Much of the
pressure can be removed from the mortar setting bed

- by placing a compressible type of polyethylene foam
in. between the mortar setting- bed and the adjoining
surface:

.
Pteparing the Mortar Setting Bed

.

Sufficient 4ater must be added to the mortar mix-'
ture so.that a ball can be formed when the mortar is
squeezed in the hand. When the hand is released, the
mortar should hold Iogether. The mortar mixture'

CP

should be of such consistency that the troweled sur-
tf ace will be smooth and slick. Before the floor is
screeded, the mortar should be soundly compacted.

If the mortar setting bed has the correct amount of
moisture and the pure coat has been applied correctly,
an instant bond.will be achieved when ceramic mosaic
tile is set in place. The tilesetter should lift the edge of
a sheet of tile occasionally to ensure that the instant
bond is being achieved.

Using Extra Fine Stid
Extra fine.graded'sand.should be used in preparing

the fnix of hiflf sand and half cement. The Ceramic
Tile Institute has issued 'Standard CT1-70-6 for extra
fine sand. Its field report No.- CT-1---7CL-1-8 describes
how this sand should bel used. One-grit sand should
never be used. for the Waif-and-half mix.

The half-and-half mix should be dampened before
it is swept into the joints of the floor. After the mix is
swept, the floor is to be beaten in sufficiently to form a
monolithic bond..

Curing the Grout

To forget to cover and wet-cure the grout is a verj,
serious mistake. Experience has preyed that a hard,
dense, well -cured grout is, essential if a ceramic mosaic

*floor installation is to be a success. Specification
ANSI A 108.5 requires that the grout be kept damp for
at least 72thours to ensure a correct cure.

gym -

Preparing a Concrete Slab

When the mortar setting bed is going to be bonded
directly to the slab, the slab can be left rough, but it
should be on a plane that will give a uniform depth for
the mortar bed. When the floor is going to be installed
Over an isolation sheet or membrane, the concrete
should provide an even thickness for the setting bed.
Rough spats that areeither projected &love the sur-
face or are depressed into ....the surface must be
eliminated.

When tile is going to be bonded directly to the con-
crete slab, in the thin-set 'method, the general contra_ c-
tor or concrete contractor should be advised to
provide a wood float finish. No curing agents should
be used.

If' the surface is not adeqinkte, the tilesetter shbuld
insist that it be scarified before the tile is installed.
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Using Sufficient Mortar
The proper amount of thin-set and latex-type port-

land cement bonding material must be used. Specifi-
cation ANSI A108.5 requires that the bonding mortar
have a thickness of at least 3/32 inch (0.2 centimetre).
The same specification also requires 100-percent cover-
age.

The bond strength of thin-set portland cement
bonding mortar' is greatly improved if it is Cured under
Cover for at least 72 hours.

Applying the Setting Bed
The mortar for the setting bed should be mixed by

volume in the proportions of one part portland
cement and five to six parts tsand. The mortar should
be applied to a thickness that will allow proper grade
over an area no greater than that which can be
covered with tile before the initial set takes place.
Screed strips should be placed to ensure the required
slopes or levels. As a general rule, the mortiir should
not be retempered (remixed with water); however,
water that evaporates may be replaced. ,

The mortar setting bed is in no sense intended to
add structural strength to the construction of the
floor. The amount of thickness, therefore, is deter-
mined by the leveling required for the floor and by the
depth needed to provide a plastic mass to which the
tile will adhere akquately.

On level subfloo s the mortar setting bed usually
should be not less than 1 inch (2.5 centimetres) thick.
Under unusually favorable circumstances where levels
are extremely accurate, satisfactory installations have
been made with setting beds as thin as 3/4 inch (1.9
centimetres). .

When the subfloor is not level, the mortar setting
bed should be Linch (2.5 centimetres) thick plus the
greatest expected deviation from the required level. A
thickness of 11/4 inches (3.2 centimetres) usually will be
acceptable and will take care of most situations.

'Setting Tile
Before the tile is. laid and before the mortar setting

bed has reached its initial set (as specified), the setting
bed should have sufficient moisture on its surface to
wet a dusting of a thin layer of dry portland cement
'approximatetY I/16 inch (0.2 centimetre) thick. Imme-
diately before the tile is to be set, the tilesetter should
work the surface lightly with a brush or trowel to
provide a coat of neat cement that will result in a good
bond. In addition, a skim coat of neat portland
cement mortar should be applied to the bans of the
single ,unmounted tiles or sheets of mounted tiles Its
they are laid.

The tiles are placed on the freshly laid setting bed
while it is still plastic. The required slope or level is

er 124
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established b placin traightedges at regular inter-
vals. The tiles press or beaten into the mortar
until they are at the corr ct revel.

Using the Thin-Set Method
When tile is to be bonded to concrete with thin-set

or latex portland ceme nt mortar, the surface of the
concrete must be on-plane, dean concrete; slab-on-
grade construction without bending stresses; well -
cured; dimensionally stable and free of cracks; and
free from waxy or oily films or curing compounds.

The cOncrete should have a steel trowel and fine
broom finish and be moistened prior to tiling. Where
the tiles have ribs or high projections on the bondable
side, they should be back-buttered.

Thin-set or latex portland cement mortar shtSuld
be mixed slowly so that it does not become whipped
and filled with air bubbles. After it is .mixed, it should
be given ,a 15-minute slack time before being_ used.

The mortar should be leveled to a thickness of 3/32 to
1/8 inch (0.2 to 0.3 centimetre) after the tile has been
beaten in. This is in addition' to the mortar that is
needed to fill the ribs on rib-backed tiles.

The tile should be cured for 48 hours prior to grout-
ing and be moist-cover-cured for at least 72 hours
after grouting.

Installing a Shower Floor with Border
A diagonal shower floor with border is installed as

follows (Fig. D-21):
1:420,

1. Cut tile C in wall Y at corner of shower.
2. Cut tile B in wall X at corner.
3. Set,, full tile A on floor at corner.

WALL Y

Fig. b -21. Layout of a diagonal floor with a border
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4. Cut tile B' same size as tile B.
5. Cut ile C' same 'size as tile C.

°

When a, full tile is set at each corner, the border
L4lines_will continue unbroken to the walls. This layout

holds true if a bullnose or sanitary cove base is used.

Laying Out Patterns
When a floor is to have patterns and borders, the

tIetteP must ensure that the fields or patterns are
centered. Whenever possible, no tile should be cut
smaller than half.its size. The borders and other ,lines
required by thee. design should be laid out before the
fields of horizontal surfaces are tiled. the innmedges

,of the borders or the edges against the field must be
kept straight. Any : minor cutting for irregularities

° should be done along the outer, edges.

,Determining Width of Joints
When sheets of paper-mounted ceramic mosaic tile's

are being laid, the standard mounting width should be
maintained between units. All other' tiles should be
installed with joints as shown in Table D-2.

The widths should-not vary from those sho,wn in the
table unless the specifications direct otherwise. The
architect may wish to achieve special design effects.
Variations in the joint width also may be made by a
skilled tilesetter who,determines that the tile units will
be accommodated more easily in a given space if
another joint size is selected.. -

Fractional pieces of tiles in ceramic mosaics are,
sized so as to alltw the varibus multiples to wprk
together into patterns with a standaltd joint. Tiles that
are unmounted present a challenge to the designet in
color, and width ocmortar joints and in the introduc-
tion of other matenal0 into the tilework design. Expe-
rienced tilesetters should be able to devise new and
'pleasing effects. But even when tilesetters lay out new
patterns, th4 should u

a.
the standard joint widths as

outlined in the table.

%- TABLE D-2
JOINT SIZES FOR TILE 2q,

0

Moutkd, 23/10. in. (5.6 m)
square or smaller

Mounted, more, than 23/16 in.
,(5.6 cm) square

Unmounted, 23/16 in. (5.6
cm) to 4% in. (5.6 to 10.8
cm).square, unglazed

Unmounted, 6 by 6 in. (15.2
by 15.2 cm) and more,
unglazed

Quarry, unmounted
Glazed, 3 in. (7.6 cm)

square and more.
Faience, all sizes

Joint size, in (cm)

1A6 to 1/8 (0.2 to 0.3)

1A6 to 1/4 (0.2 to 0.6)

1/8 to 1/45 (0.3 to 0.6),

Y4 to 3/4 (0.6 to 1.9)

a

tox3/4 (1.0 to 1.9)
1/16 tO 1(4 (0.2 to 0.6) .

'/8 to 1/4 (0.3 to 1:3)

°Curing Floors
As soon as pointing or grouting of a tiled floor or

tither horizontal surface is completed, the entire area
,should be covered with polyethylene sheeting. 1.,,ami-
nated and reinforced, kraft paper with a bituminous
binder also may be used. The sheeting or paper should
be lapped at least 4 inclies (10.2 centimetres), The edges
should be sealed with' tape, weights, or planks to pre-
vent moisture from escaping. Three full days should
be allowed for adequate curing pf the joints. Because
the joints in a tile floor are the most permeable and
veakest part of the installation, correct curing is par;
ticularly important for floors that are to undergo
severe service. In addition, the covering protects the
floor from stains and construction dirt.

Cleaning Tiled Surfaces
When unglazed ceramic mosaic or quarry tile is

installed, the face of the tile usually is covered with a
light cement residue. Sulfaniic acid is the best cleaner
that can be used to remove this residue. Every tileset-
ter should know the correct method of using sulfa mic
acid.

Su1famic acid will not remove heavy residue or
large. pieces of mortal. -These should not be left on the
surface of a correctly finished installation. This acid
will not remove other kinds of dirt, stain, glue, grease,
or paint. It may cause these materials to adhere to the
tile 'even more firmly.

The tiled surface should be acid cleaned only once.
Repeated cleanings can be harmful. A new installa-
tion should never be 4,5:i I cleaned. Floors should cure

.for at. least 14 days before cleaning.
The work should be done only by workers who are

experienced in doing acid cleaning. The acid should
be measured into an acid pat in proportions of I

pouRd (0.45 kilogram) of sul is crystals to 5 gallons
(19 litres) of clean water. . -

The surface to be cleaned must be saturated with
water as far in advance of acid cleaning as possible (at
lettst'60 minutes). This is one of the mostimpo-tant
steps in acid cleaning.,If the joints are dry, they will
absorb the acid solution and be adversely affeCted.

Only a small amount of acid solution should be
prepared at One time. It sho4ld be kept clean, and it

'should be replaced asneeded. When large amounts of
acid solution are prepared, precipitated acid salts will
be collected. These will react, with the cement residue
and make it difficult to remove.-

The surface should be scrubbed with a brush and
then given several' rinsipgs with clean water. The
cement residue should be rinsed %away as soon as it is
dissolved. Immediate rinsing will- prevent the acid
salts from combining with °the re§idue on the surface.

All metal surfaces should.be prptectecicwith vaseline
before the acid solution' is Used on the tiles.
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UNIT D JOSIPROCESSES

TOPIC 5 SETTING TILE ON HORIZONTAL SURFACES

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentenc , and write it in the c&responding

blank at the right.

1. The troweled surface of the mortar setting bed should be 1

indicates that sufficient moisture is present.
, which

2,

2. Reinforcing 3 must be positioned in the approximate center of a cement slab. 3

3. The half-and-half mix of sand 'and cement should be 4 before it is swept into the...... 4
*-joints. -. .

4. The setting bed -should be 5 before it is screeded. 5
i :5. When tile is to be bonded directly to a-concrete slab, the concrete contractor should 6 ,

give the slab a(n) 6 7 finish. -- . 7
e

6, Bonditig mortar should have a thickness of at least 8 inch(es). 8

7. The bond strength of %pin-set portland cement bonding mortar is improved if it is 9
cured under cover for at least 9 hour(s).

8. Setting bed mortar is mixed in proportions of 10 part(s) portland cement and 10.
11 to 1Z part(s) sand. 11

12

9: The required slope or level is maintained by the use of 13 14. 13

14

10. The thickness of the mortar setting bed is determined by the 15 needed to provide 15.
a(n) 16 17 . e

16'
17

11. On level subfloorg the mortar setting bed usually should be not less than 18 18
inch(es) .

12. Before the mortar settin bed has reached its 19. 20 , a 21 -inch-thick layer of 19
dry portland cement sh uld be dusted on the surface. 20

21.

13. Tiles should be placed on the setting: bed while it is still 22 . 22

. .14. A 23 tile set at each corner of a shower floor allows the border lines to continue 23
24ro the walls. ) 24.

15. Building paper placed over tilework during the curing process should be lapped at 25.
least 25 inch(es).

4
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UNIT D JOB PROCESSES .

TOPIC 6 CLEANING AND PROTECTING CERAMIC TILE AFTER INSTALLATION

This topic is planned to provide ansSvers to the folloWing questions:
. How should newly installed tile surfaces be cleaned?

How should tile surfaces be maintained?

When the apprentices are working at their trade,
owners often ask them how to clean tile. The appren-
tices should know what to recommend for daily and
long-range cleaning of ceramic tile.

On jobs where remodeling or repair work is to be
done, it may be necessary to protect existing ceramic
tile installations that are to be used in the remodeled
structure. This is accomplished by coating the -ailed
surface with an undiluted neutral liquid soap. Such
soaps are' low in acid or alkali conttnt. The film of
soap prevents construction dirt from adhering to the
tile. When construction is completed, the soap film is
washed off and the construction dirt comes off with
the soap film.

When this method was first practiced on a neglected
, tile surface, an unexpected benefit was discovered.

Not only was the surface protected during construc-
tion, kit the neutral soap, which hail soaked into the
film of accumulated scum, cleaned the tile as if it were
newly installed.

The maintenance department of the Los Angeles
Unified School District discovered that this was an
excellent way to pericidically clean large gang showers
and'drying rooms. The tile industry now recommends
these wile procedures.

Cleining Newly Installed Surfaces

Tile is not a Magic material that will clean itself, but
it is a relatively easy Surface to clean. The tile and
grout should be cleaned as one solid surface. The
grout does not require separate scrubbing.

The animal fat soaps are compatible with portland
cement grouts. These soaps, in contact with the port-
land cement grout,-form a slick stearate film covering
over the grout, leaving it easy to clean. Neutral soaps
are now recommended because very few animal fat
soaps' arc available. Most soap manufacturers have
turned tbsdetergents. Fels-Naphtha bar soap, which is
an animal fat soap, is best when grated and dissolved
into a liquid Soap. It is the best soap for the treatment
of newly installed surfaces of ceramic tile.

I,

,The pew tile surface sho d be washed with warm
water and a neutral soap. It hould then be rinsed and
polish-dried with towel r gs. This step should be
repeated eve*, two to thr days for the first month.
After the first month, the tile only needs to be wiped
with a damp cloth or sponge for daily upkeep.

Maintaining Ceramic Tile Surfaces
Tile surfaces should be cleaned daily with a damp

cloth or sponge. The entire surface then should be
polish-dried with towel rags. Thorough Cleanings
should be scheduled at weekly or monthly intervals.
Regular household cleaning products, such as a neu-
tral soap and scouring powder, should be used.

, Cleaning Neglected Tile Surfaces
When a ceramic tile surface has been neglected over

a period of time, it can be cleaned- as follows: i,
I. With a soft cloth or brush, coat the entire surface

generously and thdroughly with undiluted neu-
tral soap. Allow coated surface to dry and stand
for several hours (overnight for neglected surfaces).

2. Mix a neutral soap with warm water ar the same
strength as normally used. With this warm solu-
tion, wet down tile surface.

3. While the.surgce is wet, sprink4e a small amount
of scouring powder over the tile and grout jents.
Then scrub with a stiff brush.

4. Use a sponge, squeegee, or cloth to wash down
the tile surface and to remove the soap film. Pol-
ish the surface dry with a towel rag or similar
cloth. . .

Leaving Warnings with Owners
Waxes and sealers are not necessary for tile and are

not recommended. They 'make the cleaning proCess
more difficult.

Bottled liquid cleaners are not n eded or recom-
mended. Most of these contain h mful acids that
may etch the the glazeiand eat i to the grout.

n 1 27
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UNIT D - JOB PROCESSES

TOPIC 6 CLEANING AND PROTECTING CERAMIC TILE AFTER INSTALLATION

Study Guide
Determine whether the senten'ce is true or false, and write true or false in the orresponding blank at the

right:

I. Theapprentice should have some knowledge of how to clean ceramic tile after it is
installed.

2. Any kind of soap is suitable for cleaning ceramic tile. 2

3. Tile cannot be protected when remodeling work is being done. - 3

4. Coating neglected tile- surfaces with a neutral soap will loosen the dirt and make it 4
'easier to-clean.

5. Tile is a material that does not need to be creaned. 5

6, Tile and the grout,joidts are relatively easy to clean. , 6

7. Animal fat soaps are compatible with the portland cement grouts.
of

7

8. Treating a new tile installation with animal fat soap or neutral soap is recom-
e mended.

9. After cleaning, the tile should be polished with dry -towel rags.

8.

9

`Daily upkeep need only be done with a damp cloth or sponge. 10

128
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Fig. B -4. Glazed tile installed on fireplace hearth and facing (two examples).
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Fig. B-5. Quarry tile installed on floor that will withstand heavy pedestrian traffic (two examples)
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Fig. B-6. An example df ceramic mosaic installation at Racquetball World, Fountain Valley, Calif.
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FigilL7. Venetian glass mosaics on'the exterior of abuilding in los Angeles
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Fig. B-8. Cement body tile on the Ofloor and faience tile around
the pillars. (Union Train Station in Los Ahgeles)

F . B-9. Smalti-typy mosaic on St. Mary Magdalen`'
Catholictehurch. Los Angeles
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\ Fib. D-3. Example of a diagonal pattern for a kitchen counter
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Fig. D-5. Example of a decorative pattern for a bathroom
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Fig. D-20. Example df a tiled vertical surface
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Fig. E-15. Vaulted ceiling made with glazed ceramic tile (Los Angeles City Hall)
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Fig. E-16. Vaulted arches (St. Anthony's Catholic Church,
Sixth and Olive Streets, Long Beach, Calif.)

Fig. E-17. One of 14 mosaicAlustrations (St. Anthogy's Catholic Church,
Sixth and Olive Streets, Long Beach, Calif.)
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Fig. E-18. Residential pool with mosaic tile
.
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Fig. E-81. Example of a large,dome (St. WincAnt's Catholic Church, Los Angoras)
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Fig. E-124. Tiled fountain (private residence)
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Fig. E-125. Circular fountain (Los'Angeles City Mall)
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TOPIC 1 TILE FLOORS

I his topic is planned to prosaic answers to the
11hat methods are used in floating floor
lion are whim tile floors laid?
tlo is quaro rack used?
Hon are mosaic tile floors laid?

Before tilesetters can hegira to la\ out a tile. floor.
'the\ must eheek-ihe room 0101 ought), to he sure that
the walls are-straight and parallel and are at right
angles to each (p. her No matter how Accurately a
house has been built or how competent the Aork,
build mg malt:riots tend to shrink and tolerances tend
to changeFew floors will he pi ecisek square, and few
walls ill he preciely plumb I he tilesetter should
make an accurate chat, of such items as door levels,
floor drains eleanouts, pitches, and toilet rings ('0 see

. that all !knifes ale set at the comet le\els.
Wiese precautions appl), to the installation 'of ant.'

tile'lloor, regardless of the type of tile used glared
sell-spat eill tile, ceramic-mounted sheet: or quarry tile
I he conscientious tilecttei will personally check the

work site before initiating the tile layOut
IDe trammel .bar is probably the most accurate.tool

that can he used for la\ mg out tdc fools. I his com-
pass is used for erecting perpendicular lines and for
bisecting angles.

Floating Hoot- Mortar
I hies riteNds of floating floor mortar hae been

doctoral in the trade

Mortar Screed Method

On large pours spots of mortar can he sGL at qnter-
als with a *ter lo el, transit, or taut chalk line.

Stringers Of mortar at e sill cad here needed .0 guides
for the straightedge I he mortar is tamped firmly with
a wood float A 3-inch (7,6-centimetre) section is,

'41

mortar?

follow mg 411011011s.,

Bled oft, and the e\ eess iti eliminated on the sides.
l'he depth of float can he determined by floating a
small test section. laying a Ole dr sheet of tile, and
heating It down with a block. Where mortar ..erceds
ore being used, e\ treme care must he taken not to dig
helm% 01 ride aboc the screed. Alm all the mortar
screeds are set, the mortar must he filled in between
the screeds While the tilesetter is floating the surface
with a straightedge, lie of she should tamp firmly to
proent hollow spots

',Float Strip Method

In the second method of floating poor mortar. Clodt
strips sue used (Fig. F-1). I his method is similar to the
moi tar screed method except that wood strips are
placed A) rt top of the mortar screed to go, e a good slid
riding stir lace' for the straightedge. I he tilesetter must
rumombei to ,Alan lor the thickness of the float strips.
Alter the Poor has been floated: the strips should he
remmed and the t. olds Idled with MOM'.

.

Prefloated Floor ;Method
PG

A third method of pr ;floating and installing ceramic
tile is illustrated in Figs: F-2 through F-9,

Laying Quarry Tile
A quarry tile floor may he laid by one of soeral

, methods. I he tileset should always work from the
longest straight wall, w I eh is called the "master- wall,

In one method the tit setter places "legs- eonsfsting
of single courses of tile' 10 to 12 feet (-3 to 3.6 nietre0

1,1
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Fig. E-1. Use ortf float strips in floating mortar

Fig. E-2. Forming the setting bed

Fig. E-3. Screeds and straightedge in place for

) 36
4

- Fig. E-4. Screeding the setting bed to proper plane
z

Fig. E-5. Finished setting bed. prior to bonding the tile c,

,

Fig. Ep. Bonding 4 by 4 by 1'/4 in. (10.2 by 10.2 by 3.2
screedinb ' cm) ceramic paving units to setting bed

1

ft-



.thre courses away, he or she' fills in the inters ening,,,
rows with tiles. The tilesetter continues tdwOrk three
courses at a time. This method is_reterred to a. the

Fig. E-7. Ceramic paving units Bonded in place

Fig. E-8. Filling the joints wiZh grout

Using a Stoo Pole

A'story pole, when used correctly:is the key to accu-
rate and easy installation-of tiles that require joints.
cut can be predetermined bywalking" the story pole
around a wainscot or floor One' can readily see how
imrcortant it is to be able to make a story pole on the
job. In soMe'cases a slight enlargement on the closing
of a joint will eliminate much cutting of tiles and per-
mit an easy layout and installation. The joint allows
for any variation in the sue of the-trit:0'11e required
tools are the straightedge, dividers, tape rule, comb,
nation square, and pencil The' steps, which are illus-
trated in Fig, E-10, are as follows.

Step I. Determine the site of the joint to he used. In
the referenced figure a 1/2-inch( I 3-centimetre)joun is
used. Set the' dividers to the sum of the tile plus the
width of the joint. In the refereced figure, 6 by 6 inch
(15.2 by 15.2 centimetre)'quarry tiles are used.

Step 2. Start at point A (irsing 61/2-inch or 16.5 -
centimetre' setting), and mark on a straightedge the
number of spaces desired.

Step .3. Place the tile to he used at point B, and
establish point C by marking the opposite side of the
tile. A 1/2 -inch (1.3-centimetre) joint should measure
bev :.en point C and the end of the straightedge.

Fig. E-9. Completed pgiving,tile with grouting

apart at right angles to the master wall and fills in the
tiles between the legs.

In another method the tilesetter sets the first row
against a wall at a right angle to the 'master wall.
Then, by using a straightedge held parallel to this but Fig, E-10. Layout of a story pohe with joints

Y



laStep 4. Start at point B, and ste off y2-inch (1.3-
centimetre) spans beyond the previo sly, made marks.

Step 5. Using a combination s uare, draw lines
through the divider marks, and est blis.h the joints on
The straightedge. The story pole ust have a grout
joint_marked on one end.

'Using the "With Legs" Method

On a job vaire the floor is to e laid "with legs," a
strip of mortar wide enough f i r one tile should be

.<

FILL IN FOLLOWING DAY.

COLD JOINT

MEASUREMENTS

MUST BE THE SAME

COLD JOINT

MASTER WALL

J

90°

floated parallel to and against he.master, wall. The
tilesetter should use the story po e to lay a row of tiles,
keeping one corner, of each 4,4 against the,,mark on
tlip pole. This coupe must 4be OsolUtely straight
because the entire,,flOor will rollow this layout (Fig.
E-11). ,

.

When the first- row is completed a full-length
filourse should be laid at right angles twit, again using
' the story pole as a guide. A second leg is started about

10 to 12 feet (3 to 3.6 metres) from the first leg. When
,

,c STAY WITH RIDGES OR GO THROUGH DRAINS.

LEGS LAID WITH STORY POLEr

1111

111

1111

N

BISEC

(GAUGE OR T

1NG LINE

AMMEL METHOD)

V

INA

.1111---- STORY POLE

- ,
MARKS ON STORY POLE

TO POSITION TILE

Fig. E-11. Cayout of quarry floor with legs"
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necessary, the tiles can be laid along the ridges or
through drains. For large floors additional legs may

,be laid With thg- stdry pole.
Throughout the work, each tile is set with t

corner on the story pole mark: even though t
;between the tiles may.change with the varyi
'the tiles.

When all the legs have been set-r-the re
the tiles are filled in, using the straightedge
ing toward the' floor as laid out b the I

e same
e joints
size of

inder of
nd work-

gs.

Using the "Without Legs" Method

lf--tlie-ti lith legs," t he_
tilesetter will ntedz'in addition to thetraightedge
story pole, two short layout sticks each as long as
three tiles plus three joint (Fig. E-12). stiiks
should be cut at the sam time with one aw citorto
ensure a uniform 'length.

;The procedure for laying a floor "with
fcillows:

1. Set a chalk line or string parallel t i the wall at a
point one tile width from the Ion est wall. This
line must be kept taut and free f om the floor.

2. Set' the end of the straightedge a ainst the-long-
est, wall, and hold it perpendicul r to the wall. A

t nail should be ingerted at a eoint where the
straightedge crosses the chal line. The nail
serves as a guide for the str. ghtedge.

3. beep the straightedge pe'rpen icular to the long-
, eft wall (with the guide nail on the chalk line),
and lay one row of tile agai st the straightedge.

t legs" is as

4. Use the two layout sticks to move the straight-
edge back three rows,, keeping the guide nail on
the chalk line.

5. Lay another row' 'tile to the straightedge. Fill
in by eye the two rows between this row and the
first row laid.

6. Straighten and beat in the tile where needed.
7. Repeat the entire process, working away from

the finished wall.
d'

raQuarry iRack
The/ tilesetter can use a quarry rack to lay quarry

tile. This'device is used as follows:
I. Begin at the longest wall, and set a chalk line

parallel to the wall. The distance from the wall
should be equal to the rack width plus one tile
and joint.

2. Set rack parallel to line- 4 proper point from
° adjacent wall.

3. B all tiles toward the dame corner of thp rack,
and point them towardlf he sam corner of the
room or building.

4. Tap tiles in place.
5. Lift rack straight up, an etit in a new position.

Always check for correct joint spacing between
the rack edges,and the installed tiles. Make all
joints even: `4

6. Check the quarry rack to ensure that it is always
. square.

7..

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
STICKS CUT ENGTH OF THREE ROWS PLUS JOINT .

I I
SMALL NAILS FOR JOINTS

,
KNEELING BOARDS ON MORTAR AGAINST° STRAIGHTEDGE

3

NAIL ON STRAIGHTEDGE

r
TAUT STRING LINE ABOVE STRAIGHTEDGE

Fig: E-12. LaYodiof quarry flirr
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Laying ramic Mosaic Tile
To lay a .ceramic mosaic tile floor, the tilesetter

should use the following method:
1. Begin at the intersection of the two longest right-

angle walls, and dust a section with dry cement
to cover the mortar lightly. The mortar should
be just wet enough to saturate the dry cement
from below. If the mortar is too dry, it may have
to be sprinkled with water.

2. Lay a small section of tile, and beat it down with
a flat block. This beating should ensure a good
bond and make the tile'smooth and level.

3. Place a kneeling board on this'section, and con-
tinue laying/he tile floor. When using a kneeling
board, exercise caution, especially on floors with
drains, to avoid causing an indentation on the
floor. Do not use kneeling,boards that are more
than 12 inches (30.5 centimetres).wide. Place the

-N,boards so they run in the direction of the slope,
rather than across it. Also, be sure no chips of
-tile or other material that could cause an inden-
tation On the floolt are under the board. Always
avoid kneeling or standing on the' edge of the
board, because doing so could leave marks on

__the floor.

The tilesetter should keep the same 'side joint
between the ends of the sheets as between the tiles in
the mounted sheet. When the floor is laid and the tiles

140

a
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are beate in correctly, the sheet should be darripened.
to soften he paste holding the tiles to the paper; then,
the paper hould be pulled off slowly. A mixture-of
screen-gra ed sand and' cement "half and half' is.
swept in. he installation is completed by beating and
rubbirig th tile floor. Each section should be cleaned
as it is co pleted, (Fig. E -13).

U trig Latex or Thin-Set Mortar
When th thin-set method is to be used to bond

ceramic mo aic tile directly to a-concrete slab, suffi-
cient thin-s t or latex-type portland cement bonding
material mu t be provided. In accordance with ANSI
Specificatio A 108.5, the thickness of the, bonding
,mortar sho Id be at least 3/32 inch (0.2 centimetre)
without voi s. The groves left by the teeth of the
trowel must be filled in.

Both kind of mortar should be mixed by hand or
in a device t at will not whip it full of air bubbles.
When it is w ipped full of air, the strength is drasti-

. cally reduced
Experienced has proved that the bond strength of

-thin-set portland cement bonding mortar is greatly
improved whin it is covered and cured for at least 72
hours.

After the co mpleted tilework is grouted, it must be
covered to ac ieve a bard, dense, well-cured grout...
This is one of lie most important steps in a successful
installation.

iatt .
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....' BEFORE FINAL CLEANING AFTER -FINAL CLEANING
.. - ..

Fig. E-13. Cleaning the completed installation
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E SPECIALIZED .OBS -

TOPIC 1 TILE FLOORS

-AO

g

$tudy_Guide. .... . , ,
Determine the correct word fOr ditch numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the co,rresponding

blank, at the right. t . -;
, . ..

(4 t , , r 4
z J an/

1. Extreme caution must lit: taken not to dig below or ride abovea.he,morlar tl

2. In the mortaf4ereed method'ot floating floor mortar, the depth of float can be 2
determined by floating a sm411 2 .section.

3. Before a tile flobr is laid, the room' should be checkid to see that the walls are 3
straight and 3 .

44, The filled-in is tamped to, prevent 4 spots.. 4

'5. The longest.straight wall in a room,is refer'red to as the- 5 wall. 5

6. After the flooris floated, the strips are 6 . 6

7. To make a story tole, the tilesetter should mak a straightedge,along its entire
" length at intervals of (tile 7 plus one joint.

8. The story pole shoutd have a(n) 8 -joint marked on tone end. 8

9: When thin-set portland cement mortar is used to bond ceramic mosaic tile directly -9 ,,_ ._ .
to concrete, the,thickness of the mortar should lie 9 inch(es). ,

10. After the completed tilewor,k is grouted, it shoUld be lt . 10

15!
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC,2 r STEAM ROOMS

t

°Thielopic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What special tiling features are required in a steam room?
How' are control joints established?
How is drainage provided in a steam room?

The steam rooms in athletic clubs and gymnasiums
have beentised for many years as places for condition-
ing the body. Steam generally is formed in the room
ty spraying Water on a hot surface, such as rocks or
metal cones that have been heated by a gas burner.
Because of the constant high temperature and high
moisture content of the air, the surfaces of these
rooms must be waterproof. A well-installed tile job on
the surface of the wails, floor, aud ceiling of a steam

44--room`'-will enhance its beauty as well as its water
resistance.

Special Conditions=

Steam has a high penetrating power. Therefore, the
walls and 4/floors of all steam rooms should be hot-
mopped before the tilework is started. This treatment
prevents moisture, from penetrating wooden struc-
tures, such as wood studs and ceiling joists. To prevent
puncturing of the hot-mopped surfaces, the installers
should'use wire pigtail's to attach the reinforcing wire
to the wall surface. The tilesetter should inspect the
surface to see that these precadtions have been taken.

Control Joints
Control (expansion) joints of an approved type

must be used at intervals on theValls. The joints must

wt.

extend through the mortar. The tile,ut the bottom of
the walls must be set high to allow the floor tile to be
installed under the wall; or, if a cove is used, the floor
must b kept away from the cove base. The joint
between the wall rand the floor should be similar to
that shown in. Fig. E714. It sh4uld be filled with caulk-
ing compound. The ceiling should be laid-on top. of
the wall tile. This should allow for the Apansion or
contraction of the ceiling tile.

Drainage

Steam rooms must have a pitched ceiling to prevent
the condensed moisture from dripping. Benche,s should
have a good slope to drain the.water, and the 'floor
should have a constant pitch thr'oughout, reaching to
the drain. The outline of a steam room is shOwri in
Fig. E-I4. The pitched ceiling, benches, and floor are
indicated in the outline.

To the Instructor
Additional information on tiling steam rooms is

contained in the tiandbook for Ceramic Tile Install-
lion. (See list of instructional materials at end of this
workbook.) ,
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WATERPROOFING CONTINUOUS

FOP WIRE, MORTAR, AND TILE

CAULKING AND SOFT FILLER.CONThOL.31OINTS

( CONTROL JOINTS CARRIED BACK TO WATERPROOFING) 9

0

CEILING FRECFLOATING

O

CONTROL JOINTS

TILE --owl

o 1.
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Fig. E-14. Outlineof steam room
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UNIT E SPECIViZED JABS

TOPIC I .STEAM ROOMS

Study Guide
Determine the confect word for each numbertd blankln the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.
.4114-

IP. The floor of a steam room uld have a(n) 1 2 for drainage.

2. `Alliwood studs, ceiling joints, and other wood in the walls and-floors'of a steam
room should be 3' "- 4 before tile is applied.

2

4

53. Because of the high moisture confeth, the surfaces of the steam room shOuld be 5 .

4. To prevent the dripping of condensed moisture, steam rooms should have 6 \\\
ceilings.

5. To allow for possible expansion, the ceiling should be free floating a'n separate, 7
from the 7 8 .

Control 9 of an approved type must be abed on the walls . 96.
r-7. A special heat-resistant cement is used on ,th-e walls behind the, 10 11 . 10

11

8. When the special conditions for steam rooms are met, 12- can be applied in the 12.,

usual manner to the walls, the ceiling, and the floor.

9. Joints betwden the floor and the wall should be thoroughly 13 . 13

10. The tilesetter milk check to see. that 14 15 are provided through the hot- 14
mopped vvall surfaces for fastening the renforcing: wire. 15.
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UNIT E .SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 3 CEILINGS /
This' topic.,iS planned to provide answers

How is a ceiling laid' out?
How is ceiling mortar applied?
How are ceiling tiles installed?

. Because gravity works directly against the tilesetter
during the installation of tile on a ceiling, the differ-
ence between setting ceilings and other horizontal sur-
fates is significant.- Heavy applications of mortar for
ceiling installations should be avoided; however, the
most important thing to remember in ceiling. work ,ist
to control the arne2451.,,e+.41er-Lri the mcrrtar, Gravity
will draw this water down..to the surface while, the
tilesetter is working below. Thus, too much water will
make the work difficult or impossible, but sufficient
water must be used to cure the mortar and .the cement
and to provide an adequate bond between the tile and
the mortar.

Each application of mortar ,should be well bonded
to the preceding one. Each coat of mortar should be
scratched deeply in two directions, end each addi-
tional coat should be doweled firmly into the preced-
ing one.

,Layout of Ceiling

To complete the layout of.,,ceiling tile, the tilesetter.
should do the.following:.

I. Determine whether the ceiling is to heoinst ed
before or after the walls are in place. Usually, the
Walls are installed first; however, the type of 'tile
going on the walls riinst_k_considertd__The_tilek,
should be laithout so that the ceiling does nofL
but to a wall that has beveled, reeded, or other
irregularly shaped stiles.

2. Square pr parallel one wall to the general area;
and square the intersecting, adjacent, and retail

. walls in order to line up the tile walls to the
ceiling.

3. Do all layout, centering of walls, and determina-
tion of the size of cuts prior to setting the tile.
Tiles .shoulenot be moved after they have once
been placed and set. The bond is easily broken
when tiles are moved after the initial set.

4., Determine where control joints will be placed,.
and provide for them in advance. These joints
are filled with a suitable caulking compound
aster all other work is completed. Always ,,lAry
the space between walls and ceiling open' 4 d
clear. This space is also filled with caulking
compound.

.
ri>

to the following

I

quegtions:

Installation of Tile
Ceilingsm should be separate in themselves nd

should he as "free floating" as possible. The rei forc-
ing wire' or metal lath should not be tuined own.
around the perimeter of the ceiling,. Likewise, mortar
and.tiles should,,he kept free from resting butt-
ing, against walls. ,

. Ceramic mosaic and other types of tiles may be
applied to,ceilings (Fig. E-15)."..ach type requires spe-
cial techniques, but the basic methods of installation
remain the same. The steps used. in setting tile' on
ceilings are as 'follows:

I. Establish the correct plane to which mortar, is to
be 'floated by (I) leaving spots of mortar to
harden prior to floating; (2) leaving screeds of
mortar to harden before floating; or (3) running
a notched straightedge along the top row of wall
tile.

7
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,2. Apply the float coat in'eilher one or two coats. If'
ii,is,to be applied in one coat, leave4the mortar to
harden several hoUrs'or overnight before setting
tile. If it is to be applied' n two operations, apply
one coat to a true arid level plane, leavirig room
for a thin coat to follow. Let the first coat set
overnight. Apply the second coat, and place,the
tiles while the mortar is still in ._plastic state

3.

4.

Soak glazed _tiles for at least 30 minutes before
setting them when pure cement is.being used for
the bond coat. The tiles should be allowed to
drain well before they are set in place.

Use one of thefollowing two methe;ds, oi a com-
bination of the two,' for the pure coat: (I) apply
the Pure cement 1A6 inch (0.2 centimetre) thick to
the back of each tile before, setting it in place; or
(2) spread pure cement %6 inch-(0.2 centimetre)
thick directly on the mortar with a trowel. Make
sure not to spread the pure cement on more than
four courses at any one time, and use a scratcher
lightly to ensure a good bond. Tap each tile into -
the mortar, and 'lightly, beat in each tile with a
beating block. If the cement is applied to the
back of the tiles, notch the pure cement or circle
butter. If the cement is applied to the mortar
bed, scratch the pure coat with,a sharp scratcher
(scarifier). Either of these methods will allow for

145



the escape of trapped air and excess water. thus
producing a better bond.
Use care in placing tile; the bond may he broken
if tiles are moved. .

6. Clean up the the after application, using water

,

S

sparingly. Lease the grouting to he done the fol-
lowing day.

Two beautiful examples of mosaic they/ork are
shOwn- in Figs. E- 16 and E-17.

Fig.

**
III

ap
1

*sock It. e.e ., 4,,

4. 7"t44-***

l
1

?. 1 . 4.* ellitlikr.V%:'' 4:'
. ,.7- 0 e, t!` 4 ilipr.k,

e a i . ''' &leilkiiitstikt.ilt J 41 ., at at .:...- - Atliivr...-Ote-4C1...A. .^.
See color reproduction'on page 128.

E-15. Vaulted ceiling made with glazed:ceramic tile (Los Angeles City Hall)

t,

See color reproduction on page 129.

Fig., E -16. Vaulted arches (St. Anthony's Catholic Church,
Sixth and Olive Streets, Long Beach,_ Calif.)
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:

See color reproduction on page 129.

Fag. E-17. One of 14 mosaic illustrations (St. Anthony's
Catholic Church, Sixth and Olive Streets,
Long Beach, Calif.)
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC a CEILINGS

...,164 4
41k, < 4,I

Study Guide -", ,
Determine the correct word for each numbered blithe sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at tthe right.

I. For ceiling installations, the applications of mortar should be I.

2. Generally, tile is installed on the 2 before it is installed on the ceiling.

3. Controlling the amount of 3 in the mortar is particularly important in ceiling
work.

4. If purCcement is buttered on each tile, it should be thick.

5. Glazed tile should be soaked for at least 5 hour(s).
,

6. The pure cement should not be sMead on more than 6 courses at one time.

the .7. When it is applied to back of
s

tiles, pure' cement should be 7 .,. _

8. When mortar is floated to the desired plane in two coats, the 8 'coat should stand
, .

.

...overnight before the tile is applied.
.

9. Wire reinforcingor metal lath should not be turned down around the 9 of ale
ceiling.

. bl. .* .... ,e 0 S. . 0.- .

r

;

. ,
,.

to

2.

3

4

5 .
6

7

....

,

8\

9

.....
a.,.

- ,..

ie. Ceilings that are not butted to or, resting on thiValls are.said to be 10 Floating. 10
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS to

TOPIC 4 GLASS AND MARBLE MOSAICS

This topic -is planned to provide answers to .the following questions:,
HeW is the setting bed prepared for mosaic tileworkt
How are mosaic tiles set in place?
How are colored grouts prepared?

Correctly installed mosaic tiles, whether of glass or
marble, contribute much to the decor and beauty of a

'''; tiled area. (Fig. E- 18). Apprentice tilesetters should
acquire an adequate knowledge of setting mosaic tiles
if they study thiS topic carefully.

The,saine procedure is followed in setting both glass.
.and marble mosaics; holkever, because these mosaics
are composed of many ,stones in a sheet, tilesetters
must use particular care in working with them.

Handling the Tile'
Glass and marble mosaics should be handled with

the utmost care. Sheets should be moved with the
paper side down. When a sheet is picked up, it should
be grasped by opposite corners and lifted rfna level
plane. The stones may drop out if the °sheets are ear-.
ried incorrectly.

Planning the Layout'
7,, A mosaic floor, such as.the one shown in Fig.-E-19,
can be laid out as folrOws: . ,

I. Use a dry place that is near enougli to the jt.:1b
installatiog and large enough to loft the corn-
plete moaic., (Beware of damps cement floors.)

2. Starting with sheet No. I, lay out the mosaic in
accordance with the master plan, keeping each
sheet as tight as possible.

a
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fite color reproduction on page 130.

Fig. E -18. Residential pool with mosaic tile

3. When the last sheet is In place, measure the mo-
.

saic for length and width to see that it fits the
area tO be -installed.

Preparing the Setting Bed
The setting bed can be prepared by (I) using float

strips or lard screeds and floating in the usual
manner; or (2) using a flat trowel and a small straight-
edge for a freehand foal. The second method, which
allows for certain desired variations, is specified by
most architects.

Buttering the Tile
When the setting bed is ready to receive the ingsaic,

the center and parallel lines,shoald be scribed. Sup-
porting seiteds or bridges may be necessary.

The buttering mortar for smalti and marble mosaics
should be prepared and applied as follows:

1. Prepare a dry mixture, using four parts fine
screened sand, one part cement, and one part
hydrated lime. Mix td a soft mortar consigtencyi
Beginning with sheet No. 2 froom the, master;
layout, place it paper side down on a clean, dry
mortarboard. Apply the fine mortar mix to the
hack ,of' the Sheet around the stones with a gaug-
inktrowel, using sidewise Motion; Press down
firmlji..(Because of the §hape of the a'rea.and the

2.

._____MIIRT1188=11111111111

Fig.i-19. Marble-mosaic floor (J. Paul Getty Museum.
Los An,,geles)
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design, certain jobs 'require starting frOm the
`' centerline and working both ways.) :

3. Never lift the trowel, traight up, because some of
the stones may lift also. .

4. Trowel to a uniform thickness. The thickest
stone should be used as thet.gauge. The stones
should be locked in,place.

The buttering cement for molded and pressed glass
mosaics should be prepared with one part find screened
sand and two parts portland cement. Lime should not,.
be Used.

Setting the Tile ,

The sheets of smalti mosaic tile should be installed
as follows:

I. Apply a thin coat of pure cement to the 'setting
bed.

2.,' Lift the 'shecuso that the design is right side up,
and wipe away excess mortar from all edges.

3. Place the sheet in position on the installation,
with the stone side toward the setting bed.

4. Tap the sheet lightly to the surface coated with
pure cement. (Use a small bedting block.) Wipe
off the mortarboard, and continue with the rest

of the sheets in the same manner.
5. Begin to wet the paper with a brush or a

.sprayer after ten or more sheets have been laid.
6. Beat the sheet once again with a block and

hammer. Continue until all sheets have been
laid and dampened.

7. When the paper /is thorOnghly soalted, peel if

WOOD STRIP <

Jo

. away- carefully, keeping th6 hands.as close as
'possible tovthe-tiles so that,no tiles will be lifted
out.

8. Scrub the surface with a stiff brush, hnd sponge
it to remove excess paste of:glue. Use fine m.or-
tar to fill uhgrouted joints.

9. Sponge once again, and replace any lost stones.
10. Wait three days, and clean,With one part muri-

atic acid in nine to ten parts of wader. Protect
metal or other-materials prior to acid cleaning.

A soft brush should be used to clean glass mosaic
other than sinalti mosaic. After the mosaic is set, it ,
should be scrubbeewith an abrasive nylon pad and
giv'en a light acid cleaning. (The formula used for light
acid cleaning is 20 parts of water to one part of
muriatic acid.)

Applying Colored Grout
A colored grout is obtained by (1) mixing the dry .

color with water and applying the mixture on a thor-
oughly clean, dry mosaic (wiping down with a clean
cloth); or (2) mixing the dry color with the fine mortar
and 'applyirig the mixture to the sheets (grouting with
the same mortar and sponging off anti cleaning with a
light'acid).

' Using th Box Screed, Method
The box screed method is used when necessary to

ensure uniform thickness, for the mosaics. Short
wooden strips should be used on two sides of the
sheets. A fine mortar, should be spread on the .back of
the sheets and rodded off lightly (Fig. k-20).

SMALTI MOSAIC

PAP

Fig. E7:20. Box screedrinethod of laying mosaic tile
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UNIT E SPECIALIZE I: JOBS

TOPIC 4 GLASS AND MARBLE MOSAICS

Study Guide
%.

,.._

'Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentenee, and write it
. blank at_ the right. v .

.....,.
... --

I. A colored grout with I *may btapplied On cfeap, dry mosaic.

in the corresponding

1

2. A dry mixture for buttering smalti mosaics is prepared in the Proportion of 2 - 2

part<s) fine screened. sand, 3 part(s) cement, one part lime. 3

.3. Each mosaic sheet is handled bysgrasping it on 4 corners and lifting it on a le'vel A
plane.

4. Mosaic- sheets should -akk4ys-1;e41,, andled with the 5 Side dOwn.
: 4`:. -

: ,
5. Mosaic sheets be laid. d i a(n) 6 place.'

o.
., .

6. The mosaic sheet is placed in position in accordance° with. the ../. 8 ...

.
7. When the last sheer:is:lofted, .the mosaic d for 19 and 10 .

.. . . t 41 r
. . r,,

.

I , %,."
. ,

, 8. The formula' for light acid cleaningis 11- Krt(s), Water to 12 part(s) muriatic
i a

acid. .,
..e o ' .. ' .

\
Ye

9. The tilesetter should wait 13 days before cleaning a stnalti mosaic installation..

10. The mixused in buttering molded and pressed glass mosaics consists of 14 part(s)
' fine screened sand and 15 part(s) portland cement.

a-

*.
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 5 CERAMIC VENEER

1,

Chic is planned to provide ,answer to the following questions:.
Where is ceramic veneer tile used.
How is ceramic veneer tile laid out?
How is ceramic veneer the installed?

Ceramic veneer tiles are used to relieve the monot-
ony of unbroken wall surfaces. The color, form, and
texture of veneer tiles offer infinite architectural possi-
bilities in stone fronts and corrid&s. A proficient tile-
setter can contribute to thefine appearance of this

e of architectural design.

Layout of Ceramic Veneer
Layout is extremely important in working with

ceramic veneer because of the need to allow for cer-
tain fixed points in the working area; such as door
heights, openings, and window 'sills. Ceramic veneer
can be machine-cut with a portable saw or hand-but-
with a pitching tool. Ceramic veneer should be laid
out as rollows:

I. Study the shop or architect's plaits.
2. Lay a series of tile§ in a straight line on a flat

surface.a
'Determine the joint size in accordance with the

layou't. If more than one%size of tiles is available,
lay the smaller ones against the larger.to deter-
mine the joint size of the larger files-(Fig. E-21).

Fig. E:21..Jointsize in layout

4. Mark the joint size on a icing strip,of wood. This
strip of wood then,can be used as a story pole;

Installation of Ceramic VArier . ,

The tiles should. be soaked in clean.water. Before
',the mortar surfaa's floated, the thickness of the set-
ting bed iCdetermined 'by ,allowing for the thickest,

f i.

tiles plus 1/4 inch (0.6 centimetre) for the buttering
mud. The tilesetter should then proceed as follows:

I. Use the story pole as a guide to scribe horizontal
and /vertical lines on the setting bed. This proce-
dure( will keep the. work parallel and accurate.

2. To compensate for the lack of uniform thick-
- ness, place the tile 'face down on a !linter board

that has guide strips 1/4 inch (0.6 centimetre)
higher than the thickest tile. Apply a coat ofneat
cement with a trowel or brash to the back of the
tile (Fig. E-22).

SCREED

.

.-
.

GUIDE STRIPS 11111101y
TILE

Fig. E-22. Butter board used to_install viineer

3. Over the neat cement apply the butteringmortar
thick enough to come up to the top of the guide
strips at a uniforrifheight. Screed the mortr_to_
the strips.

4, Set the tiles on the setting bed, and tap there to a
-.4*4`Cfue surface with a rubber mallet. Check the

alignment with a straightedge. .

Another method that ,can be used to install veneer
tiles is to adjust the top edge of the tiles to a true line
by inserting wood wedges in the horizontal joint
between, the top of a row and the -bOttorn of Ahe row
above. `The wedges can be made by splitting them
from a 2 -inch (5-centimetre) wood block cut from the.
end of a board (Fig. E-23).

ti

TRUE LINE

161

WEDGE

Fig. E-23. Wood wedges used tz. install veneer
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UNIT E SPECIALIZEQ,JOBS.

TOPIC CERAMIC VENEER.

11

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the eight. .

1. Becatise of the need to allow for certain \fixed points on the walls, 1 is extremely 1

2

important in-setting ceramic veneer. 1,

2. Veneer .may be cut with a portable electric saw or al .2 3 .

. . 3
AIG

3. Atter ceramic veneer tiles ace set, the surface should be checked with a(n) 4 . 4
/

4. The veneer tiles arc laid out on a(n) 5 surface. 5
. /

5. When the setting bed is completed,, the story pole is used to 6 horizontal or 6
vertical lines.' 4

6. 4 coat of 7 8 is applied to the back of the tile. 7
8

7:--Wlien a butter bOard is used; the Pride strips should be 9 inch(es) higher than the 9
thickest 14. i 10.

8. One method of installing cera is veneer calls-for inserting 11 12 in,the hori. 11

zontal joints between tiles. '12

9. Wood ,wedges can" be made by splitting them from' a 13 -inch wood block. 13

10. Tiles can be- tapped with a(n) 14 15

9,

_14.
15

46,

4

"
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 6 MARBLE TILE

-This topic is planned to provide answers tq the folloWing. questions:
Whit precautions are required when 'marble tile is being'set?
What bonding materials are used With marble tile?
Now is marble tile installed?

The increall use of 'tile-sized units- d'f marble
makes it mandatory for apprentice glesetters to learn
the correct methods of bonding marble. Today's tile;
setters will have to work with both the polished and
split - faced marble tiles.

Marble tiles are difficdjt to bond, and special pre-
cautions must be takebAen they are being installed.
RoliAed marble has a coating of dust. Unless steps
are taken to compensate for the dust, most bonding
rrraterials will fair.

Bonding Techniques
Laboratory tests have been conducted to determine

the best methods of achieving a successful bond. The
preferred method' is as, follows:

1. Mix the marble dust and pure coat together with
a trowel. Do not use a brush to apply the pure
coat, .,pecause this will cause 'a loss of-bond.

2: Use the trowel to press the pure coat, onto the
_back of the tile. This method is illustrated in Fig.
E -24.

Fig. E-24. Using the fro:we' to mix the marble dust
and pure coat

Oweled onto t1e bacleathe tile. The tilesetter
This marble dust be washed off before the pure

coat is tr
should never attemptto apply dust - covered marble
tile direetly against the bonding coat that has been
troweled onto the surface to be tiled This procedure
would' result in an inadequate bond.

A 100 percent coverage of.pure coat and mortar is
required between the marble tile and' the surface to be
covered. The grooves left by t trowel teeth must be
filled in. If the grooves are left o n, the,contact area
can be as low as 30 to '50 perc ni, and the bond
strength will be inadequate. Moisture accumulates in
the voids and causes leaching and other problems.

If the-sKface to be, coved d is concrete, it must be
heavily sandblasted or bushha n jobs where
the marble tiles are being set in place, expansion or
control joints must be provided every 16 to 20 feet (5
to 6 metres)° iti each direction.

Bonding Materials
The results <of laboratory tests have indicated that

the bond of marble the can be improved by the use of
certain materials. The highest bond strength was
achieved with latex portland cement mortar. The next& !
highest bond strength was achiteved with thin-skt port-
land cement mortar. Pure portland cement used on a ,
conventional mortar bed also resulted in a high bond

..\.strength.Test results ,showed that organic adhesives shOuld
not be usedto install tile on exterior surfaces. Befoie
using any setting Mortar, the alesetter should chetk
the list of materials: tested by the Ceramic Tile-,
Institute:

1 -

Special Wei), Precaution
Marble tiles are heaVy, and Care must be taken in

Andling them.. Adequate :support and scaffolding
ust be provided to hold these heavy materials.

Serious injuryand extensive property damage can be
caused by incorrect handlinrof marble tiles.

6



UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 6 MARBLE TiLE,

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each pumbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding,

blank atthe

1. The dust on the back of polished marble tile is detrimental to .a good 1

- .

V I. The, marble dust and 2 3 should be mixed together with a(n) 4 . 2. -`
3

\ 4

, 3. The highest bond strength is achieved with 5' 6 cement mortar.

4. Organic 'adhesiVes should never be used to install marble tile on 7 8 .

5. The grooves. left by the 9 10 'must be filled in« ,\

I

I
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Z ED JOBS

TOPIC:4' DRANBOARDS AND PULLMANS

This to pic is planned to provide answers to the- following questions:
,How are tired drainboards installed?
Now are tiled pullnians installed?-
What is a V-cap, and how is it used?

-Tiled drainboards and ptillmang are two of the most
often requested items in the ,fflesetting trade. Every
tilesettervmust know the basics.of laying out a drain-
board or pullman top. A tilesetter who can 'produce a
gl-rod layout is always in demand.

focal point 'of the drainboard. and pullihan is
the sink or basin;' therefore, the tile or tile cuts must
balance on either side ofit, and the walls and decks
must be straight and flat.

Drainboards
The tilesetter must he able to install every type of

drainboard.
The straight run drainboard can .be laid out with

either a straight deck or a diagonal deck (Fig. E-25).

START FROM CENTER OF SINK.

START WITH FULL TILE AT CAP.

FiD. E-25. Layout of straight drainboard

On a.str, Ight deck the layout should start with a full
tile at the p. U' the cuts are small at the sides of the
sink, the layout should be moved a half tile.

On h diagonal.deck the tilesetter should start with
full diagonals at the cap and at the sink. The cut tiles
should be placed at the back and 'sides.

An L-shaped drainboard with a straight deck and
back is illustrated in Fig. E-26. The Wes at the sites of

o.

f

thesiok--max,be made equal in, size by starting from
the centerline Of-tht,.sink. if the cut'at A is small, the
layout shout moVell-a,half tile. The size of cuts at
C and D iszdetermined by the la4out at L. If the cap is
to be aligned, it also is controlled -by the layout at L. If
the,L-shaped drainboard is to hive a diagonal deck,
the tilesetter has three basic. choices (Fig. E-27). They
are the follawing:

1. Start at A on each side of the sink with full
diagonals next to the cap and sink, and cut in the
decks.

2. Start at corner B, and work toward sink and
return. The diagonal cuts at each side of-the sink
should be equal. -

3. Start at back corner C with full diagonals, and
work toward return and sink. With this layout
the tilesetter can avoid,ciming to the two long
walls. The_giagonal, cuts at each side of the sink
should be equal.

The ,layout for a U-shaped drainboard is basically
the same as that for an L- shaped unit. The tile layout
should start at the sink as in Pig. E-28.

The tilesetter generally begins with a full tile at the
cap and lays the tiles toward the back. To avoid a'
small cut atlhe back, the tilesetter can center the
entire layout. Small cuts should be avoided whenever
possible. Balance is the key to a successful layout.

On a straight joint deck, cuts can be made equal at
each side gf the sink by starting from the center line of
the sink. if the cut at A is small, the layout should be
moved a half tile. The size of the cuts at B and C is
controlled -by the layout at A.

4

.4^v44:144,4n

Fig. E.26. Layout of L-shaped drainboard.

p

r
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Fig. E-27. Layout of: L- shaped drainboard,'
with diagonal decks
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Fig. E-28. Layout of U-shaped drainboard

The layout for A diagonal .deck on a U-shaped
drainboard is the same as that on an L- shaped unit
(Fig. E-27).

Supporting the V-Cap with Metal Strip

The'Ceramic-ffile Institute It'as deNeloped and tested
the, punched metal strip as a support for the V-cap
(Fig. E-29).

The strj,kas two rails that extend away from the
front of the cabinet. The rails can be used to float the
mortar fOr the V-cap apron. The strip has holes
punched through it so that the mortar for the V-cap
can be keyed into the counter mortar.

Before the metal strip is installed, the front of the
cabinet should 'be covered with protective paper. The
paper shbuld :be flush to the wood top. When the
'waterproof paper is placed, over the counterVit should
be brought down over the protective paper to the full
depth that the apron of the V-cap is to cover. This acts
as -a cushion, for the V-cap apron.44---

PURE COAT

MORTAR

METAL LATH-

- WATERPROOF PAPER

.1

P acement of punched metal strip
in a V-cap installation

LV

The metal strip, should not be cut at the corners.
Joints should be.at least 12 inches (30.5 centimetres)
from the corners. Full pieces should be used across 411)
openings for stoves and sinks, and joints should be
kept/12 inches (30.5 Centimetres) from the openings.

-

Providing Support for the Tile

A quality tile job is not possible if the foundation is
not sound. The foundation and floor joists must pro-
vide firm support ( Fig. E-30). Any settling of the
foundation will cause cracks in the,tilework. .

The.cabinets should be fastened firmly to the floor.
Adequate blocking is require& under,,t-he subfloor at
the cabinet partitions (Fig. E-31). This blocking will
help prevent cracking that is caused by settling or
other stresses. . ,

The cabinet installers should check the levelness of
the floor. They may have to scribe the cabinet to make
it level for the tilesetters. This is especially important -
When the tile specifications require.a dead level sink-
top. If a sloping sinktop is specified, considerable dis-

WIZZIMIMMHZII/

%

SETTLING DUE TO
COMPRESSION

aft
.............

CORRECT INCORRECT

Fig. E-30. Correct and incorrect foundations

CABINET

11111.1111
BLOCKING

Fig. E-31. Correct blocking of subfloor to support cabinet
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tortion will be necessary to compensate for a cabinet
that is ot1t of level in tength.

The front top 411 of tlircabinet should be one con-
tinuous piece to give_ adequate support for the tile
(Fig. E-32). .

AThen the carpenters construct the wall that will be
in back of the cabinet, they should install 4 piece of
3/4-inch (1.9-centimetre) plywood to act as AVelcing
for pro nailing,support (Fig. ) 33).

ils and cabinet sides should be in front of the
rough top to permit easier adjustment of the tile mold

/ when it is used (Fig. E-34).
The back of the sink opening should have a positives

support, such as a I by 4 inch (2.5 by 10.2 centimetre)
clan, correctly nailed against the plaster wall. When a
tile cove is to be used at the splash, additional support
is needed. A piece of 2 by 4 inch (5.1 by 10.2 centime-

. tre) board should be nailed 'over the I by 4 inch (2.5 by
10.2 centimetre) cleat (Rg. E-35).

When a heavy load of water and dishes is in the
sink, considerable flexing will occur if the sink is not
correctly supported. In addition, if the is heated
to"-140°. F.1600 C), it will expand 0.007 inch (0.01

- 4 TOP RAIL CONTINUOUS

I I I

Fig. E-32. Suppdrting tile with continuous top rail

BACKING OR GROUND

PLASTER

I

Fig. E,33. Placement of backing for support.

Centimetre) in width anti 0.008 inch'(0.02 centimetre)
in length.

Because sinks are made in various Widths, the
cabinet should be approximately 4 inches (10 centime-
p-es) wider than the sink from.front- to back of the
flange when tile cove is specified anc1.2 inches (5 cen-
timetres) wider when a 90-degree' 6orner into be used
(Fig. E-36).

The cabi et top should be made of t by 6 inch (2.5
by 15.2 ce timetrt) sheathing boards spaced 1/1 inch
(0.6 centimetre) apart (Fig.' E-37). When this spacing
is provided, The boards will not warp and crack the
tile.

Plywood should not be used under tile, because the
plywood will become wafped;and will crack the tile
(Fig. E-38). Where plywood must be used, random
cuts with a portjge,hand saw should be made

-through the plywood (Fig. E -39). These cuts will per-
mit both sides of the plywood to remain relatively
equal in moisture content.

ROUGH TOP

TOP RAiL OF CABINET

TILE MOLD

Figvja034. Correctplaceme o top rail

167-

Fig. E-35. Instillation of support for sink
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SINK PLUS 4 IN. (10 2 CM) WITH COVE

°SIN k EtUS 2 IN. (5.1 CM) WHEN COUNTER'
AND SPLASH BUTT SQUARE

Fig. E-36. installathin7of sink

1/4-IN (0 6-CM) SPA.CES

NXV

Fig. E-37. Spacing of sheathing boards

Applying Felt at Lath
The cabinet deck should be checked for correct

nailing and spacing. Then the tilesetter should lay 15-
pound (7-kilogram) felt over the rough top, folding it
tightly into the corners (Fig. E-40). If the felt is
rounded in the corners, it will break when the kath is
installed (Fig. E-41).

The felt should be tapped.into the sink cabinet cav-
ity-so that the mortar will not contact the wood (Fig.
E-42). This will permit the sink flanges to be embedded
into the mortar equally around the perimeter of the
sink. The mortar will cease correctly because the mois-
ture will not be withdrawn. The 'boards will not
expand and contract abnormally. In the event water
does get into the installation, dry rot will be prevented:

The deck lath should be held away from the wall I
inch (2.5 centinietres) for a 90-degree corner and 3
inches (7.6 centimetres) when tile cove is used. 46ny
cracks will occur at a joint and can be pointeci up
easily. If the lath is continuous, any motion in thi sink
cabinet may .cause the backsplash to pull away from
the wall or cause the lower splash tiles or cove to
crack.

Using a Pencil Rod

To prevent cracks in the tile at the front corners of
the sink or other opening, the tilesetter should place a
piece of pencil rod in the center of the mortar (Fig.

poi

.TILE CRACKS

4-
Fig. E-38. Installation showing warped plywood

61N 6 IN.

4
.(15.2 CM) (152 CM) \ N1

Fig. E-39. Sawcuts made in pip/rood to prevent warping
,

E-43). Some cabinetmakers,.in order to save expense s,
will lay materials crosswise to cover the top. This
makes the use of a pencil rod even more imperative.

Installing a V-Cap -

Before the V-cap is installed, the front of the ,

cabinet should be protected with waterproof pager.
When waterproof paper is being applied to the coun-
ter top, the paper should be brought down to the full
depth of the apron that the V-cap is to cover (Fig.
E-44). The metal lath or wite also is brought down to

the depth of the apron.
The V-cap should be held at least 1/8 inch (0.3 cen-

timetre) from the cabinet.
A light, even layer of pure coat should be applied to

the V-cap to cause it to adhere to the mortar bFd. The
V-cap is fully backed with mortar.

The bottom edge of the V-cap. should be set 34y8
inches (88 centimetres) above th finish- floor material
to allow for the dishwasher.

The apron on the V-cap shout e large enough to
cover the-edge of the rough deck-top and extend up to
form at least a 3'4-inch-thick (1.9-centimeires-thict)
bed of mortar. The mortar bed should never exceed I
inch (2.5 centimetres) in thickness.

a
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SINK

15.LB. (7KG) FELT

Fig. E-40. Correct placement of felt

ft -

(7KG) FELT

Fig, E-41. Incorrect placement of felt

MORTAR BED

15LB (7KG) FELT

Fig. E- 42- Installation showing felt lapped into sink cavity-
Reinforcing Large Areas

\ The use pf, built-in units has resulted in-large area's
of tile on kitchen cabinets. These areas ofteh measure
'3 feet 6 inches (1.1 metres) in width by 7 to 8 feer(2.1
to 2.4 metres) in length.

In addition to the metal, lath or wire -mesh tilit is
used in drainboard construction, pieceppf pencil rod
should be bent into S shapes and placed in the center
of the mortar bed (Fig. E-45). This will prevent the
cracking t at often occurs'itila'rge installations that
are, not ref orced.

Setting a Stainless-Steel Sink

Before a stainless-ste0 sink is set in place, the rough
tile opening upon which the flange il-clamped must be

' .

4

Fig. E-43. Placement of tteel pendil rod to prevent cracking

<7©e.

A 43X4KOVAG2 YACEINROSS9in
. . .

PURE .COAT MORTAR 2'.

. .

INATERPROOP. PAPqR 'METAL LATH

Fig. E-44. Installation of V-cap
.

straight and level. If the opening is.not level, the sink
will not form a true fit when it is embedded in the
mastic and clamped (Fig. E-46).

Reinforcing the Corners

When a "butterfly" sink corner-is used, a galvanized
No. 16 wire or 8d nail reinforcement should be placed
in the mortar to prevent cracking (Fig. E.-'47).

.

Preventing Seepage

To prevent moisture from seeping into 'the sink
flange, the tilesetter should apply caulking as shown
in Fig. E.48. The sink flange 'must be thoroughly dry
'before the caulking compound is applied, or it.will not
adhere.

Setting the Backsplagh

The baicksplash should be floatel straight and
pluinb. It should be floated independently of the deck

'
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MORTAR BED

Vs-IN. (0.6-CM)
STEEL PENCIL ROD

Fig. E-45. Placement of steel, pencil rod in the mortar bed

tr

A%.%
#*.4%41F1 cb4114r1;90 r4n or401

ttMASTIC

4
Fig. E-46. Installation of stainless-steel sink

oa.

Fig.°E-47. Wire reinforceMent at Corner tile'

to prevent binding of the deck to the splash. The tile
should be laid from the center ofthe drainboard to the
outside. The layout should. be planned so 'that any
.small cuts can be made in the least conspicuous places
(Fig. E-49),,,.

Waterproofing the Tilt.tMold

Vinyl plastic film or waterproof paper should be
lapped ever the tile mold to prevent moisture from
being witihdrawarom the Mona; into the wood (Fig.
E-50). The moisture would discolor the wood and
cause it 'to swell and break away from the cap.

Using a Surface Bullnose

A surface bullnose type bf installation (Fig. E-5 I )
may prevent- the damage that is sometimes caused by
vibration from .dishwashers or waste disposals.
-.

fig. E-48. Placement of taulking

STRAIGHT LINE
OF MORTAR HERE
Fop .COVE CORNER

WALL
,MORTAR

STRAIGHT LINE
OF MORTAR HERE
FOR 900 CORNER

Fig. E-49. Installation of backsplash

WAX PAPER
OR VINYL FILM

Fig. E-50. Installation showing-tile mold,protectad from
moisture

Setting a Window Return

-To prevent the cracking of tile at a Window return,
the tilesetter should complete the installation as
shown, in Fig. E-52.

Mixing the Mortar,

The, mottar far. a "backsplash should consist of one
part portlana cement, six parts washed plaster sand,
and one part hydxated lime. Deck mortar should be
made up of one part portland cement and five parts
washed plaster sand. If the mortar is too rich in'
.cerfient, shrinkage will be excessive and the tile will
crack.

A
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Fig. E-51. Surface bullnose installation

FULL
8i3U L NOSE

15-LB (7-KG) FELT

!I'

y.,4 Xvw`e
142.1Z:

FLATTENED BY
CARPENTER AND
PRIMED BY PAINTER

FILL THIS
CORRECTLY
AND CURE

MASTI

Fig. E-52. Installation showing a window return

Curing the Grout

Portland cement grouts should be cured by cover-,
ing the tilework with clean waterproof paper for 24
hours. TVs' also protects the finished work from dam-
age by other trades.

Install* a 90- Degree Corner

A 90-degree corner should be installed as shown in
Fig. E-53. The tileseuer should start at the center of
the sink and make equal cuts at each side of the sink.
The bisected angle at D must be a true 45-degree angle.
The mitered tile at C should be on a line with the
bisected angle. Miter B must equal miter C. The align-
ment for the adjoining splash is established at this
time. Miters must be smooth and equal in length,.

Pullman Cabinets
The installation of. a tile deck with a square or rec-

tangujar basin was illugtrated in Fig. E-25. In the
installatiOn of a tile deck with a round or elliptical
basin, the major problem is the- cutting of the tiles.
around the basin in a smooth and circular pattern.
The problem is compounded if ceramic mosaic or
glass is used.

Two methods have been developed for cutting tile
for a round basin. They are the following:

1. Set a compass for the size of trim to be used, and
let it ride on the edge of the basin while scribing
a line on the tile or mud. The line is scribed back
from the edge of the basin. The tile is cut to this
line (Fig. E-54).

2. Cut a template out of cardroard (or similar
material), using the basin as a guide. Thfrtem-
plate should be the size of the basin less the size
Of the trim to be used around the basin. This
template is placed over the basin, and a line is
drawn on the tile or mud. There should-be at
least a, 1/47inch (0.3 centirnetre) reveal .between
the trim and _the edge of the basin. If the tile deck
is to be flush with the basin, the tile cuts must be
honed smooth.,A Y16-inch (0.2-centimetre) joint
between the tile and the basin is desirable.

imirk.70.1.7mm

411111110-

B

II 1$WU=

o D
2 BISECT ANGLE AT "D" (SHOULD BE 45° REGARD

01

AP
1. CENTER QFSINK AT POINT "A."

LESS OF INTERSECTION AT REAR WALLS).
3 MITER TILE AT "C
4 MITER "B"-MUST EQUAL MITER AT "C," B' EQUAL

TO C', AND SO FORTH.

Fig. E -53. Layout of a 90-degree corner
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Fig. E-154. Installation of tile deck with round basin
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11.
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 7 DRAINBOARDS AND PULLMANS

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence; and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

1. On a straight drainboard, the layout should start with a(n) I 2 at the cap. 1

2

.' 2. Three types of drainboards are the 3 , 4 , and 5 . 3

4
5

3. The bottom of the V-cait should be set 6 inch(es) above the finish floor mater.ial. 6

4. The punched metal strip has two 7 'that extend away from the front of the 8 . 7

1101. 8

5. The V-cdp must be backed with 9 . 9

6. A common practice is to start, at the front of the 10 and lay toward.the back. 10

7. Metal strip should not be cut near. a(n) 11 or a(n) 12 , II
12

8. A sink installation,can be strengthened by the use of a(n) 13 14 embedded in the 11
mortar.

14

9. The wood material that is not recommended for the rough top of a drainboard deck 15
, is 15 .

10. Before the V-cap is installed, front of the Cabinet should be 16 , 16.

1 I. The mortar bed for a drainboard should not exceed 17 inch(es) in thickness. 17

12. The bacfc'plash should be 18 independently of the deck: . 18
.

13, The mortar for a backsplash should consist of 19 part(s) porthand cement, 20 19
part(s) sand, and 21. part(s) hydrated lime. 20

21.

14. Deck mortar should-b made up of 22 part(s) common cement and 23 part(s) 22
. sand.

23

15. The two ricethod of cutting 'in an ova or round basin are calle,d 2'4 and 25 . 24
25
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UNITE --7.. SPECIALIZED JOBS
.

TOPIC 8 FLAT ARCHES .

This topic is plaAed to provide answers to the following questions:
What tools are needed in laying out an arch?
What terms are used in describing an ,arch?

The natural beauty 'and distinctive appearance of
tiled arches add drama and warmth to any interior. A
correctly tiled arch is a tribute to the skill of tlre tile-
setter. Scientifically, an arch is a means of spanning
an opening by transforming downward pressure into
horizontal or diagonal thrust. However, because the
work installed by the tilesetter does not bear the load
the problems ,of strength in aiEhes will not be4dis-
cussed here. 0. )

Application of the principles discussed in this and
, the succeeding topic should enable the apprentice tile-

setter to install arches that. will accentuate any decor.
The tilesetter may be called upon to layOut elliptical
or other curved shapes for' fountains, swimming
pools, and garden pools. The same method used to lay
out an arch or other feature on an elevation drawing is
equally effective in laying out a similar shape on a
plan drawing. 4

The tools and equipment used for the layout of an
arch are the following: a large piece of flat paper,
wallboard, or plywood on which to draw; a compass;
dividers or A. trammel; a steel square; straightedges
and a rule; string; and, a pe,ncil (Fig. E-55).

The tilesetter does not need to be concerned with
the actual- construction of an arch, because it is
already in place when- he or she beginso-ek. How-
ever, to be sure other workers have done their work
correctly and to determine the exact cuts for the tiles
to be used, the tilesetter should make a complete
layout for, each arch:

/,

1

Fig. E -55. Using a trammel to lay out an arch
..

Terminology

The apprentice tilesetter should first become famil-
iar With the terms used to describe the various parts of
an arch. The terms in the following list are illustrated
in Fig. E-56.

Abutment7The part of the pier' or wall that
receives the thrust of the arch

CrownThe highest 'Po int of an arch
Extrados---L-The exterior cinVe of an arch, some-

times called the back .,

Haunch- Either of the'side,s of an archlweeiThl e
crown and skewback

, %

SPANDREL
EXTRADOS

\KEY

SPRINGER

SKEWBACK

Q

SPRING POINT

4-
.4

Fig. E-56. Arch terminology
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Intrados (or soffit)The interior curve of an arch
Jamb-:-An upright' piece forming the side of an

opening; hence,, tire 'sides of the .'piers or abutments
KeyThe ;uppermost or central voussoir of the

arch

PierA pillar or post supporting an arch; the wall ,

between two openings

RiSeThe vertical distance between the highest
point of the intrados and the spring points

Skewback:The upper surface of the abutment,
againSt which the voussoirs abut

SpanThe width of the opening of an arch
,Spandrel----The space beteen the extrados of an

'arch and a right angle formed by a line extended from
the pigr ro meet the level of the crown; or, the space
between the extradoses of two contiguous arches and
a horizontal line connecting their crowns

'SpringerThe end or lowest voussoir of an arch
Spring pointsThe points from which the under

curves of the arch begin

Voussoirs^The tiles or stones that make up an
arch

Flat (Jack) Arch
A flat-shaped opening usually is treated in a con-

ventional manner, with Wes laid straight across the
p p . But occasionally, to carry out a decorative effect,
the top of the opening is, done in the style of an arch.
When the arch style is used for this opening, the fol-
lowing layout procediires are recommended fol- use by
the tilesetter. The procedures are illustrated in Figs.
E-57 and E-58.

1. Use AB as a radius and A as a center point, and
strike an arc at F.

2. Use AB as a radius and B as a center point, and
- strike an intersecting arc at F.

4.

44

r

3.

4.

5.

1 75.

Fig. E-57. Layout of a flat arch

Fig. E-58. Completed flat arch

Draw lines FA and FB, extending them tO indef-
inite lengths beyond A and B.
Draw line ED parallel to line-AB at the corrtct
distance for the size tile to be used, intersecting
the extended lines FA at E and FB at D.
Divide line ED into equal spaces in accordance
withlhe size of the tile and, from these division
points, draw lines to point F, giving the angle of
the cut of the voussoirs. Note that the ends of the
voussoirs are horizontal and not at right angles
to the radius of the arch.

44-

sx

4n4
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 8 = FLAT ARCHES

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in,the sentence, dnevaite it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

1. The highest point of an aech is the l 1

;
2. The width of an arch is called the 2 . 2.

3. Arches are designed to transform the downwvd jers7ure over an opening into 3

or 4 thtustl 4

4. The space between the level of the crown and,the extrado*of the arch is called the 5'
5 .

.1

* -

5, The spripger is the 6 .voussoir of the arch. 6.

6. The upper surface of_an abu nt, against which the voussoirs abut, is called the 7

-----
., .

..

7. The
,.rise is8 distance between the highest point of the intrados and the level of 8

he 9 points. 9

8. The side surface of the part of the structure extending from the arch' to the pier is 10

called the 10 .

9. The pier iS the 11 between 12 l3'.

The interior curve of an arch is called the

0

Sf

1.1

. l 2 *"

13

14 or 15 . 14
15.

;
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 9 CURVED ARCHES

This topic is ptanned to provide answers to

What layout procedures are recommended for
How is tile' set on a curved aroti?

The curved arches that alt.! tilesetter will have to
master include segmental, semicircular, elliptical, three-
centered, and Gothic arches.

Laying Out Arches

Layout procedures for the different arches h
been developed in the trade. (An alternative hod
of determining the radius point of an arc s dekribed
ae the end of this topiC.)

Segmental Arch

The curve of a segmental arch has a constant
radius, but the arch is less' than half a circle. The
amount of rise of a segmental arch depends on the
architectural design, but a good rule is to make; the
rise equal,to one-eighth the-span. The recommended
Payout procedure is as follows:

1. Start with line AB representing the span of the
arch and 0 as its exact center. Place point .0

. directly above 0 at a point approximately one-
eighth the length. of AB.

2. Extend line CO down an indefinite distance (Fig.
E -59).

3. Draw line AC.
4. Using A as a center and then e as a center and

with a radius more than one-half &Cs strike
intersecting arcs at F and at G.

5. Extend line FG to intersect extended line CO at
D, Line DOC is the radius for the arc. ACB,
which is the intrados of the arch.

Fig. E -59. LayOut of segmental arch.,,
, It

..

a

the following :questions:

curved arches?

6. Extend line DOC ta J by the width of the tile to
be used (Fig.). The length of tine DOJ is the
radius of tl.frc HJK.

7 ;,Divide are into equal parts approximately
the size of the tile to be used. Fro'm these points,

4draw linet meeting at point 6, giving the angry
of the out of the segments.

Semicircular Arch

When an arch contains half of a complete circle, it'
is called a semicircular arch' (Figs. 5-61 and E-62).
The layout of this arch is quite simple because the
center of a line across the spaD is the center of the

et.

c
0

I

Fig. E-60/6egmental arch, shoWing youssoirs

177
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Fig. E-61. Layout of semicircular arch
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) t
Ag:E-62. Semicircular arch,ihowing youssous

circle. The recommended I vow procedure is as
f oJ I 06..

Start with line AB representing the span of the
arch and 0 representing ip midpoint.'

2. With 0 as a center:using& radius eqtal to AO,
or one-half the span, strike that ati."ACB.

3. Extend line:A%B to I) ancitE, w ti h is the neces-
sary distance fOr the tile that is tube used for t'he
casing.

4. With 0 as a center, ,us ing a radius equal to 1)0,,
strike arc' DFE.

5. l.ay out even spaces on arc ,D,FE.
6. From these points draw lines, to the center

giving the angle of Cuts of the voussoirs.

Elliptical Arch

The elliptical a ch requires the utmost accuracy in
layout. The spa ,of this arch is called the!niajqr axis
of the ellipse: the rise is called the minor as. The
following procedure is recommended

. .

1. On line,AB, which represents the span of, tfie
arch (Fig. E-63),, mark distance AE equal 4o-
twice the rise (CO is the rise).

2. Divide EB into three equal parts.
3. With 0 as a center and a radius equal to thel

length of two -of the parts of EB, scribe arcs
cuttin AB at F and G.

4'. Extol& line OC indefinitely.
5. With a radius equal to GF, scribe arcs fi.om G

and F intersecting line OC at H. Draw lines GH,
and FH and extend them,
With a radius equal to HC, using H as a egnter,
scribe the ' arc JCK 'intersecting the extended
lines OH and FH.

1.68 .
eaee

Fig. E -63. Layoui of an elliptiAl arch

7. With a radius eqttal to AG; and 'G as a center,
scribe al=c J.

8. With a ills equal to Fi3, using F as center,
scribe rc K.

A simplifie ethod of laying out insiliptical arch
is illustrat6d iii rig. E-64. In the illustration the differ-
ence betWeen AO and BO isa0C or the radius of the a`
circle. The following procedure is recommended: .

cfi

I. Draw circle with radius toC.
2. Draw 45-degree diagonals throug1)-0, and inter-

sect the circumference of the circle at points C,
C', C2, ane0. "4

3. From points C, Q, C2, and C3, dt'aw 45-degree,
diag nals to intersect major axis 'AOA1 and .0
estab

i
sh,points D and D'.

4.-%With a radius equal to DOD' aild using Dand.D7
as certtqrs, establish points F and F'. ,I,

yr

81
Gl

.Ne .

.Fig. E-64. Simplified layout of an ellipse

1 73



40.

5. Using a radius equal to DA with D as the center,
draw arc E3AE2. Using the same radius with Di
as the center, drawarc EA'E'.

6. With a radius equal to FIB1'and Fl as the center,
draw arc Ge.

. 7. With a radius eci.ual to C3E2 and C3 as the center,
draw arc £20. Proceed as above until full ellipse
is established. :

00

To -k7 .out the ,voussoirs for an 'elliptical arch as
shown in Fig. E-65,, the beginning tilesetter should use
the tfollowlni procedure: . .

1. Extend radii 9A, HJ, HC? HK, and Ffilbr Che
distanc°e;.rfecessary for'the size of the tile to be
used,Jbe the Casing. This will give points L, M,

P,' and Q.,
2.On the arcs 'LM, MN, NP, .and 'PS), lay o

uniform-size voussoirs. The voussoirs with the
arcs LM and PQ are cut to.the centers G and F;
the vousoirs within the arc MN P are cut to the
center H.

Fig. E-65. ,Elliptfcal'arch,tsliowing voussoirs

, Some tilesetters prefer'another method of laying
Out in ellipse. When the tilesetter. has 'wo ed. with
enough shapes of this sort to be able t6 estimate
approximately where the tangent paint of the major
and minor arcs will be,- the following method is

'quicker and 'easier than.the preceding one:

. Establishpoint D L near as pOssible to the tan-.. ,gent point forthemajor and minor arcs (Fig,.:
Et:,66).

2c. DrewDrew lines A15, and DC. '.
-.3. Bisect.line DC. Extend the bisecting line 'until it

intersects the centerline .9C at G.' A radius equal
to GC will tie the*ralius for the major arc..

J. 4. Bisect' the line AD: 'Exiend the bisecting' line
until itAntersects -line! AB at',Poirit E. A radius
tht is, equal to, AE will then bq the ractiusigur the
minor are of-the etliPse.

5: Draw a line from G through E, intersecting
ellipse ACB at F. Point F will be the true tangent
point of the two arcs.

Fig.

0

E-66. Layout of an ellipse by estimating point near
tangent point for major and minor arcs

An ellipse that is to be covered with plaster ?nay be
laid' out very simply with a pin and a piece of string'
(Fig. -67). The recommended procedure is as follows:

1. With C as the center and a radius equal to one-
half the span, or OA, strike arcs intersecting
tan AB and establishing points D and Di.

2. Drive pins at points [VC, and DI. cp

3. Tie string tight* around the three pins; then pull
pin C. . .

4. Insert a pencil in the loop, and take up the.slack.
Place the pencil point on point A. Then, keeping

. an even tension on the string, move the pencil as 1
shown in. Fig. E-67. When it is held in thisfit
manner. the pencil will trace a true ellipse.

Be'cause keeping an evewfension around the ellipse
is dif6cult, the tilesetter will find the best procedure is
to,mark orie half on a template and transfer the other
half.

C

Fig. E-67. Pin and star; method of laying out an ellipse

1
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Three-Centered Arch

The three-centered arcil is a form of the elliptical
arch; however, the joining of the arcs is not perfect*
smooth, asitt a true ellipse. The layout procedure,
which is illustrated in Fig. E-68, is as_follows:

. 1. Divide the baseline AB into three equal parts,
and locate points l3 and E.

2. Deterniine half,way marks between each. Use
these as centers, and scribe circles with diameters.;
meeting at D and. E.

3. Extend Line OC to lowest edig of inndr[c>cle, to
point r. So.

4! Draw lines from F to D and F to E and eyond.
5. With a radius equal/to:AD and D as the center,

scribe arc AG, with G the point of intersection
of extended fine JEW:With a radius equal to EB
and using E as'a center, describe arc BH. H ithe
point of intersectioty extended EF.

6." W.ith.a radius that is equal to FC and iising F as
a center, scribe the arc QCH, which forms itie
central arc.

47..Determine the dirFction of the joints by extend- ,
linesOC. DG, and EH the distance of

the-size tile to be,psc.d, establishing points J,. K.
"-Lt M, ane?'N.-;Dividy each outer arc into equal
parts; iraviijincs fr9pi the radial points
fa* scribing the three curvatures.,

iiltel-nativemethod,although not very accurate,
may 14 Used 05 determine the direction of the joints
(Fig. E-69). "The procedure is as follows:

I. Attach a small square .at the center of a en
length' of wood.

2. Place this length of wood against tit intrados
along the chordline; which is inside the arc of
the arch.

3. Using th'e knowp 'width of voussoirs along the
extrados to square from, draw the radial lines.

Fig. E-68. Layout of a threeentered arch

Gothic (Pointed) Arch

The Gothic arc is used most often in churtih archi-
tecture. Gothic ar es are often set with a joint at the
center,but many of them are set with a keystone. The
layOut procedure described here is based on the use of
a center joint. The procedure, which is illustrated in
Figs. E-70 and E-71, is as follows:

1. Extend line AOB, which is the pal-of the arch, .
an ,indefinite length (Fig. E-70). ../

2. Draw lines AC and BC. Point F is thOexact
enter of AC; and G is the exact center of BC.

..., -
RADIAL LINE

Fig. E-69. Chord and squaye method of lay,ing'out a three-
centered arch

,E A B D

414

Fig. E-70. Layout of a Gothic arch,

Fig. E-71. Gothic arch, showing voussoirs



3 Draw line FD per pendicular to AC. and extend
it- until it intersects line AR at D.

4 _raw line GI' perpendicular to BC. and e \tend'
it until it intersects hie AB at E.

C With 1- as center and a radius equal to E B. sti
t he arc BC

6. With D as center and a Wats equal to DA.
strike the arc AC.

7 Emend radius ER to point It iadius DA to
point .1. and lute OC to point K his the distance
necessrm to take care of the easing (kg E-7
-Step oil cen di% isions on arcs HK and K
I-1 mu these. diaw lines that cons erg; on centers
I. and D. ring the' correct angle of cut lor the
011ssOirS.

Setting the Tile
After the layouts have been made. the cuts deter-

mined. and the tile cut, the paper or plywood pattern
that has been cut to fit the intrados may he fastened to
the arch with the radial lines showing. After the' set-
ting bed has been floated, the face tiles can he placed,
in accordance with the lines shown on the pattern.
Ihey arc then tapped into pia e if the arch is semicir-
cular. a radius hoard may b used as a guide.

The soffit and Jamb may he !Mated with a template.
The bullnose trim on the 'outer and inner curses and
the jamb tiles must he placed so that the grout lines
match those of the face tiles as shown in Fig. E-72.

The carious steps to he followed in setting tile on
cursed arches arc illustrated in Figs E-73 through
E-76.

- Pig 'E-72 Elliptical arch, showing fit of builnose and soffit
tiles Fig: E-74. Setting tile on face of arch

Fig E -73. Tiles set by holding drawing to voussoirs

-

Fig. E-75. Floating rt r on intrados of semicircular arch

S
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if
1

Fig. E -76. Setting tile on intrados of arch

,

(.41ccordance N. ith plan dinens4ons and accepted trade
practices If the arch is to sere its planned function,
the center first must he di a%i n coir ectl on the pl%iood
pattern

I he cur% attire of the arch and the angle lot cutting,
the tiles cannot he dimk n or located accufatel until
the radius of the arch is knimn. Some plans gRe the
dimensions lor the span and the risebut di) not shim
the dimension lor the radius. When the dimensions
for the span and rise are kpmin: the'radius cdn he

determined for .roman, segmental, and other 'arches
that, have one radius point.

One method of, determining the radius is illustrated
in the dollmi ing )sketch.

RISE

SPAN
(45.7 CM>

72 IN (1 8 MI

RADIUS POINT

Determining the Radius Point
(Alternative :Method)

he accurate la% out of centers isessentiallto the
proper constrI'LQion of arches, 13 using-the span, ris,c,
and radius. the \ilesettef can la out a center. I he
procethires lor la in out *he \arious tpes of arches

I he radius h deter mined as 161Imis

I Di% rile, span b 2 (72 +'2 = 36)
2. %1 ultipl prod uct ( 36 X 3(
3 ide product h% rise (A .296 =

.4, Add ans\ier and ysc (72 + IS = 40)
5 Di% ide ans\ier h% 2 (90 + 45)

=
")

.2%)

are differ4mt, and eat. h pe'must be drawn in striit

4

t
'172

1 be rad rus fur t his ch is 45 in hes (I I mcti es)
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS
% . .

TOPIC 9 CURVED ARCHES

( ,

.
N t\\ Study Guide

4 Determine the c9rrect word for eaeh numbered blank in the sentence, and rite it. iji.blank at the right. '

1. A pin and piece ,of string can be.used to lay out a(n) I . arch.

the corresponding

I.

2. The span of an elliRical arch is called the .2 axis of the ellipse. s '-c
.

.

3. When an arch contains half of a complete circle, it is called a(n) 3 arch. 3

4At The rise off an arch usually it -equal to 4 the span.

5. Thecurvez of a segmental arch has a(nj 5 radius. 5

6. 'File three - centered arch is -a form 2I a(n) 6 arch. 6.

7. In setting tile on an a radius board ma'y be used if the arch is 7 7.

8, The soffit and 8 (hay be floatea.with a template. 8

9. The tiullnoe trim on the outer and inner curses should he placed so that ate grout
lines match those of the 9 'ides.

9

10. Gothic arches are'often set with a(n) 10 at the center. 10.

4%.

Ir
r

4%
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E41ALIZED JOBS

TOPIC m

ts:l.tOgic is.,plannedth prbvidp-nsWers

lio;;:ti.e;:domes prepared for tilework?
What 5.9itis-'"are, neededlor floating- a dome
flow iii*Atilplates constructed?

. .

Domes and vaults, like arches, are designed to
receive large downward pressures at a point at the top
and transform those pressures into lateral thrusts
toward the base. They are sometimes used when the
architect wishei_ to convey an impression of d ity
and formality.

TileWork on flat ceilings is .a common tilesetting
job, butthe tilesetter may also be.called upon to work
on vaulted ceilings. The tilesetter needs to have expe-
rience in layout and job operations to do _a competent
tile job on such ceilings. Therefore, thistopic includes
information on constructing templates and floating,
the inner and outer areas of a dome. The actual tileset-
ting procedures after floating vary from one job to the
other and are not discussed in this topic. '

, Mating .Templates for Interior Domes
giej\' To illustrate this to*, the pr ct shown in'Fig.

E-77 is used. It is a fountain nic-he.wi h a circular back
reaching to the top of the ceiling and ftnis,hing flush
with the wall line. The ceiling is a cireular half dome.

"(Fig. E-78 is a cross section of the domed ceiling
shown in Fig. E-77.)

The working-prOCedures-for this particular job are .k
as follows:

,.'

(-1-) SPRING LINE

to the fallowing questions:

?

bt. tot
I. °Use a band saw to cut the templates to the cor-

rect form and radius required for floating both
the scratch and float coats.

2. Bend or mold a ground strip of wood or casting
plaster around the back of the niche, and level it
at the paints from which the spring line or,:..the,
dome begids.

3. Float the scratch, and float clip ts as needed.
4. Wedge a 2 by 4 inch (5.1 by 10.2 centimetre)

board between the two sides of the fountain.
5. On the lower side of the template', drill a small

hole at its center to accommodate a dowel.
6. Fasten apiece of wood with a hole of the same

size at the apex of the arch and dome to receive
the dowel at the 'upper or top edge of the
template.

The three "rididg points" for the template are as
follows: t upper dowel the lower dowel,iand thefitt.
back edge o the template. The template is correctly
notched to ride on the ground or runner strip.

LINE OF ROUGH ,DOME

4

. ,
Fountain niche, with a cirdular back ' .

, .

DOWEL
CIRCULAR GROUT) STRIP

sue,\

.4t,
2 BY 4,IN. (5,1 BY 10,2 CM)
BOARD ACROSS OPENING

Fig E78 Cross section oi interior dome

r

VG



I
Floating the Interior Dome

Ati interior dome, such as the one in E-79, is floated
as follows:.

,
1. Make a template to fit the correct radius of the

float coat. .

2. T.acls a I4inch (1.3-centimetre) strip of lattice on
the curved edge. to provide a float for the scratch--
coat.

.3. Remove the strip to restore the template radius
to that of the setting bed,

4: After (boating the d9mi , tack small exposed
.brds along the t plate at desired intervals to
'scribe level cil6s of ever-narrowing radii. These
circles can b used as parallelsAo check the level

"of.,the4. es.

Floating the Exterior Dome I.

,...

-3- Use a smaller template of thc same radius to
float the setting bed. Cut this template so that it

- spans at least. two screeds ' t-the ground--stripjBe .

-sure that themotion while floating cotiformo
the 9.dialline. Do this- by keeping the float in

; -st-ch .a position That it always spans at least,two
--- .screeds.

4. Remove the hard screeds floating is completed.;

The procedure for floating ,th,,e outer area of this
same dome is tht; reverse of thalitor an interior dome,
so far as the cutting of the *tentfilate .is concerned.
Because the"riding points" baVeThlen reduced tp two,
exceptional care must be taken- tOiliold this template
exactly vertical at all times (Fig. E-80). An example of
a large exterior dome is shoWn in Fig. ,E-81. C.

Floating Large Domes
On lar -domdt, interior or exterior, groins.made of

hiti mu Master screeds must sometimes be used
(Fig. E-82). The lowing ptweciure is recommended:

1. po t 1-inch (2.-5Lcen etre) screeds on the scratch'
coat at the desired istatiee apart along t circu-
lar ground; strip. r

2. Use a .teittrilate to run the screeds to the apex Of
the dome. \ .

4

LINE OF ROUGH DOME

SCRATCH COAT

FLOAT COAT.

CIRCULAR GROUND STRIP

A
Fig. E-80.' Exterior half dome

-P

o

C

-othdib page 132.

Fig E; 81 Example of a,...laige doineI8t, VinOentfs.
" ;M000;

.

4r.

n
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Fig. E-i82. Hard screed groins used for floating a large dome.. .

, .. 44'....;b
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MOT E -SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC DOMES-

., Study Guide
,betertine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and writ4Fin the corrpspondingblank at the right.

I. The template rquired for floating the scratch and 1 coats is .band sawed to_the 1- 7'proper form and radius.

2. The template for the inside of k dome has 2 riding points. '2

3. Aground strip of wood or 3 4 is bent or molded around the back of the niche. 3.

4a

4. A 2 by 4 inch (5.1 by 10.2 centimetre) board is wedged between thetWo of of the 5
fatritain..

5. A .template iscade to fit the correct 6 of the float coat.

6. After the setting bed has been floated, small 7 should be, tacked along the ;"' 7
template,

7. The brads 8 level circles of ever-narrowing radii.

-8. The circles can be used as 9 to check the levet of the 10 .

-.9. -Groins made of 11 '12° or 13 14 must be used oirlgige domes.
O

10. Whenan exterior dome is being floated, the template must be 15 at all times.
.,

8

9
10.

11.
12'
13

14

15

177



UNIT E -:-\SPECIALVED JOBS

TOPIC 11 CIRCULAR WALLS

This topic is-planned to provide answers to the following questions.

' What procedures are used to float true circular walls?
How are contoured walls floated?

Although many tilesetters- shy away from working
on walls that are not flat, the apprentice will find that
working on circular walls is not as difficult as it seems.
A correctly prepared and tiled circular wall installed
in a shower enclosure or an entrance way is a credit to
the skill of the tilesetter. qaceful shapes, including
French curves, which-haVeno fixed centers- for pivot-
ing a tadius, are a challenge to anytilesetter--

Two procedures arekuseirfor floating a true circular
shower or .circular room (Fig. E-83).

Floating True CircUlar Walls (Method 1) .

true circular walls,can be floated as follows:-
, ,

l. Find theexact center of the floor, and establish a
.fixed poinf,

2. .Use plumb b to duplicate this point Vin. the
ceiling.

.3. :Obtain a rough measurement of the radiu a d
Wel-mine the, circumference (C'= 2irr).

4
°

4. lay out the tile in a straight line on a flat surface.
Use the circumference to count out the tiles.
Measure the exact length of thelnumber of tiles
that give a measurement closeseto the circumfer-
ence.If the actual circumference and the tiles.
laid Out do not match, the formula R = C 27r is
used- to determine the new radius,-

5. Cut a small stick to the length of the radius plus
the thickness of the tile used.' This is the exact
radius of the setting bed; use this radius to make
a template of 3A-inch(1.9-centimetre) plywood.

6. Set float strips at the radial distance from. the
center points, using the small stic to measure at
intervals determined by the lengt of the tern-
pfate

7. Check the float strips to see that the are plumb.
-8. After settingthe-strips, float the, se tirig bed in

the same manner as described"earli r..
A. 9. Place. water level marks at eye level n the float

strips, A mud screed at the floor line May then be
set by using4he template parallel to the water
level marks.

FOAT$TAIRS,
,

Fig. E-84. Floattstrips set fromcenteIL points



Floating ,True Circular Walls (Method 2)
Another procedure for floating true circular walls is

as 'follows:

Obtain the center point in the floor and on the
ceiling in, the same way as was described ill

-me.thod 1.

2. After the - center points have been establihed,
wedge a pole or pipe between fhe floor and the
ceiling, using the center marks for alignment of

,The pole,
3 :*Cur a 1 by 4 inch (2.5 by 10.2 centimetre radius'

board as described in method I, and make surf
that the two ends arecut .so they are square.i

4. Cul a piece of tin frop a .Eoffee can to a size
approximately 4 6 inches (10 by-1-5--centirnte:
fres). Attach this as a stlw to the radius board.'
InseFt a clamp,,114,11s,,OI'Mrews so the otper, dc-n

can be. fastened around the center pole or pipe
(Fig. E-85).
Mix "hot mud," using lumnite or casting plaster.

6. Float two horizontal hands of the mud on the
wall, pne 8 inches (20.3 centimetres) up.from the
floor and one 8 inches (20.3 centimetres) down
from the ceiling. Using the radius board as a
Swing or 'compass, make the MIEN of Mud
approximately, 4 inches (.10 centimetres) wide.

7. When the mud' is firm, remove the center pole.
8. Cut away the sides of the bandsof mud-to leave

a I%% -inch (I8- centimetre) screed. /
g. When the screeds' are hard, float the setting bed

with:a icing straightedge held perpendicular to
the wall- while rodding up and down. Va.
'HARD SCREEDS MUST.BE REfiOVED.

Floating Large Circular Walls (Method I)
Large circular walls that must be perfect can be

prepared either with it precut template or ivith hard
hori7ontal screeds. However, floating the hard screeds
on large tircular walls is sometimes quite difficult.
fla-wless circular wall can bE produced as followS:

I. Obtain asiength of tie wire, two small turnbuck-
les, a 44inch (10.2- centimetre) iron dowel or bolt,
and a stick about 10 inches (25 centimetres) long.

2. Find the true center point on the floor, and place
the dowel or bolt at this point. Attach it firmly
so that it will withstand tension.

3. Draw. a level chalk line on the scratch coat 4
inches (10.2 centimetres) from the top of-the wall
and another line about l2-inchest30-c-:eritimetres),
from the floor.

f4. Drill holes in the stick, near the top and bottom,
to receive the wire.

5. Fasten a 6-inch (15- centimetre)' length of wire to
each hole, and fasten a turnbuckle- appo-
site end of each length. Fasten one

r
dt a 10-

inch.(25-centimetre) length of wire to the opposite
side °Leach of the turnbuckles so as to form an,
adjusqble bridle. Then, fasten this bridle to a
longer wire that extends out rom dowel in
the, center of the room.

6. Float or mold a 2 by 10 inch (5 by 25 centime .)
plumb. strip-of "hot, mud" to the desired thick-

, _ness of the setting bed at one end of each Of the
leyel'aines. This strip is to be used its an adjusting

. screed (Fig: E-$6).

FLOATED SCREED

LEVEL LINE4

POLE

METAL, STRIP

'

r '

RADIUS BOARD;

r

LEVEL LINE

).`(,\
DOWEL

BRIDLE)4.5EMBLY

Pole and' radius Obaki Fig. E-86.,flard screed floated on, circular wall,

179
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7. When the moitai is lit m, aTjust the assent hl\ to
the upper adjusting screed. I rott el a hand of
mortal slightl helot\ the top Joel line, Proceed
to float, using the assembly as a compass so that
the top edge. of the tt ood is kept in line \tall the
let el fine at all times (I ig. F-87).

8. Alter Homing the lop detach and readjust
the assembly,to the ,adjusting screed at Ow lot\
let el fine, I loot the lot\ ci select] (Fig. 1-88)

I his operation should Jesuit iqlttt o perfect hands o,1
mortar I he hands should he rimmed so ay tojeat ea a

42-inch (5.1- centimetre) hard screed. Then the surface
he floated

4

Fig. E-87. Using wire and bridle assembly to- set
screed on circular wall

Floating Large Circular Walls (Method 2)
A second method of floating a laige circular \\ all

has' been de\ eloped (Fig. 1...-89). 1 his method of

mg is as 10110"s.
I. Obtain a ichgth of \\ see. t" o valan tut n buckles. a

4-inch (10-centimetre) it on dott-il of 12401t, and a
straightedge equal to the height- a the \tall.
1-ind the true center point on the lloor and place.
the' dot\ el or holt at this point

°3. Attach one' short \tire and turnbuckle 6inches
(15 centimetres) traiWthe top of the straightedge.
and attach one short \tile and turnbuckle, 6
inches (15 centimetxes) from the bottom. Con-
nect cash turnbuckTe to the dowc1 \Nith \tire.

4 Plate a let el on tlje mice( edge: and adjust the
turnbuckles until thi:' edge 4s plumb and at the
correct distance twill Ow \tall for a settino, bed.

5. The \\pH to the appro\imatV
,,

thiek
required. i.,

6. Lille ,,a let el to one side of the edgi:.
7.11,old the side of the edge \k it h piev.tue

at\ ac:. IiOtll CCtItt4". cut mortal
8 Ref rain from tertical motion of edge.

Floating C7311tiated

Contoured \tails Ate' constructed of crates frith
. cytters. I he retommended method of Ildating

these 'till' is its I-ollmNs:

! .1 Cut t\\u, LI I)); 1.14 me100.6 ht 3-2 centimetre)
lattice strips to -the length of the tt all.and

r. t ,
to!) '

P.

ak.

Fig. p:88. Using wire and bridle 'assembly to set lower
screed on circular wall

180
1.

Fig. E-89. Floating curved wall with straightedge

A ,
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them on a flat stir lace side h side. Mail. the two
strips at inter als of .12 inches (30 5 centimetres)
From left to right, and wet them thoroughly so
that t he% will bend icadik,
1 rowel a hot-voila hand of molt' -about 8
inches (2b centimetres) down 1r the top of the
wall. Maintain a whimr iiek nes, of not less
'than ' 2 inch (I .3 timeti es) from 'the sent Lh
coat, and e d the band of moi tar all the wa%
acios le wall -( Fig F-90). .

ace the .wet lattice 'on the mortal tram the
starting line with the mar ked side %isi hie. tap the
lattice lightl along its length to embed the mate-
rial. Seal the edges at the top and bottom to lock
them in place

4 Repeat this procedure on the lower par) of the
wall 8 inches (20 centimetres) a ho% e the floNai'r..
Check the plumb with a straightedge. using the'
12-inch (0.5- centimetre) marks to check 'the
lower snip against the-upper strip (I-rg F-9I).
I hen, seal the strip

LATTICE

5. Float the surface, rodding in a direction perpen-
du:trial_ to, that of the so ceds 5

, Placing. Wall-upposting' Screeds '

Screeds lor supporting hie to he set on
walls cah' he placed as f011ows

cii

I. Set two float strips at'a'14eight that w o'idd `he
correct rf th'e floor were to he floated.
Appl screed mortar around the wall. :

After tamping down the screech float it With a
straightedgii' lying flat.

4. rim the 'screeds so to lea e a 2-ipih (5-.centimetre) rim.

12 IN 130 5 CM)
MARKINGS

o

Fig. E-90. Contoured wall

e

A

Fig. E-91. Checking 'plumb with a straightedge

,

91

-1

i

O

so,
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UNIT E lirPECIALkED JOB

Pitiii&11 dlICULAFi. WALLS
'1.1>

Study Guide , 0,
c..- ,

Determine the orrects word for each number blank in the sentence, and write it in the corti:sponding
blank at the right. ,

. ,, .
. lttictLsteips should be thoroughly I so that they will bend. readk. I.

1,

2. Float strips must be 2,. - r 2
'

3. When a circular will is flodied, the 3 point is, found oh the floor.

4: Large circular walls can be prepared either with a precut template or with hard 4
horizontal 4 .

5. The °radius template is made of plywbod th-at,is 5 'inch(es) thick. _,

:r

.



UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOjS

TOPIC 12 CIRCULAR COLUMNS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:

How are circular columns prepared for floatint? '
Wirat are the recommended methods of floating circular columns?
How' is ceramic mosaic tile applied to a circular coluMn?

The preparation of the surface crf a circular cohimn
to receive tile is a fascinating procedure, and a true
artisan should enjoy the challenges it presents. When.
the mstructioris outlined in this topic are followed, the
.app.Vntice tilesetter will be able to perforni a credit-
able tile job on any circular column.

Preparing Columns
Circular columns can be prepared for=the floating

..ibed by either of two methods (Fig. E-92). These
methods ire the following:

L Set, vertical wood float strips plumb at four
points on the column', directly opposite one
another, and then float with a template in the
usual manner. -

2. Apply casting plaster or cement mortal: horizon-,
tally on the column, and mold with ktemplate;
then, make a series of hard stileedstr equal size.
Iron bands can tie used as screeds. Thesease

;44' by inch (0.3 by 2.5 centimetres) in two half
settions, and they lire sei in place wit.h_ a
lemplute.,

The circumference of the finished column is the
:most important measurem4 in thN,operation, and.

',',.4.............v'''-4,-;,..v..gtv..^,,,..hf
'1,1474, ..s.es.,.14;.:.:,W4,:*1.,47,

vv.'4,--..:-.

... ..
- , .I .

fig. E-92,.Mo el d6Itimns
bed 41

showing two, methods of pre-
papa mg for floating

ii

the tilesetter should take into eonsidet anon the dimen-
sion of the tile to be used.

Floating Columnskn

Circular columns can be fljated b} two different
methods.

Method 1

The steps in

2.

method I are as follows:

I. After obtaining the correct finished circumfer-
ence, figure.fhe radius in accordaXe with the
follOwihg formula: $ ..

R = C
7r

thickness of tile -2

Apply the dimension;; of this radius to making a

pattern from 15-pound,(7-kilogram) felt. Both A
and B iri Fig. E-93 will be used as pirtrits.

7' 3. Center A will serve as a, guide for cutting the
floating template, which should he approxi-
mately one-third the circumference (Fig. E-0).
The template should be made of Y4-inch ( 1.9-
centinlare) plywood.

4. Mark the outer pattern 13 into four etqual parts
(Fig. E-95):__

5. Fasten patterri.13...ta the floor at the base of the
column with tacks ormasking tape. Ensure that'
the 'Setting bed is uniformly thick. .

Fick. E-93..paltern

A83.
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. Fjg. EL94. Third-round template

B

Pattern 13
0

6. Set float strips plumb from the inside edge of ths,
pattern, using ,quarter alai* on the cutout for
positioning (Fig. E-96). ;nit srips must be abso-
lutely plumb on both lines.

7t Check the parallel points by. 'baking a three-
sided caliper of 1 by 4 inch (2.1 by f0.2 centi-
metre) lumber with the use of cutout A (Fig:
,E-97).

8. When parallel points have been checked; pro-
ceed to make a dry run. Mix enough hot mud by
adding casting plaster for a 5-minute set, and
float a 6-inch (154.2-centimetre) band 'at the base
of tile column, using the template for floating.

9. Obtain a I 1/2-inch (3.8rcentimetre) wide rubber
band that is long enough to go around the
column. (You can make one from an old tire
tube.) When the hof,inud has set, tie' on the
rubber band about halfway ,up on the mud.

10. Slip ceramic mosaic tile cut into 3-inch
centimetre) strips between the band and the mud 4
all around, thus making sure that the tile-will
come out even (Fig.:E-918). Be sure to allow an

nsidn joint in thetilg for beating in, therCby
avoiding a buckle in the finished tile-.

184

Fig. E-96. Float strips set plumb from paitern

Fig. E -97.. Parallel checked with a three-sided caliper'

11. When this dry fun checks out, remove the hot
mud, but leave the float strips, and proceeds in
the usuat fashion.

Method 2

,'The second method of floating is used When tme
or sitnilar object has been installed previously, thereby
preventing the use of pattern B described above. Th
steps in method 2 fir; as follows:1

1. 'Set plaster spots approximately 1 by 3 inches (3
by 8 centimetres) at intervals of every 7 feet (2.1
,stetrcs) starting 8' Indies. (20.3 centimetres)
above the base on the rough column; and
plumb on two lines opposite each other (Fig.
E-99).

2. Check the parallel points w)th calipers A de-
, scribed in'tfie first metho and shown in Fig.

E-97.

94'
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Fig. E-98. Making test run with tiles on, column

Plaster spots set on rough column

3. Using cut( ut A,, make a half-round. tem plate of
(1.'- centimetre) plywood (Fig- `E -100)..

4.,With this to plate, spin a 3-inch (8-centimetre)
bandof mit 1 óri the bQttom. plaster spots.

5. When the m s quite firm, make a dry run as
explained in e first' Method.

6. When the dry run checks correctit'' continue
spinning on re 'titling spots: then cut away the
mud, leaying a 2-inch (3.8-centimetre) collar.,
To make si plast r band 'or collar, grease the-
inside edge of' the emplate wish cup greaseior
lard.

7. Mold a firm castin plaster mix to the tem-
plate,' which is held\ orimntall) on the spots.

8. ,Trim the top and botA m. Wait 5 minute{,, ancl
. I ,

Fig. E-100. Half-round template

then spin the template away, leaving a Yrinch-,
.(1.9-centimetrel,hand.

9. Repeat this procedure on the opposite side of
the columu Collbwing the steps outlined above.

10. After the collars are hard, apply the setting bed,
rodding ith,an Moot (2.4-metre) straightedge
held so that it is perpendicular (Plaster, collars
harden in I hour; cement collars harden in 24
hours.) Hard screeds must be' removed.

Aen rounded iron band's are being ased, the tile-
seuer should Willow the above methods, but allow for
the -thickness of the metal. The bands' used for this
purpose arc IA by'l inch (0.3 by 2.5 centimetres). They
ur ivided into two sections and are set in place with

plate.

Leveling
Nt

The procedure that is used by tilesetters to mark a
.level line around a plumb and parallel column is as
'gllows:

I
le 'Cut a piece of 36rinch (91.4-centimetre) tar

paper that will tic one' and one -half times the
circumference. .

'2. Apply the paper ayound the floated mortar ibedrf
at any spot you desire, securing.it with a rubber
band or string as described previously.

3. Adjust the paper lap line at both the top and
bOttom ,to form a cylinder.

4. Scribe or mark a line, using the paper edge as
yar guide (Fig. E-10,1). This may also be used as

"sa starting .line for tile when a column is out of
plumb.

Applying Tile
Applying ceramic mosaic to a column that is less

'than 36 inches (91.4' centimetres) in diameter some-
times pres en t 5' a prOble,m in the bending of the sheets

185
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to conform 0/ e radius. TO solve this problem:the
tilesetter shoo l ,take the folloTing steps; -

I. Cut. a '41are of 3/4-inch (1.9ccentirnetre) pl wooed
6 inc '),5 centimetres) wider than the dia eter .,t.

2. Use Utput A as a patter,n-to make a round hole
1 in t 'Center.

!i

3. Cut, plywood in hall, and spread the:twn
piec (24 inches (61 centimetresr aciart with the
hal /Tr& side up. Then, proceed to line the
insi e 'r4dius wi,th sheet metal," wood lath, or

. sma)1. strip's) of wood, -forming a "cradle."
. .

4. Lay,,cermic mosaic sheets in the cradle..Apply
,s40,'aInd pure coat in the regular manner, care-
fik holding the formed sheets in position.

glove the-mdpic sheets from the cradldi and
Them to the setting bed, that been

"C'-ated with pure coat. Using a rubber mallet; tap
e tile in place with a small beating block held
a perpendicular position.

I t

4

LAP LINE

TAR PAPER

FLOAT CbAT

Fig. E-101.-Level line inikod'around column

U
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UNIT E ; SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 12 --CIRCULAR COLUMNS

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank -at the right.

I. The most important measurement in tiling coluttins is the 1 of the fiished 1

Column. ,

2. WW1 horizontal screeds are used to prepare for the floating bed on a column, they 2
are molded with a(n) 2 .

. ... .
,3. When vertical wood strips' are used for floating a'column, the tilesetter sets them '' 3

prurtib on 3 side(s) of the column._ . . ,.r
r

4. When vertical float strips Ore applied, the raditis is figured 4 the thickness of the.
tile used. ,.

.. . .

5. The center of the pattern is used as a guide for cutting the floating 5 . 5

6. 'The outer pattern is divided into 6 equal Parts and secyd to the floor at the base . 6.__.of the column, ,
. . . .

1

7. Float strips are s& plumb from the 7 edge,of the pattern. 7

8. The parallel points can be checked with a(n) 8 -sided woothcaliper. 8

9. Piaster collars harden in 9 hour(s). 9
A

10. When estimating the circumference of a finished column,, tht.tilesetter must allow 10
for the 10 of the tile to be used. `

C.

.

;

1 9 7

I
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UNIT E .SPECIALIZED JOBS "4.

TOPIC 13 SWIMMING POOLS

a

This is is planned to provide answers to the.fallowing questions:
Wha is the recommended..1procedure..for laying out a swimming pool?
How is swimming pool tile set?
How is Coping tile set,on a residential-pool?

Tiling a swimming pool is a highly specialized job,
in which a premiuin is placed on details and accurate

,work. The\ type of tile used must be impervious to
chemically treated water, body oiTS, and weather con -:-
dilions. The tilgwork must be durable: Tilework may
be installed . in a swimming pool by any one of a

-number of different, methods, but the procedures
recommended in this topic have proved to be efficient
and accurate. A minimutn,amount of final cleanup i§
required when these procedures are followed.

As part of the preparation for a job, the tilesetters
should stud> the plans, carefully noting the details of
the pool, set h as grade elevation, scum gutter installa-
tion, lifeline anchors,,and depth markers: They can
then determine the best starting point for the work.
They should alsd check to see that a safe scaffold is in
place, thht all tile accessories are available, and that
the correct tiles .are present.

'LaOut andSketcliing
The following procedure is recommended for the

layourand sketching of the swimming pool:
1. Make_a full-size detail sketch of,tlie curb,4cum

gutter,,and handrail(Fig. E-102). Show all mea-
9 surements and bench marks.

2. Check the poiil to make sure that everything Is in
accordance' with the plans, giving special atten-

E-102. Detail'of swimming pool cur6

tto.,

a
'7;4=

'

tion to seeing that want are square, parallel; and
plumb; surfaces are true; all holes in the cbn-
crete, lifelines. ,polo:net and foul-line anchors,
ladder holes, and Other accessories are as indi-
cated; scum gutter drains slope correctly; and
water inlets and outlets project from the walls to.
receive tile and are of uniform length.

Setting of Tile
Before.any actual operatigns can be initiated, grade

or bench marks mqst be established. These may be
either '12- inches (30.5 centimetres) down on the walls

/ of the pool or on'top of the curb. Either way, they
should be not ore than 6 feet (1.8 metres) apart.

The next ste s to complete the scratch coat agd
then go) plumb c at. The bench marks sliould.be pro-
tected during'tbe time the cratch,coai is being scored,
and the scratch coat should be kept wet until it has
thoroughly set.

The order of procedure in setting tile, zone by zone, -

is shown in Fig. E-102. The chief advantage ofstartivg.
to work at the top of the pool and proceeding down ir
that the tilesetter does not hay; to work above already
completed tilework: This procedure.also facilitates the
estabghment of an accurate water line. If the hand-
rail were completed before the guttef and curb faces,
itwould be in the way and thus slow the work consid-
erably. The following steps are recommended:

1. Lay the ea'dg of the curb (surface No. 1 in Fig.
E7102). Be (sure the surface is level and true,
because the other members are established from
it.'Install the depth and racing lane markers at
the same time. .

-27 Float mortar on tFie bottom.of the ctisb (surface .

. No. 2 in Pig:F-102), and lay tile, using templat:4.
No:1 (Fig. E-103). Thigterripkate,,which is mode

4 #

_f

Fig_. E -103. TemPla)e No.1
Ir..

a
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from the full-scale detail sketch, rides the5ace of
the curb. -

3. Float mortar on the back suit-face of the gutter
(surface No. 3B in Fig. '102). Set float strips by
using template No..2,tholding it against the face
of the curb (Fig. E-104).

-4. Float mortar to the correct slope between drains
on the bottom surface- of the gutter Isurface*Nd.
3A- in 'Fig. E-102). Floating this surface before
laying 'tile on the back of the gutter eliminates
the need for a sepkate screed to set the tile dn
the back of the gutter.-The whole gutter bottom
can be floatedin no more time than is required
to float this screed, and a lot of cleaning can be
avoided if the entire area is floated before any of
it has been tiled. -`

, 5. Lay tile on the bottom surface of the glitter.
6. Lay tile on the back surface of the gutter. How-

ever, if the coved shoe base
on

set against the
gutter' back rather than flat on the bottom of they
gutter, the tilesetter may reverse steps 5 and 6
and lay the tile on the back of the gutter first.

Handrail and Wall
The handrail and wall should be formed as follows:

1. Form the rough handrail;-(No.e4 in Fig. E-102).
by bending vertical dowel rods to the proper ver-
tical and hdrizOntal dimensions, using template
No:1 (Fig. E-105): Bend rdtls from the sack of
the gutter to the center of the:handraii.

J
. -

FLOAT STRIP

N.
Fig. E-104. Temp ate No. 2

C
'

`TEMPLATE

Fig. E -105. Template No. 3

O

2. Tie continuouslwrizontal rods at top and center
, .of each dowel. "\

, 3. Cover dowel rod horizontal rods with gal-
vanized wire lath.,

4. Apply the scratch 'cpat.
5._ If the bench marks arr on the wall, 'Use template

Nd. 4 to -move the, betiph marks to the top of the
cuEb (Fig. E-106). This template must be held
alisoltitely. plumb in transferring thapartcs; any
other. position will shorten the offilrance and .

make the transferred narks inaccurate.
6. Float mortar on the wakto the spring line of t lie

curved part of the ,yvall; lay tile on this. Install all'
lineg and markers at the same time; taking care
to keep- the handrail true to grade within IA inch

- (0.3 centimetre) (surface No.,5 in Fig: E-102).
7. After establishing the new grade line, float mor-

tar on .the back surface of the,bandrail (surface
No. 6 in Fig. E-102). Lay tile, using template No.
5 (Fig. E-107).

NEW BENCH MARK

a

BENCH MARK---:'

Fig. Er. Template JNo:

0)

NOTCHED
FLOAT STRIP

199
o

000,

1.0000 .,
10.0 ill

NAILSdr- 0011lo
- 4.

1,oggo'STAIGHTEDGE

:/,1 01000.P.

trta

TOP OF WALL

Fig. E-107. Template No. EN\
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8. Float mortar on the top surface of the handrail
.(surface No. 7 in Fig. F-102). Use template Na. 6
for this step (Fig. E-108). Bectfuse the top of the
handrail is usually only 1/2 to 2 inches (1.3 to
centimetres) above the-water line, this surface
must be absolutely leNel. It is the most critical
leveling job- in working on a swimming pool.

COmpletion of Curb
The curb of the, pool should be completed as

follows:

1. Set float strips and screed spots on the back sur-
face of the curb (surface No. 8 in Fig. E-102).
Use template 'No. 7 (Fig. E-109).

2: Float mortar on the back surface of the curb,
' and lay 'tile on this surface..
3. Float mortar an the curb deck, and lay tile on

this surface.

Completion of Sides
A scaffdld is needed to nixie and "la) tiles on the

sides. The woik is begun at the top of the sides, and
the scaffold is'lowered as ork progresses. The recom-

'mended steps are as follows:
1. Using. the plan of the pool, establish points cor-

responding to A, B, and C °on Fig. E -110.
1-

;.

190',

'

Fig. E-108. Template No. 6

Fig. E-109. Template No.'7.

;

2. Make a template on fit the radius of cur-Nature at
the bottom of the pool at each of these points.

3. Run mull screeds from points A, B, and C,
allowing them to set before proceeding.

4. Screeds that run from points A, B, and C are too.
far apart to float from, but cutting templates to
run screeds at every convenient place on the
curved walls would be impractical. Therefore,
holding a wire twit and moving it along the hard
screeds, cut and form additional screeds at the
desired places between points D and E on the
shallow end of the pool, And B and B and C on
the long side walls, and F and G on the deep end
walls. Sidewalls and end walls must be continued
to form ap accurate intersection in the corners of-
the pool.

5. Float the mortar, and set the tile; lower the scaf-
fold whenever necessary for convenient reaching.

. Racing Lanes
The tilesetter often has difficult) in keeping the rac-

ing lanes straight bec:tuse of thee ramping of the floors
of the pool. The following procedure is a simple and.
sure Avay to accomplil this job:

1. Fasten a 2,1)) 4 inch (5.1 by 10.2 centimetre) board
securely at each end, of the pool (Fig. -111).

, , 2. Lay out racing lanes (or any other lines to be
extended) on these pieceS, as at H, J, K, and H',
J', and K'.

3. Pull a wire tight from one end of the pool to the
other, over the center of Mt racing lane.

SIDE,ELEVATION,

B

0

E

A B C

A Bo c

Fig. ,6 -110. Plan of swimming pool

I
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2 BY 4 IN
15 1 BY 10 2 CM?

-BOARD WIRE
,

i

J

K

SIDE ELEVATION 2 BY 4 IN
151 BY 10 2 CM/

PULLEY BOARD"
'%4

PLUMB. BOB

1.

H'

Js

K'

Fig .E-111, Plan of swimming pool, showing racing lanes

,4 Fasten a plumb bob to this wire so it can he
adjusted lor .height and mmetnlong the wire
from one end to the other !his can he done with
a kulie. or ,ilfet pm.

5 Adjust the plumb bob for height. and Filo% e it
along the wire. marking the bottom arid the
walls of the pool ese Marksshould he made
dose enough to ensure iat the lanes are straight.

Residential .Pools

Most residential pools lime a coping and narrow
band of tile at the water line. Roth the coping and the
hand of tile are installed by the tilesetter..Tho recom-
mended protedures for installing the coping and the
are as follows:

I 'Check the sides of the pool for°straightness and
the top of the pool w here the coping is to he set
for levelnesc. Mark.the in and out and high and
low areas.;

2. Ensure that the coping is levtd. Using a water
level, establish level marks or the sides of the
pool 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to 3 metres) apart-and 3 tot)
inches (7.6 to 15.2 centimetres) beloW the point
where the bottom edge of.the the is to he (Fig.
E -112).

0. Cut a gauging strip, which is held at the water
level marks, to 'establish the correct le% el for the
screed sticks to float the mortar for the coping
(Fig. E- H 2).

4 Float the mortar for the coping (Fig. E-I13).

- 1 to P. IN
(2 5 TO 3 2 CM)

OF MORTAR

tip
Fig. E-112.REstablishing the correct level

.0-

% SCREED
STICK

A a 4k C " 4
4

L .6; A'

6 I 0

a 6 4
°

D

o ° 4. 6
d v

73 j
.n

GAUGING
STRIP

WATER LEVEL MARK

Fig. E-113. Floating the mortar for the coping

5. Trowel the surface, and set the coping in place
(Figs. E-114 and E -I 15). The coping is set % inch,
(1.9 centimetres) beyond tic side of the pool to
allow for the and mortar (Fig. 12.-116).

6: Float the mortar for the tire using the roller=
skate template (Figs. E-117 and E-118). The
roller-skate template can he used with a small
level to ensure that the mortar and tile midst- the
coping are plumb (Fig. E- 119).

7. Set the the under the coping with a pure coat of
portlartd cement E-120).

8, (11-out the joints of the coping. Use a copper
metal mask (Figs. E-I 21, E-122,and E-123).

9. Grout the tile; the joints should be lay compacted.

A
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- Fig. E-114. Troweling tir surface of the mortar
.

, apt

Fig. E-115. Setting the coping

'Fig. E-116. Placement of coping

192 ,

Fig. E-117. Roller-skate template

Fig. E-118. Floating the mortar with a roller-skate template

202



,

Fig. E-119: Roller-skate template with level '

4 -

Fig. E-122. Grouting with a copper metal mask
O

Fig. E-120. Setting the tile under the coping

Copper metal mask

203
;

Fig. E-123. Finished joint
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Ilk
E SPECIALIZED JOB'S

TOPIC 13 SWIMMING POOLS

Study Guide

Deterinfne the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and writyt in the corresponding.
blank at the right.,

1. The tilesetter should first study the swimming. pool I and carefully note ihe
details.

2. A full-sjie detail skgtch is made of-the 2 , 3 , and scam gutter. 2.

3.

3. In general, tiles are set' from Pie 4 of tlie pool'. toward the 5 . 4

F ;. ti , 5 .
...

4. Grade marks may be established at about 6' inch(es) d,own on the walls'of the 6
pool.

5. At the. time the face of the.cUrb is laid, 7 markers and 8 sane markers' are laid IN 7.
also. 8

-6.. When being established, grade marks should be not more than 9 feet apart. 9

7. The purpose of checking the sides of the pool' is .to find any 10 or 11- areas. 10.

<

- , .
_

,. t ,"t
Q41. Water level marks are set 12 to 13 feet apart. . 12

'13 .
.. .

9. The mortar for the 14 is floatedfifst. 14 =,

2- 0
1

10. The coping projects a minimum of 15 inch(es) beyond the side of the pool. - 15
II; . ..

194
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED 'JOBS,

TOPIC 14 FOUNTAINS

J

t

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How is a fountain laid out for lilework?
Wbat are the-recommended procedures for tiling a fountain?

A fountain is generally the focal point of a patio,
sunroom, park, or garden. It should be'a work of art
that beautifies and enlivens the area (Figs. E-124 and

E-125). Therefore, it should be installed with effi-
ciency and accuracy. The constructi9n of a fountain
cari give the app,rentice tilesetter experience in several
phases, of tilesetting, including work on layout, arch
forms, and tile installation.

Every fountain installation requires.some variations
in procedure. The procedures listed in this topic are
based`on the plans illustr-ated in this topic; they are
also based on principles offgood layout. These princi-
ples can be applied to, the:construction of any fountain.
The methods described here allow .the tilesetter to
improvise s6 as to make the job easier and more
accurate.

1

Setting the Corners
The first step in working on a fountain such as the

one illustrated in Fig. E-126 is to complete the walls of
the sqilare corners. The recommended proecduri:s4are
as follows:

I. Study the plans and specifications, and check the
rough 'Concrete form of the fountain. Dejerniine
the correct sin of the installed structure. Allow
for ghe addition of tile arid mortar on the inside

.4

VOL.
See color reproduction on page 133

Fig. E-'424. Tiled fountain (private residence)

2.

and outside of the fountain. The overall rough
dimensions should be 0, inches (5.1 centimetres)
less thaii the finish dimensions to 'the outside of
the concrete form and 2 inches (5. I centimetres)
more than the finish dimensions to the inside.
The concrete form itself is 4 inches 110.2 cen-
timetres) wide. -
Apply the scratch coat and the plumb coat (if
necessary). '

3. Determine the floor or walk level of the foun-
tain, and set mortar screeds about 2 inches (5.1
centimetres) wide inside and outside the fountain.

4. Build the wooden frame tonside finish dimen-
sions. It must be perfectl,, square (Fig. E-I 26).

5., Place the wooden square inside the fountain.
Strike diagonals to find the center point of the
fountain; then, determine the if ntrlines. and
check them against the sides cif the wooden
square with a framing square to ensure that they
are perperfcjic9lar. ..

6. Set float s(rips inside the fountain. Set them so
as to allow for the thickness of the tile between
the strip and the wooden square.

7. Float the inside corners, of the walls; checking
the openings for the arcs to ensure that they con-
form to the .finished dimensions on the plaits
(Fig. E-r27Y. Set tiles on the inside corners.

See color reproduction on page 134,
Fig. E-125. Circular fountain! (Los Angeles City Mall)
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5 FT 6 IN
(1 7 M)

CONCRETE FORM

9

WOOD FRAME

WOOD GAUGE

Fig. E-126. Rough dimensions of fountain

8. Set float strips on the outside of the &ntain. In
this fountain the finish aimension of the wall is 6
inches (15.2 centimetres). The thickness of tile,on

.,`
the outside curb measures 3/8 inch (I centimetre).

`.4`'
Subtracting the thickness of the tile from the

,finish dimension gives 55/8 inches (14.3 centime-
, tres), the distance between the face of the tile on

the inside curb and the race of the float strip on
the outside curb. Therefore, make a wood gauge
5/8 inches (14.3 centimetres) long.

9. Float the outside corners, and set the tiles.

Setting the Curved Walls

e layout of a curved fou'ntain wall is similar to
nut of a curVed4arch. With a fountain, the shapes are
laid out on a plan view, but the methods are the same
as those used for laying out arches in an elevation
view. The recommended procedures are as follows:

I. Draw a full-size plan of the inside circular curb,
checking the plans for the dimensions needed to
lay out each. segment. Then, extend the radius so
as to draw in the outside.Of.the curb. The thick-
ness of the wall must be determined Com the
plans; in this fountainthe thickness is 6 inches
(15:2 centimetres) (Fig. E-12W.'

2. After the entire laYOut is confpleted, determine
the cuts needed, and cut the tiles for-t'he inside,
top, and outside of the ,curb.

3. Construct a wood float for floating' thecfrved
wall (Fig E-l28):14aintairf the center of the cir-
cle by placing a pin at the appropriate point in
the wood support.

4. Float the inside.gnd outside,of the curbs, and set

WOOD,
SUPPORT

3 FT 6 IN. (1 1 M)...-1

5 Fr 6 IN (1 7 MI

6 FT 6 IN (2,0 M)
8 FT, 6 IN 4(2 6 tvi)

9 FT 6 It (2 9 M)
4

Fig. E-127: Finish dimensions of fountain

5. Float the tops of all
6. Grout all thejoints.

Setting the Center -Section
The! center section is put in after the wall of the

fAntain is completed. Use the following procedure:

I. Set the forms around the water pipe (Fig. E-
129). For this fountain the forms will be 4 by 4
by 6:inehes. (10.2 by 10.2 by 15.2 centimetres)
and 16 by 16 by 5 inches (40.6 by 40.6 by 12.7
centimetres). Check to ensure that the forms are
square with the inside walls of the fountain. Pour
the concrete.

2. Float the surfaces, and set tile.."4
3. Lay the tile on the tfloor of the fountain in a

straight or diagonal pattern. The floor must
slope toward the ,drain.

4. Grout the reniainder of the joints.

the curbs, and set tile.

RIKIRIMIZIL.N.. 44k.110111a IMI4101 ISM

4 IN
(10.2 CM)

5'A IN
(133 CM)

6 IN.
(15 2 CM)

Fig. E-128. Detail of wood

20-6
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 14 FOUNTAINS
'

StUdy Guide ''
..

Determine the correct word for can numbered blank .in the se,ntenee, and write it in
blank at the right. ?

'
.., ,,.

I. When 343-inch (1-centimetre)'tile is used, the outside rough dimeasiohs of the strue-
ture can be estimated to be- 1 inch(Qs) smaller'than the 2' dimensions.

the corresponding
,,

1

2

3

4.
-

5

6.

7'

8,

9

le
11,

12

. 13.

14.

15

16.

2. The purpose of finding the, correct floor level is to set 3 , which shOuld be about
4 inch(es) wide. .

cr .. -
. ..

3. After the dimensions have been checked, the next procedure i'h tiling a fountain is
to apply the 5 6 .

6 cx

4. Awooden square built to fit inside the fountain is constructed to fit the, 7. 8.
dimensions from the plans. ,

5. As soon as the wooden square is pldced inside {he- fountain; the 9 of the fountain
should ./)e located.

6:, Float strips on the inside walls are set to allow for the 10 of the 'll be ween the
strips and the square.

7. To determine the, correct cuts fov the circular:curb, the tilesetter shouldTrepare (n)
12. - 13 14 "r."

A

8. The size of the wood gauge for floating the. 44tidewill of the fountain js peter-
mined by subtracting the thickness of the 15 fro'm the 16 17 of the wall.

17.

9. When the fountain walls are curved, the first surface on which to set tile is the 18 18.

of the curbs (

.
I . ortar is floated on a curved wall by means of a(n) 19 20 . -19.

, 20.

I
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UNIT' E F:E51ALIZED JOBS
°

.TOPIC: 15 TICE- STAIRS. 7/0 ' - '.-' : ,7':: . : ,
- This tOrlie:ispla ne to tiro ide answers to the folloVing questions:

What- are 'the ifferent types o stairways?
How is 010 I d out on a stitirw y? ,, .
Whatjs tnte ecommended metho of tiling.a stairway?' ,

4.;

Stairways' 6.1A
carpenter of cement mason
builtIto receive tile, .eVen
befinhed that way. The
know, from looking at
Construction js accurate
provided for the tile:th
setters must learn the
dures irwolvecaltho
that are designed

,r

.competent tilesetter shoul
e layout of a stairway if the

.and irsufficient cl9rance is
t is to 1) set,. Apprentice tile-
asic terms and layout proce-

gh they set tile over stairways
built by other.

in tlieir rough for,m b
Sometimes;they..are n

°ugh' they-are intended t

Ty es of Stairways
. q'lie- two mnst common types of stairwi s are

straight staii-Wrajrs an platform stairways. P tforM
stairways have mire than one flight of stairs, roken
by a plafform,or anding. A straight stairway is hown
in Fig. E-130: n "L" stairway with a quart r-turn
landing 'iOlio. n in FigE-131, and a '/do le L"
stairway with-t o quarter-turn landings is s wn in
Fig. E-132., :A /"dogleg" stairway is U-shaped with a
half-furn. land ng (Fig. E,7135);Cirbular stairs ay be
ised in -mOre ostly homes or in public buildi s. Cir.-

clolar stairwa -;faiie shown in Figs. E-134 an E-I35.
StairwOs may be open or dosed on qne r both

sides.. ioiien stairway with a right-hand ha, drail is
, 1 ,'shown Fig. - 136.

,

.

Fig. E-i30. Straight stairway

g

Fig. E-)1. "'stairway

Spider Web Layout fora Circular. Stairway
The tilesbtter may have, to align the joints of the

winder stairs With the joints on the flier stairs. In Fig.
E-I34 an isometric projection, as viewed from point A
of -the staircase, is shown in view`B. The winder'
threads are composed of three 30-degree angles. The
three angles form a 90-degree angle to the lowbr riser

4, ,

9

i r
Frg E-132. "Double L" stairway'i. 3:
-

z

Fig. E-133. "Dogleg" stairway

-209 199



VIEW A

UP

*4

t

ti

FLIER

WINDER

PP'

,
Fig. E-135. Circular stairway (type 2) phowing flier and

winder

'NOSING

CLOSED STRINGER

RISER

TREAD

HANDRAIL

BALUSTER

Fig. E-134..Circullr stairway *type 1)

of the flier..A recommended method of aligning the
joints 'of-the winder' stairs with the joints of the flier;
stairs is as follows:

.v.
1: Float the lower riser of the flier step as per

layout.
2. Make a.30-degeee template of plywood Or

other suitable Material.
.3. Place the template on -the tread with one edge,, .

against the lower. riser of the flier. Float the' -1 I.

OPEN STRINGER

NEWEL-POST

E -136. Stairway terminology

8. Place the template on top of the 36-degree
,tread. At 90 degrees to the face of the riser,
mark joints on the template, stopping at. the
15-de'gree radial line.

9. Mark joints at 90 degrees to the edge of the
30-degree nosing angle, stopping at the 15-
degree radial. line.

10. Use/ the template as a guide for the setting of
the winder risers.
Use the template layout for ticutting and fit-
ting of the stair tread tiles.

12. Ensure that the template layout is the samej.for
all three angle treads.

riser face at the 30-degree angle.
4. Remove the template and place it on the next,

tread with one edge against the 30-degree riser.
Then float the riser face at the.60-degree angle.

5'. Repeat the' procedure at the 90-degree riser'
NOTE: The nosing tile should be square to the

adjacent lower riser. The back tread tiles should be
face. , square to the adjacent upper riser. 9

6. Mark a I5-degree angle radial line at the center
of the 30-degree angle template.

7. Be sure that tiles on the lower riser of the flier
step are Sevin accordance with the layout.

Stairway. Terminology,

The stairway parts desCribed below, are illustrated
it\FIgs. E-135 'and E-136.

21



Baluster

A baluster is a column or rod that is set vertically
from the tread or the'stringer to supporrithe handrail.
If the-second-floor wellhole i2 open, balusters will also
be set across its-open edge td' form a-guardrail. When
the balusters are placed directly on the treads, often
-two-will be placed oh each tread, the shorter one near
the nosing baluster on the next tread. If the balusters

, are to be set outside the treads, two stringers must be
provided. In this case the outside one is called. the
"face" stringer. The balusters fit into the space
between the two stringers. Blocks are set into this
space so as to forms pockets into which the balusters
fit.

Balustrade

A balustrade is a row of balusters-topped by a rail.

Flier

A flier is any one of a flight of steps where .the
planes of the risers are parallel to each other and the
treat are equal in width from end to end.

Flight

'A flight is a, continuous series of stairs from one
landing or floor to the next.

06,

Landing' or Platfulm

A lauding or platform is the levelJit
deeper than a steponnecting one fl
another.

art of a stairway,
ght of stairs with

Newel Post"-.
z4.

A newel post is the principal post at the foot of
straight or platform stairs or a secondary one at a
landing. In a circular staircase the newel may be a
central upright post about which' the steps. wind.. The
newel pqsf usually is placed on the floor, in which case
it should be centered on the vertical center, of the first
riser. When the space at the bottom oja stairway is
limited, the newel post is sometimes placed on .the
first; second, or third step. In this case the newel post
is centered on the vertical center of the next riser.

Nosing

The rounded part of the tread of a stair that pro- ,

jects over 11i riser is called the 'nosing. ,

Riser

A riser is the vertical p4rt of a step thtrcovers the
spaCe between treads'.

Step.

; A step consists of a riser and a tread. (

4%

Starting' Step

The *starting step is the first step in a set of stairs. In
an open stairway it is usually different from the oth-
ers.- Three variations are shown in -Fig. E:.137.

Stringet.

The inclined finish piece of a stairway to which the
risers and treads are fitted is called a stringer. If The
stringer is cut so that its top edge fits the outline shape
of the risers and treads, it-is called an "open" stringer.
If the risers and treadsare grooved into the stringer,
so that a side view shows only the inclined stringer
board and not the actual treads and risers, the stringer
is called "closed" Or "housed..."

Tread

'The -horizontal part of a. step is called the tread.

A wellhole is the franied hole in the floor through
which a stairway passes or the open space in a build-
ing in which a staircase is built (also called "stair-
well"). In a circular stairway it may be called the/

inder." If the face stringers of two succeeding
para 1 flights of stairs are not located in the same
vertical plane, the space between them is'sometimes
called the wellhole, but it is actually only 'a part.

Winders

The treads of 'steps used where.stairs are carried
around curves or angles are called winders: Winders
are wider at one end so that they canNbe arranged irfa
circular form.'

)'`.

BULLNOSE
.

2,1

CURTAIL

0,

SWELLED OR CURVED

Fig. E-137. Three variations of starting steps
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Layout Terminology
The construction of a vvoodenAairway is a compli-

cated operation that is most often performed in a mill
to aimensrons specified by workers on the job. These
dimensions are obtained by a careful layout proce-
dure. If the stairs are concrete, with formsbuilt by the
cement masoti, the dimensions used to build`the forms
will be provided by an equally detailed layout proce-
dure. Any person whgt is to perform work on that
stairway later must understand the terms used in its
original layout. The basic dimensions must be checked
and rechecked frequently because they cannot vat)/
throughoid the length of the stairway.i.all subsequent
operatiornust be based on the samt dimensions.
Most of the dimensions described are ilhistrated in
Fig. E",138.

Total Rise

The vertical distatice from finish floor to finish
floor.is referred to as the total rise. This distance can-
not be changed once a building has been constructed,
and it is therefure a basic measurement to be kept in
mind at all times.

Tread Rise

The vertical distance' from the top of a tread to the
tor of the next is called the trey rise. All tread rises in
a stairway must.be the samequegause even a small
variation is noticeable and may cause stumbling.
Wooden risers come in sizes of 6 to 71/4 incha (16.5
to 19.f centimetres), but the 7-inch (17.8- centimetre)'
riser is considered ideal for interior steps. Outside
steps usually have a shorter rise.

Total Run

'The overall, hOrizontal distance occupied by a run
of stairs is called the total run.

Tread Run

The tread run is the hofizontal distance from the
Lone riser to the face of the next. This does not

u e the nosing. In ge,nera,1: tread run' plus tread

V.

!.

TREAD 1..... TREAD
--1PROJECTION , ' ,RUN

TREAD 4.1.1.1.111
RISE

-
TOTAL RISE

202

' TOTAL RUN

Fig. E-138. Layout terminology

1

rise should not exceed !pinches (4i2 centimetres); a
tread rise of 7 inches (17.8 centimetres)' requireSi a
wad run of no more than 10 inches (25.4 centitte-
ties), excluding the nosing. Standard wooden treads
are 101/4 to 111/4 inches (26.7 to 29.2 centimetres) wide,

1 including the nosing.

Tread Projection or Overhang

The amount by which a tread projects over a riser is
referred to as the tread projection or overhang. This
amount is the width of the nosing.:

Line of Travel

The line on a curved stairway connecting the points
at which Winders are" of_the same width as fliers is
called the line of travel. This line usually is 12 to 14
inches (30.5 to 15.6 centimetres) from the handrail.
The radii for laying out thb winders are shifted so as to
make the steps assume a reasonable shape and still
maintain these dimensions (Figs. E:134`and E-135).

Tile 'Layout

A recommended procedure for laying out tile otra
stairway is as follows: .

1. Check .planscarefully, noting the Shape of the
starting step and baluster pockets. If decorative
tiles are to be used for risers, the order in which

bthey are set and related details should be consid-
ered.
Determine the total rise and run of the stairs.
These may be obtained from the plans, but the
dimensions should be checked because the plans
are /seldom absolutely accurate.' .

3. When the total rise a.n run are known, deter-
mine the tread rise and Tread run by dividing.the
total rise-by the number of risers and,the total
run by the number of treads. A stairway alwimy. s
will have one more riser than it will have trfads
because the floor at the top of the stairway is not,

. con4eidei-ed,o be'a tread. These dimensions will
be important for you to know, as slight varia-'
tions in the rough stairway should be compen=
sated for when rile is placed'. '

4- ,Check the stlirway to ensure that the stair,s a e
correctfSi- roughed in find that sufficient space h s

. been allowed for the tiles. Note ' ianyvariato s
froth the correct tread run and rise, making sure

11 they can he evened out lathe process of applying
: the tile.
5. Make story poles radd 2 with the dorAt dimen-

sions for the treads arid risers (Fig. E-139).'Mark
- off spaces with dividers. .

The stairway can also be laid out,forpiles by using a
spirit level to mark lines along the wall for the finish
faces of the treadS and risers (Figs. E-140 through
E-142). This procedure does not require story poles.

212 1'
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FINISH FLOOR
o

STORY POLE 1 STORY POLE 2
14 13 1 11 10 9 8 7' 6 5 4 3. 2 JR

FINISH FLOOR

Fig: E-139. Tile stairway laid out with's)ory Poles 1 and 2

Fig. E-141. Quarry tile: risers

Fig. X-140. Marking with spirit level
d1

Tile Installation

3The recommended procedure fbr, setting rile- on a
stairway by using story poles is as follows:

I. If the stairway is made Of wood, cover it with
waterproof .paper. Apply suitable k+re mesh,
f011owed by the 'scratch .coat. 11 the stairs are
concrete., follow a recommended preparation
procedure.

2. AS. shown in Fig. E -139, draw line AB on the
wall, at the levq1 of the upper finish floor.. Use
story pole 2 to determine the correct height for
point B, and check to ensure that the line is level.

tef ransfer the tread spaci .Qg from story pole. I to
I ne AB, allawng for the thickness of the setting
b d and the tile in determining where to start the
spacing.

. ,

k

'Cir..

Figs E-142. Quarry tile,riser.4 and treads

4 :"Set the top.,arid bottom risers, checking theM`'
with the marks on line AB. Itse a tape dr pole to
see that the risers are parallel. Riser tiles may
extemd below the finish level of the treads, thus
avoiding the need for cutting tiles tb fitaexactly.

5. With,4 taut:chalk line, snap line CD from the top
riser to the tottom user.

6. -Drop plumb nes from points representing tread
runs on line AB,,to intersect line CD,-These ' 1

points of intersection reriresent.the tops of ft
faces of the risers, both -as tli,run and as to" rise.

7: Set the tread nosing at the .top, then the fir
treatl,,,then.the second riser, and continue do n
in this way to the bottomof the stairs. Check
frequently to see ,that risers and treads are square

213
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to the areas, level at -the front and back of tht
treads, and parallel to each other.

8. Pitch treads Vti, to 114 in h (0.3 to 0.6 centimetre)
high at tha back For drainage and else of,clean-
ing. This is particularly important for an outside...
stairway, but if is usually done'on other masonry ,
steps as well.: A tread should never be low at the
back, becau"se this gives a pairson ascending the .

Stairs a feeling of running:
9. Use story dole -3, as shown in Fig. 'E-I43, to

make sure that all the joints are in a straight line.
from the top to the bottom of the stairs.,

Some tile§etters set all the. risers first and then
return to set the treads. Whichever methqd is use, the
work should alw'ays be started at ?te top of the 'stairs
so that the tilesetter will noP have to disturb fresh
work. k

or-

.

straightedge placed on the nosings of a stairway
should touch each nosing from to bo t6m ehe
stairway (Fig. E-143)..,This isthc fiist st ade by an
inspector- when a tile staircase .is Mein checked.

A

STORY POLE 3

..'

Fig. E-143. Tile stairway raid out with story pole 3
'.1 6
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TONC,15 -"1- TILE STAIRS

. Study' Guide .-

Determine the Correct word for each numbered Ha' uk in the ,sentence, and write it in thecdrrdspondingblank at the right. -. ..i. .\ '
An.

1.: -The hoAzontal part of a step is called ..the 1 I..___.q
,. ,

2. The riser is the 2 part of a step. ..
2

3. The distance-from finish floor below to finish floor above is called 3 4 . 3_. .r-
4

4. The line of traAel on a curved stairway is set at 12 or 1'4 inches 430.5 or 35.6
ceiftimetres) from the 5

5. When risers are parallel to each other,tht steps are called 6 .

',

6. The 'function of the balusters is t9 support the 7

7. A) 8 9 may be dsed in `place of a story, pole to lay out steps.
r

5

6

7

8
9

8. A Aeries of steps leading from one floor orNranding to the next floor or laridiog, tOwithout an intervcing platform, is called a(n) 10 stairway.

it
12

13

14.

15

..,
16

,

17

18.'

19

20

9.1A level-part of a staircase, which is'wider than the individual steps, is calleDgn)
I 1 or' a(n) 12 .

...10. Tread 13 is measured from the face of one riser to the face of the next.
, -... .

II. `The; tread and* riser taken' together form a(n) 17 .

12. A term, foer a.circular wellhole is a(n)- 15 .
...

...
-13. The curved projection of the tread ov.er,tRe riser is called thr 16 .,

. ,
14. -One means of ensuring that ,tile on a stairway is set to exact dimensions is the use ofthree 17 18 .

.,

.., -:I /
s

.15. A line along the wall parallel to the.staircase is drawn from the 19 riser ,to the
-, 20 rise=.

\.*

J

215.

wi\
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

TOPIC 16 ROMAN TUBS
t

This topic is planned to ppAvide answers to the following questions:
How is the basic structure prepared for a tile-lined bath?
What is the recommended method of installing a Rorhan bath?

The tilesetter will be called upon to lay tile for
Roman tubs of eery sin and shape. Each tile-lined
bath will provide the tilesetter with a new challenge. A
_Roman bath, such as thkone shown in Fig. E-144, will
require the layout skill of an experienced tilesetter.

Preparing
The tilesetter? should
.

brane for damdge if any
others in a.nd iitbout the
be tested for e. k

.The slope
adequate fo-r
wire should

All cem
,Roman; b
proofing
in the ap
should
it bg, le

'1

the Structure
-

check the waterproof mein -
work has been performed by
area. The membrane should

n the frotTif the structure shotild be
orrect drainage. Linings and reinforcing
e nailed o? stapled above the water' link

Installing the Tile
nt mortar used in the installation pf..a

th.must be mixed with an approved water-
dmiture. Reinforcing wire should be placed
roximate center of the mortar bed. 1he wire
tend up thetside walls but in no case should
than.1 inch (2'.5 centimetra) above the fin-

WIRE REINFORCING

CERAMIC TILE FLOOR
SET IN MORTAR

SUOLOOR AND BUILDING FELT'-*

2 BY 6 IN (5 1 BY 15.2 CM)
FLOOR FURRING

206

FINISH FLOOR

1

ished threshold. The corners at the dam should be
lapped, and the reinforcing wire should extend oci-
the threshold and ledges.

The total thickness of the floor mortar must not be
less than 11,4 inches (3.2 centimetres) at any point. The
tile floor should have a minimum pitch of 1/4 inch (0.6
centimetre) per foot (30.5 centimetres) and a maxi-
mum pitch of 1/2 inch (1.3 centimetres) per foot (30.5
centimetres) toward the drain.

-A ring of absotbent rriateriaf must be placed around
the weep holes to keep hem open when the finishing
materials are installed.

All corners must be rounded or at angles not in
excess of 45 degrees. Grout is not acceptable for
rounding the..corners. Corners that meet the provi-
sions of the Uniform Plumbing Code are illustrated hi
Fig. E-,115.-

a

Study Assignment
. .

Standard Spec ificat ion lor the InAtallunon Tile
L Rolitan Bath. Tub.% (CTI-R4108-64). LoNngeies.
Ceramic. Tile Institute. Read entire specification.

WALL FINISH

WATERPROOF-
MEMBRANE
LINING

I tf
1 IN (102 CM)

MIN

CONCRETE
SHELL

FORNPIS

FINISH

2 BY 4 IN
(5 1 BY 10 2 CM) STUDS

fOP OF THE LINING MUST
BE AT LEAST 3 IN (7 6 CM)
ABOVE SPILL-OVER POINT --"
OF THE FINISHED RIME-we

REINFORCEMENT

- 'MINIMUM 'A IN (0 6 CM)-
MAXIMUM 1/2 IN (1.3 CM)
PER 12IN (30 5CM) SLOPE
TO 2 IN (5 1 CM) APPROVED
FLANGED DRAIN

LINING MUST BE PITCHED
1/2 IN (0.6 CM) PER 12IN
(30 5CM) SLOPE TO WEEP
HOLES IN DRAIN.

4 IN 10 2 CM) MIN.

WORD FLOOR JOISTS (DEFLECTION OF
FLOOR SYSTEM LIMITED TO 1/240 OF
SPAN UNDER DEAD PLUS LIVE LOADS)

Fig. E-144. Construction of Romah bath

.1

WIRE REINFORCING
. .

4'

r
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UNIT E SPECIALIZED JOBS

16 ROMAN TUBS

Study Guide .

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write- it in the corresponding
Ilank at the right. ,.

I. The maximum pitch for a tub floor is I inch(es) per foot toward the drain. I

2

- 3

4

5

2. A ring of 2 material must be placed around the weep holes in the drain,

3. .The total thiekness, of the floor Mortar. must be not less than 3 inch(es).

4. Reinforcing -he should be nailed, or stapled 4 tlie waterline. ,

. : .

S. ,,Theminimum /inch' for a Roman tub floor is 5 ,inch(es) Perloot.toward the drain.

I
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ACI African' Concrete Institute
. AGA ' Atherican Gas Association

AGC, The Associated General Contractors of
4 America J.

AIA American Intitute of Arc-hitects
ANJ. American National Standards Institute

9 ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
CSI The Construction Specifications Institute,.
CTI Ceramic Tile Institute
CTIOA Ceramic Tile Institute of America'
FTI Facing Tile Institute

I

I U BAC International Union of Bricklayers and Allied
Craftsmen

MU ° Marble Institute of America
M MSA Mortar Maiwfacturers Standards Associa-

tiqn
N-r m A National Terraiio and Mosaic Associa-

tiC;n, Inc -

4PCA Portlani Cement Association
SCPI Structural Clay Products Institute
TCA Tile Council of America

21.J
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Fflectic communication among those who work in the
the trade is most Important i ilesetters must know the cor-
rect meaning of the words they use in their trade/This is
particularly important in the construction industry where
seeral trades may hale different meanings for the same
word.

Slang words than are used throughout the tile trade have
been included in this GlrossarY. These words are most
important for the apprentice ulesetter to understand Slang
words may ar from one geographical area to another.
and instructors and strtlents are urged to suggest additional
terms through the cluilinels mailable in their schools.

I he origins of some of the definitions in the Glossae are
indicated in parentheses folkiw mg the del miuon. I he desig-
nations used are as follows ASTM (American Society for
resting and Materials); i CA (l ile Council of America),
CTI (Ceramic Tile Institute), and SS-T-308h (rederal Spec--
A.(1mm% 'tor Ceramic Tile, Floor, lf"all, and Trim 1'n/0

.Ib+orptton Ihe relationship of the 1kCigliT of the water
absorbed h) a ceramic specimen subjected to preset ibetl
immtision procedure to the weight of the dry specimen.
expreheci in percent (AS1 M C 242-72)

1ueleraior, Materials used to speed up the setting of
mortar.

4ccc%L Ode. al e,,orie%) Ceramic or 6orfce ramic arti-
cles, Affixed to or inserted to ulework, as exemplified h)
towel hars; paper, soap, and tumbler holders, grab ha n.
and the like

et and alhali-wwwm w, grout A grout that resists the
ef cts of prolonged contact with acids and alkalies.

..1(//reove. /de Organic adheske used for bonding tile. to n
surface Rubber solvents and resin-based and, rubber
emulsions 'can he used as adhesives (TCA)

Mnilla porcelain A citreous ceramic whiteware for tech-
nical application in which alumina (A1201) is the etiNC11-
nal crystalline phase. (ASTM C 242-7.2)

Ahrinina ilhiletiore Any ceramic whiteware in which
alumina (A 1201) is the essential crystalline plkisc. (AS1 M
C 242-72)

.ingle divider A tool used h) the tilesetter to determine the
degree of an- angle to cut. It is used for fitting trim.

1

moldings. and flooring into corners. A corner angle is
measured b) adjusting the dk Kier to fit the corner.

/lathing An material used as a base oyer which a finished
material is to he installed.

Backing off. See eatheredging
13w h-mounied ode. See under Tile, moulded
llthh ti all. l'he wall facing an obserer who is standing at

the entrance to a room, ~bower. or tub shower.
llahrik tm. Cuts of tile at the perimeter oflin area that

will not take full tiles. The cuts on opposite sides of such
an area should he the same size. Also, the cuts on each
side of a\niiter should he the same size

Ball dal A secondary clay, commonly characterized by the
presence of organic matter, high plasticity, Inifi'-dry,
strength, long itrification range,. and a light color when

, fired. (ASTM C 242-72)
Ball milling. A method of grinding and mixing material,

with or without liquid, in a rotating cylinder or conical
mill partially filled with grinding media, such as balls or
pebbles. (ASTM C 242-72)

llamdi hum. A liar/. unglazed itreous ceramic ware that
flo,,the appearance of basalt rock.'(ASIM C 242-72)

lime One or more rows of tile installednbove the floor. Sec

for (le( emance. The method of determining whether a
lot of ceramic tile is acceptable under-certain specifications.

Bearing_ blot h. A w Ooden block used to embedliles in a flat
plane. 1 he method used is called hearing

Belleeh china. A highly translucent what:ware corn povd of
a hod) that contains a significant amount of frit and that
normal I) has a luster glaze. It is produced commercially
at 13elleek, Ireland. (ASTM C 242-72)

Bench mark. Permanent reference point or mark;
Blume lire. See Fire, hmque.

the deyelopment during firing of enclosed or
broken macroscopic esieles or bubbles in a body, or in a
glaze or-4<er coating. (ASTM C 242-72)

Bloch angle. A square of the specially made for changing
direction of the trim.

Nang*. The wet process of blending or suspending\
ceramic material in liquid by agitation. (AS I M C 242-
72)
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Body: The structural portion of a ceramic article. This term
also refers to the material or mixture from which the
article is made:°(ASTM C.242-56)

Bond. The-adherence of one material to another. Effective
bonds must be achieved' betweehthe mortar and scratch
coat, between the tile and mortar, and betwecn...the adhe-
sive and backing. -

Bond-ioat. A material used between the hack of the tile and
the prepared surface. Suitable bond coats include pure
portland cement; firy;set pdrtland cement mortar, latex-
type. portland cement mortar, organic adhesive, and the
like.

Bone ash. Ca !dined 15one that consists essentially of calciitm
phosphate. (ASTM C 242 -72)

Bone chitia. A translucent china made from a ceramic
, whiteware body composition containing a minimum of

-25 percent bone ash. (ASTM C 242-72)
°Bra trowel. A trowel that is larger than the buttering

trowel. The most popular size used by iles'etters is 5
inches, (12.7 centimetres) wide and 11 inches (27.9 cen-
timetres) long. It is used when any preparatory brick
work has to be done. Some tilesetters use it for quarry
and' terra cotta tilework. Its greater surface and weight
are advantageous in the buttering and tapping in of the
larger tiles.

Bridge. A straightedge used as a starting line-for the laying
of tile. The straightedge can be blocked up to support tile
over an opening.

,

Bright glare. A colorless or colored ceramic glaze having
-A, high gloss. (ASTM C,242-72)

Bullnose. A trim tile with a convex radius on one edge. This
tile is used for finishing the top of a wainscot or for
turning an outside corner.

Bullnose corner. A type of bullnose trim with a convex
radius.on two adjacen't edges.

Bushhammer. A hammer that has a rectangular head with
Serrated or jagged faces. The bushhqmther is used for
roughing concrete to provide a bon4 for masonry.

Butterfly. A slang term t:or inside corner angles for trim
shapes such as AB 106, AF 105, AF 200, AK 106, and

106.

Buttering. The spreading of a bond coat (followed by a
mortar coat, a thin-setting, bed mortar, or an organic
adhesive) to the backs of ceramic tile just before thetile
is placed.

Buttering trowel. A5troVvel that has a blade 41/2 inches..(11.4

Icenti tres) wide and 7 inches (17.8 centimetres) long. It
is user, buttering pure cement to tile,-a method corn-
Monly used in the eastern states. This trowel is more
efficient than the pointer for working:on the larger 'and
heavier tiles because more weight can be placed on it.

Calan4A ceramic material or mixture fired to less than
fusion for use as a cbnstituent in a ceramic composition.
(ASTM C 242-72)

Cap. See ,Bullnose.
Casting. Forming ceramic ware by introducing a body slip

into a porous mold which absorbs sufficient water from
the slip to-proquce a semirigid article. (ASTM C 242-72)

Casting, drainihollow casting). Forming ceramic ware by
introducing a bodyslip into an open porous mold, and

4.
then draining off the remaining slip when the cast has
reached the desired thickness. (ASTM C 242-72)

'Casting plaster. A fast:setting gypsum plaster that is used
to anchorble to walls, set spots, or mix temporary
"hot mu ."

Casting, Forming ceramic cure by introducing a
body slip into a porous mold that usually consists of two
major sections, one section forming the contour of the
outside and the other forming the contour of the inside
of the ware and allowing a solid cast to form between the
two mold faces. (ASTM C 242-72)

Caulking compound. Waterproof caulking material usually
.sold in ttthes. See also Sealant.

Ceiling mortar. Extra-rich wall mortar
Cement twill. tips. Tiles with the body made from a mix-

turo of portland cement and sand. The surface may be
finished with portland cement, spheloids of marblg, or
other materials.

Cement-grout. A cementitious mixture of portland ce ent,
sand or other ingredients, and water. The mix pro uces
a water-resistant, uniformly colored material used o fill
joints between tile units.

"'Cement mortal.. A cementitious mixture of portland c ment,
sand or other ingredidnt, and water. This mortar used
for bonding tile to backup material.

Ceramic article. An article having a.glazed or u glfized
body of crystalline or partly crystalline structur , dr of
glass. The body is produced from essentially in rganic,
nonmetallic substances and is forMed either rom a
molten mass which solidifies on cooling or is for ed and
simultaneously or subsequently matured by the fects of
the heat. (ASTM C 242-72)

Ceramic nws iv tile. An unglazed tile formed by either the
dust-press d'or plastic method, usually VI to 3/8 inch (0.6
to 1.0 cen metre) thick. It has a facial area of less than 6
square in hes (38.7 sq"We centimetres) and is usually
mounted n sheets approximately I by 2 feet (30 by 61
centimetr s) to facilitate setting. Ceramic mosaic tile
may be either porcelain or natural clay composition.
It may e plain, or it, may have an abrasive mixture
through ut. (ASTM C 242-72)

Ceramic piocess. The production of articles or coatings
from essentially inorganic, nonmetallic materials. The
article or coating is made permanent and suitable for
utilitarian and decorative purposes by the action of heat
at temperatures sufficient to cause sintering, solid-state
reactions, bonding, or conversion partially or wholly to
the glassy state. (ASTM C 242-72)

Ceramic tile. A ceramic surfacing.unit, usually relatively
-thin in relation to facial area, made from clay pr a mix-:
tureof clay and other ceramic material, called the body
ofthe tile. The tile has either a glazed or unglazed face. It
is fired above red heat in the course of manufacture to a
temperature sufficiently high to produce specific pilysi
cal prOpertiesAnd characteristics.

bromic' whiteware. A fired ware that consists of a gld
or unglazed ceramic body which is oitinionly white arid
of fine texture. This term designates such products as
china, porcelain, semivitreous wars, and earthenware.
(ASTM C 242-72)
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Ceramics. A general ter applied to the art or.technique of
producing articles b a ceramic process, or to the articles
so produced. (AST C 2 -72)

Chalk line. Usually alto co coated with chalk. The
cord is snapped to ar a sty ight line. The chalk line is
used to align spots or.screeds.

Chemical porcelain. itreous ceramic whiteware`used for
holding, transporti g, or mixing'chemicals. (ASTM C
242-7b

China. glazed or nglazed vitreous ceramic whiteware
used for nontech ical purposes. This term designates
such products ascii nerware, sanitary ware, and'ailt ware
when they are vitr ous. See also Bone china. (ASTM C
242-72)

China process. The ethod of producing glazed ware by
which the cerami' body is fired to maturity, following
which the glaze i applie,d and matured by firing at a
lower temperatur . (ASTM C 242-72)

China sanitary war (sanitary plumbing fixtures)._ Glazed,
vitrified whitew re fixtures having a sanitary service
function. (AST C 242-72)

Chipping hammer. A lightweight hammer that canes in a
variety of sizes. -The head and back can be capped with
tungsten carbide for durability. It is used by the tilesetter
to chip excessive material from the backs and edges of,
wall and quarry tiles, thus reducing the amount of grind-
ing work necessary to smooth a cut.

Clay. A natural minerataggregate, consisting esservially of
hydrous aluminum silicates. It is plastic when suffi-
ciently wetted, 'rigid when dried as a whole, and vitrified
when fired to a sufficiently high temperature. (ASTM C
242-72)

Clear glaze. "A colorless or colored trinspare t. ceramic
glaze. (ASTM C 242-72)

Cleavage membrane. A layer off I5-pound (7 kilogram)
roofing felt or an equivalent type of construction paper
or polyethylene sheeting. It is used to isolate a wire-
reinforced mortar bed from th4coricrete substrate. (CTIP

Cold joint. Any point in a tile* installation where tile and
setting bed have terminated acid the surface has-lost its
Plasticity before work is continued.

Colored grout. Commercially prepared grout consisting of
carefully graded aggregate, portland cement, water-
dispersing agents, plasticizers4 and color-fast pigments.
(CTI)

Composing tile. A hard tile surfacing unit made from a
mixture of.chemicals.. The 'finished surface can be the
mixture olchemicals or can be marble chips to create a
terrazzo finish. The unit is 'made harcrby the set of the
chemicals. The tile is not fired as in the manufacture of

'ceramic tile. (CTI)
Conductive mortar., A tile mortar to which speCific.ele cti-

call conductivity is imparted through the use of conduc-
tr,e additives. (TCA)

Conductive tile. Tile made from speCial body compositions
or by methods that result in specific properties of electri-
cal conductivity while retaining other normal physical
properties of ceramic tile. (SS-T-308b)

Contaminated. Tile stained as a result of carton and tile
being saturated by moisture, oils, solvents, or 'other
materials.

.

a
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Control joints. See Expansion joint.
Conventional installation. The method of installing ceramic

tile with portland cement mortar;
Corilierite porcelain. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for

technical application in which corclierite (2 Mg0.2A1203
5SiO2) is the essential crystalline phase. (ASTM C 242-
72)

Cordierit whfuware. Any ceramic whiteware in which cor-
dierite (2 MA0.2A1203.5Si02) is the essential crystalline s_

phase. (ASTM C 242-72)
Cove. A trim tile unit havingone .edge with ,a -concave,

radius. A cove is used to form a junction between the
bottom wall course and the floor or to form an inside
corner. (TCA)

Cove base (sanitary). A trim tile having a concave radius on
one edge antba convex radius with a flat landing on the
opposite edge. This base often is used as the only course
of tile above the floor tile.

Covering power. The ability of aglake to uniformly and
completely cover the siirfaCe of the fired water. (ASTM

242-72)
CracAed tiles. Tiles that have been cracked into one or

more pieces usually during the b.Fating-in process of
installation. These will show up as hairline craefts.

Crawling. A parting and contraction of the glaze on the
surface of ceramic ware during drying-or firing, resulting
in unglazed areas bordered by coalesced glaze. (ASTM

-C 242-58T)
Crazing. The cracking that occurs in fired glazes or other,

ceramic coatings due to critical tensile stresses. (ASTM
242 -72)

Crow hop. A slang term used to describe tile joints that are
out of alignment.

Cr ystalline glaze, GlaZed tile with an extra heavy glaze pro-
duced for use on counter fops and light -duty floor sur-
faces where abrasion or impact is not excessive..(CTI)

Cushion-edged tile. Tile on which the facial edges have a
distinct curvature that results in a slightly recessed joint.

Dago float. A slang tettin used to describe the use of a fresh
mortar screed in !lett of float strips to rod floor mortar.
This method 'is dommonly used in floor work. Italian
terrazzo workers use this technique to align "concrete"
for placement.of Sass or aluminum strips to the desired
grade.

'Dago stick. A slang term used by tilese tters when referring
to a small piece of wood used to rod off mortar that has
been applied to fill the holes caused by he removal of
float strips.

Deck or floor mortar. Mortar commonly used for decks or
floors. It consists of santl and regular portland cement
mixed with water to a firm consistency.

j

Decorated. Adorned, e4ellished, or matieinore attractive,
by means of color or surface, detail. (ASTM C 242-72)

Decorating fire. See Fire, decorating. -

Decoration, ingraze. A ceramic decoration applied on the
surface of an unfired glaze and matured-with 'the glaze.
(ASTM C 242-72)

Decoration, overglaze. A ceramic or metallic decOration
applied and fired on ,the previously glazed surface of
ceramic ware. (ASTM C 242 -72),



Dei oration, underglaze. A ceramic decoration applied
'directly on the surface of ceramicware and subsequently
covered with a transparent glaze. (ASTM C 242:72)

Dec )rative tile. Tile with.a ceramic decoration on the,sur-
face. (See headings under Dec oration.)

Ddiffmation eutectic. See Eutectic.,,chqbrination.
D_ elft %tare. A calcareous earthenware having an opaque

white glaze in monochrome overglan decorations. (It
was produced originally in Delft, Holland.) (ASTM C
242-72)

Do/ome. The double carbonate of lime and magnesia hav-
ing the general formula CaCO, MgCA.. (ASTM C 242 -
72) -

Dope coll. Neat cement applied to the setting bed,
Double bullnose. A type of trim with the same convex

radius on two opposite sides.
Draineastitg. See Casting. dram.
Dri cdging.Roughedges and corners of gland ceramic
. are due to insufficient glaze coating. (ASTM C242-72)
Dry mix. See Process, dry. *St

Dry pressing. See Pressing, dn..
Dry process. See Proeevv, dry.
Dr' nig. Removal, by evaporation, oft uncumbined water or
° other volatile substances from a ceramic raw material or

product. The process can be expedited by heating at low
temperatures. (ASTM C 242-72)

Drj-.set mortar. A water-retentive hydraulic cement mor-
tar usable, with or without sand. When Otis mortar is
used, neither the tile nor walls have to be soaked during
the installation process.

Dimling. The cracking that occurs in fired ceramic bodies
: as a result of thermally induced stresses. (ASTM C 242-
. 72)

Dusting. The application of d ry portland cement to a wet
floor or deck mortar surface. A pure coat is thus formed
by suction of the dry cement.

Dutchman. A cut tile used as a filler in the run of a wall or
floor area.

Dynamite. A slang terrn,used by tilesetters wh&I referring
to a mortar accelerator.

Eagle beak. A 6 by Kch (15.2 by 1.9 centimetre) outside
corner trim shdpe.

Earthenware. A glazed or unglazed nonvitreous ceramic
whiteware. (ASTM C 242-72)

Edge - bonded tile. See. Pregrouted tile.
Edge - mounted tile. Tiles assembled into units or sheets and

banded to each other at the edges or corners of the back
of the tilts by an elastomeric or resinous material which
becomes an'integral part of the tile installation. Units or
sheets must meet criteria of back-mounted sheets. See
Mounted tile.

Hf/lorescenee, ;The residue depos'ited on the surface of a
material by the crystallization of soluble salts.

Eggieteil. The fixture of a fire glaze similar in appearance
to the surface of an eggshell. (ASTM C 242-72)

Electrical porcelain, Vitrified whiteware having an electri-' cal insulating function. (ASTM C 242-72)

4 Einbossed, Decorated in relief 'on the surface of the ware.
(ASTM C 242-72) ,
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bigolie. A slip coating applied to a ceramic body for
imparting color, opacity, or other characteristics. It sub-
sequently covered with a glaze. (ASTM C 242-72)

adhevite. A two-part adhesive system employing
epoxy resin and epoxy hardener. It is used for bonding
of ceramic tile to backup materials.

II

Epovt grout. A two -part grout system consisting It pox
resin and epoxy hardener, specially formUlated o haY

impervious qualities, stain, and chemical resistance. It It
used, to fill joints between tile units.

Epo.ssi mortar. A tw o-part mortar system consisting of
epoxy resin and epoxy hardener. It is used to bond tile to ,
backup material, chemical resistance of high bond
strength is a consideration.

Epo.v.i' resin. An epdxy composition used as a chemical:
resistant setting adhesive or chemical-resistant grout.

Equilibrium euteetie. See Eutectic, equilibrium.
Eutectic, chlOrmation. A composition within a system of

two or more components. When heated under specified
conditions, the composition develops sufficient liquid to
cause deformation at the lowest temperature possIb`le.
(ASTM C 42-72)

Li/ie./it, equilibrium (eute. no. A composition within any
system of two or more crystalline phases. The composi-
tion melts completely. at the lowest temperature possible.
(ASTM C 24241)

Expanvion joint. A joinithrong,l) the tile..mortar, ,,ind rem-
forcing wire down to the substrate,

Extra-clutt tile. See Special-purpose tile:
Extruded tile. A tile or trim unit that is formed when plastic

clay mixtures are forced through a,pug mill ottening
of suitable confiKtration, resulting in a continuous rib-
bon of formed clay. A wire cutter or sin-filar device is
then used to cut the ribbon into appropriate lengths and
widths of tile. (TCA)

Face-mounted tile. See Tile, mounted.
Facial cleket. That portion of the facial surface of the tile

which is avidity observed to be nonconforming and
-which detracts from the aesthetic appearance or sere'
viceability.of the installed tile.

Faience Mosaics. Faience tiles that are less than 6 square
inches (39 square centimetres) in facial area, usually 5.16

, to IA inch (0.8 to I centimetre) thick and mounted. to
facilitate installation. (ASTM C 242-72)

Faience tiles. Glazed or unglazed tiles, gene 211Y made by
the plastic process, showing characteristif variations in
the face, edges, and glaze. These variations produce a
handcrafted, nonmechanical, decorative effect. The tiles
range in size from 6 by 6 inches (15.2 by 15.2 centime-
tres) to 12 by 12 inches (30.5 by 30.5 centimetres).
(ASTM C 242-72)

Faience ware. Formerly, a decorated earthenware with an
opaque glaze. This.term now designates decorated earth-
enware with a transparent glaze. (ASTM C 242-72)

Fan or Twining. Spacing tile joints to widen certain areas so
they will conform to asectionihat is not parallel.

Featheredging tile (mitering). The method of chipping
away thee body from beneath a facial edge of a tile in
order to form a miter.

Feature .strip (dec orated liner). A narrow strip of tile that
has a contrasting color, texture, or design.
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Feldspar, A mineral aggreg,ifte consisting chiefly (*micro-
dine, albite, and anorthite. (ASTM C 242-72)

Field tile. An' area of tile covering a wall or floor, The field
is bordered by tile trim.

Fifty - fifty. See Spacingt?ii.v.
Filler. 'Sec Spacing mix.
Fire, bisque. The process of kiln-firing ceramic ware prior

to glazinz. (ASTM C.242-72)
Fire, decorating. The process of firing ceramic or metallic

.decorations on the surface of glazed ceramic ware.
(ASTM C 242-72)

Fire, gloss. The process of kiln-firing bisque ware to which
glaze has been applied. (ASTM C 242-72)

Fire, single. The process of maturing an unfired ceramic
body and its glaze in one firing operation. (ASTM C
242-72)

Firing. The controlled heat treatment of ceramic ware in a
kiln or furnace, during the process of manufacture, to
develop the desired properties. (ASTM C 242-72)

Firin.g range. The range of firing temperatures within which
a ceramic composition develops Koperties which render
it commercially useful.. (ASTM C 242-72)

Flakes. Irregularities left on the edge of the tile mainly due
tO the use of machine cutting tools. Such tile is described
as flaked.

Flat trowel A trowel used in conjunction with the hawk for
the 'transferring of mortar from the militalboard to,the-
wall or to other vertical surfaces. It is frequently used for
spolieding pure cement on the finished float coat. The '
flat trowel also is used for spreading mortar on floor
surfaces before tiles are set.

Float coal The final mortar coat over which the neat coat.
pure coat, or skim coat is applied.

Float strip A strip of wood about 1/4 inch (0.6 centimetre)
thick and I IA inches (3.2 centimetres) wide. It is used as a
gut align mortar surfaces.

.Floating. A metho Losing d straightedge to align into ar
with the float strips or scr s. This technique also is
called dragging, pulling, rodding, tiding off

Flux. A substance that. promotes fusion in agliierrecrarnic
mixture. (ASTM C 242-72) -

Forming. The shaping or molding of ceramic ware. (AST M
C 242-72)

Forsterite porcelain. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for
technical application in which forsterite (2MgOSi02) is
the essential icrystalline phase. (ASTM C 242-72)

Forsterite sthittiware. Any ceramic whiteWare in which
forsterite (2 ivigO.SiOz) is t he essential- crystalline phase.
(ASTM C 2g-72)

Freehand floating. The application of wall mortar without
the use of guide screeds. This technique is used by spe-
cialists rhen they are setting glass mosaic murals..

Frit, A glass which contains fluxing materialand is
employed as a constituent in'a glaze. body, or other
ceramic composition. (ASTM C 242-72)

Frilled glaze. A glaze in which a part or all -of the fluxing
constituents are prefused. (ASTM C 242-72)

Frostproof tile. Tile produced for use where' freezing and
thawing conditiOns occur. (CTI)

3
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Furan mortar. A two-part mortar system of furan resin and
furan hardener used for bonding tile to.backup material
where chemical resistance of floors is important.

Furan resin. A furan resin composition used as a chemical -
resistant setting adhesive or chemical-resistant grout.

Furan resin grout. A two -part grout system of furan resin
and furan hardener used for filling joints between quarry
tile and pavers where chemical-resistant properties are
required.

-
Furring. Stripping used to build out a surface, such as a

studded wall where strips of suitable size are added to
the studs to accommbdafe vent pipes or other fixtures.
(TCA)

Fusion, The process of melting; usually the result of inter-
action of two or more materials. (ASTM C 242-72)

Gauging trowel. A trowel that is larger than the pointing
trowel bin smaller than the buttering trowel. Tilesetters
prefer the 31/4 by 7 inch (8.2 by' 17.8 centimette). size.

Glass mosaic tiles. 'Files made of glass, usually in sizes not
over 2 inches .(5.1 centimetres) square and inch (0.6
centimetre) thick, mounted on sheets of paper. The
sheets usually are- 12 inches (30.5 centimetres) square.

Glare. A ceramic coating matured to the glassy state on a
formed ceramic attickl. The term glaze also refers to the
,material or mixture from which .the coating, is made.
Bright glaze. A high-gloss coating with or without color,
_,(ASTM G 242-56)
Lear glaze. A transparent glaze with or without color.

(ASTM C 242-56)
Crystalline glaze. A glaze-that contains microscopic crys-

tals. (AS:I'M C 242-56)
A glaze in which a part or all of the fluxing

constituents are prefused-. (ASTM C 242-56)
Mat glaze. A low-gloss ceramic glaze with or without

color.. (ASTM C 242-56)
Opaque glaze. A nontransparent glaze witli-e-Hvithout

_ color. (ASTM C 242-56)
Raw glaze. A glaze compounded primarily from raw

constituents. It contains no prefused materials. (ASTM
C 242-56)

glaze. A medium-gloss ceramic glaze with or
_ without color. (ASTM C 242-561,

SW(1701-1-gl ze. A glaze contaiping'granules of oxides or
ceramic stains are of contrasting colors. (TCA)

Glaze fit. The stress relations etween the glaze and
body -of a fired ceramic product. (A 242-72)

Glazed ceramic mosaic tile. Ceramic-mosaic tile with g
faces. (ASTM C 242-72)

Glazed interior tile. A glazed tile with a body that is suit-
able for interior use and which is usually nonvitreous.,
and is not required or expected to withstand excessive .
impact or be subject to freezing and thawing conditions.-

'(ASTM C 242-72)
Glazed paver tile. See Paver tile.
Glazed quarry tile. See Quarry tile.
Glazed tile. Tile with'a fused impervious facial finish com-

posed of ceramic materials, fused into the body of,the
tile. T-he body may be nonvitreous, semivitreous, vitre-
ous, or impervious. The glazed surface may be clear,
-mchite, or colored. (ASTM C 242-72)
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Glazed tile, exira-duty glaze. Tile with a durable glaze that Jasperviare. A vitreous, opaque, colored unglazed ceramic
is suitable for light-duty floors and alt other surfaces on ware having white or contrasting relief decorations and
interiors where no excessive abrasion or impact occurs, contalning, a substantial amount of barite. Originally !

(ASTM C 24242) . developed by Josiah Wedgwood. (ASTM C 242-72)
-Glost fire. See Fire, g.lost.'

Grade. A preaetermined degree of slope that' a finished '
floor should have:

Grout. A rich or strong cementitiaus or chemically setting
mix, used for filling tile joints. (TCA)

Grout, colored. See Colored mut.
Grout saw. A saw-toothed carbide steel blade mounted on a
wooden handle. ft is used to remove old grout. It also is

used in patching work. Core should betaken to prevent
damage to adjacent tiles. The c1Thide steelblade is brit-
tle, and it will shatter if it is dropped or, abused. On the
front of"the saw blade is a spring steel tip. This is used for
scraping grout out of corners where the saw blade can.-
not reach.

Growing. The ppocess of filling the .tile joints with grout.
(TCA)

Half and half. See Spacing mix.
Hard screed. A mortar screed that has become firm.
Hard tile. Any of the tile products under the jurisdiction of

tile layers. Such products do not include resilient tile,
which is not under the jurisdiction of tile layers. (CTI)

Hawk. Deiice used for carrying mortar. Hawks range in
size from 10 to 14 inches (25.4 to 35.6 centimetres)
square, but tilesetters generally prefer the 11-incIN (27.9-
centiinetre) square. Most hawks are made of aluminum
with a wooden handle at the center. A rubber pad fits
over the handle and covers that portion of the `metal
hawk that would come in contact with the hand. The
hawk should not be held with a hand that is wet or
covered with lime or mortar:

Healing power. The ability of a glaze to heal surface blem-
ishes during firing. (ASTM C 242-72)

He'avy-slut} tile. Tile suitable for areas of heavy pedestrian
traffic. Tile can be specified to meet higher test values as
determined by job requirements, but a minimum heavy -
duty tile test requirement is necessary.

Hollow casting. See Casting, drain.
Hopped-up mud. Mortar miRed with an accleratoar.
Horizontal broken joints. A style of laying tile with each

course offset one-half its length.
Hot mud or hot stuff. Mortar miked with an accelerator.

Jigge *ng. Forming ceramic ware from a plastic body by
di erential rotation of a profile tool and Told, the mold
h ing the contour of one surface of the ware and the
12 ofile tool that of the other surface. (ASTM C 242-72)

Kaolin. (china cla). A refractory clay that consists essen-
tially of entnerals of the kaolin group and that fires to a
white or nearly white color. (ASTM C 242-72)

Knockings. The oversize residue obtained in the srteening
of .a ceramic slip. (ASTM C 242-72)

L cut. A piece of tile cut or shaped to the letter L.
.'Latex - portland cemett grout. A portland cement grout

with a special latex additive which results in a less rigid;
less perMeable grout than regular portland cement
grout.

Latex-pordand cement mortar. A, mixture of portland
centunt, sand, and special latex additives. This mortar is
used for bonding tile to backup material. It is less rigid
than portland cement mortar.

Lath. A wood strip or metal mesh, which acts as a back-
ground or reinforcing agent for the scratch coat or mor-
tar coat. (TCA)

Layout stick. A long strip of wood marked at the appro-
priate joint intervals for the tile to be used. It is used to
check the length, width, or height of the tilework. A
common name for this item is idiot stick.

Leg. A ,tile wall running alongside a bathtub or abutment.
This term sometimes is used to describe a narrow strip of
tile floor.

Leveling coat. See Plumb Naatch.
Light -dun tile. Tile suitable for areas of limited pedestrian

traffic; e.g., entryways in single family residences.
Lugs. See Self-spacing tile.
Majolica. Formerly an earthenware with an opaque luster

glaze and overglaze colored decorations, but currently
designating any decorated earthenware with an opaque
glaze. (ASTM C 242-72)

Marble mosaic tile. Tile made of small marble tesserae that
vary slightly in size, usually about 1/2 inch (1.3 centime-
tres) square and mounted on-sheets of paper to faciltiate
installation. (CTI)

,,Markle tiles. Marble cut into tile sizes 12 inches (30.5 cen-' Hot pressing. See Pressing, hot. timetres), square or less, usually 1/2 to 3/4 inch (1.3 to 1.9
Impervious. That degree of vitrification evidenced visually centimetres) thick. The finishes may be polished, honed,

by complete resistance to dye penetration. (ASTM C split-faced, and so forth.
242-72).

NOTE: The terra impervious generally signifies ger° absorption,
floor and wall ?lie. which we considered 'impervious" up to

absorption.
ex
0.5 percent

Incised. Detdrated by cut
face,-(ASTM C 242-72) ,

Inglaze decorgtion.. See Decoration. inglaze.
Ironstone ware. (Stone china, tvhite granite it.ani. Historic

terms for a durabld'English earthenware. (ASTM C 242-
72)

Jagged edges. Irregularities left on the edges of the tile
t. when hand cutting tools are used.

indenting- the.ware
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Masking power. The ability of a fired glaze to mask visually
the-body on which it is applied. (ASTM C 242-72)

Master grade ceertificate. A certificate that states that the
. tiles listed in the shipment and described on the certifi-

cate are made in accordance with TCA 137.1-76,
Mastic:: Organic tile adhesive.
Mdiflic grow. A chemical mixture of organic and inorganic

ingredients forming a one-patt grouting composition
t is used, directly frdin the manufacturer's container.

This g 's more flexible and stain resistant than,
cement grout. .

Mat glaze. A colorless or color mic glaze having low
gloss. (ASTM C 242-72)

t4
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Maturt range:The time-temperaftiferInge within which

a ceramic body, glaze,-or other composition may be fired
to yield specified properties. (ASTM C 242-72)

Medium-duty tile. Tile suitable for areas of medium pedes-
trian traffic; e.g entryways in multiple dwellings.

Melt To change a solid into a liquid by the application of
heat; or the liquid that results from such.action. (ASTM
C 242-72)

Metal quarry tile rack. Metal pattern used in tile.layout.
The rack is used to maintain the correct width between
quarry tilesP They can be made to order for special
patterns.

Mexican paver tiles. Terra cotta-like tiles. that are used
mainly for floors. These handmade tiles vary in color,
texture, and appearance from tile to tile. They are avail-
able in squares up to 12 inches (30,4 centimetres), hexa-
gons, octagons, and other shapes. These tiles are coated
with various types of sealers because of their soft absorp-

.. tive characteristics. The sealers protect the surface
against wear. (CTI) *-*

Moisture expansion. An increase in the dimension or bulk
volume of a ceramic article caused by reaction with

'water or water vapor. (ASTM C 242-727*

NOTE. this reaction may occur in =oat atmospheric temperature
and pressure The reaction is expedited by exposure of the article to
water or water vapor at elevated temperatures and pressures

Monochrome clewration. A single color decoration. (ASTM
C 242-72)

Mortarboard. A board used.as a table to hold mortar. It isr usually 30 inches'(76.2 centimetres) square.
Mortar hoe. A hOe used for hand-mixing mortar. The best

type has a perforated blade and a handle about 66 inches
(165 centimetres) in length. The hoe should be kept clean
and free of all mortar so it can be pushed and pulled
easily through a box of mortar.

Mortar tnixer. A mixer that is driven by gasolis combus-
tion engines of 11/2 horsepower or.greater, depending on
the type of sack mix. Electrically driven mixers are used
when small batches of mortar are needed. The quality of
machine-mixed mortar far exceeds that of hand-mixed
mortar.

Mortar pumping mahine.-.A mortar pumping machine:
used with-the mortar mixer. Mixed mortar is poured
into the hopper, and a pneumatic gun forces the mortar
through a }lose. The mortar Can be delivered through the
hose to tilesetters working as high as 13 storks above the
street. Asbestos fines are added to the mortar as a
bonder so that the mortar in the hose will not separate.
The plastering gun can be used on the hose, and the hose
can be used as a hoist.

Mosaics. Small tiles or bits Of tile, stone, or glass. The
materials can be used to form a surface design or an
intricate pattern.

Mounted tile. Tile assembled into units of sheets by suit-
able material to facilitate handling and installation. Tile
may be face-mounted, back-mounted, or edge-mounted.
Face-mounted tile assenibbes may .have paper or other
suitable material applied to the face of each tile, usually
by water-soluble adhesives so that the- paper can easily
be removed after installation but prior to grouting of the
joints. Back-mounted tile assemblies may have perfo

A

rated paper, fiber mesh, resin, or ot suitable material
bonded to the back or edges of each tile. Back- mounted
and edge-mounted tile assemblies must have a sufficient
exposure of tile and joints surrounding each tile to
comply with bond strength requirements. Tile manufac-
turers must specify whether back-mounted and edge..
mounted tile asseifiblies, are suitable for installation iry .
swimming pools, on exteriors, or in wet areas.

Mud. A slang term for mortar.
Mullite por(elain. A vitreous ceramic, whiteware for techni-

cal application in which mullite (3A12032SiOXis the
essential crystalline, phase. (ASTM C 242-72)

Miclfite svhiteware. Any ceramic whiteware in which mullite
(3A1203- 2Si02) is the essential crystalline phase. (ASTM
C 242-72)

Murals. Tile installed in a precise area of a wall or floor to
provide a decorative design or picture. Glass or marble
mosaic tiles (tesserae) are made to form a picture or ,

design. "Ceramic tiles are painted and fired to form a
picture or design. See Decorated and Decoration.

Natural clay tile, A tile made by either the dust-pressed
method or the plastic method, from clays that produce a-
dense body having a distinctive, slightly textured appear-
ance.. (ASTM C 242-72)

Neat cement: Portland cement mixed with water to a'
desired creamy consistency.

NPpfjeline syenite. A mineral aggregate consisting chiefly"of
albite, microcline, -and. nephelite. (ASTM C 242-72)

Nominal sizes. The approximate facial size or thickness of
tile, expressed in inches or fractions of an inch, for gen-
eral reference.

. ..

Nonslip tile. Tile having greater nonslip characteristics due
to an abrasive admixture, abrasive particles in the sur-

face, grooves or patterns in the surface, or natural non-
skid surface characteristics.

Nonvitrerius (nonvitrified). That de
denced by relatively high wa

-242-72)

NOTE. The term-nonvitreous genera 1 signifies more than 10 percent
water absorption, except for floor an w 11 tries, which are considered

> nonvitrcous when water absorption xce percent.

ee of vitrification evi-
Absorption. (ASTM C

Notched trowels. Trowels used to ap all of the various.
kinds of bonding materials for' eramic tile. They are
available in the serrated and square-tooth design. The
teeth are Made in various sizes. The correct tooth size
and depth must be used to apply the thickness of bond-
ing mortar specified. When the teethlecome worri, the ,,

trowel has to be resharpened or reFaced.
. Opaque glaze. A nontransparent colored or colorless glize.

(ASTM C 242=72)
Open time. The period of time during which the bond coat,

retains its ability to adhere to the tile and bond the-tile to
the substrate.

Oratigepeel. A pitted texture of a fired glaze resembling the
surface of rough orange peel. (A$TM C 242-72)

Organic adhesive. A prepared organic material, ready to'
use with no further addition of liquid or-powder, used
for bonding tile to backup materialmby the thin-set
method. The material cures or sets by evaporation. ,

Oven ware. Ceramic whiteware for culinary oven use.
(ASTM C 242-72)

2 2 e
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Overglaz decoration'.1 See _Dec tration, overgla.:e,
Paper and 'sire. Tar paper and wire mesh (or metal lath)

that are used .as a backing for the iustallation of tile.
Payer-mounted crratnic mosaics. Ceramic mosaic tiles.

mounted On paper. Paper is applied to face-of tile in
sheets approximately 12 inches (30 centimetres) wide
and 24 inches (61 centimetres) long.

Pate (lure (hard paste). A Fyench term designating ceramic
whiteware fired at relatively high temperatures. (ASTM-
C 242-72)

Pale tendre (soli paste). A French term designating ceramic
whiteware fired at relatively low tempbratures. (ASTM

IC 242-72)
Paver tile. Unglazed porcelain or natural clay tile formed

by the dust-pressed method and similar to ceramic mosa-
ics u composition and physical properties but relatively
thicker with 6 square inches (38.7 square centimetres) or
more of facial area. (ASTM C 242 -72)'

Peeling. e Orangepeel and Shivering,
a diametei of /4 inch

as

Pencil rod. Reinforcing steel rod.wit
(0.6 cer?t imet re). , ,

Alma'. properties of cc:ratnic talc. I hose properties
- - measured by ASTM tests. .

-Pinholes Imperfections in the sarfai... of a ceramic body or
0 glaze resembling pm pricks. (ASTM- C 242-72)

Pitied. Indentations in the finished surface of individual
tiles other than at the corners and edges. The indenta-
tions are caused by sharp corners on trowels and other
tools. .

Plasm. pressing. See Pressing, sset.'r Plumb. Perpendicular to a true level.
Plumb scratch. An additional scratch coat that has been

applied to obtain a uniiwnvetting bed on a plumb veal-
..cal plane. -

Narrow mix. A mortar mix with a consistency of stiff
paste. The mix is forcibly compressed into the tile joints
where it hardms.

Pointin,s; rross.el. Probabh the most essential tool in the
trade. This Aowel comes in sizes ranging from 4 to 7
inches (10.2 to 1/.8 Centimetres) in length, but the 6-inch
(15.2- centimetre) trowel is the most popular, The tileAet-
tcr uses this trowel in every phase of the work, cspedially
for straightenipg tiles 'on walls and floors, marking
floated surfaces, filling small' depressions on float coats,
buttering tiles and trim work, and placing mortar.in
areas that are too small for the flat. trowel. The butt of
the handle is used for tapping in, tiles that are not on a
true plane with the rest of the tilework. The trowel's flat
working surface must he proiected!The tilesetter should
not use it to pry or chip harlened materials, `such as
concrete or plaster.

Pulp' hrome decoration. A multicolor decoration. (ASTM
C 242-72)

...
C

Porcelain. A glazed or unglazed vitreous ceramic white-
ware used for tech ical purposes. This term designates
such products as e ctrical, cliemical, mechanical, struc-
tural:and thermal wares when they are vitreous. (See
Alumina Porcelain, CordierAporcelain, Forsterite porce-
lain. Steatite porcelain, Titania porcelain, and Zircon
porcelain.) (ASTM C 142-72) .

. .218
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Porcelain process. The method of producing glazed ware
by which a ceramic body and glaze are matured together
in the same firing operation. l'`ASYM C 242-72)

Porcelain tile. A ceramic mowic tile of paver that is gener-
all by the dust-pressed method, The tile is dense,
fine-grained, and smooth, with.a shank/ formed face th
is usually. impervious. 'Colors of the porcelain type are
usually of a clear, luminous type or- granular blend
thereof. (ASTM C 242-72)'

Porosity, apparent. The relationship of the open pore spate
to the bulk ,volume, expressed ia-percent. (ASTM C 242-
72)

Porlife. The period of time during which apaterial main-
tains ,its, workable properties after it has been mixed.

Putters. ,All fired ceramic wares that contain clay when
formed, except.technical, structural, and refractory prod-
ucts. (ASTM C 242-72)---

Prefloat. The term used to describe mortar that hi.A been
placed and allowato harden prior 'to bonding tile to it
with thin-set materials.

Pregrouted tile.' A surface unit consisting of an assembly of
ceramic tiles bonded together at the edges by a material,
generally elastomeric, which seals the joints completely.
Such material (grout) may fill the joint. completely or
partlapy and may corer all or part of the back surfaces
of the tiles in the sheets. The perimeter of these factory
pregrouted sheets may include all or part of the joint
between the sheets or none at all. Thelerm edge-boncled
tile is sometimes ttsed to designate a particular type of
pregrouted.tile sheets tia.ing the front and back surfaces
completely exposed.

Pressing, inr.' Forming ceramic ware in dies from pow-
dered or granular material by, direct pressure. (ASTM C
242-72)

PreVing,liot. A jigge ring process wherein a heated profile
tool or plunger is employed. (ASTM C 242-72)

Pressing, wet (Plastic pressing). rormihg ceramic ware in
-dies from a plastic body by direct pressure. (ASTM C
242-72) ,

hinnary clay (rehdual day). A clay Which remains geologi- ,-

cally at its site of formation...(ASIM C 242-72)
Process, dry (dry. mix). The method of.preparing a ceram-

iclbody wherein the constituents are blended dry. Liquid 07'
may be added as required: for subsequent processing.
(ATM C 242-72) -

PrOceiss, wet (slip process). The method of preparing a
ceramic body wherein the constituents are blended- in
sufficient liquid to produce a fluid susPension for use as
spdh or for* subsequent processing. (ASTM C 242-72)

,f)tre.ISee Neat cement. a .
Pureicoat. A thin coat of pure portland cement which iskl

used to bond tile to mortar.'
Quarry tile. Unglazed ile, usuallys°6 square inches (38.7

square centimetres) or more in surface area and 1/4 to I vi
inches (1.3 to 3.2 centimetres) in thickness, made by the
extrusion Proces. from natural clay or shales. (ASTM C
242-72),

Rae/.. &metal gri that is used to space and align floor
tiles.

RaAe or raAe line. The Inclination from a horizontal
,direction. \ A.
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Raw glaze. A glaze compounded primarily from raw con-
stituents. It contains no prefused materials. (A STM C
242-72) -

ReceptorA metallic or nonmetallic waterproof support for
a shower stall. (TCA)

Reducer. A tram twit used to reduce the radius Of a bulliiose
cr a cove to.another radius or to a square. (TCA)

Return. The endipg of a small splash wall or a wainscot at a
right angle to the mayor wall.

Rockingham ware. A semivitreous ware or earthenware
having a brown or rpottled brown bright glaze.
nated in 4ngland on the estate of the Marquis of Rock-
ineham. ("ASek C .242-7p -

Rodding. See floating.
,t-Rod saw. One of the newest tools used in the cutting of tile.

OS a steel rod approximately IA inch (0.3 centimetre) in
diameter. The rod has tungsten carbide particles embedded
in the surface. The rod saw is used to cut circles or irregu-
lar curves in tile.

Roughing in. The act of preparing a surface by applying tar
paper and 'metal lath (or wire mesh). Sometimes called
wing.

_
Ruhher spacers. Cros and tee-shaped objects used to space

tile on floors or w lls. They ar manufactured in thick-
nesses of 1/16 4 K. 1/4, %, and 1/2 ich (0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0, and
1.3 centimetres).

Rubber trowel. A nonporous synthetic-rubber-faced'float
that'is mounted on an aluminum back with a wood han-
dle. This trowel is used to force grout deep into tile joints
and to remove excess material for a perfect finish.

Rubbing ston?- A Carborundum stone that is 'used to
. smooth the rough edges of tile? 1

Sag. A term used when a wall surface has developeda slide.
Salt glaze. A glaze produced by the reaction, at elevated

temperature, between the ceramic body surface and_salt
fumes produced in the kiln atmosphere. (ASTM C 242-
72)

Sampling. The method of obtaining tiles fortesting from an
.,.agreed-upon lot. .

Sandblasting. A trjethod of scarifying the surface of con-
cretecrete or masody to provide a bondable surface. Corh-°
pressed air is used to propel a strearof wet or dry sand

-. onto the surface. .
Scarifier. A piece of thin sheet metal with teeth or serra-

tions cut in the edge. It is usedo roughen fresh mortar
surfaces to achievel good bo®d d for the tile. A scarifier
also can ..be used to roughen the.. surface of concrete.
(TCA)

Scratch. A mixture of por tlan d'cement, sand, and water.
Scratch coat.oThe-first coat of mortar on a wall or ceiling.

Its surface usually is scratched or roughened so it.will
bond correctly with subsequent coats of mortar. (TCA)

Scratched tiles. Tiles that have surface scratches caused by
sand or tools during installation.

Scratcher. Any serrated or sharply tined.object that is used
tb roughen the surface of one coal of mortar to provide a
mechanical key for the next coat. See also Scarifier,

Scratching. The application of a scratch coat and its comb-
ing with a scratcher.

Screed. A strip of wood, metal, mottar, or other material
riiplied to a surface. Screeds are ued as guides On which

(1,
44

,

a straightedge is worked to obtain a true mortar surface.
(TCA)

S cribe. A tool used for'working tiles for irregular cuts. It is
made of steel and weighs approximately I ounce (28.

. grams). - ,

Sculptured ti/e,Tile with a decorative design of high and
low areas molded into the finished face. (CTI)

- Sealant. An eiastomeric,material that is used to fill and seal
4 the expansion joint. This material prevents the passage

of moisture and,allows horizontal and lateral movement
at the expansion joint. .

Seondgry clay .(sedimentary day). A clay which has been
geologically transported from its -place -of formation.
(ASTM C 242-72)

Second-grade ceraMio tile. Ceramic tile wilh- appearanie
defects that db not affect wearing or sanitary qualides.

;Sell=spacing tile. Tile"With lugs, spacers, or protuberances
it, on the sides. These devices automatically space the t.le

for the grout joints. (SS-T-308b)
-Semituat glaze. A colorless or colored glaze having moder-
- ate glbse (ASTM C 242-72)
Semiporcelnn. A trade term designating semivitreous din- -

nerivare. (ASTM C 242-72)
Semivitreous, (semivitrifiedl, That degree of vitrification
. evidenced by a moderate or intermediate water absorp-

tion. (ASTM C .242-72)
NOTE: The term senuvrtreous generally. signifies 0.5 to 10 percent
water absorption, except for (Igor and wallies, which are considered
semivitredus when water absorption is between 3 and 7 percent.

:Setting bed. The layer of mortar on which the tileis set. The
final coat of wortar on,a wall .or ceiling also may be
called a 'setting bed. (TCA)

Shelf life. The period .of time that an item can,,be stored
before it is used. ft ,

Ship and galley, tile. A special quarry tile having an
indented pattern on the face of the tile to produce an
antislip effect. (ASTM C 242-72)

Shivering (peeling). The splintering which occurs in fired
glazes or other ceramic coating dye to critical compres-

.4 sive stresses. (ASTM C 242-72)
Shower. .floor waterproof methbrane. See Waterproof mem-

brane.
- glower pan. Terminology used in some areas for Water-

proof membrane. (CTI)
Shower receptor. The flood and side walls of the shower up

to and including the curb of the shower. -(CTI)
Shower receptor liner or lining. Terminology used in 'some

areas for- Waterproof membrane. (CTI)
Single fire. Se-Fire, single. a . .I
Sink angle. Trim shIpe used pn a draihboard at the corners

of the kitchen sink. This trim shape, which is AU 106,
also is called 'a butterfly.

Sinter. A ceramic material or mixture fired to less than'
complete fusion, resulting in a coherent mass. (ASTM C .
242-72) .

Skim' coat. See Bond coat.
Slide. A . fresh tile wall that has -buckled or sagged: This 4'

condition may be caused by eexcessivemortar, insuffr-
- lime in the mortar, or excessive moisture in the

scratch coat. A slide also'may result if the surface is slick
or the mortar is too soft.

11.



Slip coating. A ceramic material br mixture other than a
glaze, applied to a ceramic body and fired to the maw;
rity required to develop-speed' characteristics. (ASTM
£ 242-72)

Slip glaze. A glaze consisting primarily lof a readily fusible,
clay or silt. (ASTM C 242-72) " '

Slip process. See 'Process_
/

wet. -
,/

Slip - resistant tile. Tile that has greater slip-resistant chatic-
teristies due to an abrasive admixture, abrasive parreles
in the surface, or groovas or patterns in the stplace.

Slip (shirr)). A suspension of ceramic material in liquid.
(ASTM C 242.72) / '

S it c ut. Description of a tile that has been cut to fit around
pipes or switch boxes. This tile is usually m the shape of
the letter H or the letter b. z

Slush coat. A pure coat of a very soft co2Sistency.-This also
is called a slurry coat. 40

Soap, neutral. A soap recommended
faces. It should be neither aci

Soaping tile. The method of app
tiled walls to protect them
construction. (TCA)

Soldier course. Oblong tile laid with the long side vertical
and all joints in alignment.

Solid casting. See Casting, solid,
Spacing mix. A dry or dampened mixture of one part port-

land cement and one part extra-fine sand. This mix is
used as filler in the joints of mounted ceramic mosaic
tiles to keep them evenly spaced during installation.

SpeciaIpurpose tile. A tile, either glazed or unglaza, made
to have specific physical design or appearance character-
istics, such as size, thickness, shape, cotor,.or decoration,

keys or lugs on backs or sides, and special resistance to
staining, frost, alkalies, acids, thermal shock, physical
impact, high coeffic ellt of friction, or electrical prop-
erties. (ASTM C 24 -72)

Spitout.- A glaze defect, f the pinhole type eveloped in
the decorating kiln, due to evolution of minute gas bub-
bles from the body or\glaze. (ASTM C 242-72)

Splash eta / /s. ThC walls of a tile drainboard or bathtub.
L cut. An improper L cut that is made by splitting a

the instead, of cutting it.
Splits. Small pieces of. tile placed on a wall or floor surface

to align the screeds'or setting bed. Spots-of castingflas-
ter also may be used.

Stacking tile. A method of installalion whereby glazed tiles,
are. placed on the wall so that they are in 'direct 'contact
with-the adjacent tiles. The width of the joints is not
maintained by the use of string or other means. The tiles
tilay be set with either straight or broken joints. (TCA)

Standard-grade ceramic tile. Highest grade pf alrtypes of
ceramic tile. 0

Steatite porcelain. A vitreous ceramic whiteware,for techni-
cal application in which magnesium metasilicate (MgO
Si02) is the essential crystalline phase. (ASTM C 242-72)

Steatite talc. Massive talc or the pulverized product thereof
haying the general formula 3 Mg0.4Si02 H2O. (A$TM
C 242-72) A

Steatite tvhiteware, An ceramic whiteware in which-Mag-
. nesium metasilicate (2M gOoSi02) is the essential crystal-

linephase. (ASTMC 242 -72)

or cleaning tiled sur-
nor alkaline.

mg a soapy film to newly
om paint and plaster during

Steel .square. One of the most important tilesetting tools.
The large arm of the Square is 2 inches (5.1 centimetres)
wide and' 24 inches (61 centimetres) long and is called the
6dy or blade. The smaller arm is at a 90-degree angle to

the blade and is l',2 in ?hes (3.8 centimetres) wide and 16
inches (40.6 centimetres) long; it is called the tongue. The
point where the outside 'edgeS of the blade and tongue
join is called the heel. The surface with the manufactur-
er's name is called the face, the opposite surface is willed
the back.

Stoned. Use of a Carborundum stone to eliminate the
jagged and flaked edges, which result from cutting.

Slone%tare. A vitreous or semi% itLeous ceramic ware of fine
texture, made primarily from nonrefra tory fire clay.
(ASTM C 242-72)

Story pole. See Layout slick.
Straightedge. A straight piece of lumber that is used to rod

mortar and to align tile. Th
Straight loin'. The usual style of laying tile where all the

joints are in alignment.
Sire's( her. Trim shapes of tile between trim angles.
Striking mints. A process of remOving excessive grout from

the joints by wiping with a sponge or cloth or scraping
with a curved instrument. lTCA)

Structural do pc is. Cracks or laMinations in the body of the
tile which detract from the aesthetic appea ances.and or
the structural soundness of the tile instal

Substrate. The underlying support' . for th
installation.

Take-off person. Someone who can read blu is and is
familiar with the specifications. This person ma trac-
ings of special details concerning tlie'tilework after gath-
ering the necessary information and ,then estintates the
labor, materials, tile quantities, and special t int shapes
needed to complete the job-.

Tapping tile. An inspection technique whereb
or other small metallic object is tap
installed tile to determine by sound w
completely bonded, to its 'backing. Ti
the tile with a pointing troJvil to de
bond has been achieved. (Tg, A)

Terra (vita. Hard baked clayware,
-able color, averaging reddish \r
high saturation. (CTI)

Terra sigillata. A porous, red
embossed decorations of th
unglazed gin-face.' Origina
(ASTM C 142-72)

Terrazzo ilk. A terrazzo su
sand body, made'by a
land cement and usu

Tesseera,4tesserae. A sm
mosaic formations. (

Testing, of ceramic til
ceramic tiles are
ceramic ilk. '

Thin-set. A term u
with suitable

ation.
ceramic tile

(0.3 centimetre
Tie tt. ire. The 18-

Work.

a coin, key,
d against an

ether the tile is
setters often _tap

rmine that a good

ncluding tile, of vari-
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Tile. A ceramic surfacing unit,. usually relatively thin in
relation to facial areaand made from clay or a mixture
of clay and other ceramic materials. The body of the tile
has either a glazed or unglazed face and is fired above
red heat in the course of manufacture to a temperature
sufficiently high to produce specific physical properties
and-,cha aettristics:IASTM C 242-72) ;

Tile ass& lies. 'See tinted
Tile cutter. One of the mast efficient and economical tools

in the tilesetting rade. popular model is the hand -
drawn' tile cutti,g board hat is adjustable.

Tile. mounted. es assembl d into units or sheets and
-bonded tog ergo facilitate handling. (TCA)

Brick -mout ed tile. 'Mounted tile with perforated paper,
fiber mesh, or other suitable bonding material applied
to the backs ,or' edges of the tile so that a relatively
large proportiah of tile area is exposed to the setting
bed.

Face-mounted tile. Mounted tile with paper applied to
the faces of the tile. The water-soluble adhesive can be
removed easily prior to grouting of the joints,

'Titania porcelain. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for techni-
cal application in which titania (TiO2), is the`essential

stalline phase. (ASTM C 242-72)
Titania .hiteare. Any ceramic whiteware in which titania

(T102) tht essential crystalliffie phase.(ASTM`C 242-
72)

Trammel bar, An easily constructed but accurate layout -
tool. It is used to erect pdrpendicular lines and to bisect
angles. The'tilesetter can make'a trammel bar from a
stick of a size that is suitable for the particular job.

Trirners. Units of various shapes consisting of such items
as bases, caps, corners, moldings, and angles. These
units are used to complete an installation. (ASTM C
242-72)

Underglaze decoration. See Decoration, undergIcize.
Unglazed paver tile. Sec Paver tile.
_Unglazed quarry tile: See Quarry tile.
Unglazed tile. A hard, dense tile of homogeneous composi-

tion throughout, deriving color and texture from the
materials that make up the-body. The colors and charac-
teristies' of the tile are determined by the materials used
in the body, the method of manufacture, and the thermal
treatment. (ASTM C 242-72)

Vellum glaze. A semimat glaze with a satin-likeN.appear-
ance. (ASTM C 242-72)

Verticalbroken joint. Style of laying tile with each vertical
row of tile 'offset' for half its length.

Vitreous slip. A slip coating matured on a ceramic body,
producing a vitrified surface. (ASTM C 242 -t2)

gr

Vitreous (vitrified), T,htt degree of vitrification evidenced
by low water absorption. (See also Impervious; Nonvtt-
reous; and Sentivitreous.)(ASTM C 242-7)
NOTE the term rstreous generally signifies less than 0 5 percent
absorption. except for floor and wall tiles and low-voltage electrical
porcelains. which are considered vitreous up to 3 percent water absorp-
tion.

Vitrification. The progressive reduction in porolity_of-a
ceramic composition as a resul fheat ireatifiimt.
(ASTM C.242-72)

Vitrification ratite. The m luring range of a vitreous body.
(ASTM 'C 242-72) r

°Wall me. A glazed tile with a body that is suitable for
interior use and that is usually nonvitreous. The tile is
not expected.to withstand excessive impact nor be sub-
jected to freezing and thaWing conditions.

Water level. A piece of clear plastic hose 3/8 to 1/2 inch ( 1.0 to
1.3 centimetres) in diameter,and usually about 5Qfeet (15
metres) in length. It is filled with water, from which all
air must be removed. Air bubbles in the hose compress
when the level is used.%

Waterproof membrane. A membrane, usually made of
built-up roofing, to provide a positive waterproof floor
over the substrate, .which is to receive a tile installation
using a wire-reinforced mortar bed. (CTI)

Wet arras. Interior or exterior tiled areascsubject to period-
ic or constant wetting. Examples: showers, sunken tubs,
pools, e crier walks, roofs, exterior paving, and interior
floors.. CTI)

Wet pressing. See Presfing, wet.
Wet process. See ProceSs, wet.
Whiting. Calcium carbonate powder of high purity. (ASTM

C 242-72)
Wood .float, A tool that can be used in place of the flat

trowel for floating mortar. It is good for smoothing
small irregularities left on the mortar bed, working the
surface of the mortar before troweling on the pure coat,
or compacting floor and deck mortar.

Wrinkled sheets. Pertaining to ceramic mosaics mountcd
on paper. This condition results from rough handling in
shipment.

Yellow vare. A yellow semivitreous ware or an earthen-
ware with a colorless clear glaze. (A1TM C 242-72)

Zircon porcelaiq. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for techni-
cal application in which zirco'n(Zr02Si02) is the essen-
tial crystalline phase. (ASTM C 242-72) --

Zircon whiteware. Any ceramic whiteware in which zircon
(ZrOrSi02) is the essential crystalline phase. (ASTM C
242-7.2)
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Books for Each Apprentice
Alneric an ,Vational Standard Specifications Book (Lat--

est edition). Contains all installation and material
specifications and standards. New York: Tile Coun-
cil of AmericA, Inc. (Orders to Ceramic Tile Insti-
tute:700 North Virgil Me., Los Angeles, CA 90029.
S3.)

American National Standard Sprctfic awns for Ce-
pantie Tile (ANSI A137.1-1980). (Latest editiOn).
New York: Tile Council of America, Inc. (Orders
to Ceramic Tile Institute, 700 'North Virgil Met
Los Angeles, CA 90029. S3.00.)

Hobbs, Glen M., and James McKinney. Practical
Mathematics (Third edition). Chicago. American
Technical Society, 1973. (Orders to American Tech-
nical Publisliers,,,Intt., 12235 South Laramie Ave.,
Alsip, II. 60658. Separate chapter pamphlets of the
second edition of Practical Mathemattc.s also are
available fronf the publisher)

Introduction to Apprenticeship ( Workbook and -Test-
bopk). Sacramento: California State Department
of Education, Revised 1973. (Orders to California
State Department of Education, P.O. Box 271,
Sacramento, CA 9580... ice aai a L equest.)

Sundberg, E. W. Building Tra es Blueprint Reading
Part I, Fundamentals (FiTth edition* revised). Chi-
cago. American Technical Society, 1972. (Orders to
American Technical Publishers, Inc., 12235 South
Laramie Ave., Msip, IL. 6065$.

Tilesetting (Workbook and Testbook). Sacramento.
California ,State Department , of Education, 1981.
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(Orders to California State Department of Educa-
tion, P.O. Box 271, Sacramento.. CA 95802. Price
available On request.)

.
Books for the Classroom Library

American National Standard ANSI A10-20-1977 (Lat-
est edition). Safety, requirements for ceramic tile,
terrazzo, and marble work. (Orders to Ceramic
Tile Institute, 700 North Virgil Axe., Los Angeles,
CA 90029. 54.50.)

Construe lion Saki) Orders (Latest edition). San
Francisco: California -State Department of Indus-
trial Relation, Dix ision of Industrial Safety. (Orders
to Department of General Sen. ices, Publications
Section, P.O.- Box 20191, Sacramento, CA 95820.
S1.25.)

Handbook for Ceramic Tile Installon (Latest edi-
tion). THe Council of America, Ii e. (Orders to
Ceramic Tile Institute, 700 North Virgil Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90.029. $1 .)°

Standind Specification fur Installation of *Ceramic
Tile an'? Water Resistant Organic Adhe.sive.s (CTI-
R4-101-62) (Latest edition). Los Angeles. a.ramic
Tile Institute. (Orders to Ceramic Tile Instit te, 700
North VirgiPMe., Los Angeles, CA 90029. No
charge.)

Standard Specifications for the Installatioa qf Ttle-
Lined Sholi'er Receptors (CTI-R8-103:62) (Latest
edition). Los Angeles: Ceramic Tile littittite. (Orders
to Ceramic Tile Inst,ituti.%- 700 North Virgil Me.,

A Los Angeles, CA 90029. No charge.)
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